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13) T.C. Schelling:The uses of force in the nuclear age. 
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The Praetorian Pattern of Politics 

Jlew aspects of modernization and social change are more ~?triking 

or common than the intervention of the military in politics. Juntas and 

coups, military revolts and military regimes have been continuing phenomena . . 
in Lat~~ American societies: they have been almost as prevalent in the 

Middle East. In the late 1950s and early 1960s many societies in southern 

and southeast Asia also came under military rule, .and in the mid-1960s 

the coup contagion swept Africa. Military interventions apparently are 

an inseparable part of political modernization whatever the continent 

and whe.tever the country. They pose three problems for analysis. First, 

what are the causes of military intervention in the politics of modern

izing countries? Secc:·.d, what are the consequences of intervention for 

modernization and·social change? Third, under.what conditions may 

militmzy intervention promote political development, that is, the emerg

ence of stable and effective political institutions which reduce the 

probab:llity of interventions? 

The very.prevalence of military interv~ntion suggeststhat many of 

its commonly advanced causes le.ck persuasiveness. . It has, for instance, been 

argued that American military assistance is a significant :actor increasing 

the proclivities ·of armies to involve themselves· .in. politics. Such assist

ance, it is said, encourages the political independence of the army and gives 

it extra power, extra leverage, and more motivation to take action against 

civiHan political.leaders. In some circumstances this argument may have 

* This paper is adapted from my forth-coming Political Order in 
Chanr,g Societies (Ne~< Haven & London, Yale University Press, 
1!)68 , Ch. 4 
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a cerkin partinl vslidity. But as the sole or principE>l cause of 

military interventions, militaxy aid cru1not be held guilty. Most 

countries which experienced military coups after receiving American 

military assistance experienced them equally often before they became 

the beneficiaries of Pentagon largesse. No convincing evidence exists 

of a correlation between the American military aid and military involve

ment in politics. And, it must be pointed out 1 the opposite hypothesis 

also is not true: the hopes of many people that the propensity of 

foreign military to intervene would be reduced by courses at Leaven

worth, indoctrination in Anglo-American doctrines of civilian supremacy, 

and association with.professionalized American military officers have 

also turned to naught. Military aid and military training are by 

themselves politicelly sterile: they neither encourage nor reduce 

the tendencies of military officers to play a political role. 1 

It is equally fallacious to attempt to explain military inter

ventions in politics primarily b,r reference to the internal structure 

of the military or the social background of the officers doing the 

intervening. }forris Jenowitz, for instance, looks for the causes of 

military intervention in politics in the "characteristics of the military 

establishment" of the country, and attempts to relate the propensity 

end ability of military officers to intervene in politics to their 

"ethos of public serV-ice"' their skill structure, \ihich combines managerial 

ability with a heroic posture, their middle-class and lower middle-

class social orlgi~s, and their internal cohesion. 2 Some evidence supports 

these connections, but much other evidence does not. His effort to 

answer the question, "What characteristics of the military establishment 

of a new nation facilitate its f.nvolvement in domestic politics?" is 

misdirected because the most important causes of military intervention 

in politics are not military but political and reflect not the social 

and organizational characteristics of the military establishment but the 

political and institutional structure of the socidy. 

1 On Latin America, see Charles \iolf, Jr., United States Policy and the 
Third World: Problems and Anal sis (Boston, Little BrO\-m and Company, 
1967 , chap. 5, and John Duncan Powell, "Hilitary Assistance and 
Militarism in Latin America, "Western Political Quarterly, 18 (June 1965), 
382-92 

2 Morris Janowitz, The Milite in the Political Develo ment of New Nations 
(Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1964. pp. l, 27-29 

•• 
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Military explanations do not explain military. interventions. 

The reason for this is simply that milit:·ry interventions are only one 

spedfic :manifestation of a broader phen()menon in underdeveloped societiee:: 

tho cs·eneral politicization of social forces and institutions. In such 

societies, politics lacks autonomy, complexity, coherence, and adaptability. 3 

All sorts. of social forces and groups become directly engaged in general 

politics.· Countries which have political armies also have political 

clergies,, political universities, political bureaucracies, political 

labour unions, and ~ ~litical corporations. Society as a whole is out

of-joint, not just the military. All these specialized groups tend to 

become involved in politics dealing ,;ith general political issues: not 

just issues which affect their own particular institutional interest or 

groups, but issues which affect society as a whole. In every society, 

military· men engage in politics to promote higher pay and larger military 

forces,even·in political systems such as these of the United States 

and the Soviet Union, which have almost impeccable systems of civilian 

controL In underdeveloped socie'ties the military are concerned not only 
I 

with pa:r and promction, althotlgh they are concerned with that, but also 

with the distribution·of power and status throughout the political system. 

Their goals are general and diffuse as well as limited and concrete. So 

also with other social groups. Colonels and.generals, students and 

professors, Moslem ulema and Buddhist monk~, .all become directly involved 

·in poli.tics as a whole. 

Corruption in a limited sense refers to the intervention of wealth 

in the poiiticai sphere. Praetorianism in a limited sense refers to the 

interv<mtion of the military in politics, and cleriualism to the participation 

of religious leaders. As ·yet no good word describes extensive student 

participation in politics. All these terms, however, refer to.different 

aspects of the same phenomenon, the politicization of social forces. Here, 

for the sake of brevity, the phrase "praetorian society" is used to refer 

to such a politicized·society with the understanding that this refers to the 

participation not only Of the military but of other social forces as well. 4 

3 See my "Political Development and Political Decay", World Politics, ll 
i;pril 1965), 386-430. 

4 See David Rappport, "A Comparative Theory of Military and Political 
'I'ypes", in Samuel P. Huntir~gton, elt., Changing Patterns of ~lilitary 
Politics (New York, The Free Press of Glencoe, Inc., 1962), p:p. 71-100. 
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The same causes which produce military interventionsin politics 

in praetorian societies are also responsible for the political involvements 

of labor unions, businessmen,, students, and clergy. These causes lie 

not in the nature of the group but in the structure of society. In 

particular they lie in the absence· of effective political institutions 

capable of mediating, refining, and moderating group political action. 

In a praetorian system social forces confront each other nakedly: no 

political institutions, no corps of professional political leaders, are 

recognized or accepted as the legitimate intermediaries to moderate 

group conflict. Equally important, no agreement exists among the groups 

as to the legitimate and authoritative methods for resolving conflicts, 

In an institutionalized polity most political <.ctors agree on the 

procedures to be used for the resolution of political disputes, that is, 

for the allocation of office and the determination of policy. Office· may 

be assigned through election, heredity, examination, lot, or some combination 

of these and other means. Policy issues may be resolved by hierarchical 

processes, by petitions, hearing, and appeals, by majority votes, by 

oonr,;_l.tation and consensus or through yet other means. But, in any event, 

gene:eal agreement exists as to what those means are, and the groups 

participating in the political game recognize their obligation to employ 

those means, This is true of both western constitutional democracies and 

communist dictatorships. In a praetorian society, however, not only are 

the actors varied, but so also are the methods used to decide upon office 

and policy. Each group employs means which reflect its peculiar nature and 

capabilities. The wealthy bribe; students riot; workers strike; mobs 

demonstrate; and the military coup. In the absence of accepted procedures, 

all these forms of direct action are found on the political scene. The 

techniques of military intervention are simply more dramatic and effective 

than the others because, as Hobbes put it, "When nothing else is turned 

up, clubs are trumps", 5 

A praetorian society thus lacks community and effective politic?l 
' . J 

institutions. These conditions can exist at various levels in the evolution 

of political participation. In a society with participation limited to a 

small oligarchy, the actors in politics are relatively homogeneous even in 

5· Quoted by Dankwart A. Rustow, 
Brookings Institution, 1967), 

A World of Nations (Washington, D.C. 
p. 170 
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the absence of effective political institutions. Community is more 

the product of social ties than political action. ·As political particip

ation broadens, however, the actors in politics become more num,'rous and 

their me·Ghods of political action are more diverse. As a result, 

conflict becomes more intense in the middle-class radical praetorian 

society and still more so in the mass praetorian society. In all . st!J_ges 

of praetorianism, '·social forces interact directly with each other and 

make little or no eftort to relate their private interest to .a public 

good. In a praetorian oligarchy, politics is a struggle amol"l:g personal 

and family cliques: in a radical praetorian society the struggle among 

institu·Gional and occupational groups supplements that among cliques: 

in mass praetorianism social classes and social movements dominate the 

scene. The increase in size, strength, and diversity of social forces 

makes the tension and conflict among them less and less tolerable. In 

an institutionalized, civic polity, the participation of new groups 

in the political system reduces ~ensions: through participation, new 

groups are assimilated into the political order:. as, for instance, 

the classic case of. the extension of the suffrage in Great Britain, In 

pl:-e.2 ~o:dan societies, however, the participation of new groups exacerbates 

rather than reduces tensions. It multiplies the resources and methods 

which are employed in political action and thus contributes to the dis

-integration of the polity. New groups are mobilized but not assimilated. 

The expansion of political participation in Great Britain made Disraeli's 

two nations into one. The expansion of participation in Argentina has 

made >;he same two nations into mortal enemies. 

The stability bf a civic polity thus varies directly with the scope 

of political participation. 'Its durability declines as participation rises. 

Praetori:an oligarchies may last centuries: middle.,class systems decades: 

mass praetorian systems usually only a few· years.· ·Either the mass· praetorian 

syste•m become~ stabili:<:ed through· the :conquest of power by' a totaUtarian 
. . . . . - . " 

party, as in Weimar Germany, .or .the more traditional elit.es attempt to 

reduoe the level of participation through authoriiiarian means, as in 

Argentina. In a society without effective polHical institutions and 

unable to develop them, the end result of soci&.and economic modernization 

·is politlcal chaos, 
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The Military: Ref.brmers er Conservatives? 

In the 1960s scholars spent much ink and time debating whether 

the military play basically a progressive or a conservative role in_ 

modernization. Most seemed to agree that in the Middle East the military 

were typically the proponents of change; the army, as Halpern said, is 

"the vanguard of nationalism and social reform"; it is the most cohesive 

and disciplined eleme.1t in "the new middle class" whose"thrust towards 

revolutionary action.,, is overwhelming", With respect to Latin America, 

however, no such consensus existed; proponents o~ both the progressive 

and the conservative views made impressive c•~€~.out of fact, logic, and 

statistics. 6 

Both cases were right; ·Latin America is simply more varied than 

the Middle East. Except for Turkey, virtually all Middle Eastern praetorian 

or semi-praetorian societies were still in the process after World War 

II of expanding political participation from the oligarchy to the middle 

class, l'lilitary officers are drawn from middle-class backgrounds and perform 

micdle-class functions in a professionalized, bureaucratic environment. 

vlhere the basic issues of politics involve the displacement of the oligarchy 

and the accession to power of the middle class, the military necessarily 

are on the side of reform. This was also true in· Latin America. In the 

more advanced Latin American societies - Argentina, Chile, Brazil - the 

military played a reforming role in the early part of the twentieth century. 

During and after World War II military officers led or cooperated in middle

class reform movements in Bolivia, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, and . 
Venezuela. In these cases, as in Egypt (1952), Syria (1949), and Iraq 

(1958), the military led "break-through" coups displacing oligarchical 

elements from power end inaugurating efforts at modernization and reform. 

6 Manfred Halpern, The Politics of Social Chan e in the Middle East and North 
Africa· (Prinoutcn, Princeton University Press, 1963 , pp. 75, 253. For 
the modernizing argument on the military in southeast Asia, see Lucian Pye, 
"Armies in the Process of Modernization", in John J. Johnson, ed., 
The Role of the Milita in Underdevelo ed Countries (Princeton, 
Princeton University Press, 1962 , pp. 69-90. · On Le.tin America, the 
conservative interpretation is argued by Edwin Lieuwen in Generals vs. 
Pre5ir'.snts (New York, ·Frederick Praeger, 1964) and by Martin C. Needler, · 
"Foli ~:J:cal Development and Military Intervention in Latin America", 
American Political Science Review, 60 (September, 1966), 616-26. A more 
progressive role for the military is stressed by John C, Johnson, ~ 
Military and Society in Latin America (Stanford, Stanford University 
Press, 1964). 

,, 
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The frequency of military coups .in Latin America, 

has no relation to the size of the middle class.? 

Jose Nun has 

Praetorian politics 

exists at all stages of social mobilization and. the expansion of political 

participation. The impact and significance of military intervention in 

politics, however, does vary 1vith the size of the middle class. In Latin 

America ~l the 1950s, in those countries where the middle and upper classes 

were very small; less than 8'/o of the total population, (Nicaragua, Honduras, 

Dominican Republic, and Haiti), politics was still in the personalistic, 

oligarchical style, and the middle-class military reformer had yet to appear 

on. the scene. In. those societies where the middle class was larger, between 

Bi; and 1:-% of the total :Population, the dominant groups in the military 

typioallo' played a more modernizing and reforming role in the 1930s and 

1940s. ~~ese societies included Guatemala, Bolivia, El Salvador, Ecuador, 

and Peru. Panama and Paraguay, with upper and middle classes in 1950 

estimete:i at 15% and 14% respectively, were in some respects deviants from 

this pattern. Among those larger and more complex societies, where the 

middle class constituted 15% to 36% of the total population, the miiitary 

either abstained from politics and were a primarily professional force 

(Chile, Uruguay, Costa Rica, Mexico) or they intervened in politics to 

play an increasingly· conservative political role (Argentina, Cuba, Venezuela, 

Colombia, Brazil) • 

. ~s society changes, so does the role of the military. In the world 

of oligarchy, the soldier is a radical; in the middle-class world he is a 

participant and arbiter; .. as the mass society looms on the horizon he 

becomeE: the conservative guardian of the existing order. Thus, paradoxically, 

but understandably, the more backward a society is, the more progressive the 

role of its military; the more advanced a society becomes, the more conservat

ive .and reactionary becomes the role of its military. In 1890 Argentine 

officers founded the LogiaMilitar to promote reform. Thirty years later 

they founded the Logia San Martin which opposed reform and incubated 

.. ~the 1930 coup designed by its promoters to restore the "stable constitutional 

democracy" which was being subverted by the "mass-oeracy" of President Yrigoyen. 8 

7 Jo1:e Nun, "A Latin American Phenomenon: The Middle Class Military Coup", in 
Ine1titute of International Studies, Trends in Social Science Research in Latin 
AmElrican Studies: A Conference Re ort (Berkeley, University of California, 
1965 , pp. 68-69. Nun here reproduces the estimates of the Latin American 
micldle class made by Gino Germani, Politics Sociedad en una oca de 
Tr~sicion (Buenos Aires Editorial Paidos, 1962 , pp. 169-70, and I have, 
in turn, relied on them in my analysis '.n this paragraph. 

8 Liisa North, Civil-Milita Relations in Ar ntina Chile and Peru Politics 
of' Modernization Series, 2 Berkeley, Institute of International S~udies, 
University of California, 1966),pp. 26-27, 30-33. 
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So also, in Turkey, the Young Turks in 1908 and the· Kemalists in 

the 1920s played highly progressive reforming roles similar to those 

· · which the mili tar;Y after World War I!· assumed in other 1-liddle. Eastern 

countries. By that time in Turkey, however, the military were inter

vening dil· politics to curb the rise to power of a new business class · 

supported -by the peasants, · The soldiers had no·t changed;·· they still 

supported the· re.forins of the· Kemalist era. But they were now unwilling 

to admit to power social classes which might make changes in those 

· refoims. 

The extent to which military institutions and individuals become 

politicized is a fcinction of the we~es~' o'f oi,;i.ii~ political organ-
. . 

izations and the inability of civilian political leaders to deal with 

the principal policy problems facing the country, The extent to' which 

a politicized officer corps plays a conservative or a reform role in 

politics is a f~ction of the expansion of political participation in the 

society, 

,._. The instability and coup¥J associated with the emergence of the 

middle class are due to changes .in .. the nature of the military; those 

associated. with the emergence of. tJ:e lower class are due to changes .in 

the nature of the society, In the former case, the military are modernized 

and develop concepts of efficiency, honesty, and nationalism which alienate 

them from ·the existing order. They intervene in politics to bring society 

abreast of the military. They are th~ advance guard of t'he middle class 

and spearhead its breakthrough int6 the political arena. They promote 

social and economic reform, national integration, and,. in. some measure, the 

extension of political participation. Once middle.,;class urban groups 

become the dominant elements in politics, the military assume an arbitral 

or stabilizing role, If a society is able to move from middle class to 

mass participation with fairly well-developed political institutions (such 

as in Latin America-Chile, UrugUa.y and Mexico), the military assume a non

political, specialized, professional role characteristic of systems with 

"objective" civilian control. Chile, UrugUa.y, and Mexico were, indeed, the 

only Latin American countries in which there were.no military coups d'etat 

during the two decades after vlorld \-lar II. If, however, a society moves 

into the phase of mass participation without developizlg effective political 

institutions, the !p.ilitary become engaged in_ a conservative effort to protect 

the existing system against the incursions of the lower classes, particularly 

the urban lower classes. They become the guardians of the existing middle-

. class order. · They are thus, . in a sense, the. door-keepers in the expansion 

of political participation in a praetorian society: their historical role 
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is to open the door to the middle class and to close it on the lower class. 

The radical phase of a praetorian society begins with a bright, modernizing 

military coup toppling the oligarchy and heralding the emergence of enli,;;hten

ment into politics. It ends in a succession of frustrating and unwholesome 

rearguard efforts to block the lower classes from scaling the heights of 

political po>Jer. 

The guardian role of the military is legitimated by an impressive 

rationale, 11hich is persuasive to many armies ond often persuasive to American 

opinion leaders. l'J.ili tary involvement in ~olitics i.s intermitt' v t and for 

limited purposes, and hence the militar,r vie\J themselves neither as the 

modernizers of society.nor as the creators of a new political order bUt rather 

as the guardians and perhaps the purifiers of the existing order. The army, 

in the wards of President (and llir Force general) Barrientos of Bolivia, should 

be the country's "tutelary institution •• ..atching zealously over: the fulfilling 

of laws and the virtue of governments. ,.9 l'Iili tary intervention, consequently, 

is prompted by the corruption, stagllaticn, stalemate; anarchyi subversion, of 

the establiBhed political system. Once these are eliminated, the military claim 

that they can then return the purVied polity to the hands of the civilian 

leaders. Their job is simply.to straighten out the mess and then to get out. 

·Theirs is a temporary dictatorship - erpaps somewhat on the Roman model. 

The ideology of guardianship varies little from country to country. 

It is most developed, naturally enough, in Latin America, >Jhere praetorianism and 

political participation are both >Jidely prevalent. The army should intervene 

in politicn, as one Argentine general put it, to deal ,.n_ th "the great disasters 

that can liaperil our national stability and integrity, leaving aside the small 

disasters that any attempt to repair will only serve to separate us from our 

mission and hamper a clear perception of our duty". · Many Latin American consti t

utions implicitly or explicitly recognize the guardian function of the military. 

The Pern;ian military, for instance, have justified their actions in barring the 

Apristas from po>Jer by the constitutional provision that: "The purpose of the 

armed foree is to assure the law of the Republic, compliance with the Constitution 

and laws, and the conservation of public order".
10 

The military in a sense 

9 Quoted by Christopher Rand, "Letter from La Paz", New Yorker (December 31, 1966) 
p.so 

.. 
10 Major General Julio Alsog;.ray,.New York Times (March 6, 1966), p.26; Rosendo 

A. Gomez, "Peru: The Politics of Militllry Guardianship", in Martin c. Needler, 
ea., J'olitical Systems of Latin America (Princ&ton, D. Van Nostrand Company, 
1964)" pp. 301-02 
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assume constitutional functions analogous to those of the Supreme Court 

of the United States: they have a responsibility to preserve the political 

order and hence are drawn into politics at times of crisis or controversy 

to veto actions by the "political" branches of government, . ."·-b:h deviate 

from the essentials of that system. Yet they are also concerned about 

their own institutional integrity and hence divided among themselves in the 

milita:cy equivalents of "judicial activists" and "judicial self-restrainers". 

The extent to which the military'are looked in a middle-class outlook suggests 

that the expectations that the military will increasingly become a force for 

reform are likely to be unfounded. It has, for instance, been suggested that 

the future will see the emergence of a Latin American Nasserism, that is, 

"the assumption by Latin American armed forces of the same kind of moderniz

ing arid reforming responsibilities that the military have assumed in the 

Near East." ll Many Latin Americans, civilians as well.as colonels, see a 

Nasserite '·solution as· the' most promising path toward social, economic, 

and politicHl d'evelopment. These hope< have little chance of realization. 

Host Latin American societies are beyond the possibilities of Nasserism. They 

are too complex; too highly articulated, too far advanced economically to 

be susceptible to salvation by military reform. As·Latin America has 

modernized, the roie of the military has become more conservative. Between 

.1935 and 1944 1 507S of the.coups in Latin America had reformist objectives 

of changing the economic and ~ocial_status quo; between 1945 and 1954, 2~ 

of.the coups had these objectives; between 1955 and 1964, only 17% did.
12 

To say that the Brazil of the 1960s needed a Nasser was somevhat like 

saying that the Russia of the 1960s needed a Stolypin. The tt;o types. of 

leadership were simply irrelevant to the stage of development which these 

societies had reached. In the .1960s, an Iran or an Ethiopia could use a 

Stolypin, and in Latin America. there was perhaps room for a Nas2e.r in Haiti, 

Paraguay, Nicaragua, or even the Dominican Republic, But the rest of the 
·' 

continent was simply too highly developed for such an attractively simple 

panacea. 

As society becomes more complex, it becomes more difficult for military 

·officers 1 first, to exercise power effectively and then to seize pm;er 

successfully. As a reasonably small, socially homogeneous and highly 

disciplined and coherent group, the'dominant elements in the officer corps 

11 LieuvEu,Generals vs. Presidents, 
gbod evaluation of possibilities 
Nasserism. 

p. 138. See pp. 136-41 for ;:. ·.:'.; .. 
and obstacles to Latin American 

12 Needler, "Political Developreent". pp. 619-20 
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can act reELSonably effectively as a leadership cadre in a 'lociety which 

is still J:'Hlatively uncomplex and undifferentiated. As the praetorian 

society .. be<}cmes more complex and differentiated, the number of social 
l . . . 

groups and. forces multiplies and. the problems of coordination and 
. . . . ' . ' ~ - . 

inter~.st agg:r!'lgation become increasingly complex. In the absence of 

effec~ivecentral political institutions for the resolution of social 
,·' . .. . ' . ' 

conflicts, the military become simply one of several relatively insulated 

and autonomous social forces. Their capacity to elicit support and to ... 
induce cooperation declines. Iri addition, of course, military officers 

are not nc:icessa:dly skilled in the esoteric arts of negotiation, compromise, 

and mass .~ppeal which are required for political action in a complex society. 

.A more simple society can be spurred, commanded, and led toward an objective. 

But where social differentiation is well advanced, the·political ·leader must 

be a balancer and compromiser. The tendency of the military to choose a 

guardian role in the mc1.~ complex societies in itself indicates some 

awarenesEl of the difficulties· of integrating social· forces. 

The seizure of power by the military in a coup designed to veto the 

expansion of political participation brings only temporary relief to the 

polit:Lcal system. The groups which participate in the coup are usually 

united only by their desire to stop or to reverse the tendencies which they 

consider subversive of political order. Once the military are in power, the 

coup coa.lition begins to split. It may fragment into small cliques, each 

attemptj.ng to push its own ends •. More frequently,: it divides into two 

broad factions: the radicals and the moderates, the hard-liners and the 

soft-lb1ers, the garilas and the legalistas. The struggle between the 

modera t,3S and the radicals may. focus on a number of is sues, but typically 

the key issue is the return of power to civilians. Invariably, the junta 

which comes to power in a veto coup promises a quick surrender of power ani 

return to normal civilian rule. The hard-liners argue, however, that the 

military must stay in power to bar permanently the civilian groups which they 

ousted from power and to impose structural reforms on the political system. 

The haJ:d-liners are usually etatist in economics and authoritwian in politics. 

The moderates, on the other hand, usu9.lly view the aims of the coup as more 

limi tecl. Once. the objectionable political leaders have been removed from the 

scene and a few political and administrative changes introduced, they feel 

that they have done their job, and they are ready to retire to the political 

sidelines. As in the break-through coups Which mark the rise of the middle

class to political ac.tion, the moderates in the veto coups usually come to 

power first. They are moderate, however, not because they are willing to 
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compromise with the existing oligarchy, but because they may be willing to 

compromise. with the emerging mass movements·. · The radicals, on the other 

hand, resist the expansion of political participation. In the break-through 

coup, the radical does not compromise · .. Hh the oligarchy; in the veto coup 

the radical does not compromise with the masses. One hastens his·tory; the 

other resists it. 

The basic dilemma in the guardian role involves the two assumptions 

that the army is above politics and that the army should intervene in 

politics.to prevent changes in the political system. The guardian role 

of the military is based on the premise that the causes of military inter

vention arise from temporary and extraordinary disruptions of the political 

system. In fact, however, the causes are endemic to the political system 

and are the unavoidable consequence of the modernization of society. They 

cannot be removed simply by eliminating people. In addition, once the army 

does block the conquest of pmrer by another social group, institutional and 

personal self-interest combine to make the officers deathly fearful of 

the retaliation which may be visited upon them if they ever withhold their 

veto. Hence the incentives to intervene escalate, and the army becomes 

irreversably committed to insuring that the once-proscribed group never 

acquires office. 

The Military and Political Development 

In simple societies a sense of community makes possible the 

development of political institutions. In more complicated societies a 

primary, if not.the primary, function of political institutions is to make 

the community more of a. community~ The interaction between the political 

order and the social order is thus a dynamic and dialectical one: initially 

the latter plays the major role in shaping the former, subsequently the 

former plays the more important role in creating the latter. Praetorian 

societies, however, are caught in a vicious .circle. In its simpler forms the 

praetorian society lacks community and this obstructs the development of 

political institutions. In its more complicated forms, the lack of effective 

political institutions obstructs the development of community. As.a result, 

strong tendencies exist in a praetorian society encouraging it to remain in 

that condition. Attitudes and behaviour patterns, once developed, tend to 

remain and to repeat themselves. Praetorian politics becomes embedded in the 

cu~ture of the society. 

• 
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When e.uch conditions exist in a culture; the question ne'cessarily 

arises: How can they be remedied? Under what circumstances is it possible 

to move from a society of politicized social forces to one in which there 

is legitimacy and authority? Can a praetorian society lift itself by its 

bootstrapli? Where in such a society is there a fulcrum which can be used 

to move the society out of that condition? ~Jho or uhat can create' the 

common interests and the inteirating in'sti tutions necessary to. transform 

a praetoriart society into a civic order? 

Theso questions obviously. have no obvious answers. Two generalizations, 

however, cru1 perhaps be made about the movement of_ societies from praetorian 

disunity to civic order. First, the earlier this development takes place :Ln 

the process of modernization and the expansion of political partic;pation, 

the lower the costs which it imposes on society. Conversely, the more 

complex the society.themore difficult it becomes to create integrating 

political institutions •. Second,. at each stEge in the broadening of political 

participation, the opportunities for fruitful political action rest with 

different :3ocia,l groups and different types of political leaders. For 

societies in the radical praetorian phase, the leadership in the creation 

of durable political institutions obviously must come from middle-class social 

forces and must appeal to such forces. 

ThE, ability of the military to play this developmental role or 

even to play a modernizing role depends upon the combination of social 

forces in the society. The influence of the military in a praetorian 

society chru1ges with the level of participation. In the oligarchical phase, 

little distinction usually exists between military and civilian leaders, and 

the political scene is dominated by generals or at least individuals bearing 

the title of general. By the ti.me a society has moved into the radical-

. middle class phase, the officer corps has usually become more sharply 

delineatE•d as an institution; iilfluenoe is shared between military and 

other soeial forces; and a limited degree of political institutionalization 

may take place within the framellork c r a narrowly defined ·and non-expansible 

political system. Military intervention isfrequently intermittent, with 

an aHernation of military juntas and civilian ones and with the gradual 

emergence of more powerful, counterbalancin€(, civilian groups. Finally, 

in the n~ss praetorian phase, the influence of the military is circumscribed 

by the emergence of large, popularmovemenh. Consequently, the opportunities 

for the creation of political institutions under military auspices are greatest 

in the ':>arly phases of radical praetorian society. 
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For a society to escape from praetorianism requires "ot;:·· the 

coalescence of urban and rural interests and the crestion of new political 

institutions, The distinctive social aspect of radical praetorianism is 

the divorce of the city from the countryside: politics is dombat among 

middle-class urban groups, no one of which has reason to promote social 

consensus or political order. The social pre-condition of the establishment 

of stability is the reappearance in politics of the social forces dominant 

in the countryside, The intelligentsia has the brains; the military have 

the guns; the peasants, however, have the numbers and the votes. Political 

stability requires a coalition between at least two of these social forces. 

Given the hostilfty which usually develops between the two most politically 

articulate elements of the middle class, a coalition of brains and guns 

against numbers is rare indeed. If it does come into existence, as in 

Turkey during the Ataturk period, it provides only a temporary and fragile 

stability; eventually, it is overwhelmed by the entry of the rural masses 

into politics. A coalition between the intelligentsia and the peasants, 

in contrast, usually involves revolution: the d··struction of the existing 

system as a prerequisite to the creation of a new, more stable one. The 

third route to stable government is by the coalescence of €}..:·' s and numbers 

against brains. It is this possibility which offers the military in a 

radical praetorian society the opportunity to move their society from 

praetorianism to civic order.· 

. The ability of the military to develop stable political institutions 

dep~· .J.s first upon their ability to identify their rule w:l, th the masses of 

the peasantry and to mobilize the peasantry into politics on their side. In 

many instances, this is precisiy what modernizing military rulers who have 

come to power in the early stages of radical praetorianism have attempted to 

do. The support of rural elements is only a precondition to the development 

of political institutions by a military regime. Initia~ly, the legitimacy 

of a modernizing military regime comes from the promise it offers for the 

future. But eventually, this declines as a source of legitimacy. If the 

regime does not develop a political structur.e which institutionalizes some 

principle of legitimacy, the result can only be a military oligarchy in which 

power is passed among the oligarchs by means of coups dletat, and which also 

stands in danger of revolutionary overthrow by new social forces 1<hich it 

does not possess the institutional ·mechanisms for assimilating. The 

alternative is for the military to retain power but at the same time 

institutionalize it. There is no necessary conflict between their personal 
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interestil and those of political institutionalization. They can, in a 

sense, convert military intervention in politics into m::.:i tary part' cipe.tion 

·:H :.c ~ itics. J.VJili tary intervention violates wh?tever rules of the game 

may exist and undermines the integrity of the political order and the 

basis of legitimacy, Military participation means playing the political 

game in order to create new political institutions. The initial inter

vention may be illegitimate, but it acquires legitimacy when it is 

converted into participation and the assumption of responsibility for the 

creation of new political institutions which will make impossible and 

unnecesBary future interventions by both the military and other social 

forces. Intermittent militar,Y intervention to stop politics or to suspend 

. politics is the essence of praetorianism, Sustained military participation 

in politics may lead a society away from praetorianism. 

The principel obstacle to the military's playing this role in 

radical. praetorian societies comes not from objective social and political 

condiUons but from the subjective attitudes of the military toward politics 

and to;mrd themselves. The probilem is military opposition to politics, 

Military leaders can easily envision themselves in a guardian role; they 

can al:>o picture themselves as the far-seeing impartial promoters of social 

and economic reform in their societies. But, with rare exceptions, they 

shrink from assuming the role of political organizer, In particular, they 

condemn political parties. They try to rule the state without parties, and 

~hey thereby cut off the one major way in which they could hope t-o move 

their countries out of their praetorian condition •. 

In Burma and Egypt, for instance, the efforts by ~litary leaders 

·to organize mass- association to institutionalize participation and tn 

legi t:Lmize their power came to naught, In both .cases the leaders had to 

redir•=ct their efforts to 1·1hat was in fact., if not in name, a cadre party, 

In Pakistan, Ayub Khan's institutional innovations required the reintroduct

ion of.political parties to make them operate effectively. In all three 

cases, the leaders resisted political parties, but were eventually compelled 

either to accept t"em <Jr to accept continued illegitimacy and instability. 

In other cases, military leaders have been more willing to organize 

poli 1;ical parties and to start the process of bUilding modern 'p61.itical 

inst:ctutions which could create a basis of permanent political stability and 

authority. Perhaps the most striking example of political institution

building by generals is Mexico, where at the end of the 1920s Calles and 

the other military leaders of the Revolution created the Mexican Revolutionary 
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Par~ and in effect institutionalized the Revolution. The creation of this 

institution made it possible for the political system to assimilate a 

variety of new social forces, labor and agrarian, which rose to prominence 

under Cardenas in the 1930s. It' also created a political institution which 

·,was able to maintain the integrity of the political sphere against disrupt

ive social forces. During the nineteenth century, Mexico had the worst 

record of military interventions in politics of any Latin American country. 

After the 1930s, its military stayed· out of politics, and Mexico became 

one of the few Latin American countries possessing some form of institut

ional immunity to military coups d1etat. 

The achievement of the Mexican military was duplicated by Mustafa 
. . . . ' 

.Kemal and. the Turkish generals without benefit of a complete .social 

revolution. The Turkish Republican Peoples Party and the Mexican Revolutionary 

Institutional Party were both founded by political generals. In both oases, 

the bulk of the leadership of the party came from the ranks of the military. 

In both cases also, however, the party aoquired·an institutional'existence 

apart from those groups who initially created it, In both parties (although 

more pronouncedly in Mexico than in Turkey) the military leaders were 

ci vj_Jia.YJ.ized and civilian leaders in due course replaced military ones. 

Both parties, as well-organized political groupings, were able to establish 

an'effective political counter!feight to the military~ In Mexico, the top 

leadership of the party and of the country was· transferred from military to 

civilian hands in 1946. By 1958, military men accounted for- only seven 

of twenty-nine-state governors and two of eighteen cabiilet ministers. 

"Inside the ruling party and inside the government itself, civilian profess

ionals predominate", one expert observed in ths early 1960s; ''they are the 

real policy-makers. The army is Under their control. On issues that do not 

concern the military establishment they can act wHhnut consulting the 

armed forces, and· they can, and do at times, oppose it -on military issues1•13 

In Turkey a similar, although not quite as successful, process of oiviliani

zation also occurred through the mechanism of the ruling pa~. In 1924 

the. chief of staff was -excluded from the cabinet. The number of former 

military officers in political positions gradually declined. In 1920, officers 

constituted 17% of the Grand National A. sembly; in 1943, 12.5%; and in 

1950 only 5"/~. At 'the death of-Mustafa Kemal in 1938, 'leadership was trans-

. ferred to his associate Ismet Inonu, who like Kemal had come out of the army 

13 Edwin-Lieuwen, Arms and Politics in Latin America (New York, Frederick 
Praeger, 1960), p.119. 

' 
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but who had functioned for two decades in civilian roles. In 1948, the 

first cabinet was formed which did not include any former military officers, 

and in 1950, of course, elections wore held in which the opposition 

party peacefully acquired power. A decade later, the-efforts of the leader

ship of this party to suppress opposition provoked the Turkish military, 

in the name of the Kemalist tradition, to reenter politics and to establish 

a short-li.ved military regime, which in 1961 returned power to a freely 

elected c:lvilian party regime. Mexico and Turkey are_ two noteworthy_examples 

where par-ties came out of the womb in the army, political generals created 

a political party and the political party put an end to political generals. 

In the two decades after World War II,· the most notable effort by 

military men to duplicate the achievements of the Turkish and Nexican 

generals was made in Korea. For almost two years after he took power in 

South Korea in the sununer of 1961, General Pak Chung Hee was under 

pressure by the United States to reestablish civilian rule and under 

pressure b~ the hardliners in his own army to retain power and keep the 

civiliann out. He attempted to resolve this dilemma by promising elections 

in 196~ and a=anging in a Kemalist manner to shift the base of his power 

from the army to a political party. In contrast to the military leaders 

of Egypt and Pakistan, those of Korea accepted and provided for political 

parties in the new constitution which they drew up for their country. 

Far from discouraging or forbidding parties, the constitution gave them 

special stress. In three years, a military junta transformed itself into 

a political institution. In three years, military intervention in politics 

with po>rer based on the praetorian use of force had been cor. ·rerted into 

militaJ~ participation in politics with authority based on popular support 

and leg!ltimated by electoral competition. 

'rhe achievements of Ayub Khan in Pakistan, of Calles and Cardenas in 

Mexico, of·Kemal and Inonu in Turkey, of Pak and Kim in Korea, plus those 

of othe:rE such as Rivers in El Salvador, show that military leaders can be 

•:ffective builders of political institutions. ExPerience suggests that 

they can play this role most effectively in a society where social forces 

are not fully articuleted, if they are willing to follow the Kemalist model. 

In mercy· of these countries, the military leaders are intelligent, energetic, 

progreBsive. They are less corrupt - in the na=ow sense - ani more identif

ied wHh national goals and national development than most civilians. Their 

problem is more often subjective 

that @~ardianship serves only to 

than objective. 

corrupt further 

For they must recognize 

the scctety which they wish 
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to purify and that economic development without political institutionaliz ~on 

leads only to social stagnation, To move their society out of the praetorian 
· or attempt to spop politics; 

cycle, they cannot stand above politic~. Instead they must make their 

way through politics, 

At each level in the broadening of political participation, certain 

options or possibilities for evolution may exist, which if not acted upon 

disappear quickly. At the oligarchical level of praetorianism, a viable, 

expansible party system, depends upon the action of the aristocrats er 

oligarchs. If they take the initiative in the search for votes and the 

development of party organization, a country may well move out of its 

praetorian condition, in that phase. If it does not, if middle-class groups 

begin to participate in a praetorian political milieu, the opportunity to 

act passes to the military. For them modernization is not enough, and 

guardianship is too little. What is required of the military leaders is a 

more positive effort to shape a new political order. In many societies, the 

opportunity which the military have for political creativity may be the last 

real chance fc- political institutionalization, short of the totalitarian 

road. If the military fail to seize that opportunity, the broadening of 

padicipation transforms the society into a mass praetorian system, In 

such a system, the opportunity to create political institutions passes from 

the military, the apostles of order, to thoreother middle-class leaders who 

are the apostles of revolution, 

In such a society, however, revolution and order may well become 

allies. Cliques, blocs, and mass movements struggle directly with each 

other, each with its own weapons. Violence is democratized, politics 

demoralized, society at odds with itself. The ultimate product of degenera

tion, is a peculiar reversal in political roles. The truly helpless society 

is not one threatened by revolution, but one incapable of it. In the normal 

polity, the conservative is devoted to stability, and the preservation of 

order, while the radical threatens these with abrupt and violent change. But 

what meaning do concepts of conservatism and radicalism have. in a completely 

chaotic society where order must be created through a positive act of political 

will? In such a society who then is the radical? Who is the conservative? 

Is not the only true conservative the revolutionary?. 
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The Pra.,torian Pattern of Politics 

·------Pew-aspects of modernization and social change are more striking 

or common than the intervention of the military in politic~. Juntas and 

coups, military revolts and military regimes have been continuing phenomena 

in Latin American societies: they have been almost as prevalent in the 

Hiddle East. In the late 1950s and early 1960s many societies in southern 

and southeast Asia also came under mili te.ry rule, and in the mid-1960s 

the coup contagion swept Africa. . Hili tary interventions apparently are 

an insHparable part of political moderni11ation whatever the continent 

and whatever .the. country. They pose three problems for analysis. First, 

what a:re the causes of military intervention in the politics of modern

izing Muntries? Secc:·.d, what. are the consequences of intervention for 

modernization and social change? Third, under whBt conditions may 

military intervention promote political development, that is, the emerg

ence of stable and effective political institutions which reduce the 

probability of interventions? 

The.very prevalence of military intervention suggeststhat many of 

its commonly -advanced causes lack persuasiveness. It has, for instance, been 

argued that American militar.r assistance .is a significant .."actor increasing 

the pJ~oclivities of armies to involve themselves in politics. Such assist

ance,- it is said, encourages the political independence of the army and gives 

it ex·tra power, extra leverage, and more motivation to take action against 

civilian political leaders. In some circumstances this argument may have 

* This paper is adapted from my forth-coming Foli tical Order in 
fhanr,ng Societies (New Haven & Lon§.on, Yale University Press, 
1968 , Ch •. 4 . . 
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a certdn partial velidi ty. But as. the sole or principal cause of 

military interventions, military aid cru1not be held guilty, Most 

countries which experienced military-coups after receiving·American 

military assistance experienced them equally often before they became 

the beneficiaries of Pentagon largesse. No convincing evidence exists 

of a correlation between the American military aid and military involve

ment in politics. And, it must be pointed out, the opposite hypothesis 

also is not true: t~e hopes of many people that the propensity of 

foreign military to intervene would be reduced by courses at Leaven

worth, indoctrination in Anglo-American doctrines of civilian supremacy, 

and association with professionalized American military officers have 

also turned to naught. Military aid and military training are by 

themselves politicelly sterile: they neither encourage nor reduce 

the tendencies of military officers to play a political rcle. 1 

It is equally fallacious to attempt to explain military inter

ventions in politics priffiarily by reference to the internal structure 

of the military or the social background of the officers aoing the 

intervening. · }!orris J enowi tz, for instance, looks for the causes of 

military intervention in politics in 'the "characteristics of the military 

establishment" of the country, and attempts to relate the propensity 

end ability of military officers to intervene in politics to their 

"ethos of public service", their skill structure, which· combines ·inanagerial 

ability with a heroic posture, their middle-class. and lower middle-

class social origins, and their li1ternal cohesion. 2 Some evidence supports 

these connections·, but much other evidence does not. !lis effort to 

answer the question,· "What characteristics of the military establishment 

of a new nation facilitate its mvolvement in domestic politics?" is 

misdirected because the most important causes of militarycintervention 

in politics are not mili ta:rY but political and reflect not the·· social 

and organizational characteristics of the military establishment but the 

political and institutional structure of the socidy. 

1 On Latin America, see Charles Wolf., Jr., United States Policy and the 
Third World: Problems and Anal sis (Boston, Little Brc'm and Company, 
1967 , chap. 5, and John Duncan Powell', "Hilitary Assistance and 
Militarism in Latin America, ''Western Political Quarterly, 1:§: (June 1965), 
382-92 

2 Morris Janowitz, The Milita in the Political Develo ment of New Nations 
(Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1964 pp. 1, 27-29 
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Military explanations do not explain military interventions. 

The .reason for this is simply that milit:·ry interventions are only one 

specific manifestation of a broader phenomenon in underdeveloped sooietiee. 
' the general politicization of social forces and institutions. In such 

' . 3 
societies, politics lacks autonomy, complexity, coherence, and adaptability; 

All sorts of social forces and groups become directly engaged in general 

politics. Countries which have .political armies also have political 

clergies, political universities, political bureaucracies, political 

labour unions, end .=>litical corporations; Society as a whole is out

of-joint,. hot .Just the military. All these specialized groups tend to 

become involved in politics dealing •·lith general political issues: not 

just issues which affect their own particular institutional interest or 

groups, but issues which affect society as a whole. In every society, 

military men engage in politics to promote higher pay and larger military 

forces,e~en in political systems such as those of the United States 

and the Soviet Union, which have almost impeccabie systems of civilian 

control. In underdevelpped societies the military are concerned not only 

with pay and promotion, although they are concerned with that, but also 

with the distribution of power and status throughout the political system. 

Their goals are general and diffuse as well as limited and concrete. So 

also. with other ·social groups. Colonels and generals, students and 

professors, Noslem ulema and·Buddhist monks, all· become directly involved 

in politics as a whole. 

Corruption in a limited sense refers to the intervention of wealth 

in the political sphere, Praetorianism in a limited sense refers to the 

intervention of the military in politics, and cleri<;;alism to the participation 

of reli.gious leaders. As yet no good word describes extensive student 

particlpation in politics. JUl these terms, however, refer to different 

aspects of the same phenomenon, the·politicization of social forces. Here, 

for tho sake of brevity, the phrase "praetorian·society" is used to refer 

to sucl1 a politicized society with the understanding that this refers to the 

participation not only of the military but of other socie~ forces as well. 4 

3 . See my "Political Development F\J.ld Political Decay", World Politics, ll 
April 1965), 386-430. 

4 See David Rappport, "A Comparative Theory of Military Pnd Political 
~·ypes", in Samuel P. 'Huntington, ell., Changing Patterns of ~!il.itary 
!'olitics (New York, The Free Press of Glencoe, Inc., 1962), pp. 71-100. 
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The same causes which produce military interventionsin politics 

in,p:r;a<;<;\;Qr~ljJl soq~(l:j;i<:>~ ar~, ~lEjO responsible for the pol~t!fl.i4,,•=4!Yilll.¥~}l!~ts 
V·'·_ ''·-"·_ ·t-: :'<·-.· .---~_..;}.!' ·c'' .'" '· ~~-----···;·'j•.~-·-:,··:~~_",>'"-.~-·....__.,.-""_-~•ti<'Ot~">~'<!'·- -~-·<·;.<;<"pi- -.,_:_ ·,,,.----~-- _. . .!~:.:·- _ -: 

of lal:Jor illz~oris, busi;lessnwn~, stll4ents, ;and cl:r~. Th~se cil:U.s~s '1:1i · · 

not in . the 'na~ut'E:!: qf ~he; &!(pl;lp ~ut 'in. :he . !;i}rug~~re of si)~i!"ty~ . Ip ··•·· •. 
:!>Sj-tlC:illar th!Jy)ie, il'!- the:·~~~~p()~ ;of ~ffe~!fV:e, p/lli ticaJ, :j:nstitwt;:l-ou~ . 

. ·--. . . 
capa,l:Jle o~ •media,t~ng, ··refining, lll!d ,moderating g:r;o]lp ,poJ,:i, t:i,Pa]; ~:tion• 

,;; ·• -~ ' .:· ;. -. -~ , .. , .... _. . _·.. ' :. - . ' -. .. - •. . ' ; ·, -- ( "· 

;J:n_ Ef:J)r}!tltq_ri-'Jf ,s;yst~ll). SOC:i,!J,;J.,fO;r'C~S .. <)O~frQj)~ e,ac~; othJlf}n~~d;J,Y;i ,,1)0 
. -, . . _.,_. . .. . . -'"" . ,_ . '• ' ..... ,. . ' . . . . .. . ''- . ·, ~ 

poli tl.c,EJ_l institutions, no corps· of professional political lead_e_rs, are 
' -'' • -- - • " - • -- • ". ... • • ••• • ·- '!, •• •' " ' ,-_ : ... -

;repogn~ze,d _or accept_ed .EJ.s. j;)le_ legi~im13,te, int11rmediEJ.ries to IDP,cl,llp~te ' . 
. - -- . . , ' . . ' -• ~- ' -. c.' '·: .- .· . . . 

g;rpup con:(lict. Equally important; nC. agre~m~nt ~xists B.moni tlt<o! groups 
. ' . . .. . . . ~ . ' . . - . . . . " ' -. ' -. . ~ .. -~ . 

as to the legitimate 8nd authoritative methods for resolving conflicts;· 
. . . . •. . . ~- -· - • . . . • -· . --~ f· • _,, • ' - '. 

In an institutionalized polity most political caters agree on the • · 
- - - - - - . - - -- . , - .- -- .. ·:r: .. ,-~, r-- --- -

procedures to be used for the resolution of political disputes, that is, 

for the allocatiol), of office, and the .determina~ion .of policy. , O_ffice, may 

be assigned through election, heredity, examination, lot, or·some combination 
- ··- ' ·I ' 0 l !.i 

of these and other mean·s', 
. ' . ' 

Policy issues may be resolved by hierarchical 
' o , f i I ; i> 

processes, by petitions, hearing, and appeals, by majority_ votes, by , 

conc·.;;,ltation and consensus or through yet other means •. B1,lt, in any event, 

genD:c-al agreement exists as to what those means are, and the groups 

participating in the political game recognize their obligation to employ 

those means, This is true of both western con~titutional democracies ~d 
... __ 'i .• 

communist dictatorships. In a praetorian society, however, not only are . ~ . ~ .· 
the actors varied, but so also are the methods used to decide upon office 

its pe~uliar' natu~ bd and policy. ' Each group employs means which reflect 

oapabili ties. The ~ealtby bribe; students riot; ~orkers strike; mobs 

demonstrate; and the military coup. In the absence of accepted procedures, 

all these forms of direct action are found on the political scene. The 

techniques of military intervention are simply more dramatic and effective 

t(l8.!} tne oth!l:r;s beq!l,U~~· as l!obbes P!l~ ;t, ''When npj;flizl!' e~~~ is ,turned., ,,, 

up, ,clul:J~ ~;~r~ .trvmp~"t,~ ,,, ,., ,, " , ,,, , ,, •·.· ;; ,, ~; ; ,,, 
.~:., :;_ ~. 

A praetorian society thus lacks conununity and effective politici.l 
:· .'-. ; ·- t . f\ ·-

institutions: These conditions'cari'~ist at vari6us levels in the evolution 

of political participation. In a soc'iety with participation limited to a 

small oligarchy, the actors in politics are relatively homogeneous even in 
~ ---

5. QFoted by Dankwa:rt A. Rustow, A World of Nations (Washington, D.C. 
Brooldngs Institution, 1967), p, 170 
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the absenoe of effective political institutions. 

the product of social ties than political action. 

Community is more 

As.political particip-

at ion broadens, .. however, the actors in politics. become more nu..'ll<'rous m~d 

their methods.of political action-are more diverse •. As a result, 

conflict becomes more.intense in the-middle-class-radical praetorian 

.society E~d still more so· in the mass praetorian society •. In all _stages 

of praetorianism, social ·forces interact directly with each other and 

make little or no;. ef:':'crt to relate .their private interest to a public 

good. In a praetorian oligarc;:hy, poli t;i.cs is a, struggle among pers.onal 

and family cliques l · in a radical praetorian society the struggle among 

institutional and occupational groups supplements_that among cliques: 

in mass praetorianism social classes and social movements dominate the 

scene. The increase in size, strength, and diversity of social forces 

makes the tension and conflict among the~ less and less toierable. In 

an institutionalized, c:lvic polity, the participation of new' groups·. 

in the political system reduces ~.ensions: through participation, new 

groups are assimilated into the political order: as, forinstance, 

the classic case of the .extension of the suffrage in Great Britain. In 

pr<;.c;torian societies, however, the participation of new groups exacerbates 

rather than reduces tensions. It multiplies the resources and methods 

which are employed in political action and thus contributes to the dis

integra.tion of the polity. New groups are mobilized but not assimilated. 

The eXJ>ansion of political participation in Great Britain made Disraeli's 

two na1;ions into one. The expansion of participation in Argentina has 

made the same two nations into mortal enemies. 

The stability of a civic polity thus varies directly with the scope 

of political participation. lts durabi;tity declines as participation rises. 

Praetorian oligarchies may last centuries: middle"-class systems decades: 

mass praetorian systems usually only a few yea·:r~. Either the mass praetorian 

sy'stem. becomes stabilized .through the conquest. of power by a totalitarian 

party, as in Weimar Germar;y; . or the more traditional eli tes ~ttempt to 
' 

reducE• the level of participation 'through authorita.rian means, as in 

Argen1;ina. In a society wi i;hout effective poli' tical institutions and 

unable to develop them, the end result of sociaLmd economic modernization 

is political chaos. 
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The Militgxy: Reformers er Conservatives? 

In the 1960s scholars spent much ink and time debating whether 

the military play basically a progressive or a conservative role .in 

modernization. Most seemed to agree that in the Middle East the military 

were typically the proponents of change; the army, as Halpern said, is 

"the vanguard of nationalism and social reform"; it is the most cohesive 

and disciplined element in "the new middle class" whose"thrust towards 

revolutionary action .. , is overwhelming", With respect to Latin America, 

however, no such consensus existed; proponents of both the progressive 

and.the conservative views made impressive C'~'~.out of fact, logic, and 

statistics, 6 

Both cases were right, 'Latin America is simply more varied than 

the Middle East. Except for Turkey, virtually all Middle Eastern praetorian 

or semi-praetorian societies were still in the process after World War 

II of expanding political participation from the oligarchy to the middle 

class. Nili tary officers are drawn from middle-class backgrounds and perform 

mid·1le-class functions in a professionalized, bureaucratic environment. 

Where the basic issues of politics involve the displacement of the oligarchy 

and the accession to power of the middle class, the military necessarily 

are on the side of reform. This was also true in Latin America. In the 

more advanced Latin American societies - ~rgentina, Chile, Brazil - the 

military played a reforming role in the early part of the twentieth century. 

During and after World War II military officers led or cooperated in middle

class reform movements in Bolivia, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, and 

Venezuela. In these cases, as in Egypt (1952), Syria (1949), and Iraq 

(1958), the military led "break-through" coups displacing oligarchical 

elements from power 2nd inaugurating efforts at modernization and reform. 

6 Manfred Halpern, The Politics of Social Chan e in the Middle East and North 
Africa: (Prinovton, Princeton University Press, 1963 , pp. 75, 253. For 
the modernizing argument on the military in southeast Asia, .see Lucian Pye, 
"Armies in the Process of Modernization", in John J. Johnson, ed,, 
The Role of the Milita in Underdevelo ed Countries (Princeton, 
Princeton University Press, 1962 , pp. 69-90. On Latin.America, the 
conservative interpretation is argued by Edwin Lieuwen in Generals vs. 
Presir'.E>.rts (New York, ·Frederick Praeger, 1964) and by l'Jartin C. Needler, · 
"PolHioal Development and Military Intervention in Latin America", 
American Political Science Review, 60 (September, 1966), 616-26. A more 
progressive role for the military is stressed by John C, Johnson, ~ 
Military and Society in Latin America (Stanford, Stanford University 
Press, 1964). 
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The frequency of military coups in Latin America, Jose Nun has 

~aown, has no relation to the size of the middle class. 7 Praetorian politics 

exists at all stages of social mobilization and the expansion of political 

participation. The impact .and significance of military inte:r;vention in 

politics, however, does vary Hi th the size of the middle ·class.. In Latin 

America in the 1950s, in those countries where the middle and upper classes 

were very small, less than 8% of the total population, (Nicaragua, Honduras, 

Dominican Republic, and Haiti), politics was still in the personalistic, 

oligarchic:al style, and the middle-class military reformer hadyet to appear 

\ on the scone. In. those societies where the middle class was larger, betHeen 

8% and 15;~ of the total population, the dominant groups in the military 

typically played a more modernizing and reformll1g role in the 1930s and 

1940s. These societies included Guatemala, Bolivia, El Salvador, Ecuador, . . . 

and Peru. Panama and Paraguay, with upper and middle classes in 1950 

estimated at 15j(o and 14% respectiyely, were in some respects deviants from 

this pattern. Among those larger and more complex societies, Hhere the 

middle class constituted 15% to 361~ of the total population, the military 

either abstained from politics and were a primarily professional force 

(Chile, Uruguay, Costa Rica, Mexico) or· they intervened in politics to 

play an :mcreasingly conservative political role (Argentina, Cuba, Venezuela, 

Colombia, Brazil). 

Aa society changes, so does the role of the military, In the world 

of oligarchy, the soldier is a radical; in the middle-class world he is a 

participant and arbiter; as the mass society looms on the horizon he 

becomes the conservative guardian of the existing order, Thus, paradoxically, 

but understandably, the more backward a society is, the more progressive the 

role of its military; the more advanced a society becomes, the more conservat

ive .ancc reactionary becomes the role of its military. In 1890 Argentine 

officers founded the Logia Militar to promote reform. Thirty years later 

they fcllllded the Logia San Martin which opposed reform and incubated 

the 1930 coup designed by its promoters to restore the "stable constitutional 

democra<Jy" Hhich Has being subverted by the "mass-ooracy" of President Yrigoyen. 8 

7 Jose Nun, "A Latin American Phenomenon: The Middle Class Military Coup", in 
Institute of International Studies, Trends in Social Science Research in Latin 
American Studies: A Conference Re ort (Berkeley; University of California, 
1965 , pp. 68-69. Nun here reproduces the estimates of the Latin American 
middle class made by Gino Germani_, Poli tica Sociedad en ·una oca de 
Transicion (Buenos Aires Editorial Paidos, 1962 , pp. 169-70, and I have, 
in turn, relied on them in rey analysis •.n this paragraph. 

8 Liisa North, Civil-Milita Relations in Ar entina Chile and Peru Politics 
of Hodernization Series, 2 Berkeley, Institute of International S1udies, 
UniYersity of Caiifo:rrlia, l966);pp. 26-27, 30-33· 
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So also, in Turkey, the Young Turks in 1908 and the Kemalists in 

the 1920s pl~ed highly progressive reforming roles similar to those· 

which the.Ddlitary after World War II assumed in other Middle. Eastern 

countries,· By that time in Turkey, however, the military were inter

vening in politics to curb the rise to power of a new business class 

supported by the peasants, The soldiers had not changed; they still 

·supported the reforms of the Kemalist era. But they were now unwilling 

to admit to power social classes which miBnt make changes in those 

reforms. 

The extent to which military institutions and individuals become 

politicized is a function of the weakness of civilian political organ

izations and the inability of civilian political leaders to deal with 

the p~cipal policy problems facing the country. The extent to which 

a politicized officer corps plays a conservative or a reform role in 

politics is a function of the expansion of political participation in the 

society. 

The instability and coups associated with the emergence of the 

middle class are due to changes in the nature of the military; those 

associated with the emergence of. the +ewer class are due to changes in 

the nature of the society •. In the former case, the military are modernized 

and develop concepts of efficiency, honesty, and nationalism which alienate 

them from the existing order. They intervene in politics to bring society 

abreast of· the military._ They are the advance guard of the middle class 

and spearhead its breakthrough into the political arena. They promote 

social and economic reform, national integration, and, in some measure, the 

extension of political participation. Once middle-class urban gTOups 

become the dominant elements in ·politics, the military assume an arbitral 

or stabilizing role, If a society is able to move from middle class to 

mass participation with fairly well-developed political institutions (such 

as in Latin America-Chile, Uruguay and Mexico), the military as~ume a non

political, specialized, professional role characteristic of systems with 

"objective" civilian control. Chile, Uruguay, and Hexico were, indeed, the 

only Latin American countries in which there were no military coups d'etat 

during the two decades after vJorld Vlar II. If, however, a society moves 

into the phase of mass participation without developing effective political 

institutions, the military become engaged in a conservative effort to protect 

the existing system against the incursions of the lower classes, particularly 

the urban lower classes. They become the guardians of the existing middle

class order. They are thus, in a sense, the door-keepers in the expansion 

of political participation in a praetorian society: their historical role 
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is to ()pen th,e door to the middle class and to close it on the lower ulass. 

The radical phase of a praetorian society begins w],th a brisnt, modemizl.ng 

military coup toppling the oligarchy and heralding the emergen,ce _of -enlighten

ment into poli.tics. It ends in a succession of frustr8ting and unwholesome 

rearguard efforts to block the lower classes from scaling the heights of 

·political pow<Jr. 

The gu::.~rd::.::~:.· an=_;r:.o:.l:.e::.._o:.:f:_t:.:.h...:e~m:::i:::l:.::i:_t.::a:::ry.::_~i~'C's_l=e"'€2-"' . ..:.t.::im:::a~ted by an imp res si ve 

r13.tionale, 1·1hich is persuasive to many armies nnd often persuasive to American 

opinion leaders. Military involvement in '!"olitics is intermitt,vt and for 

limited purposes, and hence the military vie" themselves neither as the 

l 
modernizers c.f society nor as the creators of a new political order but rather 

as the guard:i.ans and perhaps the purifiers of the existing order. The army, 

in the words of President (and Air Force general) Barrientos of Bolivia, should 

be the countJ:-y 1 s "tutelary institution,. watching zealously over the fulfilling 

of laws and ·the virtue of governments. ,9 J.Vlilitary intervention, consequently, 

is prompted 'by the corruption, stagnation, stalemate, anarchy, subversion, of 

th,eestablished political system. Once these are elimin:;>ted, the military claim 

that they can then retum the purified polity tp the hands of the civilian 

leaders. Their job is simply to straighten out the mess and then to get out, 

Theirs is a temporary dictatorship - erpaps somewhat on the Roman model. 

The ideology of guardianship varies little from country to country. 

It is most developed,' naturally enough, in Latin America, where praetorianism and 

political participation are both widely prevalent. The army should intervene 

in politics,. aa one Argentine general put it, to deal' IJi th "the great disasters 

that can 'imperil our national stability and integrity, leaving aside the small 

disasters tha.t any attempt to repair will only serve to separate us from our 

mission and hamper a· ·clear perception of our duty". Many Latin American constit'": .. 

utions implicitly or explicitly recognize the guardian function of the military,· 
. >.,~.J- . 

The Pern:ian militery; for instance, have justified their actions in barring·the 
.. -. ~-

Apristas fzom power by the constitutional provision that: "The purpose of the . ' 
armed forcE• is to assure the law of the Republic, compliance with the Consti ti.ttion 

. 10 
and laws, ecnd the conservation of public order". 'rhe military in a sense 

9 Quoted ·oy Christopher Rand, nLetter from La Paz", New Yorker (December 31, 1966) 
p.50 

10 Major General Julio Alsogaray, New York Times (March 6, 1966), p.26; Rosendo 
A. Gomez, "Peru:· The Politics of-Military Guardianship", in Martin C. Needler, 
ea., Poli tica:Csys-tems_ of Latin America. (Princ,ton, D. Van No strand Company, 
1964)' pp. 301-02 
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assume constitutional functions analogous to those of the Supreme Court 

oi the United States: they have a responsibility to preserve the political 

order and hence are drawn into politics at times of crisis or controversy 

to veto actions by the "political" branches of government. \~!.{deviate 
from the essentials of that system, Yet they are also conce:t'lled about 

their own institutional integrity and hence divided among themselves in the 

military equivalents of "judicial activists" and "judicial self-restrainers", 

The extent to which the military are locked in a middle-class outlook suggests 

that the expectations that· the military will increasingly become a ;force for 

reform are likely to. be unfounded. It has, for instance, been S1ll';gested_ that 

the future will see the emergence of a Latin American Nass.erism, that is, 

"the assumption by Latin American a.:cinea forces of the same kind of moderniz

ing and reforming responsibilities that the military !Jaye ·assumed in the 

Near East." 11 Many Latin Americans, civilians a~ ~ell ~s colonels, see a 

·Nasserite solution as the most promising path toward social'; economic,. 

and political development. These hopcc have'-little chance of realization, 

Most Latin American· societies are beyond ·the possibilities of Nas-~erism. They 

_ are· too complex, too highly articulated, too far advanced economically to 

be susceptible to salvation by military reform. As Latin America has 

modernized, the role of the military has become more conservative •. Between 

1935 and 1944, 50'/o of the coups in Latin America,hp.d .. reformist obje~tives 

of -changing the eco~onlic mid ~pcial status quo; betw:een 1945 and )954, 23%. 
c . •',. < _: •f•, " :· 12 

of .the coups had' these ·objectives;· between.l955 and. 1964, only 17'ib did. 

To ·say that the Brazil of the 1960s needed a Nasser was some~<hat.J:ike ' .. ,.. 
sa.yih~ that-~h~ Russi~'of:the 1960s needed a Stolypin. The two:·types·'.of 

leadership were simply irrelevant to the stage of development Hhidh.,t-hese 

societies· hiid reached, In the 1960s, an Iran or an Ethiopia could :use a . 

Stolypiri, and. in Latin America there was perhaps room for a Nasser in ·Haiti, 

Paraguay, Nicaragua; or even the Dominican Republic •. But the rest df'.·th'e/ . n 

continent Has 'siinply too highly developed for such an attractively siu!P:fe. 

panacea. 

As society becomes·more complex, it becomes. more difficult for miTf;t~ry 
.. ,:·· 

--officers, first, to exercise power effectively and then_ to seize pm<er ··, 

successfully, As a reasonably small, socially homogeneous and highly 

disciplined and coherent group, the dominant ·elements in the officer corps 

11 Lie•!vEn,Generals vs. Presidents, 
good evaluation of possibilities 
Nasserism; 

p. 138. See pp. 136-41 for , · . ..-... 
and obstacles to·Latin American 

12 Needler, "Political Develo:Pment". PP• 619-20 
, . 
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can act reasonably effectively as a leadership cadre in a '3ociety which 

_ is still relatively uncomplex and undifferentiated. As the praetorian 

society bec:omes more complex arid differentiated, . the number of social 

groups and forces multiplies and the problems of coordination and 

interest aggregation become increasingly complex. In the absence of 

effective ·~entral political institutions for the resolution of social 

conflicts, the military become simply one of several relatively insulated 

and autonomous social forces. Their capacity to elicit support and to 

induce cooperation declines. In addition, of course, 'military officers 

are not necessarily skilled in the esoteric arts.of negotiation, compromise, 

and mass appeal which are required for political action in a complex society. 

A more· simple society can be sptirred, commanded, and led toward an objective. 

But where social differentiation is well advanced, the·political.leader must 

be a balancer and compromiser. The tendency of the Inili tary to choose a 

giiardiari role in. the mo,_~ ·complex societies in itself indicates some 

awareness of the difficulties of integrating social forces. 

The seizure of power by the military in a coup designed to veto the 

expansion of political participation brings only temporary reiief to the 

polit:Lcal system. The groups which participate in the coup are usually 

united only by their desire to stop or to reverse the tendencies' which they 

consider subversive of political order. 

It may 

Once the lnili tary are in poWer, the 

fragment into small cliques, each coup coalition begins to split. 

attempting to push its own ends. More_ frequent;J.y;, it divides into two 

broad factions: the rad,icals and the lllode:mt~s, the.hacl:.linersand-the 

soft-liners, the gorilas and the legalistas~ The struggle between the 

moderates and the radicals may focus on a number of issues,- but typically 

_the key i.ssue is the return of power to civilians. Invariably, the junta 

_which OODles to power in a veto coup promises a quick surrender of power ani 

return to normal civilian rule. The hard-lirlers argue, however, that the 

military must stay in power to bar permanently the civilian groups ;ihich they 
., 

ousted f1~om power ani to impose structural reforms on the political system. 

The hard·· liners are usually etatist in economi~s arid-autho:ri t~iari in politics. 

The moderates, on the other hand, USuaJ.ly view the aims of' the coup as more 

limited. Once the objectionable political -leaders have been removed from the 
. ·. > 

scene and a few political and administrative changes introduced, they feel 

that they have done their job, and they are ready to retire to the political 

sidelines. As in the break-through. coups which· inark the· rise-, of the middle-
. ·.. ._,_f_J)::!:-::,: L:-: . 

class to political action, the moderates m the veto coups usually come to 

power fi.rst, They are moderate, however, not' b~cause they ~e willing to 
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compromise with the existing oligarchy, but because they may be willihg to 

compromise with the emerging mass movements. The radicals, on the other 

hand, resist the expansion of political participation. In the break-through 

coup, the radical does not compromise ~th the oligarchy; in the veto coup 

the radical does not compromise with the masses. One hastens history; the 

other resists it. 

The basic dilemma in the guardian role involves the two assumptions 

that the army is above politics and that the army should intervene in 

politics to prevent changes in the political system •. The guardian role 

of the military is based on the premise that the causes of military inter

vention arise from temporary and extraordinary disruptions of the political 

system. In fact, however,. the causes are endemic to the political system 

and are the unavoidable consequence of the modernization of society. They 

cannot be ~emoved simply by eliminating people. In addition, once the army 

does block the conquest of po;rer by another social group, institutional and 

personal self-interest combine to make the officers deathly fearful of 

the retaliation which may be visited upon them if they ever withhold their 

veto. Hence the incentives to intervene escalate, and the army becomes 

irreversably committed to insuring that the once-proscribed group never 

acquires office. 

The Military and Political Development 

In simple societies a sense of community makes possible the 

deve;J.opment of political institutions. In more complicated societies a 

primary, i.f not tjle primary, function of political institutions is to make 

the community more of a community. The interaction betvreen the political 

order and the social order is thus a dynamic and dialectical one: initially 

the latter plays the major role in shaping the former, subsequently the 

former plays the more important role in creating the latter. Praetorian 

societies, however, are caught in a vicious circle. In its simpler forms the 

praetorian society lacks community and this obstructs the development of 

political institutions. In its more complicated forms, the lack of effective 

political institutions obstructs the development· of community. As a result, 

strong tendencies exist in a praetorian society encouraging it to remain in 

that condition. Attitudes and behaviour patterns, once developed, tend to 

remain and to repeat themselves. Praetorian politics becomes embedded in the 

cu~ture of the society. 
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When such conditions exist in a culture, the questio!f necessarily 

arises: How can they be remedied? Under what circumstances is itp~ss:i.bl~ 
•' 

to move from a s·ociety of politicized social forces to one in which there 

is legitimacy and authority? Can a praetorian society lift itself by its 

bootstraps? \{here in such a society is there a fulcrum which can be used 

to move the nociety out of that condition? \ifho or l<hat can create the 

common interests and the integrating institutions necessary to transform 

a praetorian society into a civic order? 

These questions obviously have no obvious answers. Two generalizations, 

however, can perhaps be made about the movement of societi~fil- .from praetorian 
-;.--'-. , .. , ., . . 

disunity to civic order, First, the earlier this development takes place in 

the process of modernization and the expansion cf political partic;pation, 

the lower the costs which it imposes on society. Conversely, the more 

complex the society .the more difficult it becomes to create integrating 

political institutions, Second, at each stege in the broadening of political 

participation, the opportunities for fruitful political action rest with 

different social groups and different types_of political leaderS, For 

societies in the radical praetorian phase, the leadership in the creation 

of durable political institutions obviously must come from middle-class social 

forces_and must appeal to such forces. 

The ability of the military to play this developmental role or 

even to play a modernizing role depends upon the combinatiopof social 

forces in the society. The influence of the military in a praetorillJ! ... 

~ociety changes with the _level of participation. In the oligarchical phase, 

little distinction usually exists between military and civilian leaders, and 

the political scene is dominated by generals or at least individuals bearing 

the title of general. By the time a society has moved into the radical

middle class phase, the officer corps has usually become more sharply 

delineated as an institution; influence is 2hared between military and 

other social forces; and a limited degree of political institutionalization 

may take place within the framevork c r a narrowly defined and non-expansible 

, political system, Military intervention is frequently intermittent_, with 

an alternation of military juntas and civilian ones and with the gradual 

emergence of more powerful, counterbalancing, civilian groups. Finally, 

in the mass praetorian phase, the influence of the military is circumscribed 

by the emergence of large, popular movement:.. Consequently, the opportunities 

for the creation of political institutions under military auspices are greatest 

·in the early phases of radical praetorian society. 
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For a society to escape 

coalesce~~~ of urban and rural 
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from praetorianism requires ~ot~· ... tl:!e 

interests and the creation of new. political 

institutions, . The distinctive social aspect of radical .Praet~rianism is 

the divorce of the city. from the countryside: politics is ,dombat among 

middle-class urban groups, no one of which has reason to pr0mote social 

consensus or political order, The social pre-condition o:f the establishment 

o:f stability is the reappearance in politics of the social forces dominant 

in the countryside. The intelligentsia has the brains; the military have 

the guns; the peasants, however, have the numbers and the votes. Political 

stability requires a coalition between at least two of these social forces. 

Given the hostility which usually develops between the two most politically 

articulate elements of the middle class, a coalition of bra,ins.and guns 

against numbers is rare indeed. I:f it does·come into existence, as in 

Turkey during the Ataturk period, it provides only a temporary and fragile 

stability; eventually, it is overwhelmed by the entry of the rural masses 

into politics, A coalition between the intelligentsia and the peasants, 

in contrast, usually involves revolution: the il·•struction of the existing 

system as a prerequisite to the creation o:f a new, more stable one. The 

third route to stable government•' is by the coalescence of e;.:.·' s and numbers 

against bridns. It is this possibility which offers the military in a 

radical praetorian society the opportunity to move their society from 

praetorianism to civic order. 

The ability of the military to develop stable·political institutions 

dep&· . .ls first upon their ability to identify their rule with the masses of 

the peasantry and to mobilize the peasantry into politics on their side. In 

many instances, this is precia[y what modernizing military rulers who have 

come to power in the early stages of radical praetoriariism have attempted to 

do, The support of rural elements is only a precondition to the development 

of political institutions by a military regime, Initia!ly, the legitimacy 

of a modernizing military regime come~ from the promise it offers for the 

future. But eventually, this declines as a source of legitimacy, I:f the 

regime does not develop a political structure which institutionalizes some 

principle o:f legitimacy, the result can only be a military oligarchy in which 

power is passed among the oligarchs by means o:f coups d1etat, and which also 

stands in danger of revolutionary overthrow by new social ':rorces ·which it 

does not·possess the institutional mechanisms· :for assimilating. The 

alternative is :for the military to retairi power but at the same time 

institutionalize it, There is no necessary conflict between their pers·onal 
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interests and those of political institutiona~ization, They can, in a 

sense, convert military intervention in politics into m::.:itary part~cipA.tion 

~~< ~. ; itics. Military intervention violates ~;hetever rules of the game 

.may exist and undermines the integrity of the political order and the 

basis of legitimacy. Military participation means playing the political 

game in order. to create.ne~; political institutions. The initial inter

vention may be illegitimate, but it acquires l~gitimacy when it is 

converted into participation and the assumption of responsibility for the 

creation of new political institutions which will make impossible and 

unnecessary fUture interventions by both the military and other social 

forces. Intermittent military intervention to stop politics or to suspend 

politics is the essence of praetorianism. Sustained military participation 

in politics may lead a society away from praetoriariism. 

The principe.l obstacle to the military's playing this role in 

radical praetorian societies comes not from objective social and political 

conditions but from the subjective attitudes of the military toward politics 

and toward themselves. ~'he probiliem is military opposition to politics. 

Mi'itary leaders can easily envision themselves in a guardian role; they 

ea. .. , .Lso picture themselves as the far-seeing impartial promoters of social 

and economic reform in their societies. But, ~ri th rare exceptions, they 

shrink from assuming the role of political organizer. In particular, they 

condemn political parties. They try to rule the state without parties, and 

they thereby out off the one major way in which they could hope to move 

their countries out of their praetorian ·condition·. · 

In Burma and Egypt, for instance, the efforts by ~litary leaders 

to organiz·e mass association to institutionalizG participation and to 

legitimize their power came .to naught. In both oases the leaders had to 

redirect their efforts to >~hat was in fact, if not in name, a cadre party. 

In Pakistan, Ayub Khan's institutional ~1ovations required the reintroduct

ion of political parties to make them operate effectively. In all three 

cases, the leaders resisted political parties, but were eventually compelled 

either to accept t".em or to accept continued illegitimacy and instability. 

In other oases 1 military leaders have been more willing to organize 

poli tioal parties and· to start the process of building modern poli tioal 

institutions.which could create a basis of permanent political stability and 

authority. Perhaps the most striking exampl~ of political institution

building by generals is Mexico, where at the end of the 1920s Calles and 

the other military leaders of the Revolution created the Mexican Revolutionary 
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Party and i.n effect institutionalized the Revolution. The creation of this 

institution made it possible for the political system to assimilate a 

variety of new social forces, labor.and agrarian, which rose· to prominence . . . 

under.Ca.rdenas in the 1930s. It, also created a political institution which 

was able to maintain the integrity of the political sphere against disrupt

ive social forces. During the nineteenth century, Mexico had the worst 

record of military .interventions in politics of any Latin American· country. 

Afte~ the 1930s, its military stayed out of politics, and. Mexico became 

one of the few Latin American .countries possessing some form of institut

ional immunity to military coups d'etat. 

The achievement of the Mexican military was duplicated by Mustafa 

Kemal and the Turkish genera~s without benefit of a complete soc.ial 

revolution. 'l'he Turkish Republican Peoples Party and the Mexican Revolutionary 

Institutional Party were both fo\mdeil' eypolitical generals. In both cases, 
' • . ; >l :,'i:' ·"·' 

the bulk of the leadership of the party came from'the ranks of the military. 

In both cases also, however, the party acquired an institutional existence 

apart from those groups who initially created it. In both parties (although 

more pronouncedly in· Mexico than in Turkey) the'military leaders were 

civ:'.'j.anized and cirllian leaders in. due course replaced military ones. 

Both partie.s, as WfU-organize~ political groupings, were able to establish 

an' effective political counterweight to. the military. In Mexico, the top 
' . 

leadership of the party and of, the. country was transferred from military to 
• •• , I • • ' • 

civilian hands in 1946. By 1958, m,ilitary inen accounted for only seven 

of twenty-nine state governors and two of eighteen cabinet ministers. 

"Inside the ruling party and insi<ie the government itself, civilian profess

ionals predominate", one expert obS~~d in the early 1960s; ;,they are the 

real policy-makers. The army' is ~J~r 'their control. On issues that do not 

concern the military establishment they can act without consulting the 

armed forces, and they can, and do ~t times, oppose. it on military issuesl•13 

In Turkey a similar, although not quite as ·suc·cessful, process of civiliani

zation also occurred through the mechanism of the ruling party. In 1924 

the chief of staff was excluded' from the cabinet. The number of former 

military officers in political positions gradually ·declined. In 1920, officers 

constituted l7% of the Grand National A sembly; in 1943, 12.5%; and i.n 
.... . . . • t • 

·1950 oniy 5%. At the death of Mustafa Kemal in 1938, leadership was trans-

ferred to his assoCiate Ismet Inonu, who like Kemal haa come oU:t of the army 

13 Edwin Lieuwen, Arms and Politics in Latin America (New Yo~k, Frederick 
Pl:-aegsr; 1960)1 p.l19. 
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but who had functioned for two decades in civilian roles. In 1948, the 

first cabinet was forined which did not include any former military officers, 

and in 1950, of course, elections wore ·held in which the opposition 

party peacefillly acquired powerl A decade laterj the efforts of the leader

ship of this party to suppress opposition provoked the Turkish military, 

in the name of the Kemalist tradition, to reenter politics and to establish 

a short-lived military regime, which in 1961 returned power to a freely 

elected civilian party regime. Mexico and Turkey are two noteworthy examples 

where parties came out of the womb in the army, political generals created 

a political party and the political party put an end to political generals. 

In the two decades after World War II, the most notable effort by 

military men to duplicate the achievements of the Turkish and· Mexican 

generals was made in Korea. For almost two years after he took power in 

South Korea in the summer of 1961, General Pak Churig Hee was under 

pressure by the United States to reestablish civilian rule and under 

pressure ~ the hardliners in his own army to retain power and keep the 

civilians out. He attempted to resolve this dilemma by promising elections 

in J.963 and arranging in a Kemalist manner to shift the base of his power 

fro, · ·1e army to a political party. In contrast to the military leaders 

of Egypt and Pakistan, those of Korea accepted and provided for political 

parties in the new constitution which they drew up for their country. 

Far from disc-ouraging or forbidding parties, the constitution gave them 

special stress. In three years, a military junta transformed itself into 

a political institution. In three years, military intervention in politics 

with power based on the _praetorian use of force had been cor. rerted into 

military participation in politics with authority based on popular support 

aad legitimated by electoral competition. 

The achievements of Ayub Khan in Pakistan, .of Calles and Cardenas in 

· Mexico, of Kemal and Inonu in Turkey, of ·Pak and Kim in Korea, plus those 

of othen such as Rivera in El Salvador, show that military leaders can be 

·· ffective builders of political institutions. Expe.:dence suggests that 

they can play this role most effectively in a society where social forces 

are not fully articulated, if they are willing to follow the Kemalist model. 

In many of these countries, the military leaders· are intelligent, energetic, 

progressive. They are less corrupt. - in the narrow sense - ani more identif

ied with national goals and national development than most civilians. Their 

problem is more often subjective than objective. 

that guardianship serves only to corrupt further 

For they must recognize 

the stctety which they wish 
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to purify and that economic development without political insti tutionaliz i .. gn 

leads only to social stagnation. To move their society out of the prae·torian 
or attemP.t to spoP. politics. 

cycle, they cannot stand above politics,. Instead they must make their 

way through politics. 

At each level in the broadening of political participation, certain 

options or possibilities for evolution may exist, which if not acted upon 

disappear quickly~ At the oligarchical level of praetorianism, a viable, 

expansible party system, depends upon the action of the aristocrats or 

oligarchs• If they take the initiative in the search for Votes and the 

development of party organization, a countr.y may well move out of its 

praetorian condition, in that phase. If it does not; if middle-dlass groups 

begin to participate in a praetorian political milieu, the opportunity to 

act passes to the military. For them modernization is not enough, and 

guardianship is too little.. What is required of the mili tar.y leaders is a 

more positive effort to shape a new political order. In many societies, the 

opportunity which the militar.y have for political creativity may be the last 

real chance fc- political institutionalization, short of the totalitarian 

road. If the military fail to seize that opportunity, . the broadening of 

pa::: .. •.,:.pation transforms the society into a mass praetorian system. In 

such a system, the opportunity to create political institutions passes from 

the militar.y, the apostles of order, to thoreother middle-class leaders who 

are the apostles of revolution. 

In such ·a society, however, revolution and order may well become 

allies. Cliques, blocs, and mass movements struggle directly with each 

other, each with its own weapons. Violence is democratized, politics 

demoralized, society at odds with itself. The ultimate product of degenera

tion, is a peculiar reversal in political roles. The truly helpless society 

is not one threatened by revolution, but one incapable of it. In the normal 

polity, the conservative is devoted to stability, and the preservation of 

order, while the radical threatens these with abrupt and violent change. But 

what meaning do concepts of conservatism and radicalism have in a completely 

chaotic society where order must be created through a positive act of political 

will? In such a society who then is the radical? Who is the conservative? 

Is not the only true conservative the revolutionary? 
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1. Concept and Technique 

Traditionally, guerrilla war and insurgency are tactical concepts. 

During the past twenty years, however, a variant of small-scale action known 

as "people's revolutionary" war has emerged as a strategic technique. It is 

the purpose of this paper to examine the strategic possibilities and limitations 

of this technique, in the light of recent history. I shall attempt to show 

that people's revolutionary war, though capable of dramatic strategic successes 

as in China, Vietnam and Algeria - is a weapon of limited poten7y when used by 

a Power far from the field of military action. This conclusion is, at any rate, 

strongly suggested by the e~erience of the past few years in Africa and Latin 

America. 

Although the concept of people's revolutionary war emerged during the 

Chinese civil war, it is more properly described as a Sino-Vietnamese theory. 

Certain individual, though in practice ineffectual, modifications were made as 

. a. consequence of Fidel Castro.'s successful insurrections in Cuba. Care must be 

taken, however, to disti~sh between theory and practice, between technique 

and theory. 

In China, Mao Tse-tung assumed popular support for his revolutionary 

guerrillas in the theoretical writings distilled from his experience in fight-

ing the Japanese occupying forces and the army of Chiang Kai~shek's central 

government. In the special circumstances of China in the 1930's and 1940's, 

he does in. fact appear to have achieved popular support. China was entering 

3 

the final and agonizing phase of a century of foreign occupation, humiliation, 

civil conflict and general disorder. Chiang Kai-shek 1s r~gime, though itself 

revolutionary in a republican and nationalistic sense, was both corrupt and brutal; 

landlordism, warlordism and the 'effect of China's population explosion, all 

afflicted the peasantry. 
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By promising land to the peasants and enforcing a strict code of courtesy 

and consideration for agricultural needs on his soldiers, 1lao achieved the 

practical ideal enshrined in his famous dictum about the army moving among 

the people as a fish in water. He could offer protection against the 

depredations of the warlords and of.the Kuomintang army, The fact that China 

was occupied by Japan added a further dimension to his revolutionary war effort, 

The peasant soldiers who rallied to his banner did so from patriotic as well 

as other motives, Indeed, the needs of patriotism and revolution happily 

co-incided, An important consequence of these favourable circumstances was that 

Mao had no need, broadly speaking, to resort to coercive terrorism during his 

years of military struggle, 

The enormous size of the country was yet another advantage to Mao. His 

concept of "protracted war" spanned three stages. "During the first, the 

revolutionary forces, being relatively weak, must be prepared to retreat. 

Unhampered by a ctimbersome supply machine, the guerrillas could withdraw, if 

necessary, over thousands of miles, The pursuing forces, whether Japanese or 

Kuomintang, could follow only up to a point. The time would come when they 

must stop to consolidate their territorial gains, their lines of communication 

having been stretched to near breaking point, Orice the pursuing forces were 

immobilized, the revolutionary guerrillas could begin harrassing them, in the 

second stage, during which they would capture as many weapons as possible and 

set about training and equipping a regular army, The third stage was that of 

the "revolutionary final offensive", Exhausted and demoralized, and surrounded 

by a hostile population permeated by the revolutionaries, the enemy forces would 

face inevitable defeat, By this time, the revolutionary army, itself strong, 

well-equipped and experienced, could deal the death blow_. 

In both Indochina··wars, patriotism was also a powerful rallyilig cry - first 

against the French and later against the Americans, But the relatively 

restricted and congested territory available to the guerrillas in Vi'etnam ruled 

out the protracted geographical attrition that had been possible in China. 

Moreover, until 1949 (when the French-sponsored Bao Dai administration took 

office in- Saigon), the Vietnamese revolutionaries lacked the "advantage" of an 

_indigenous central administration that could be blamed for oppre!J_Sing or 

neglecting the_ peasant, and thus serve as a rallying cry to supplement that of 

patriotism_against the foreign occupier. Indeed, from 1945 to 1949, the only 

indigenous administration worthy of the_ name was that of Ho Chi 1tinh 1s own 

Democratic Republic of Vietnam, which the ex-Emperor Bao Dai himself served for 

·I 
'~ . 

a while. All three of the major figures in the Vietnamese revolution - Ho Chi Minh, 

Vo Nguyen Giap and Truong Chinh - were deeply influenced by China's example. 
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The theories of revolutionary war elaborated by the second and third of. the 

triumvirate reflected this debt, 

On the political front, too, they borrowed from Mao Tse-tung, and the 

Vietminh, or League for the independence of Vietnam, drew heavily on Mao's 

"united front" policy, Initially, the Vietminh attracted a wide spectrum of 

Vietnamese nationalists, and this was important, in the early stages, in giving 

a "patriotic" character to the revolution, When the true conununist character 

of Ho's r~gime became apparent, however, many of the non-conununist nationalists -

including Bao dai - deserted Hanoi, The French were very late in taking 

advantage of this development, and their lateness must be ,deemed one of the 

causes of their final defeat. 

Whatever the causes, the Vietnamese Communists resorted both disruptive and 

coercive terrorism during both Indochina wars, The disruptive terrorism -

including attacks on the French community - were to some extent "legitimate", 

in that they viere aimed at the main .. enemy. In South Vietnam, however, a non

conununist member of the Vietminh, Nguyen Binh, developed coercive methods of 

terror against the civilian population which were to become sadly characteristic 

of both Indochina wars. In the war against the French -,as in the Malayan 

Emergency some years later - coercive terrorism was undoub.tedly used to counter

productive excess, In the second Indochina war, on the whole, coercive terrorism 

was far more selectively applied; though it continued to be an indispensable 

element in the Vietnamese Communist approach, 

Since we are concerned here with the strategic uses that may be made of the 

new technique of revolutionary war, it may'be useful to point out that:-

1, Mao's forces did not defeat Japan's in a strategic sense. 

2. They did defeat Chiang's army, but only after the Russians, in their 

last-hour-offensive, had handed over vast quantities of seized nationalist 

arms and equipment in Manchuria, 

3, Chiang 1s r~gime largely collapsed because of :i,ts own internal "contradict

ions", i,e, corruption, inflation and demoralization, 

4. Though disastrous, especially in terms of morale, Giap's defeat of the. 

French at Dieri Bien Phu was not in itself strategically decisive, The 

French could have fought on. Fr~~ce 1 s collapse was due to a combination 

of domestic factors, including war weariness, the weakness of suscessive 

governments, the high cost of the war in human as well as financial terms, 

and so on. For reasons that need not be elaborated here, Bao Dai's 

administration did not prove an alternative focus of nationalist support. 
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5, The geographical proximity of China was a decisive factor in the 

Vietnamese Communist victory, After Mao 1s troops had established 

the~selves along the northern frontier of Kontieng1 sanctuary for 

the Vietminh and logistic support along short communication lines 

became possible, Although Giap lacked air support,.he was able in 

the end to achieve a decisively superior concentration of artillery, 

Let us turn now to the Cuban experience, Despite later claims to the 

contrary, the Cuban conflict was not, in the Sino-Vietname~sense, a people 1s 

revolutionary war. It began as the revolt of a small group of intellectuals, 

led by Fidel Castro. The Communists stayed aloof during the conflict, though 

they later joined the victorious band-wagon. The peasant who had nothing to 

lose, and potentially much to gain, joined the revolutionaries and fought with 

them. In the end, the corrupt and repressive dictatorship of Batista collapsed, 

and Fidelistas had a walk-over victory, 

Generalizing from this rather special case of limited partisan warfare, 

Castro 1s guerrilla tacticians, Major Ernesto "Che" Guevara, argued that the 

I 

Orthodox Commun
<sts _ . M they st~d·pulated that a revolutio~ 1Mould be s~ccessful wonly 
~ ~n oscow an .Pek~ng - were wrong wneil/ object~ve . hen 

conditions were ripe. The mere fact of fighting, he added, would create the 

right conditions for a successful revolution, Later, Castro 1s young French 

admirer Regis Debray, went still further, by'rejecting the concept of a united 

front, and even that of a special leading role for the Communist Party, Until 

victory had been achieved, he wrote, .both the political and the military leader-

ship must be vested in one man, and throughout the struggle military priorities 

must take precedence over politics, 

2. The first phase: 1948-54 

During this phase, people's revolutionary war achieved two major strategic 

successes: in China in 1949, and in Vietnam in 1954. In neither of these wars 

was Russia involved, except marginally. Stalin, who was highly sceptical of 

Mao's theories of peasant revolution, gave him no help until victory was in 

sight and then only as an incidental bonus in Russia's own military strategy 

against Japan; indeed, he maintained more or less correct diplomatic relations 

with Chiang Kai-shek throughout the Chinese civil war, He did, of course, 

contribute indirectly to Ho Chi Minh's victory over the French by despatching 

vast quantities of Soviet and Czech armaments across Siberia and China, But 

I know of no evidence that Moscow "ordered" Ho to launch his insurrection 

against the French Republic, Indeed, the evidence suggests that Giap and other 

militants took the initiative while Ho was in France negotiating with the French 

government in 1946 and forced his hand. 
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Thus, although the Soviet Union, at least initiall;~', made enormous 

strategic gains as a result of the Chinese communist victory, and not unimportant 

ones as a result of the French defeat in Vietnam, it cannot be said that these 

gains were the outcome of conscious planning on Moscow's part- except.in the 

general and indirect sense that Moscow had employed Ho Chi Minh for many years 

as a Comintern agent in South-East Asia, 

During that period, however, the Russians did make a concerted effort to 

win strategic gains by launching parallel revolutionary wars in a number of 

countries in that area, To put it that way is only mildly to strain th: 

language, Of course the Russians did not themselves take part in the 

insurrections they fostered in 1948: but at that time, Stalin's empire still 

maintained its monolithic unity, and Communist Parties .everywhere were obedient 

instruments of his foreign policies. 

vVhen Stalin decided that revolutionary violence was to be used in South

East Asia three years after the end of the Second World· War, however, he was 

not making conscious use of the techniQue of people's revolutionary war, 

Rather was he acting from pre-formulated ideological postulates, Vlhen most of 

South-East Asia was under Japanese occupation, resistance movements had sprung 

up, and in most of them the local Communists had played a dominant part. This 

militancy did not, however, bring the expected prize of political power when 

the fighting was over, Instead, the defeated imperial powers - Britain, France 

and Holland - had returned and resumed control over their colonial possessions, 

And then, contrary to the theoretical assumptions of Leninism and Stalinism, 

the "imperialist" American and British had begun to discard their colonies, 

This had already happened in the Philippines, India, Pakistan, Ceylon and Burma. 

In all these countries "bourgeois nationalist" regimes had come to power. The 

ideologist therefore argued that the national revolution in these countries was 

incomplete, and that it must now be "completed" by the removal of the existing 

authorities. 

Before the war, the natural· instrument for the furtherance of such an aim 

would have been the Comintern, but'this organization had been formally dissolved 

during the war, In 1947, it yras- in effect- revived under the name of 

Cominform. In September of that year, the new body met in Poland and Zhdanov, 

at that time Stalin's right-hand man, made an important speech in which he 

argued that the time had come for the colonial peoples to "overthrow their 

oppressors". This message was carried to Communist Parties throughout the world 

through the Cominform journal., For a Lasting Peace, for a People's Democracy, 
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More precise instructions were given in Calcutta the following February, at 

an Asian.youth conference sponsored by the World Federation of Democratic 

Youth and the International Union of Students, both Communist-controlled 

front organizations·, The detailed execution of plans in these countries, 

however, was left to individual Communist Parties, 

Within a few months, Communist-led insurrections broke out almost 

simultaneously in Burma, the Philippines, Malaya, Indonesia and India, The 

point of interest to us in this paper is that they were all unsuccessful, for 

reasons which may be summarized as follows: 

1. In Burma, the Communists were unable to appeal to nationalist 

aspirations, since the country was already independent. After a while 

the two Communist insurgent groups -White Flag and Red Flag - became 

just two more of the many insurgent groups that plagued Burma, 

2, In Indonesia, the nationalists had already proclaimed independence, 

although the Dutch had not yet transferred sovereignty. The Communists 

could not compete with the nationalist leaders, Sukarno and Hatta, and 

their rebellion was quickly crushed. 

3, The Philippines had already been granted independence, but the Quirirno 

regime was notoriously corrupt and the peasants were severely oppressed, 

The Communists were able to exploit this situation through the Huk 

guerrillas, whose insurrection was not defeated until the 1950 1s. 

4. In Malaya, on the other hand, independence was not even in sight, 

Hence, there was some credibility to the Communist call for. liberation. 

In the end, the insurrection was defeated by a combination of police and 

military operations, together with political progress towards independence. 

The whole process was spr~ad out over twelve years (1948-60). 

What conclusions emerge from this brief study of the first phase? The first 

is that the technique of people's revolutionary war, if resolutely applied by 

a totalitarian party, may bring devastating results when it is harnessed to.· a 

nationalist cause, as in China and Vietnam, The second is that to launch 

insurrections from preconceived ideologica~ motives and in conditions that are 

irrelevant to local needs is self-defeating, 

In terms of a model to be applied· elsewhere, the most interesting of the 

examples we have considered was undoubtedly that of the first Indochina war, 

in which the Vietminh demonstrated that a· totalitarian party, using coercive 

terrorism to enforce conformity on the population, and disruptive terrorism to 

make normal administration and public order impossible, is capable - given the 

proximity of friendly territory ~ to hold a great Power at bay and in·the end 

inflict defeat, The lesson has not been lost, as a study of the next phase shows. 

• 
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3. The second phase: 1954-65 

The first Indochina war was scarcely over when the Algerian war began. 

The handful of Algerians who formed the FLN (Front de Liberation Nationale) 

were not Communists, but had closely studied the methods of the Vietminh in 

Indochina. They were ruthless in their use of disruptive terrorism i~ Algiers 

and other cities, and coercive terrorism both againsttheir own countrymen in 

Algeria and among Algerians living in France~ They received considerable 

material and financial help from the Arab countries - and in the later stages 

of the war - from China. Although far from the territory of any friendly 

great Power, they enjoyed the sanctuary of acquiescent neighbouring countries, 

Morocco to the West and Tunisia to the East. 

From the logistical standpoint, the French defenders were much better 

situated than they had been in Indochina, or than the Americans were during 

the second Indochina war. The French, on their side, were equally ruthless, 

and smashed the terrorist organizations in Algiers by mea11s that included 

torture. Geographical proximity and a preponderance of advanced weapons 

helped the French gradually to establish mastery over Algerian terrain. By 

1961 or 1962, French control over Algeria - in the military sense - was more 

or less complete, and the bulk of the ALl'! (the Army of the National Liberation 

Front) had taken refuge in Tunisia. 

During the last two years of the conflict (which began in November 1954 

and did not end until the spring of 1962), the French suffered for a second 

time the bitter disillusion of revolutionary war. Though conventional military 

victory was theirs, it did not follow that political or diplomatic success 

would crown it. The travelling diplomats of the Algerian provisional government, 

formed in 1958 1 scored increasing successes in rallying world opinion to their 

side against French colonialism. Inside France, altho~~ the French were more 

passionately involved in a defence of the concept of "French Algeria", the 

climate of opinion gradually turned against an indefinite French military 

commitment in that country. The Indochina war had shaken the Fourth Republic, 

and the Algerian war brought it down. General de Gaulle, recalled by the 

French settlers and the army, disappointed the hopes placed in him, and in the 

end came to terms with the FLN. The special potency of "revolutionary war" had 

yet again been demonstrated, 

In the second phase that now concerns us Algeria was the only major and 

definitive success to be attributed to the technique of a revolutionary war. 

Some other events are, however, worthy of comment, These include:-

1, The beginning of the second Indochina war, in 1958 1 and the gradual 

American involvement in that conflict. 
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2, The World Communist Declaration of November 1960 1 in which the Soviet 

Union and China defined a common attitude towards the "National 

Liberation Movement", 

3. Fidel Castro's victory in Cuba in January 1959. 

4, A confusing series of involvements by Communist Powers (especially China, 

Russia and Cuba) in "liberation movements" of various kinds in Asia, 

Africa and Latin America, 

Let us comment on some of these developments, 

The second Indochina war was in some respects a continuation of the first 

after an interval, with the United States replacing France as the "imperialist" 

enemy to be dislodged by "people's revolutionary war". It originated in regional 

insurgency against the authoritarian government of Ngo Dinh Diem by the political

religious sects, mainly the Hoa Hao and the Caodai, with which the remnants of 

the Communist Vietminh associated themselves, The Communists soon dominated 

the insurgent groups; arms that had been concealed at the time of the Geneva 

settlement of 1954 were recovered, and cadres from South Vietnam who had gone 

to the north for further training and indoctrination were sent southward again, 

Once more, the initial appeal was to patriotism and anti-imperialism - the 

Americans, as protectors of the Diem regime, having taken on the former French 

role as colonialist bogeymen, 

The old techniques of disruptive and coercive terrorism were further 

refined, selectively applied and devastatingly successful, The central govern

ment's authority over rural areas was effectively neutralized by murders of 

village officials, while the youth of the country were terrorized into co-operating 

with the revolutionary forces~ The Diem regime proved highly vulnerable to 

these tactics, and despite some successes 0 was brought to the edge of defeat 

within foul years, 

The Americans, who were initially involved only as advisers and suppliers, 

were themselves drawn into the conflict. During this period, the Chinese and 

the Russians, though prodigal with verbal support for the insurgents and their 

North Vietnamese controllers, and moderately generous with economic and military 

supplies, kept out of the fight, True, the Russians under Khrushchev sent arms, 

including aircraft, to the left-wing forces in Laos; but there is evidence 

that the Soviet leader himself conceded that this was a mistake, and that he 

sought to· rectify it by withdrawing from a potentially dangerous adventure, 

The World Communist Declaration of 1960 is important both because it is 

the last major policy statement to which both China and the Soviet Union subscribed, 

and because the Russians cannot entirely free themselves of the need to abide or 
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to appear to abide, by its provisions, if only to demonstrate that they are 

still "revolutionaries" in an increasingly competitive field, Specifically, 

the 81 Communist Parties that attended the world meeting in Moscovr in December 

1960 recognised "their' duty to render the fullest moral and material assistance 

to the peoples fighting to free themselves from imperialist and colonial 

tyranny", With the semantics of communist jargon in mind, this amounted to a 

call for assistance, not only to movements fighting for colonial freedom, but 

also for those fighting to remove non-communist governments in newly independent 

countries, 

In a speech on 6 January, 1961, Khruschev went further by specifically 

endorsing aid to "revolutionary wars", while on 6 December, 1963, Pravda 

declared that it was .the duty of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union to 

give all political and economic support to national liberation movements - ~ 

if necessary, support by arms, This obligation was reaffirmed the following 

year by Mr, Khrushchev 1 s successor as boss of the Communist Party, Mr. Brezhnev, 

As I have suggested, Fidel Castro's victory in 1959 was not, in the true 

sense, the outcome of a "people's revolutionary war". When Fidel Castro belatedly 

discovered that he was a Marxist (at the end of 1961), Cuba became a base and 

training ground for revolutionaries and guerrilla fighters from various countries 

in Africa and Latin America, Cuban-trained Africans seized power in Zanzibar 

in December 1963, and Cubans themselves were involved in fighting or training 

activities in the ex-Belgian Congo and Brazzaville in the early 1960's, We 

shall return later to Cuba's far more extensive revolvement in revolutionary 

violence in Latin America, 

Of the many examples of "national liberation" wars in Africa and Latin 

America during this second phase, we need.say no more at this stage than that 

all were unsuccessful, Let us turn now to the recent past and to the problematical 

future. 

4. The third phase: 1965-

The third and current phase in this arbitrary classification has been 

marked by: the escalation of the third Indochina war into a major conflict involv

ing the United States on the.one hand and, to an increasing though indirect 

degree, the Soviet Union on the other; the proclamation by the Chinese of a new 

world strategy of "national liberation"; the announcement of a policy on 

similar lines by the late Cuban guerrilla leader Ernesto "Che" Guevara; the 

emergence of a tri-continental organization based in Havana and devoted to the 

promotion of revolutionary guerrilla wars; and Moscow's pursuance of a policy 

in which Sta.t·e and Party needs· have often seemed to be in conflict, 
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The contradiction between Party and State policy in the Soviet Union is 

an important factor in this third phase. In Stalin's day, there was no such 

conflict, or if there was it was relatively unimportant. A monolithic world 

communist movement served the State interests of Russia as an imperial Power, 

If State policy changed for tactical reasons, Communists Parties all over the 

world obediently executed the refluired somersault. Khrushchev was unable to 

maintain this unity and obedience. His overt and secret speeches at the 20th 

Congress of the Soviet Communist Party in 1956 destroyed Moscow's infallibility. 
' 

The doctrine "different roads to socialism" led to what the late Togliatti 

called "polycentrism", and Moscow lost its position as the sole fount of wisdom 

in the communist world. Although the Sino-Soviet split of.l957-1960 was not 

primarily ideological in character, it was the culmination of the polycentric 

syndrome, as it might be termed, Thereafter, the Party-State conflict in 

Russia inevitably became more acute, 

Although the Soviet ideologists did not share ~~o Tse-tung 1s faith in 

peasant revolutionary war as the royal road·to revolution, they often felt 

compelled to pay lip serv.ice to it, and even to provide material aid for 

guerrillas, if only to show that they were as "revolutionary" as the Chinese; 

and thus nip in the bud any trend towards defection from Moscow's leadership 

to Peking's. But this policy was often in conflict with the government's needs 

of the moment, In Vietnam, for instance, Khrushchev's distinction between 

big, little and local wars did not remove the danger inherent in too open an 

identification of the Soviet Union with North Vietnam, in that there was always 

the possibility that it might lead to the kind of nuclear confrontation that 

had opposed the Soviet Union to the United States over Cuba in 1962, which, on 

grounds of State interests, Khrushchev wanted to avoid, 

These considerations explain the extreme circumspection with which Moscow 

approached the problems of conflict in Indochina. Despite lip service to the 

cause of "national liberation" in Vietnam, the Russians gave virtually no 

material assistance to the North Vietnamese for the first seven years of ·the 

second war. Indeed, by the summer of 1964, the Soviet leaders seem to have 

decided to opt out of Indochina's crisis. On 26 July of that year, Moscow 

threatened to withdraw from the "eo-chairmanship" of the Geneva conference, 

which had been shared between Britain and the USSR, and under which the two 

governments were supposed to deal with difficulties arising out of the Geneva 

agreement of 1954 and 1962 (the latter dealing with Laos). 

Mr. R.A. Butler (as he then was) visited.Moscow immediately afterwards as 

Britain's Foreign Secretary, and is said to have been told by Khrushchev that 

Russia had no taste for further involvement in Indochina. One of the things he 
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may have had in mind was the fact that Soviet planes, sent to the Laotian 

neutralist leader, Kong Lae at a time when the neutralists were working with 

the communist Pathet Lao army were later used against the Communists. By 

early 1965, however, Khrushchev 1s successors seem to have decided that the 

worst risks of a nuclear confrontation with America were now over. The 

North Vietnamese seemed to.be on the point of achieving, through the National 

Liberation Front, the distinguishing aim of revolutionary war - the complete 

disintegration of society and administration in South Vietnam. The Americans 

had been unable to stem the tide by the mere provision of advisers and weapons, 

and it seemed unlikely that they would venture further into the country. 

This was the time chosen by Mr. Kosygin, the Soviet Premier, to commit 

his government to massive military aid to North Vietnam. In so doing, he may 

have hoped to achieve two objectives: to demonstrate Russia's willingness and 

ability to provide North Vietnam with modern weapons in contrast to China 1s 

relative impotence, and to stake a claim for Russia as one of the major 

participants in any future peace conference. 

While Mr. Kosygin and his high-powered team of ministers and advisers were 

in Hanoi, ·however, the Vietcong in South Vietnam, probably on direct orders 

from Hanoi, attacked American military installations, killing or wounding 70 
Americans and destroying 17 helicopters and 3 transport planes. The Americans 

retaliated by bombing attacks on North Vietnam. The great escalation had begun, 

and there are grounds·for believing that Kosygin was surprised and indignant 

at this unexpected turn of events. 

Nevertheless Russia has supplied an ever-increasing flow of advanced 

weapons to North Vietnam, which have duly sent them s011thward "via the Ho Chi Nlinh 

trail" in Laos or by sea. To some extent therefore, the latter phases of the 

Vietnam war have amounted to a fresh confrontation between America and Russia, 

with the Americans directly, and the Russians indirectly, involved in the war. 

Undaunted by the disparity in ultimate power between North Vietnam and the 

United States, the most extreme wing of the leadership of the Lao Dong party 

in Hanoi has followed an astonishingly bold, excruciatingly dangerous yet 

basically sound strategy in South Vietnam. Escalating on their own account, 

they have committed ever-larger conventional forces in South Vietnam, drawing 

the American forces away from the countryside, and committing the Americans to 

an ever-rising spiral of military expenditure, thus exposing them to the full 

force of a rising tide of public indignation and protest, carefully orchestrated 

by the international Communist movement (which whatever its disunity on certain 

ideological points, was united in opposing "imperialism" in Vietnam), and thus 
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_ preparing for the "final offensive" that is the logical cuLmination of people's 

revolutionary war. In the meantime, the Vietcong stepped up its terrorism in 

the villages, to counter any military successes on the American and South 

Vietnamese side, and went so far as to challenge the enemy's power within the 

citadels in Saigon and other cities in the Tet offensive of 1968. True, the 

·trumpeted "final offensive" failed to materialize. But much of the work of 

rural pacification was shattered, President Johnson announced his decision not 

to seek re-election, and preliminary talks began between the Americans and 

North Vietnamese in Paris, There is every reason to hope, or fear, that another 

major success for the technique of people's revolutionary war is on the way, 

Perhaps partly with the object of countering Moscow's great propaganda 

success in taking up the cause of Hanoi's liberation war, Peking launched a 

new revolutionary world strategy in December 1965. The author of the policy 

was 1larshal Lin Piao, Defence Minister and Vice-Chairman of the Chinese Politburo, 

He expressed himself in an article entitled "Long live the victory of the people's 

war", in which he called for the extension to the entire world of the Maoist 

theory of "encirclement of the cities from the countryside", On this world 

scale, he said the capitalist countries were "the cities", and Asia, Africa and 

Latin America were·the "countryside"; and he made it clear that the process of 

"encirclement" could be carried out only by people's wars led by Communists 

ready to take China's revolutionary war as a model, Now one glance at the 

world map makes it clear that_ this much debated call for action was a purely 

Utopian concept, since it is not physically possible for the world's "countryside", 

as Lin Piao defined it, to encircle the world's "cities", As interpreted in 

private, however, Chinese diplomats and other statesmen have made it clear that 

by provoking people's revolutionary wars in many countries of Asia, Africa and 

Latin America, they hoped to strain the military and economic resources of the 

United States to breaking point, and indeed if one makes a simple arithmetical 

extrapolation from the example of Vietnam, it is possible that the experience 

of Vietnam, repeated on a world scale, would indeed cause even the mighty 

United Stat·es to run out of men and munitions, 

This rather wide-eyed notion evidently appealed to the late "Che" Guevara, 

who, in April 1967 1 issued a call from "somewhere in the world" to the Latin American 

peoples to set up "new Vietnams" throughout the continent, About 15 months 

earlier Havana had become the home of what a witty ambassador called the "guerrillas' 

international", A tri-continental organization set up in January 1966, with the 

object of co-ordinating the efforts of revolutionary guerrillas in the three 

continents of the "third world" and helping them wherever possible, 
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These wild, Utopian and essentially romantic calls for revolutionary 

action by the Chinese and Cubans have deepened Moscow's dilenuna. On the one 

hand, the Russians cannot afford to appear to be outbid by Commun,ist.Parties that 

do not accept Moscow's leadership; on the other hand, they were realistic 

enough to know that guerrilla warfare was unlikely to bring do>vn the main 

citadel of capitalism as quickly as the Cuban and Chinese might suppose. 

Faced with this dilenuna, the Russians have adopted an ambiguous policy, con

sisting of paying lip service to individual "liberation wars" and actual aid -

•·'l'c,in arms or training • for. selected revolutionary movements. 
• G ' -

The first Tri-corttinental Solidarity Conference in Havana in January.~66 

provided a good example of the inherent clash between Soviet Patt~;y and•·Sta• 

interests. The Russians had sent a delegation, which subscribed to some of the 

inflammatory resolutions passed by the conference. This immediately brought a 

wave of protest from Latin American governments with which Moscow had diplomatic 

relations, and which asked Moscow how calls for their overthrow, to which 

the Russians had subscribed, could be reconciled with friendly intercourse. 

Moscow's response was to deny that the Soviet delegation at the Havana conference 

had an officially representative character - a deception which deceived nobody. 

However, the deepening disunity of the communist world has not, in fact, relieved 

the non-communist world of revolutionary and subversive pressures. 

Instead, it has been faced with what I have called "competitive subversion", 

in which the main competitors are the Russians, the Chinese and the Cubans; 

with further competition provided by certain "Trotskyist" groups in Latin 

America, and a profusion of African "liberation movements", helped externally 

not only by the communist Powers but also, at times, by such revolutionary or 

, militant r~gimes as those of Algeria, the United Arab Republic and NKrUinah 1 s 

Ghana. 

While I have no wish to burden this text with excessive detail, it may be 

useful to sununarise the situation in the three continents of the Third World. 

I have in mind insurgent activities now being supported by the communist Powers. 

A. Latin America 

The main Castroite bodies are:-

Colombia: Ejercito de Liberaci6n Nacional or ELll, under Fabio Vasques. 

Venezuela: Fuerzas Armadas de Liberaci6n Nacional and its political arm, 

the Movimiento de Izquierda Revolucionaria; together with the Douglas Bravo 

guerrilla group, formerly of the Venezuelan Communist Party, but now expelled. 

Guatemala: Fuerzas Armadas Rebeldes, which, in August,l967, joined forces 

with the pro-Chinese Movimiento Revolucionario 13 de Noviembre, led by 
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Marco Antonio Yon Sosa (previously infiltrated by Trotskyites, now expelled). 

The FAR.is led by C~sar Mantes. 

Uruguay: Movimiento Revolucionario del Oriente. 

Argentina: Movimiento peronista Revolucionario. 

~~ Movimiento d'Izquierda Revolucionaria. 

Although Moscow's policy, as expressed through Communist Parties loyal to 

Russia -· such as the Chilean and Venezuelan parties - has been in favour of 

"constitutional" methods of struggle, the Russians are in fact involved in 

revolutionary guerrilla movementB. 

Their policy is, in fact, opportunistic in that they hold that a Communist 

Party should be prepared for all forms of struggle, whether singly or in 

combination. Peaceful methods are advocated when they seem to offer a chance 

of success, and violent ones condemned when their adoption is arbitrary and 

failure likely. They have no taste for futile adventures that may interfere 

with State to State relations. The Russians do, nevertheless, support armed 

action in some Latin American countries, even when failure is likely, so long 

as their own interests are unlikely to be damaged. One example of this 

attitude is in the Soviet broadcasts in Quechua, calling on the Andean Indians 

to revolt;·another is Moscow 1s.Radio Peace and Progress programmes, supporting 

armed struggle, for instance in Venezuela - and Paraguay. 

This opportunism reflects, in some degree, the Soviet Union's complex 

dilemma in Latin America, which lies in the difficulty of making sure Cuban 

subversion does not get out of hand, while retaining control over the orthodox 

Communist Parties ~avoiding a direct confrontation with the United States, 

. on the model of the Caribbean crisis of 1962. 

Chinese activity in Latin America is still on an insignificant scale. 

B. Africa 

The Russians, Cubans and Chinese are all involved in various "liberation 

movements" in Africa; at different times, and in different ways, East. European 

countries have also been involved. The Russians in particular, supported rebel 

guerrillas in the Congo (Leopoldville) in 1964. More recently, as the. trials 

'of African guerrillas in Rhodesia and South Africa have revealed, the Russians 

have been - and presumably still are - providing training for revolutionary w~. 

both in those countries and in the Portuguese African dependencies• They were 

deeply involved in Nkrumah's organization of terrorist or guerrilla groups. 
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It is probably true to say that the Cubans and Chi!).~- are more systematically 

involved in revolutionary violence in Africa than the Russians or East Europeans. 

As long ago as 1960, members of the Armee .de Liberation Nationale Kamerounaise 

were arrested on returning from China, where they had received guerrilla 

training. The Chinese have provided instructors in guerrilla warfare in train-
' 

ing camps in Ghana (under Nkrumah), Tanzania and Congo-Brazzaville. They are 

still training terrorists and guerrilla fighters in China itself. 

Cuba has been providing training courses for African guerrillas since l961; 
in Africa itself, Cuban instructors have been at work in Congo-Kinshasa 

(Leopoldville), Congo-Brazzaville (where their numbers have been reduced latterly) 

and in Tanzania. 

c. Asia (South and South-East) 

The most active revolutionary irredentist force in the area is, of course, 

North Vietnam, We have considered the first and second Indochina wars. It 

should never be forgotten that North Vietnam's territorial ambitions are not 

confined to South Vietnam, but extend to Laos, Cambodia and even Thailand. 

The Pathet Lao movement in Laos was created by Ho Chi Minh's agents, and remains 

entirely under Hanoi's control. Large areas of Laos are held by North Vietnam, 

either through occupation by regulars of the North Vietnamese Army, or through 

the Vietnamese-officered Pathet Lao "People's Liberation Army", 

In Cambodia, according to announcements by the Chief of State, Prince 

Sihanouk, last January and February, Vietnamese Communists are behind attempted 

revolts in Battambang Province (along with Communists and with Peking's support), 

and among the Montaguards of the Khmer Loeu district of North-East Cambodia. 

In Thailand, the North Vietnamese are involved in the insurgency in the 

North-Eastern provinces, both through supporting activities by the Vietnamese 

minority in that area and through the Thai Communist Party guerrilla training 

school at Hoa Binh in North Vietnam. 

We have already considered Russia's belated but extremely important 

involvement in the present Vietnam war. Apart from that, I know of no evidence 

pointing to Soviet involvement in revolutionary war elsewhere in South-East Asia, 

although the Russians are, of course, involved in the affairs of various Communist 

or left-wing parties, i~ competition with the Chinese. 

What are the Chinese themselves up to? One difficulty is in distinguishing 

between verbal support and propaganda, on the one hand, and actual involvement 

on the other, The Chinese press and radio report in great detail, with evident 

approval and in terms .that imply a claim to paternity (e.g, attribution of 
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guerrilla successes to the thoughts of Mao Tse-tung), virtual 1.y every local 

war from India to the Philippines. There is, hov1ever, no reason to believe 

that the Chinese are materially involved in guerrilla fighting in the 

Philippines or on the Sarawak-Indonesia border - although Peking's influence 

over the Philippine Communist Party, as distinct from the Huk guerrillas, and 

over the Sarawak Communist organizatl.on and parts of the Indonesian Communist 

Party (PKI) is strong. These remarksalso apply to the Malayan Communist 

guerrillas, who have shown renewed signs of activity lately on the Thai-Malayan 

border. 

On the other hand, the Chinese ~ involved - in the sense of supplying 

money, arms and training - in:-

Thailand: The leaders of the Thai Communist Party, which. controls the 

insurrection in North-Eastern Thailand, are .ethnically Chinese and live in Peking. 

Burma-and India: An important recent development has been the setting up - . 
of a working alliance between the Chinese and the Kachin Independence A:rmy in 

northern Burma. For the first time, communications are now open between Peking 

and the pro-Chinese White Flag guerrillas of the Burma Communist Party, and with 

the Nagas and Mizo tribesmen on the Indian border, who are now being trained and 

armed in China. Chinese material support for. the insurgents in Bihar (northern 

India) is also probable. 

The Chinese are also involved in the Vietnam war, mainly through shipments 

of small arms, probably through Cambodia (despite Prince Sihanouk 1s neutral 

denials). The inability to compete with the Soviet Union in aid to the Vietcong 

.is clearly a cause of deep frustration. 

5. Strategic Prospects 

There is. perhaps an a priori case for arguing that revolutionary war was 

bound to be used increasingly in the nuclear age, .since the risk of nuclear 

confrontation inhibits the super-powers from direct involvement while it does 

not limit their indirect involvement.throv.gh money, arms, advice and training. 

America's direct involvement in the latter stages of the current Vietnam war 

does not necessarily invalidate this contention, since the North Vietnamese and 

Russians (together with the Chinese) may have discounted the risk that the 

Americans would commit thei'r own forces to.the struggle. 

It would be premature to conclude from the repeated failures of "people's 

war" in Latin America and Africa that the strategic uses of the technique have 

been exhausted. Many factors are involved in a successful revolutionary war: 

contiguity with a supplying Power; discipline, fanaticism and ruthlessness on 
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the part of the political organization of the revolutionaries; local martial 

traditions and abilities; the vulnerability of the, regime and society to be 

undermined; avoid!>ble errors on the part of. the opposing forces and - where 

this applies- of their, protectors, Some human material is more suitable than 

others: the Tonkinese have formidable traditions of military valour and physical 

and mental toughness, as the Chinese discovered in their day and the French, 

Americans and Cochinchinese have found in theirs. Conversely, as Hugo Blanco 

discovered in Peru,·and "Che" Guevara in Bolivia, the Andean Indian seems 

refractory to the notion of revolutionary struggle, 

Terrain, too, is important, though less so than the factors I have 

mentioned above. The low hills and relatively open country of North-East 

Thailand are less suitable fpr .~errilla war than. the mountains, jungles and 

paddy fields of Central and South Vietnam, Each case has to be judged on its 

merits, and it is impossible to say, with sweeping.finality, either that 

revolutionary war is invincible or that the techniques. of counter-insurgency 

have been mastered once and for all. 

Much depends on whether the countries - primarily though not exclusively ' . 

communist- that support revolutionary.war for strategic ends, will continue 
~ . . . . 

to do so. And whether they do will depend in turn both on the persistence of 

their ideological belief that revolutionary war works, and on the degree to 

which this belief coincides or clashes with actual experience, 

If Fidel Castro experiences several more "Bolivias", it is conceivable, 

though not certain in view of his repeated calls for action, that he will 

gradually abandon his attempts to gain control of Latin American countries 

through peasant insurrections. 

The most decisive test case of revolutionary war, however, is unquestionably 

Vietnam. If the Americans are forced, whether for military or for political 

reasons, to pull out of Vietnam, their defeat, however disguised, will be 

hailed by revolutionaries everywhere as the final vindication of the theory of 

people's revolutionary war - the demonstration that even a super-Power can be 

defeated by a peasant army. In that event, the efforts now being made to 

launch such insurrections, or sustain them, in Africa and Latin America, would 

be redoubled. Even the Russians, who do not appear to share the faith of the 

Chinese, the North Vietnamese and the Cubans in the efficacy of the technique, 

will feel bound to improve on their commitment to insurgents. 

But by far the most dangerous field of activity will continue to be South

East Asia, whether or not the Vietcong achieve victory, It is a relatively 
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painless intellectual exercise to reject President Eisenhower's original and 

simplistic "domino" theory, But an examination of the situation as it actually 

is wil.J show a fair number of "dominoes" ready for toppling. A North 

Vietn3.':lc'c'8 victory in South Vietnam would be followed, very rapidly, by the 

absorpti.on of Laos. Though Cambodia's capacity for resistance is inherently 

greater, it may be doubted whether that country would survive for long, 

espechlly if Peking encouraged P.anoi to go ahead and attempt 'to fulfil the 

origj;:ml (1930) programme of the Communist Party. of Indochina, 

Thailand's turn would come next; and in this context, it should be noted 

that the vast American investment in strategic air bases in Thailand, and in 

aid to its governments over the years, makes sense only on the assumption that 

South Vietnam-is to be held. If it is abandoned, Thailand will be expendable. 

The future of other insurrectionary movements in the area may depend partly 

on China 1s ability to overcome its present internal difficulties and - in time -

on the polio:\."'s adopted by Mao's successors. But the trend of recent events, . . 
particularly during the past three years, suggests that Peking is fulfilling a 

long-term plan of supporting revolutionary violence in Burma and India; and, 

when conditions; including communications, permit, in Malaya, the Philippines 

and Indonesia, 

In short, revolutionary war will continue to be a problem, and probably a 

growing problem, in the years ahead, 
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1. Concept and Technigue 

, Traditionally, guerrilla war and insurgency are tactical concepts. 

During the past .twenty years, however, a variant of small-scale action kno•vn 

as "people's revolutionary" war has emerged as a strategic technique. It is 

the purpose of this paper to examine the strategic possibilities and limitations 

of this technique, in the light of recent history. I shall attempt to show 

that people's revolutionary .war, though c·apable of dramatic strategic successes -

as in China, Vietnam and Algeria - is a weapon of limited potency when used by 

a Power far from the field of military action. This conclusion is, at any rate, 

strongly suggested by the exp~rience of the past few years in Africa and Lati~ 
.America. 

·Although the concept of people's revolutionary war emerged during·the 

Chinese civil war, it is more properly described as a Sino-Vietnamese theory. 

Certain individual, though in practice ineffectual, modifications were made as 

a consequence of Fidel Castro 1s successful insurrections in Cuba. Care must be 

taken, however, to distinguish between theory and practice, between technique 

and theory. 

In China, Mao Tse-tung assumed popular support for his revolutionary 

guerrillas in the theoretical writings distilled from his experience in fight-

ing the Japanese occupying forces and the army of Chiang Kai-shek's central 

government. In the special circumstances of China in the 1930's and 1940's, 

he does in fact appear to have achieved popular support. China was entering 

the final and agonizing phase of a century of foreign occupation, humiliation, 

civil conflict and general disorder. Chiang Kai-shek 1s regime, though itself 

revolutionary in a republican and nationalistic sense, was both corrupt and brutal; 

landlordism, warlordism and the effect of China's population explosion, all 

afflicted the peasantry •. 

\ 
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By promising land to the peasants and enforcing a strict code of courtesy 

and consideration for agricultural needs on his soldiers, Mao achieved the 

practical ideal enshrined in his famous dictum about the army moving among 

the people as a fish in water, He could offer protection against the 

depredations of the warlords and of the Kuomintang army, The fact that China 

was occupied by Japan added a further dimension to his revolutionary war effort, 

The peasant soldiers who rallied to his banner did so from patriotic as well 

as other motives, Indeed, the needs of patriotism and. revolution happily 

co-incided, An important consequence of these favourable circumstances was that 

Mao had no need, broadly speaking, to resort to coercive terrorism during his 

years of military struggle, 

The enormous size of the country was yet another advantage to Mao. His 

concept of "protracted war" spanned three stages, During the first, the 

revolutionary forces, being relatively weak; must be prepared to retreat. 

Unhampered by a cumbersome supply machine, the guerrillas could withdraw, if 

necessary, over thousands of miles. The pursuing forces, whether Japanese or 

Kuomintang, could follow only up to a point, The. time would come when they 

must stop to consolidate their territorial gains, their lines of communication 

having been stretched to near breaking point. Once ·the plirsuing forces were 

immobilized, the revolutionary guerrillas could begin harrassing them, in the 

second stage, during which they would capture as many weapons as possible and 

set about training and equipping a regular army, The third stage was that of 

the "revolutionary final offensive", Exhausted and demoralized, and surrounded 

by a hostile population permeated by the revolutionaries, the enemy forces would 

face inevitable defeat, By this time, the revolutionary army, itself strong, 

well-equipped and experienced, could deal the death blow, 

In both Indochina wars, patriotism was also a powerful rallying cry - first 

against the French and later against the Americans, But the relatively 

restricted and congested territory available to the guerrillas in Vietnam ruled 

out the protracted geographical attrition that had been possible in China • 

. Moreover, until 1949 (when the French-sponsored Bao Dai administration took 

office in Saigon), the Vietnamese revolutionaries lacked the "advantage" of an 

indigenous central administration that could be blamed for oppressing or 

neglecting the peasant, and thus serve as a rallying cry to supplement that of 

patriotism against the foreign occupier. Indeed, from 1945 to 1949, the only 

indigenous administration worthy of the name was that of Ho Chi Minh's own 

Democratic Republic of Vietnam, which the ex-Emperor Bao Dai himself served for 

a while. All three of the major figures in the Vietnamese revolution - Ho Chi Minh, 

Vo Nguyen Giap and Truong Chinh - were deeply influenced by China's example, 
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The theories of revolutionary war elaborated by the second and third of the 

triumvirate reflected this debt. 

On the political front, too, they borrowed from Mao Tse-tung, and the 

Vietminh, or League for the independence of Vietnam, drew heavily on Mao's 

"united front" policy. Initially, the Vietminh attracted a wide spectrum of 

Vietnamese nationalists, and this was important, in the early stages, in giving 

a "patriotic" character to the revolution. When the true communist character 

of Ho's r~gime became apparent, however, many of the non-communist nationalists -

including Bao dai - deserted Hanoi. The French were very late in taking 

advantage of this development; and their lateness must be .deemed one of .the 

causes of their final defeat. 

Whatever the causes, the Vietnamese Communists resorted both disruptive and 

coercive terrorism during both Indochina wars. The disruptive terrorism -

including attacks on the French community- were to some extent "legitimate", 

in that they were aimed at the main enemy. In South Vietnam, however, a non

communist member of the Vietminh1 Nguyen Binh, developed coercive methods of 

terror against the civilian population which were to become sadly characteristic 

of both Indochina wars. In the war against the French -.as in the Malayan 

Emergency some years later - coercive terrorism was undoubtedly used to counter

productive excess. In the second Indochina war, on the whole, coercive terrorism 

was far more selectively applied; though it continued to be an indispensable 

element in the Vietnamese Communist approach. 

Since we are concerned here with the strategic uses that may be made of the 

new technique of revolutionary war, it may be useful to point out that:-

1. Mao's forces did not defeat Japan's in a strategic sense. 

2. They did defeat Chiang's army, but only after the Russians, in their 

last-hour-offensive, had handed over vast quantities of seized nationalist 

arms and equipment in Manchuria. 

·3. Chiang 1s r~gime largely collapsed because of its own internal "contradict

ions", i.e. corruption, inflation and demoralization. 

4. Though disastrous, especially in terms of morale, Giap 1 s defeat of the 

French at Dien Bien Fhu was not in itself strategically decisive. The 

French could have fought on. Franc'e 1s collapse was due to a combination 

of domestic factors, including war weariness, the weakness of successive 

governments, the high cost of the war in human as well as financial terms, 

and so on. For reasons that need not be elaborated here, Bao Dai 1 s 

administration did not ·prove an alternative focus of nationalist support. 
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5• The geographical proximity of China was a decisive factor in the 

Vietnamese Communist victory. After Mao's troops had established 

themselves along the northern frontier of Kontieng, sanctuary for 

the Vietminh and logistic support along short communication lines 

became possible. Although_Giap lacked air support, he was able in . 
the end to achieve a decisively superior concentration of artillery. 

Let us turn now to the Cuban experience. Despite later claims to the 

contrary, the Cuban conflict was not, in the Sino-Vietname$sense, a people's 

revolutionary war. It began as the revolt -of a small group of intellectuals' 

led by Fidel Castro. ~he Communists stayed aloof during the conflict, though 

they later joined the victorious band-wagon. The peasant who had nothing to 

lose, and potentially much to gain, joined the revolutionaries and fought with 

them. In the end, the corrupt and repressive dictatorship of Batista collapsed, 

and Fidelistas had a walk-over victory. 

Generalizing from this rather special case of limited partisan warfare, 

Castro 1s guerrilla tacticians, Major Ernesto "Che" Guevara, argued that the 

O
-rthodox CommunJ."sts _ . M they stJ.d"pylakted that a revolutio~ 1Mould be successful wonleY J.n oscow an ~e J.ng - were wrong wnenv objectJ.ve _ · n n 

conditions were ripe. The mere fact of fighting, he added, would create the 

right conditions for a successful revolution. Later, Castro 1s young French 

admirer Regis Debray, went still further, by rejecting the concept of a united 

front, and even that of a special leading role for the Communist Party. Until 

victory had been achieved, he wrote, both the political and the military leader

;ship must be vested in one man, and throughout the struggle military priorities 

must take precedence over politics. 

2. The first phase: 1948-54 

During this phase, people's revolutionary war achieved two major strategic 

successes: in China in 1949, and in Vietnam in 1954. In neither of these wars 

was Russia involved, except marginally. Stalin, who was highly sceptical of 

Mao's theories of peasant revolution, gave him no help until victory was in 

sight and then only as an incidental bonus in Russia's own military strategy 

against Japan; indeed, he maintained more or less correct diplomatic relations 

-with Chiang Kai-shek throughout the Chinese civil war. He did, of course, 

contribute indirectly to Ho Chi Minh's victory over the French by despatching 

vast quantities of Soviet and Czech armaments across Siberia and China. But 

I know of no evidence that Moscow "ordered" Ho to launch his insurrection 

against the French Republic. Indeed, the evidence suggests that Giap and other 

militants took the initiative while Ho was in France negotiating with the French 

government in 1946 and forced his hand. 
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Thus, although the Soviet Union, at least initially, made enormous 

strategic gains as a result of the Chinese communist victory, and not unimportant 

ones as a result of the French defeat in Vietnam, it .cannot be said that these 

gains were the outcome of conscious planning on Moscow's part -.except in the 

general and indirect sense that Moscow had employed Ho Chi Minh for many years 

as a Comintern agent in South-East Asia. 

During that period, however, the Russians did make a concerted effort to 

win strategic gains by launching parallel revolutionary wars in a number of 

countries in that area.· To put it that way is only mildly to strain the 

language. Of course the Russians did not themselves take part in the 

insurrections they fostered in 1948: but at that time, Stalin 1s empire still 

maintained its monolithic unity, and Communist Parties everywhere .were obedient 

instruments of his foreign policies. 

When Stalin decided that revolutionary vioience was to be used in South

East Asia three years after the end of the Second World War, however, he was 

not making conscious use of the techni~ue of people's revolutionary war. 

Rather was he acting from pre-formulated ideological postulates. v7hen most of 

South-East Asia was under Japanese occupation, resistance movements had sprung 

up, and in most of them the local Communists had played a dominant part. This 

militancy did not; however, bring the expected prize of political power when 

the fighting was over. ·Instead, .the defeated imperial powers - Britain, France 

and Holland - had returned and resumed control over their colonial possessions. 

Arid then, contrary to the theoretical assumptions of Leninism and Stalinism, 

the "imperialist" American and British had beglin to discard their colonies. 

This had'already happened in the Philippines, India, Pakistan, Ceylon and Burma. 

·In all these countries "bourgeois nationalist" regimes had come to power. The 

ideologist therefore argued that the. national revolution in these countries was 

incomplete, and that it must now be "completed" by the removal of the existing 

authorities. 

Before the war, the natural instrument for the furtherance of such an aim 

would have been the Comintern, but this organization had been.formally dissolved 

during the war. In 1947, it was -.in effect- revived under the name of 

Cominform. In September of that year, the new body met in Poland and Zhdanov 1 

at that time Stalin 1s right-hand man, made an important speech in which he 

argued that the time had come.for the colonial peoples to "overthrow their 

oppressors". This message was carried to Communist Parties·throughout the world 

through the Cominform journal, For a Lasting Peace. for a People's Democracy. 
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More precise instructions were given in Calcutta the following February, at 

an Asian youth conference sponsored by the World Federation of Democratic 

Youth and the International Union of Students, both Communist-controlled 

front organizations. The detailed execution of plans in these countries, 

however, was left to individual Communist Parties. 

Within a few months, Communist-led insurrections broke out almost 

simultaneously in Burma, the Philippi~es, 1!alaya, Indonesia and India. The 

point of interest to us in this paper is that they were all unsuccessful, for 

reasons which may'be summarized as follows: 

lo In~~ the Communists were unable to appeal ·to nationalist 

aspirations, since the country was already independent, After. a while 

the two Communist insurgent groups - Vfhite Flag and Red Flag ~ became 

just two more of the many insurgent groups that plagued Burma. 

2. In Indonesia, the nationalists had already proclaimed independence, 

although the Dutch had not yet transferred sovereib~ty. The Communists 

could not.compete with the nationalist leaders, Sukarno and Hatta, and 

their rebellion was quickly crushed. 

3, The Philippines had already been granted independence, but the Quirirno 

regime was notoriously corrupt and the peasants were severely oppressed. 

The Communists were able to exploit this situation through the Huk 

guerrillas, whose insurrection was not defeated until the 1950 1s. 

4. In 1!alaya, on the other hand, independence was ~ot even in sight. 

Hence, there was some credibility to the Communist call for libera~ion. 

In the end, the insurrection was defeated by a combination of police and 

military operations, together with political progress towards independence. 

The whole process was spread out over twelve years (1948-60). 

·What conclusions emerge from this brief study of the first phase? The first 

is that the technique of people's revolutionary war, if resolutely applied by 

a totalitarian party, may bring devastating results when it is harnessed t~ a 

nationalist cause, as in China and Vietnam. The second is that to launch 

insurrections from preconceived ideological .motives and in conditions that are 

irrelevant to local needs is self-defeating. 

In terms of a model to be applied elsewhere, the.most interesting of the 

examples we have considered was undoubtedly that of the first Indochina war 1 

in which the·Vietminh demonstrated that a totalitarian party, using coercive 

terrorism to enforce conformity on the population, and disruptive terrorism to 

make normal administration and public order impossible, is capable - given the 

proximity of:friendly territory - .to hold a. great Power at bay and in the end 

inflict defeat. The lesson has not been lost, as a study of the next phase shows. 
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3. The second nhase: 1954-6;[ 

The first Indochina war was scarcely over when the Algerian war began. 

The handful of Algerians who formed the FLN (Front de Liberation Nationale) 

were not Communists, but had closely studied the methods of the·Vietminh in 

Indochina, They' were ruthless in their use of disruptive terrorism in Algiers 

and other cities, and coercive terrorism both against their own countrymen in 

Algeria and among Algerians living in France,· They received considerable 

material and financial help from the Arab countries - and in the later stages 

of the war - from China. Although far from the territory of any friendly 

great Power, they enjoyed the. sanctuary of acquiescent neighbourini countries, 

Morocco to the West and Tunisia to the East, 

From the logistical standpoint, the French defenders were much better 

situated than they had been. in Indochina, or than the Americans were during 

the second Indochina war, The French, on their side, were equally ruthless, 

and smashed the terrorist organizations in Algiers by means that included 

torture, Geographical proximity and a preponderance of advanced weapons 

.helped the French gradually to establish mastery over Algerian terrain, By 

1961 or 1962, French control over Algeria - in the military sense - was more 

or less complete, and the bulk of the ALN (the Army of the National Liberation 

Front) had taken refuge in Tunisia, 

During the last two years of the conflict (which began in November 1954 

and· did not end until the spring of·l962), the French suffered for a second 

time the bitter disillusion of revolutionary war, Though conventional military 

victory was theirs, it did not follow that political or diplomatic success 

would crown it, The travelling diplomats of the.Algerian provisional government, 

formed in 1958, scored increasing successes in rallying world opinion to their 

side against French colonialism, Inside France, although the French were more 

passionately involved in a defence of the concept of "French Algeria", the 

climate of opinion gradually turned against an indefinite French military 

commitment in that country, The Indochina war had shaken the Fourth Republic, 

and the Algerian war brought it down, General de Gaulle, recalled by the 

French settlers and the army, disappointed the hopes placed in him, and in the 

end came to terms with the FLN, . The sp~cial potency of "revolutionary war" had 

yet again been demonstrated, . 
. In the second phase that now concerns us Algeria was the only major. and 

definitive success to be attributed to .the technique of a revolutionary war, 

Some other events are, however, worthy of comment, These include:-

1, The beginning of the second Indochina war, in 1958, and the gradual 

American involvement in that conflict, 



2. The World Communist Declaration of November 196Q, in which the Soviet 

Union and China defined a common attitude towards the "National 

Liberation Movement". 

3. Fidel Castro 1s victory in Cuba in January 1959. 

4. A confusing series of involvements by Communist Powers (especially China, 

Russia and Cuba) in "liberation movements" of various kinds in Asia, 

Africa and Latin America. 

Let us comment:on some of these developments. 

The second Indochina war was in some respects a continuation of the first 

after an interval, with the United States replacing France as the "imperialist" 

enemy to be dislodged by "people's revolutionary war". It originated in regional 

insurgency against the authoritarian government of Ngo Dinh Diem by the political

religious sects, mainly the Hoa·Hao and the Caodai, with which the remnants of 

the Communist Vie.tminh associated themselves. The Communists .soon dominated 

the insurgent groups; arms that had been concealed at the time of the Geneva 

settlement of 1954 were recovered, and cadres from South Vietnam who had gone 

to the north for further training and indoctrination were sent southward again. 

Once more, the initial appeal was· to patriotism and anti-imperialism·- the 

Americans, as protectors. of the Diem r~gime, having taken on the former French 

role as colonialist bogeymen. 

The old techniques of disruptive and·coercive terrorism were further 

refined, selectively applied and devastatingly successful. The central govern

ment's authority over rural areas was effectively.neutralized by murders of 

village officials, while the youth of the country were terrorized into co-operating 

with the revolutionary forces. The Diem r~gime proved highly vulnerable to 

these tactics, and despite some successes, was brought to the edge of defeat 

within four years. 

The Americans, who were initially involved only as advisers and suppliers, 

were themselves drawn into the conflict. During this period, the Chinese and 

the Russians, though prodigal with verbal support for the insurgents and their 

North Vietnamese controllers, and moderately generous with economic and military 

supplies, kept out of the fight. True, the Russians under Khrushchev sent arms, 

including aircraft, to the left-wing forces in Laos; but there is evidence 

that the Soviet leader himself conceded that this was a mistake, and that he 

sought to rectify it by withdrawing from a potentially dangerous adventure. 

The World Communist Declaration of 1960 is important both because it is 

the last major policy'statement to which both China and the Soviet Union subscribed, 

and because the Russians cannot entirely free themselves of the need to'abide or 
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to appear to abide, by its provisions, if only to demonstrate that they are 

still "revolutionaries" in an increasingly competitive field, SpecificaUy, 

·the 81 Communist Parties that attended the world meeting in Moscow in December 

1960 recognised "their duty to render the fullest moral and material assistance 

to the peoples fighting to free themselves from imperialist and colonial 

tyranny". With the semantics of communist jargon in mind, this amounted to a 

call for assistance, ·not only to movements fighting for colonial freedom, but 

also for those fighting to remove non-communist governments in newly independent 

countries·. 

In a speech on 6 January, 1961, Khruschev went further by specifically 

endorsing aid to "revolutionary wars", while on 6 December, 1963; Pravda 

declared that it was the duty of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union to 

give all political and economic support to national liberation movements - and 

if necessary, support by arms. This obligation was reaffirmed the following 

year by trr. Khrushchev 1s successor as boss of the Communist Party, Mr. Brezhnev. 

As I have suggested; Fidel Castro's victory in 1959 was not, in the true 

sense, the outcome of· a "people's revolutionary war". When Fidel Castro belatedly 

discovered that he was a Marxist (at the end of 1961), Cuba became a base and 

training ground for revolutionaries. and guerrilla fighters from various countries 

in Africa and Latin America. Cuban-trained Africans seized power in Zanzibar 

in December 1963, and Cubans themselves were involved in fighting or training 

activities in the ex-Belgian Congo and Brazzaville in the early l960 1s, We 

shall return later to Cuba's far more extensive revolvement in revolutionary 

violence in Latin America, 

Of the many examples of "national liberation" wars in Africa and Latin 

America during this second phase, we need say no more at this stage than that 

all were unsuccessful, Let us turn now to the recent past and to the problematical 

future, 

4. The third phase: 1965-

The third and current phase in this arbitrary classification has been 

marked bys the escalation of the third Indochina war into a major conflict involv

ing the United States on the one hand and, to an increasing though indirect 

degree, the Soviet Union on the other; the proclamation by the Chinese of a new 

world strategy of "national liberation"; the announcement of a policy on 

similar lines by the late Cuban guerrilla leader Ernesto "Che" Guevara; the 

emergence of a tri-continental organization based in Havana and devoted to the 

promotion of revolutionary guerrilla wars; and Moscow's pursuance of a policy 

in which State and Party needs have often seemed to be in conflict, 
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The contradiction between Party and State policy in the Soviet Union is 

an important factor in this third phase. In Stalin's day, there was no such 

conflict, or if there was it was relatively unimportant. A monolithic world 

communist movement served the State interests of Russia as an imperial Power. 

If State policy changed for tactical reasons, Communists Parties all over the 

world obediently executed the required somersault. Khrushchev was ·unable to 

maintain this unity and obedience. His overt and secret speeches at the 20th 

Congress of the Soviet Communist Party in 1956 destroyed Moscow's infallibility. 

The doctrine "different roads to socialism" led to what the late,Togliatti 

called "polycentrism", and Moscow lost.its position as the sole fount of wisdom 

in the communist world. Although the Sino-Soviet split of 1957-1960 was not 

primarily ideological in character,, it was the culmination of the polycentric 

syndrome, as it might be termed. Thereafter, the Party-State conflict in 

Russia inevitably became more acute. 

·Although the Soviet ideologists did not share ~fuo Tse-tung 1s faith in 

peasant revolutionary war as the royal road to revolution, they often felt 

compelled to pay lip service to it, and even to provide material aid for 

,guer:r;illas, if only to show that they were as "revolutionary" as the Chinese; 

and thus nip in the bud any trend towards defection from Moscow's l"adership 

to Peking's. But this policy was often in conflict with the government's needs 

of the moment. In Vietnam, for instance, I<hrushchev's distinction between 

big! little and local wars did not remove the danger inherent in too open an 

identification of the Soviet Union with North Vietnam, in that there was always 

the possibility that it might lead to the kind of nuclear coP5rontation that 

had opposed the Soviet Union to the United States over Cuba in 1962, which, on 

grounds of State interests, Khrushchev wanted to avoid~ 

These considerations explain the extreme circumspection with which Moscow 

approached the problems of conflict in Indochina. Despite lip service to the 

cause of "national liberation" in Vietnam, the Russians gave virtually no 

material assistance to the North Vietnamese for thefirst seven years of.the 

second war. Indeed, by the summer of 1964, the Soviet leaders seem to have 

decided to opt out of Indochina 1s crisis. On 26 July of that year, Moscow 

threatened to withdraw from the "\lo-ohairmanship" of the Geneva conference, 

which had been shared between Britain and the USSR, and under which the two 

governments were supposed to,deal with difficulties arising out of the Geneva 

~greement of 1954 and 1962 (the latter dealing with Laos). 

Mr. R.A. Butler (as he then was) visited Moscow immediately afterwards as 

Britain's Foreign Secretary, and is said to have·been told by Khrushchev that 

Russia had no taste for further involvement in Indochina. One of the things he 
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may have had in mind was the. fact that Soviet planes, sent to the Laotian 

neutralist leader, Kong Lae at a time whep the neutralists were working with 

the communist Pathet Lao army were later used against the Communists. By 

early 1965, however, Khrushchev's successors seem to have dec~ded that the 

worst risks of a nuclear confrontation with America were now over. The 

North Vietnamese seemed to ):>e on the point of achieving, through the National 

Liberation Front, the distinguishing aim of !evolutionary war.- the complete 

disintegration of society and administration in South Vie~nam. The Americans 

had been unable to stem the tide by the mere provision of advisers and weapons, 

and it seemed unlikely that they would venture further into the country. 

This was the time chosen by Mr. Kosygin, the Soviet Premier, to commit 

his government to massive military aid.to North Vietnam. In so·doing, he may 

have hoped to achieve two objectives! to demonstrate Russia's willingness and 

ability to provide North Vietnam with modern weapons in contrast to China's 

relative impotence, and to stake a claim for Russia as one of the major 

participants in any future peace conference. 

While Mr. Ko·sygin and his high-powered team· of ministers and advisers were 

in Hanoi, however, the Vietcong in South Vietnam, probably on direct orders 

from Hanoi, attacked American military installations, killing or wounding 70. 

Americans and destroying 17 helicopters and 3 transport planes •. 'The Americans 

retaliated by bombing attacks on North Vietnam. The great escalation had begun, 

and there are grounds for believing that Kosygin was surprised and indignant 

at this unexpected turn of events. 

Nevertheless Russia has supplied an ever-increasing flow of advanced 

weapons to North Vietnam, which have duly sent them southward "via the Ho Chi Minh 

trail" in Laos or by sea. To some extent therefore, the latter phases of the 

.Vietnam war have amounted to a fresh confrontation between America and Russ:La, 

with the Americans directly, and the Russians indirectly, involved in the war. 

Undaunted by the disparity in ultimate power between North Vietnam and the 

United States, the most extreme wing of the. leadership of the Lao Dong party 

in Hanoi has followed an astonishingly bold, excruciatingly dangerous yet 

basically sound strategy in South Vietnam. Escalating on their own account, 

they have committed.ever-larger conventional forces in South Vietnam, drawing 

the American forces away from the countryside, and committing the Americans to 

an ever-rising spiral of military expenditure, thus exposing them to the full 

force of a rising tide of public indignation and protest, carefully orchestrated 

by the international Communist movement (which whatever its disunity on certain 

ideologic'al points, was united in opposing "imperialism" in Vietnam), and thus 
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preparing for the "final offensive" that is the logical culmination of people's 

revolutionary war. In the meantime, the Vietcong stepped up its terrorism in 

the villages, to counter any military successes on the American and South 

Vietnamese side, and went so far as· to challenge the enemy's power within the 

citadels in Saigon and other cities in the Tet offensive of 1968, True, the 

trumpeted "final offensive" failed to materialize. But much of the work of 

rural pacification was shattered, President Johnson announced his decision not 

to seek re-election, and preliminary talks began between the Americans and 

North Vietnamese in Paris. There is every reason to· hope, or fear, that another 

major success for the technique of people's revolutionary war is on the way. 

Perhaps· partly with the object of· countering Moscow's great propaganda 

success in taking up the cause of Hanoi's liberation war, Peking launched a 

new revolutionary world strategy in December 1965. The author of the policy 

was Marshal Lin Piao·, Defence Minister and Vice-Chairman of the Chinese' Politburo, 

He expressed himself in an article entitled "Long live the victory of the people's 

war", in which he called for the extension to the entire world of the Maoist 

theory of "encirclement of the cities from the countryside". On this world 

scale, he said the capitalist countries were "the cities", and Asia, Africa and 

Latin America were the "countryside"; and he made it clear that the process of 

"encirclement" could be carried out only by people's wars led by Communists 

ready to take China's revolutionary war as a model, Now one glance at ·the 

world map makes it clear that this much debated call for action was a purely 

Utopian concept, since it is not physically possible for the world's "countryside", 

as Lin Piao defined it, to encircle the world's "cities", As interpreted in 

private, however, Chinese diplomats and other statesmen have made it clear that 

by provoking people's revolutionary wars in many countries of Asia, Africa and 

Latin America, they hoped to strain. the military and economic resources of the 

United States to breaking point, and indeed if one makes a simple arithmetical 

extrapolation from the example of Vietnam, it is possible that the experience 

of Vietnam, repeated on a world scale, would indeed cause even the mighty 

United States to run out of men and munitions. 

This rather wide-eyed notion evidently appealed to the 'late "Che" Guevara, 

who,.in April 1967, issued a call from "somewhere in the world" to the Latin American 

peoples to set up "new Vietnams" throughout the continent. About 15 months 

earlier Havana had become the home of what a witty ambassador called the "guerrillas' 

international", A tri-continental organization set up in January 1966, with the 

object of co-ordinating the efforts of revolutionary guerriilas in the three 

continents of the "third world" and helping them wherever possible. 

\ 
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These wild, Utopian and essentially romantic calls for revolutionary 

action by the Chinese and Cubans have deepened Moscow's dilemma, On the one 

hand, the Russians cannot afford to appear to be outbid by CommUnist Parties that 

do not accept Moscow's leadership; on the other hand, they were realistic 

enough to know that guerrilla warfare was unlikely to bring down the main 

citadel of capitalism as quickly as the Cuban and Chinese might suppose, 

Faced with this dilemma, the Russians have adopted an ambiguous policy, con

sisting of paying lip service to individual "liberation wars" and actual aid -

in arms or training - for sel,ected revolutionary movements, 

The first Tri'-continental Solidarity Conference in Havana in January 1966 

provided a good example of the inherent clash bet\Teen Soviet Party and State 

interests. The .Russians had sent .a delegation, which subscribed to some of the 

inflammatory resolutions passed by the conference, This immediately brought a 

wave of protest from Latin American governments with which Moscow had diplomatic 

relations, ·and which asked Moscow how calls for their overthrow, to which 

the Russians had subscribed, could be reconciled with friendly intercourse. 

Moscow's response was to deny that the Soviet delegation at the Havana conference 

had an officially representative character - a deception which deceived nobody. 

However, the deepening disqnity of the communist world has not, in fact, relieved 

the non-communist world of revolutionary and subversive pressures, 

Instead, it has been faced with vihat I have called "competitive subversion", 

in which the main competitors are the Russians, the Chinese and the Cubans; 

with further. competition provided by certain '~Trotskyist" groups in Latin 

America, and a profusion of African "liberation movements", helped externally 

not only by the co~ist Powers but als9, at times, by such revolutionary or 

.militant r~gimes as those of Algeria, the United Arab. Republic and NKrUIJJa.h's 

Ghana, 

While I have no wish to burden this text with excessive detail, it may be 

useful to summarise the situation in the three continents of the Third World, 

I have in mind insurgent activities now being supported by the communist Powers, 

A. Latin America. 

The main Castroite bodies are:-

Colombia: Ejercito de Liberaci6n Nacional or EIJ~, under Fabio Vasques, 

Venezuela: Fuerzas Armadas de Liberaci6n Nacional and its political arm, 

the Movimiento de Izquierda Revolucionaria; together with the Douglas Bravo 

guerrilla group, formerly of the Venezuelan Communist Party, but now expelled, 

Guatemala: Fuerzas Armadas Rebeldes, which, in August 1967, joined forces 

with the pro-Chinese Movimiento Revolucionario 13 de Noviembre, led by 
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Marco Antonio Yon Sosa (previously infiltrated by Trotskyites, now expelled). 

The FAR is led by Cesar !llontes. 

Uruguay! Movirniento Revolucionario del Oriente. 

Argentina: Movimiento peronista Revolucionario. 

~~ Movimiento d'Izquierda Revolucionaria. 

Although Moscow's policy, as expressed through Communist Parties loyal to 

Russia - such as the Chilean and Venezuelan parties - has been in favour of 

"constitutional" methods of struggle, the Russians are in fact involved in 

revolutionary guerrilla movements. ' ' . '- . :, .. - ' ............. 

Their policy is, in fact, opportunistic in that they hold that a Communist 

Party should be prepared for all forms of struggle, whether singly or in 

combination. Peaceful methods are advocated when they seem to offer a chance 

of success, and violent ones condemned when their adoption is arbitrary and 

failure likely. They have no taste for futile adventures that may interfere 

with State to State relations. The Russians do, nevertheless, support armed 

action in some Latin American countries, even when failure is likely, so long 

as their own interests are unlikely to be damaged. One example of this 

attitude is in the Soviet broadcasts in Quechua, calling on the. Andean Indians 

to revolt; another is Moscow's Radio Peace and Progress programmes, supporting 

armed struggle, for instance in Venezuela - and Paraguay. 

This opportunism reflects, in some degree, the Soviet Union's complex 

·dilemma in Latin America, which lies in the difficulty of making sure Cuban 

subversion does not get out of hand, while retaining control over the orthodox 

Communist Parties and avoiding a direct confrontation with the United States, 

on the model of the Caribbean crisis of 1962. 

Chinese activity in Latin America is still on an insignificant scale. 

B. Africa 

The Russians, Cubans and Chinese are all involved in various "liberation 

movements" in Africa; at different times, and in different ways, East European 

countries have also been involved. The Russians in particular, supported rebel 

gUerrillas in the Congo (Leopoldville) in 1964. More recently, as the trials 

of African guerrillas in Rhodesia and South Africa have revealed, the Russians 

have been - and presumably still are - providing training for revolutionary war, 

both in those countries and in the Portuguese African dependencies. They were 

deeply involved in Nkrumahis organization of terrorist or guerrilla groups. 
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It is probably true to say that the Cubans and Chinese are more systematicaflY 

involved in revolutionary violence in Africa than the Russians or East Europeans, 

As long ago as 1960, member; of the Armee de Lib~ration Nationals Kamerounaise 

were arrested on returning from China, where they had received gue=illa· 

training. The Chinese have provided inetructors·in guerrilla warfare in train-

ing camps. in Ghana (under Nkrumah), Tanzania and Congo-:Brazzaville. They are 

still training terrorists .and_ guerrilla fighters in China itself • 

. . Cuba.. has been providing training courses .. for African guerrillas ·si.Dce 1961; 

· in Africa. itself,. Cuban instructors have. been at work in ~a 

·· ·(Leopoldville), .. Congo-:Brazzaville (where the.ir numbers have been reduced latterly) 

and .in. Tanzania. 

c. Asia (South and'South-East) 

The most active revolutionary i=edentist force in the area is, of course, 

North Vietnam. We have considered the first and second Indochina wars, It 

•. sho~ never be--forgotten that North Vietnam•s .. territorial a.mbitione are not 

conf'ined to South Vietnam, but extend to Laos, Cambodia and even Thailand. 

The. Fathet Lao .movement in Laos was. created by Ho Chi. Minh 1 s .agents, and remains 

entirely under Hanoi's. control. Large areas of Laos are held by North Vietnam, 

·either ... thxough occupation· by regul.a.1's ·of ·the ·North Vietna~~~Sse ilrncy', or through 

the Vietnamese-officered Fathet Lao "People's Liberation Army". 

In Cambodia'" according to annouvcements by the Chief of State, Prince 

· Sihanouk, 1ast-Jannary a.nd.Febnlary, Vietnamese-.Commnnists are behind attempted 

... .revolts in .Batta.mba.ng Province {along with Communists and with Peking's support), 

and among the. Montaguards of the Khmer .Loeu district of North-East Cambodia. 

In Thailand, the North Vietnamese are involved. in the .insurgency in the 

North-Eastern provinoas, botn through . .supporting activities by the Viet!laiiiSse 

minority in that area and through the Thai ~ommunist Party gue=illa training 

· sohocl at Hoa. . .Binh in North Vietnam. 

We .have· already conSidered Russia.' s belated but extremely important 

involvement in the present Vietnam war. Apart from that, I know of no ·evidence 

pointing to Soviet. involvement in revolutionary war -elsewhere in South-East Asia1 

although the Russians are, of course, involved in the affairs of various Co!IIDDlllist 

or.le£t-wi.ng :pa.rties"' .. in competition-with the Chinese. 

What are the Chinese themselveG up to? Ona difficulty is in distinguishing 

·betwefln verbal support and propaganda, on the one hand 1 and actual involvement 

on the other. The Chinese press and radio report in great detail, with evident 

approval and in terms that imply a claim to paternity (e.g. attribution of . 

...... 
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guerrilla·successes to the thoughts of Mao Tse-tung), virtuaEy every local 

war from India to the Philippines. There isj lioi-,ever, no reason to believe 

that the Chinese are materially involved in guerrilla fightirig in the 

Philippines or on the Sarawak-Indonesia border- although Peking's influence 

over the Philippine Communist Party, as distinct from the Huk guerrillas, and 

over the Sarawak Communist organization and parts of-the Indonesian Communist 

Party (PKI) is strong. These remarks also apply to the Malayan Communist 

guerrillas, who have shown renewed signs of activity lately on the Thai-Malayan 

border. 

On the other hand, the Chinese ~ involved - in the sense of supplying 

money, arms and training - in:-

Thailand: The leaders of the Thai Communist Party,_ which co~trols the 

insurrection in North-Eastern Thailand, are ettnically Chinese and live in Peking. 

~ and India: An important recent development has been the setting up 

of a working alliance between the Chinese and the Kachin Independence Army in 

northern Burma. For the first time, communications are now open between Peking 

and the pro-Chinese White Flag guerrillas of the Burma Communist Par~y, and with 

the Nagas and Mizo tribesmen on the Indian border, who are now being trained and 

armed in China. Chinese material suppoJ?t for the insurgents in Bihar (northern 

India) is also probable. 

The Chinese are also involved in the Vietnam war, mainly through shipments 

of small arms, probably through Cambodia (despite Prince Sihanouk 1s neutral 

denials). The inability to compete with the Soviet Union in aid to the Vietcong 

is clearly a cause of deep frustration. 

5. Strategic Prospects 

-There is perhaps an a priori·case for arguing that revolutionary war was 

boUnd to be used increasingly in the nucle~ age, since the risk of nuclear 

confrontation inhibits the super-powers from direct involvement while it does 

not limit their indirect involvement through money, arms, advice and training. 

America's direct involvement in the latter stages of the current Vietnam war . ' 

does not.necessarily invalidate this contention, since the North Vietnamese and 

Russians (together with the Chinese) _may have discounted the risk that the . 

Americans would commit their own forces to the struggle. 

It would.be premature to conclude from the repeated failures of"people's 

war" in Latin America and Africa that the strategic uses of-the technique have 

been exhausted. Many factors are involved in a successful revolutionary war: 

contiguity with a supplying Power; discipline, fanaticism and ruthlessness on 

., 
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the part of the political organization of the revolutionaries; local martial 

traditions and abilities; the vulnerability of the regime and society to be 
' 

undermined; avoidable errors on the part of the opposing forces and - where 

this applies - of their protectors. Some. human material is more suitable than 
' ' 

others: the Tonkinese .have formidable traditions of milita~ valour and physical 

and mental.toughness, as the Chinese discovered in their day and the French, 

Americans and Cochinchinese have found in theirs. Conversely, as Hugo Blanco 

discovered in P~ru, and "Che" Guevara in Bolivia, ,the Ande!ill Indian seems 

refractory to the notion of revolutionary struggle, 

Terrain, too, is.important, though less so than the factors I have 
~ . . . 

mentioned. above. The low hills and rel~tively open country of North-East 

Thailand are less suitable f~r guerrilla war than the mountains, jungles and 

paddy fields of Central and South Vietnam. Each case has to be judged on its 

merits, and it is impossible to say, with sweeping finality, either that 

revolut:i.onary'war is invincible or that the techniques of counter-insurgency 

have been mastered once and for all. 

Much depends .on whether the countries - primarily though not exclus~vely 

communist - that support revolution9;ry war for strategic ends, will continue 

to do so. And whether they do will depend in turn both on the persistence of 

their ideological belief that revolutionary war works, and on the degree to 

which this belief coincides or clashes with actual experience. · 

If Fidel Castro experiences several more "Bolivias", it is conceivable, 

though not certain in view of his repeated calls for action, that he will 

gradually abandon his attempts to gain control of Latin American countries 

through peasant insurrections, 

The most decisive test case of revolutionary war, however, is unquestionably 

Vietnam. If the Americans are forced, whether for military or for political 

reasons, to pull out of Vietnam, their defeat, however disguised, will be 

hailed by revolutionaries everywhere as the final vindication of the theory of 

people's revolutionary war - the demonstration that even a super-Power can be 

defeated by a peasant army. In that event, the efforts now being made to 

launch such insurrections, or sustain them, in Africa and Latin America, would 

be redoubled, Even the Russians, who do not appear to share the faith of the 

Chinese, the North Vietnamese and the Cubans in the efficacy of the technique, 

will feel bound to improve on their commitment to insurgents, 

But by far the most dangerous field of activity will continue to be South

East Asia, whether or not the Vietcong achieve victory, It is a relatively 
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• 
painless intellectual exercise to reject President Eisenhower's original and/ 

simplistic "domino" theory. But an examination of the situation as it actually 

is· will show a fair number of "dominoes" ready for toppling. A North 

Vietnamece victory in South Vietnam would be folloWed, ·very rapidly, by the 

absorption cif Laos. Though Cambodia's capacity for resistance is inherently 

greater, it may be doubted whether that country would survive for long, 

especia-lly if Peking encouraged· Hanoi to go ahead and attempt to fulfil the 

original (1930) programme of·the·communist Party of Indochina. 

Thailand's turn would come next; and in this context, it should be noted 

that the vast American investment in strategic air bases in Thailand, and in 

aid to its governments over the years, makes sense only on the assumption that 

South Vietnam is to be held. If it is abandoned, Th~iland will be expendable. 

The future of other insurrectionary movements in the area may depend partly 

on China's ability to overcome its present internal difficulties and - in .time -

on the policies adopted by Mao's successors. But the trend of recent events, 

particularly during the past three years, suggests that Peking is fulfilling a 

long-termcplan of supporting revolutionary violence in Burma and India; and, 

when conditions; including communications, permit, in l~laya, the Philippines 

and Indonesia. 

In short, revolutionary war will continue to be a problem, and probably a 

growing problem, in the years ahead. 

.• 
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1.· l"ly first and pleasantest duty is to welcome you all 
to this r.ecennial Conference, which is held, like three 
of its predecessors, in this great grey university - one 
of the most loved and the most hated citiesin theworld
to discuss a field of policy and study that, like Oxford 
itself, arouses etmrg passions. I am ·indebted to the Prime 
l"linister 0f this country for his message of encouragement, 

·for the words of introduction that Sir Basil Liddell Hart-
one of. the greatest living of the classical strategists -
hiS spoken, and above all to you, the members of this · 
Conference, drawn as you are from eighteen countries in 
four continents, for finding the time and resources to 
attend, 

· 2. At this point I find myself in an unfamiliar situation. 
The preparation of the· Annual Conference involves over· six 
months of work, though it is only one of the· activities of 
I.s.s., and my role:in it is that of impresario ratherthan 

· conductor. By now'with the speakers assembled, ·the papers 
written, ·the'part:i..cipants organised, I can1geilerally sit 

.. back while some. aUgust person starts the. substantive' 
/Proceedings, -my·mind.uneasily conceR¥r~£~a~~R!i~it'the lights 

w'iil fuse"or that the simultaneous translator will have a 
· heart attack. Now, at the order of lilY·- Councii I find myself 
·in the Chair. I have ·oft'en compared my role. in this Annual 
Conference to the managerof·the le Bourget air show; his 
job is to organise·a great international occasion in which 
the participants come primarily to meet each other and to 
buy each other's products: his job is to arrange a display 
of aerobatics to enable·them to justify the time and the 
travel involved to their consciences, their budgets, or 

t, 



their employers. But no-one has ever expected the manager 
of le Bourget himself to open the proceedings by doing a 
barrel roll in a f1irage IV ten metres above the runway. 
This, it seems, is what you are calling on me to do. . . 

3. Circumstances, however, have come to my assistance, 
though not circumstances that any of us welcome. Clearly it 
is imperative that we discuss the implications of the Czecho
slovB.k crisis for international security.· Thi:S is the first 
of our Annual Conferences which is not concerned with some 
aspect of policy but with strategic. studies themselves. 

I t would be a gross misuse of our time. and opportunity, 
hOl'lever, if we do not take advantage of the assembly in 
this hall of so many able minds to talk about Czechoslovakia. 
I am, therefore, cutting short my opening remarks, and will 
shortly ask half a dozen members of the Conference to join 
me as an informal panel on the subject. 
4. The story of I.s.s., how it came into being, how it has 
grown in just under ten years from a small Ford Foundation 
grant, a shoebox full of names, three rooms and ~wo typewriters 
to an organisation which ~ though still modest in resources and 
objectives - has a membership in thirty~two countries, is an 
interesting one. But the telling of it can wait. Tonight 
I want to make only a few simple points about the Institute 
and its history and to use this.opportunity to repay some 
long-standing debts of gratitude. 
5. We live today in a dark world in wh~ch many of. the false 
horizons of. the 1950's and earlier.l960's have d;i.::Jappeared, 
either intonew thunderclouds or a kind of. grey penumbra. 
True the central balance is more stable than it was ten years 
ago, but the alliance systems 1.rhich extended this . stability 
to Europe and. the Far East are beginning. to decay, for reasons 
that I am sure Henry Kissinger will analyse, and the advance 
of technology pos~s new problems in the maintenance of the 
central balance itself, as Bernard Brodie and others will 
discuss. Economic pressures of a kind unforeseen ten years 
ago may rob deterrent strategies in the 1970's of that 
flexibility, which, after-a trewendous battle between opposing 
schools of thought, it has at last been intellectually 
appreciated that they must have. The concept of peace-keeping 
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· ·is in di ssaray ·and in sOirie· ·contempt, for reasons which 
UrsSchwarz's excellent paper explains. The concept of the 

.· limitation of warfare has made headway in the thinking of 

the ,larger powers, as Robert Osgood's'paper points out; 
' but in other conflicts . it has be€m more' the product of 
limited resourCes than of.any accepted philosophy of restraint; 

at the same time the concept of arms control has so far 

carried us - as Hedley Bull emp'liasises - only a vecy short 
· distance down what must eventually·"'- if we are to survive -

be a very long road. l"ieariwhile ideological preconceptions 
still cloud· rational calculation of the· nationi:llinterest, 

as Louis Halle' ;~iscusses~ · 
In the meanwhile the structure of the nation state 

' 1tself is becoming precariou~, as Sam Huntingct6n and Brian 
Crozier will be discussing, whether i~ the'''sixty ne~i countries 
'bf the world, inany of them under siege from' some form of 

revolutionary warfare, or even in the advanced state~. In 
t:b.e great • developed powers,· the Chicago riots, the days of 

'!"Tay; the sense of despair and restle~snes$ ih the yo'unger 
generation, from' 1'okyo "to Tutin; from Edinbtirgh'to Istanbul, 

are clear signs that the 1970's are going to be a 'v~ry 
.difficult decade to live through. l"leah\'lhile, as I1ibhael 
Howard and Raymorid ·Aron nay dis.cuss,· the ~lassical study 
cif strategy as a specialised aspect: of human organisation and 
behaviolirhas reached·something like a fuil stop in the sense 

.. 'that it has become inseparable from the 'study of'international 
relations' as' a whole v1ith its growing complexity and endemic 

· imprecision,· while the approach to the analysis of 'conflict 
through behavioural arid social sciences, with:which Kenneth 
Bouldiilg 1¥ill be dealing, has been initiated very late in 
hu.man'history; and its findings and its methodoiogy are not 

·yet.politically'influential. 
6; It is not unnatural, therefore,· that those of us who work 
in this particUlar field of study or of polic'y should have 
moments of black despair and should wonder why 1~e should have 

·given the better part of our working lives tci this·unrewarding 

field of endeavour, why we have not laboured in some more 
fruitful vineyard like development studies or world health, 
or did not just go and Illake money.· Some of yoti.inust have been 
tempted, as I have, to abandon' the attempt to organise or to 
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pursue dispassionate analysis of the role and the context 
of force in international politics, and to join the young 
and the angry in some great crusade against human folly 
and pretensions; but then we are safely neutered, for we 
know, better than most, to what fresh barbarities such 
crusades cnn lead, Above all, in a world such as ours, 
where ignorant armies clash by night, what use is a little 
Institute of this kind? 

But when we do feel like this, it is useful to look 
back a space as well as forward. Since this is a tenth 
anniversary, let me give you some personal recollections 
of the year 1958, when I.B.B. was Sounded. 

• First of all, there were no accurate orders of magnitude 
in circulation anywhere in the 1•orld on which the politician 
or the journalist or the scholar could base his own assess
ments of the war potential of his own or other countries. 
Figures of bombs or aircraft or divisions were guarded 
jealously by governments in principle, but in practice 
leaked in driblets to favoured journalists or academics, in 
the interests either of inter~service arguments or of 
disputes between allies. In consequence to the public the 
Russians were always ten feet tall and there was always one 
perfect weapons system in one environment which would be the 
answer to everything. Second, there was intense suspicion 
between those responsible for defence policy and what 
Coleridge once called"the clerisy" - the decision-making 
elite in modern social science jargon - journalists, 
politicians, academics, and so on, Again .. the reason was 
partly inter-service rivalry, which made a dispassionate 
exchange of views with the ordinary chief of staff or 
defence planner, especially in air forces or navies, 
virtually impossible. Partly it. was because of official 
bureaucracies themselves who were quite uncertain what policy 
they should implement in the face of new and frightening 
problems. The consequence was an external attitude of 
4andarin-like obscurity in London, Paris, Bonn, and even 
Washington, the most open of the capitals, very similar I 
am sure to the affect that the cultural revolution has 
produced in Peking, an attitude of "if you knew what I know, 
you wouldn't say what you do", which brought rational 
intercourse to a full stop. 

_, 
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Third:, the subject itself was in a' state of methodological 
and substantive· chaos,· not surprising given the rapid pace of 

· technolocical and political· change. . In the minds of those 
concerned with international affairs, officially or academically, 
there was no proper distinction between: defence studies, which 

·_are concerned with the ·security of a particular nation, 
strategic studies, which concern the roleof·power and force 
in international relations as:a whole,·the study-of conflict 
as a widely disseminated.9i}htH£ifi~n6n, and the-study of the 
control of war and armaments. There was also a total confusion 
between the study of war strategies and9,ays·of keeping the 
peace. The consequence.was that those who were· interested in 
the studyofwar and conflict were a melange of the classical 

·strategist, the defence expert, often a hardware man, the 
soldier, and the "idealist. The. ·dissimilarity of their approaches 

-perhaps justified the official planner in :thinking that the 
public were a pack of fools and that his really was an arcane 
craft.· 

Neanwhile in the United States a great intellectual effort 
had been'going forward-during the 1950's to clear away the 
debris of 'old ideas, very largely through the ag-ency of RAND. 
Classical strategists like Berilard Brodie, men coming in from 

· ·.new disciplines like ·Albert Wohlstetter from ·mathematics, 
· H:erman Kahn from physics, Henry Rowen, Tom Schelling and Alain 
E'nthoven (one of our absentees)· from economics, had been intro-

- • · duci:ilg. •some conceptual 'Order at least 'into nuclear strategy. 
I will not retell the story, partly because they are almost?t~re 
to tell it themselves, partly because I do not wish to· pre-
empt f'Iichael Howard' s admirable paper. 

But here a fifth difficulty emerged, namely thiit there 
was very little international co=unication -- trivial by 
comparison 1tiith thel field of economics. One or two people in 
Europe had made it'their business to seek out these men in the 
United States; and their c6lleaguee in the East ~oast univer-
sities - Raymond Aron was one, Denis Healey was another, I was 
a third·. · But the international community of analysts and 

scholars that exists today, a fair proportion of which is 
-represented in this room, simply did not exist.-_ 
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Finally, the universities were, except in the United 
States, largely uninterested in researching or teaching 
the kind of subjects we shall be discussing this weekend. 
There were a number of reasons for this. The minimal 
encouragement they got, intellectual or financial, from 
governments; the. European distrust for contemporary history 
studies; the slower evolution of the discipline of inter
national relations than in the United States from its 
chrysalis of international law and diplomatic and military 
history, meant that the E~opean universities were in no 
position to play the same role in a great international or 
national policy debate that they were already playing in 
economic or social policy. It was the work during the 60's 

•of men like Geoffrey Goodwin at London, Louis Halle at Geneva, 
Rix LowenthaL in Berlin, or RaYJ!lond Aron, Bertrand de Jouvenel 
and others in France who have made the ~uropean universities 
part of the strategic debate. Countries that come more 
recently to serious strategic problems like Australia or Japan 
come also better equipped in this respect. 
7• At the end of these ten years there is some progress to 
record. First of all,. public and political debate is now 
grounded on?more accurate basis of knowledge about the orders 
of magni tuc'.e involved. The old bugbear of security still 
dogs the subject to a much greater extent than it need, and 
does give rise to some very distorted political debates and 
some very inaccurate journalism. But the principal sufferers 
from a myopic attitude to security are now really the Russians 
rather than the \1estern powers. Second, in almost every 
country there is a less frightened relationship between 
officials and theorists, between governments and their elites. 
Each has come gradually to recognise their mutual dependence 
on the other. 'There is a disappointing exception to this 
generalisation, namely the legislator, who has not taken this 
subject as seriously as he should; one can count on the 

.fingers of two hands the number of parliamentarians in 
~urope and the Commonwealth other than ministers who have 
really made a thorough study of this field of international 
policy. I find it sad that there are only two parliamentarians 
in the audience tonight. But, third, there is now an inter
national community of which this Annual Conference is the 
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·expression so that people no longer work in watertight 
compartments.· Finally there is nm1 clear evidence of a con
tinuity of interest, evidence that there are a great many 
young people in many countries 1vho are prepared to make the 

·study of stratee,y, conflict or. security the main focus of 
their attention. ·Probably a fifth of the membership of r.s.s. 
is no1v under 40 and the proportion is grmving. Many of the 
most important contributions to the literature have been made 
by men in the twenties and thirties, i'1crton Halpe:t'in, Hedley 
Bull and.Pierre Hassner to name only three examples. And this, 

·of course, is pa:t't cause, part consequence, of the fact that 
strategy and conflict studies have'become a normal part of the 
scope or curriculUm of schools of political science. and 

· · i'nternational relations.: 
.8. I have so far said little or nothing of the role of 
r.s.s. in this, for though I think ~;e have played a useful 
part in thi'ia process of making the study of security a 
·serious and an international subject, there have been other 
c·entres and more powerful forces at work. Let me· close by 
making a number of brief points about the Insti t'ute itself. 
First,' I .would like to dispel for good and all the notion 
tnat the growth of this Institute is a· one-man tour de force. 
I gather it is sometimes said, and I should be flattered, but 
it' is very unfair to· ·a number of people who have had as much 
to do tlith it .a.s I. . To begin with' there Vlere the men who 
called• the Brighton Conference of 1957 - Dick Goold-Adams, 
Denis Healey, Sir Kebneth Grubb, Ahthony Buzzard, i'1ichael 
Howard and·Alan·Bootli, ·and who had the foresight to see that 

·it must·bemade into a·permanent centre and who organised 
the· financ·e to make this possibJ:e, I had nothing to do with 
this and the credit is entirely theirs. Second, there were 
the important figures already in the field, most of them 
here tonight or comirig·tomorrow, who' helped,.encduraged and 
guided me in the early years: Albert Wohlstetter, Raymond il.ron, 
Thomas Sche lling, Henry Kissinger, ·Himry Row en, Arid re Beaufre. 

· .. ';'hird, ·~ no means all the innovations which are central to 
I~S.S, sprang full-grown from my o;m brain; for instance, the 
Military Balance is' ·the· publication by which the Institute is 
most widely known; ·the ideafor it was not my own but was 
suggested to me by JVi, Paul:..Henri Spaak when he was Secret11.ry 
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General of NATO. Fourth, I make no claims to be an original 
thinker in the field of strategic studies,. and this is 
confirmed by the fact that I find no reference to any of my 

own works in the footnotes of any of-the papers at this 
Conference. But I do know an original mind when I see it 
_and I .s .s. owes a great debt to the many original minds 
who have worked here as Research Associates or as authors 
of our studies, a galaxy so large, diverse and able that to 
pick out any one name \vould be invidious. Fifth, there have 
been my fellow Institute Directors in Europe, in the United 
States and in many other countriES and continents. ~fithout 

their active interest and co-operation I.s.s. would never 
have become a serious international operation. The now 

'· 

famous Anglo-French-German group of 1962 was a ground-breaking 
exercise of great importance and its successor, our European 
Study Commission, has not only given us who work in.London 
insights into the preoccupations and objectives of the 
countries of the Six plus Scandinavia 1;hich we could have 
obtained in no other way, it has7i&gn quietly influential in 
a number of European capitals. 

Finally I could have achieved little or nothing without 
the assistance of an able and hard-working staff, mos.t 

'particularly because financial resources have never permitted 
us the luxury of a large infrastructure and we have always had 
to make pennies go a very long way indeed. I would like to 
take this opportunity to thank four people in particular who 
have been with me almost from the start: Arthur J"'ajendie, our 
Administrative Director; Eve Streatfeild, cur Librarian; 
Patricia Evans, who runs both our JVJeetings and our European 
Study Commission, and Bettine St:rd.ogo, who keeps control of my 
own untidy affair~ •. Finally I owe a great deal to Curt 
Gasteyger for his work in extending the contacts of the 
Institute not only in \{estern Europe but in Eastern Europe and 
in Asia as well during his !our years at Adam Street. 
9. This is no conventional list of acknowledgements, and 
you will note that I have omitted any reference to .the Council 
of the Institute, who have been my masters down-the years. 
For they deserve gratitude and credit of a different kind, 
namely for taking, at various stages, five decisions which 
have been crucial to the. success of. this particular operation. 
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1. The decision to seek no access to classified material. 
I was certain that with a good Library public resources 
were adequate for serious analytical work, though this 
looked a much harder proposition to sustain ten years ago 
than it is today. This decision has been an immense boon, 
for it has raised the Insti:t;ute above suspicion of 
covert dealings with any goverp.men:t. and has given us 

great freedom of:expression. Uithout it thefull inter
nationalisation of. I.S.S. would of course have been 
impossible. It does however impose limitations, and these 
I clearly recognise. For instance, though I.S.S. played 
I think a central rqle. in the whole argument about the 
strategy of flexible response, I never_permitted anyone 
to undertake, let alone publish, any. studi.es ,on tactical 
nuclear weapons, knowing that the dispositions and the 
nature of these systems involved certain necessarily 
guarded secrets which would make any work that did not 
have access to them look amateurish. The same is true 
today of certain technologies that are still.under 
development• But with so vast a field of work such 
blind spots are of minor .importance. if one is running 
an institute that is concerned with analysis and scholar
ship and not with planning. 
2. The decision fully to internationalise the 
Institute in 1963. This had been inherent from the very 
foundation of I.S.S. for the Brighton Conference Assoc
~ation itself was international. It was my own conviction 
from the start that strategic studies was an international, 
not a national, subject. Andthe full internationalisation 
of the Institute has been a e;reat source of strength. 
\Jhat .we have. done .is to .e.xploit London as an international 
capital with its great diversity of political, diplomatic, 
commercial and .cultural .contacts rather.than let London 
exploit us. 

The decision to seek financial independence. I have 
a.great respect for the contract research institutes. 
I believe in contract_research: and without for instance 
the famous RAJ1D base study we would not have the degree of 
stability in the central balance that we have today. 
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But I do not think it would have been right for a centre 

such as ours to have become dependent on contract 
research. And this is the proper place to pay tribute 
to the great foundations - Ford, Carnegie and Rockefeller 
in the United States, Nuffield, Leverhume and Wolfson 
in Britain, Volkswagen in Germany, Agnelli and Olivetti 
in Italy and others besides which have supported us. 
4. The fourth decision did not present itself as a 
black and white one. It was in effect a decision that 

we were not concerned·to try and reach the mass public 
but that.our constituency was those·who do influence the 

-public: .the academic, the-journalist, the politician, 

and, in this context, the official and the minister, 
With this has gone a high emphasis on the provision of 
common services for other institutes, whether in helping 
national institutes of international affairs to develop 
some expertise or specialism in the strategic field or 
in the setting up of hew institutes of defence or 
strategic analysis as for instance recently in India. 
5. The fifth and the most important was a decision at 
the very beginning to set the subject firmly in the 
context of international relations as a whole rather than 
concentratine; purely on nuclear strategy, on war strategy, 
or on any one area of the world. This has often had the 
effect of making our publications seem rather unglamorous 
or even peripheral by comparison •,vi th work emanating from 
other centres. But it has, I think, given it a certain 
consistency and durability, and it has kept I.S.S. work 
from being too influenced by fashions in strategic thought, 

for instance by the overweening preoccupation 1•i th nuclear 
relationships of the late 1950's or the preoccupation 
with counter-insurgency of the mid-1960's. The second 
study which I commissioned was a comparative analysis of 
the way in which ~uropean governments raise military 

manpower and the relative effectiveness of different 
methods: I was attacked by a member of the Institute's 
Council for wasting resources on a marginal subject when 
I ought to have been concerned with the great question 
of human survival. Yet seven or eight years later, no 
subject was more fully relevant to survival than the 
availability of conventional military manpower in Europe. 
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Men who founded the Institute were deeply concerned with 
the moral implications of dependence on a strategy of massive 
retaliation, and in our early years we had a much stronger 
connection with the .churches than I am afraid we do today. 
I know they will .forgive:.me if I have sought. to achieve the 
samegoal as.they.byrather d~fferent means, namely by 
encouraging professionaLstudies of ways in whidh war .can .be· 

·.minimised, restrained of. pr~vented. 
9. · r.s.s. is, and should remain, a relatively small: operation. 
It always amuses me when I. hear someone ask me if it is'· the 
European equivalent of the RAND .Corporation. J\.t the last 
co'lint our budget was one sixty•fifth. that of·the size of the 

· RANil Corporation, and I must cheek the latest figure with 
· . Harry Row en; ·where: RAND has some 300 full-time research 

workers·we have never had morethan·four.people permanently 
on the staff working on substantive problems, though we· now· 
have eight Research Associates a year from a wide variety of 
countries. Our role is primarily that of a clearing~house; 
but of course that i~ quite inadequate to sustain the momentum 
of an institute or to retain good people. The operation will 
wither on the Vine without its own programme of studies and 
reaearch• 

·But the context in which I.S.B, exists is changing. 
It is no lonGer sufficient ~o pursue the kind of studies that 
clarify the basic principles of strategy, There are other 
new centres of research activity outside the United States, 
the problems of strategy and security become more complex as 
they become less purely military in character, and the 
challenge to the Research side of the Institute augments each 
year. I shall be leaving I.S.S. within a year or so and I 
think that my successor must be more adept than I in the 
techniques of quantification and analysis. 
JO. Finally, let me say a word about this particular 
Conference. It is, as I have said, the first that is con
cerned with a particular field of study rather than a 
particular field of policy. It is therefore right that the 
speakers should be primarily pundits rather than policy
makers. But it is highly significant that something like 
half the members of the Conference should be men concerned 
with policy. This acknowledges a convergence of interest 
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that certainly did not exist a decade ago. 
The I.s.s. Annual Conference has oecome a recognised 

institution and over 1500 people have attended them. But 
not all have been of the same quality. Three in particular 
stand out in my mind; the 1960 Conference on arms control 

-.. 

.here in Oxford, when the "new thinking" on the subject was 
first discussed in Europe; the 1962 Conference in Bad 
Godesberg, where the dialectic between Nr. JVIcNamara'syoung 
men and their European counterparts got its first public 
airing; and the 1966 Conference in Vienna, where we first 
introduced East Europeans into our discussions - a link that 
I am glad to say still holds. I am. sure that this will prove 
to be the most memorable of them all. 

'. . . ''' 

'• 
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The Place of 'I!echndlogy in Strategy 

BERNARD BRODIE 

The original title of this paper·was to be, rather grandly, "Strategy 

and Technology," but·after·I had somewhat rashly accepted the invitation to 

present it ·here, the question arose: Hhat can now be said on the subject of 

· technology .and strategy .that iS both significant and new? I do not wish to 

strain for novelty, b'ut riei ther do I wish to waste your time. The opportunities 

for concocting-fresh generalizations in this area are not what they once were. 

Some twenty-seven years ago I published a book which, insofar as it was 

not simply a history of the major naval inventions of the past hundred years, 

presented the basic argument that change in the instruments of Har which appear 

· to be ·simply tactical can be so far-reaching as to have large strategic and 

politicaT effects. 1 I thought when I published it that there was some novelty 

·in the·idea,- but that thought may have been illusory even then. Today the 

point·would be obviously and ludicrously banal. The literature dealing directly 

... J or indirectly with the relationship of technology to strategy has especially· 

sinc·e World vlar II been very considerable, and much of ·it has been quite good. 

Iri this present company I have to remember that one of the more recent examples 

of that literature was Adelphi Faper Number 46, entitled "The Implications of 

Military Technology in the 1970s," 1;hich contains six of the eighteen papers 

delivered at this Institute's Ninth Annual Conference at Elsinore last year. 

But merely to refer to the vast amount of pertinent literature is 

certainly to understate the_ influence which preoccupation with technology has 

had on o.ur recent strategic thinking. The whole impressive development of 

systems. analysis and of.related techniques, especially in the United States, 

has fostered the notion that selection of future weapons systems for appropriate 

development and de;oloyment represents most of what there is to modem military 

1. Bemard Brodie: Sea Power in the Hachine Age, Princeton, 1941. 
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st;ra.tei!Y• I SUJi!Pf!Ot that the former American Secretary of Deferise, Mr. Robert 

s. MoNamara, tended automatically to think in such terms. Military history, 

which used to be the main acknowledged source of strategic insight - Clausewitz 

and Mahan are examples - has been enormously down-graded in favour of the new 

analytical techniques. Except for economics the modern social sciences have 

had only a peripheral influence, 

As you may by now guess, I shall use this circumstance as the bssic 

challenge in this paper, and I shall be emphasizing mainly the limitations of 

technolog;; in strategy, and also the limitations of the study of technological 

trends as a means of acquiring strategic insights. The time is indeed over-

ripe for considering these limitations. Vietnam is almost too conspicuous an 

example of technological superiority having inadequate payoff and of the modern 

techniques to which I have referred proving irrelevant. Over the past year, 

incidentally, I have witnessed two instances where a remark like the one I have 

just made provoked in each case the retort that systems analysis could not have 

been proved inapplicable in Vietnam because it has not been tried - the implication 

being that an appropriate trial might produce some very far-reaching results. 

In each case the person making that.retort 

strategic intellectual fraternity. I feel 

~as a distinguished member 

that such a reply reflects 

of the 

either a 

p:bofound·misunderstanding of what· has been· happening in Vietnam, or a stubborn 

refusal to distinguish between the areas of consideration where systems analysis 

is applicable and indeed invaluable and those in which it has little or no· 

relevance. ·I suspect it reflects both. 

One of the first points I should like to make is that the speed' and extent 

of technological change have never been very closely coupled with the strategic 

and political implications of the relevant changes. Some technologicaLadvances 

may be so earth-shaking in ·their consequence that subsequent ones, however more 

sophisticated individually and impressive·in the aggregate, cannot but be· of 

diminished significance relative to the original de. i.ce, The outstanding example 

is the weapon which introduced the'nuclear age, the ortginal fission weapon tested 

at Alamagordo in 1945 and used in that same year at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 2 A 

corn~r was turned in those few months which vastly separates the world before 

those events from the world after them. J\gainst the bursting flash of· the 

first A-bomb, the l8.ter much larger thermonuclear weapons and all their associated 

gear are of distinctly lesser importance. 

Let me develop this example a little further, At the end of the first 

decade of the. nuclear age, that is about 1955, a condition had sett~ed upon us 

2, It is, of course; now well-knotm 'that the Nagasaki bomb was the· same (implosion
type) as that tested at J\lamagordo and that the Hiroshima bomb was, different, b!1t 
for the purposes of this paper the. differenc~ is inconsequential.;. 
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which in most essential respects is the same as that in which we find our-

· selves now and which involved chang~s much greater in their political 

implications than were to derive from the second decade of that age, ending 

about 1965. I will also venture the prediction that the second decade Hill 

prove more significant than the third, in which we now live, 

At the end of the first decade there was fairly general understanding 

among statesmen that major >~ar must be avoided at almost all costs. Notice 

I do not specify thermonuclear war but simply major war between poHers 

possessing large nuclear capabilities, because no one is entitled to have, and 

practicing statesmen s.ee.m never to have, any abiding faith in our abilities 

to control or avoid escalation from non-nuclear '·1ar between such powers. We 

might observe, however, that at the end of this first decade the ideas >~ere 

already developing that \•re re subsequently to constitute a kind of theory of 

limited war, the existence of >~hich has in itself had. enormous political con

sequences, including on the negative side, I regret to say, helping to get the 

United States involved in the Vietnam Har. 

At the end of the second decade the most important achieved realization 

. was that the balance of terror was really not delicate, that is, that the 

expectation of being able to make a surprise attack against their major 

opponent with near-impunity was most unlikely ever to be entertained by leaders 

of either of the super-pm~ers, This second decade, embracing the shift from 

fission to fusion weapons, included also great developments in ballistic 

missiles of all ranges, end vast increases in the stockpiles of all nuclear 

weapons and their delivery systems. As it happened, missiles lent themselves 

to passive protection and to concealment in a way that aircraft did not - or at 

least appeared not to among those responsible for operating them, The result 

of this latter change was enormously to reduce the fear of surprise attack, 

which persisted halfway through the second decade of the nuclear era and which 

was in itself by far the single most important factor that would make for swift 

escalation to nuclear war in the event of a really serious break in the peace 

between the superpowers. The dominant military concern for those powers in the 

earlier period was with getting one 1 s delivery vehicles moving in time in order 

to avoid tlceir being destroyed on the ground. 'fhe coming of underground silos 

and Polaris submarines greatly reduced that anxiety, though this reduction of 

fear >~as also greatly assisted by various political and psychological influences, 

including simply the experience of having lived for years under a regime of 

strong mutual deterrence, during which process one may also get to know the 

enemy much better. 

For reasons I have already hinted at, I am not able to be seriously dis

turbed by such new technologies as I"'IRV or as Ballistic Missile Defence (BMD), 
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which in its present American form we call the Sentinel system and which is 

probably as sophisticated as any yet ·existing. !1IRV has been called potentially 

destabilizing because it tends to alter in favour of the attacker the cost in 

offensive missiles of destroying retaliatory missiles - that is, it seems to 

put "surprise attack" back in business. From the strictly technological 

side, I should expect that if the individual components of the !1IRV system 

acquire the accuracy they will ne.ed to make them a real threat to heavily 

hardened retaliatory missiles, there will be some options open to the defender 

which will enable him to restore some large measure of his defensive integrity 

- assuming he moves not altogether too laggardly with the times. But much 

more to the point, the patterns of thought and of emotional response with which 

governments have become imbued as a result of living with nuclear deterrence 

are undoubtedly capable of surviving very large perturbations in the style of 

the weaponry which originally induced them. One needs also occasionally to 

remind oneself that even the return of ttJose hardly-to-be-expected technological 

conditions under which surprise attack is back in business is far from being 

a sufficient motivation for one great nation to destroy another, even one which 

the former was accustomed to regard as an adversary over many years of time. To 

repeat, the "many years of time" make a difference, because· an enemy one has 

lived with a long time has after all proved that it is possible and perhaps 

not even very inconvenient to live with him. I am merely describing sometbing 

like the relationship existing today between the United States and Communist 

China, where the Chinese seem not to fear and have no real reason to fear 

preventive action by the United States, whose nuclear superiority is not only 

~1holly commanding, but, unlike the situation vis-a-vis the Soviet Union prior 

to 1950, expressed also in huge capabilities. 

I do not mean that we should be indifferent to changes which threatened 

sharply to reduce the retaliatory capability of American nuclear power against 

our major opponent or opponents. I only mean that our panic-level in the face 

of such apparently impending changes would remain rather high, partly, I 

suppose, but only partly, because we would expect an alert and provident 

defence organization to be anticipating these changes by appropriate techno

logical measures. Since 1945 the United States record in this respect, though 

fla~<ed, is clearly not. one of neglect. If, however, such anticipation failed 

to being the deterrence factor quite back to its previous high level, I should 

expect the defence communities on both sides to become quickly adjusted to 

being adequately deterred .with other patterns of potential attack and response. 

That awful phrase "assured destruction" will inevitably still count for a lot 

in a world which has as many nuclear weapons in it as exist already today. 
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Similarly, the EMD has been accorded vast potentiality for both good 

and evil, but it seems to me likely to be enough l~ted in its future 

technical effectiveness as to have little consequence other than adding huge 

additional expense to the weaponry systems that accomplish nuclear deterrence. 

u.s. Senator Frank Church has been quoted somewhere as having called it 

potentially the most expensive sieve in history. An article in the March 

1968 issue of Scientific.American b,y Drs. Richard L. Garwin and the enormously 

respected Hans A; Bethe (reprinted in the August 1968 issue of Survival) has, 

I should hope, shaken among many in the American defence community, the previous

ly excessive confidence in the utility, from a cost-effectiveness point of 

view, of the Sentinel system. The story of how that confidence became so 

inflated in the first place is itself interesting and significant, and is un

fortunately the kind of story that rarely gets properly told in print. To do 

it requires someone with the requisite experience and with the talents of a 

Professor.R.V. Jones. I have myself seen only the outer edges of the Em 
enthusiasm, and all I can bear witness to is the .fact that people who have 

access to the classified information heeded to make a rounded evaluation of the 

system are by no means immune to highly subjective judgments. Some tend to 

be particularly prone to a ~esire to see put in service highly sophisticated 

and novel weaponry that they have been working on for a long time. I might 

add that Drs. Garwin and Bethe are particularly merciless about the proposal 

for a so-called "thin" »ID defence against China, as is also Nr. Don G. Brennan, 

who unlike Garwin and Bethe, strongly advocates a large EMD system. 

I will not· pretend to knm? much more than is in the public domain about 

the· Sentinel system. I will only say that the arguments made for that deploy

ment, and especially. for the thin defence against China only, seem to me to be 

transparently full of flaws both in logic and in the reliability of the applied 

data. They certainly do not take into account the vital points made by·Garwin 

and Bethe, as well as others. The simple fact that the Spartan exo-atmospheric 

missile alone will cost about two million dollars each, and is easily confused 

by decoys, is enough to suggest to me that although the case for deploying it 

may be substantial, it can hardly be overwhellhing in technical terms alone, 

even before some negative political considerations are taken into account. Of 

course the presently available lli:m system will improve, .especially if we avoid 

or postpone as long as possible that deployment which tends to freeze designs, 

but so will the means of defeating it. 

Both l1IRV and »ID represent an extraordinarily high degree of techno

logical sophistication, but> as I have already suggested, they ilo not e><>mpar<> 

·with the original A-bomb in their effects on the whole pattern of deterrence. 
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Their appearance stems from and in turn induces a good deal of costly com- '': 

petition -possibly avoidable in part by international agreement, tacit or 

formal, Also, because oftLeir effects on the total costs of nuclear capa

bilities, they will tend when and if deployed to maintain the exclusivity of 

the superpower club. 

That last observation suggests, however, a contrary idea which is 

possibly worthy of being called a second "major point". He have become 

accustomed, largely through the thinking fashioned over a long period of 

American denunciation of French nuclear ambitions, to conceiving of very high 

thresholds of expense below which it nw.kes no sense to have or to aspire to a 

nuclee.r capability. However, the same people who have made the most of that 

alleged threshold have often expressed. a fear of proliferation, I think 

appropriately - though somewhat inconsistently. Some of them have also dis

played a fear of the Chinese nuclear capability which seems to me to be 

entirely disproportionate to the true menace of that capability, and which 

is anyway entirely inconsistent with their arguments about the nullity of 

French nuclear power, The reasoning >Ihich shows the French being shatteringly 

overwhelmed if they dare raise the threat of their nuclear power against the 

Soviet Union (not to mention the United States, which figures in the "All

asmuths" plan) applies just as cogently to the case of China. l'fevertheless, 

China's potentiality for mischief is for some reason- somewhat obscure so 

far as the manifest argument goes - ,supposed to be sufficient to warrant the 

construction of the thin missile defence referred to above. 

\·le notice here a certain disorderliness of thinking that goes on above 

those levels which all would agree are appropriate for the application of cost

effectiveness or systems analysis. What was the basis for Hr. HcNamara in his 

speech of September 1967 justifying the projection of the thin BMJ) system 

partly on the ground that China was a less responsible adversary than the 

Soviet Union so far as concerned the use of military force? On what evidence 

and whose expert a.halysis was this finding based? Political judgments of such 

character and importance can be carefully weighed and evaluated by persons of 

the appropriate political expertise and sensitivity, but the patterns for doing 

so systematically seem not yet to be established in government practice. The 

Chinese have said and done many foolish things, but where have they shown the 

tendency to me.d abandon .in their use of military foroe beyond their frontiers 

which is presupposed by those who a:dvocHte the thin defence - which 

incidentally must also presuppose a form of Chinese nuclear missile attack that 

is technologically primitive, i.e.,~ decoys. At least one student of 

Chinese affairs has, apparently without major dispute from his colleagues, 

cogently argued the case that the Chinese Communists have always shown 
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appropriate circumspection and indeed caution in their external use 

of military power.3 

None of this would matter very much if the thin BMD defence would really 

stay as thin and as chea.p as some of its advocates claim, but if the restate

ment by jVJr, Clifford of l·!r, McNamara 1 s proposal and the Senate support there

of does not actually prod the Russians into the appropriate arms control 

agreement - which the Russian response to the Senate vote of funds gives 

us some reason to hope it may - then there are several reasons for predicting 

with relatively high confidence, that the thin defence would soon become a 

thick and enormously expensive one, and that it would probably have other 

mischievous political consequences as well. 

However, I have allo>~ed myself to be distracted from the point about 

thresholds of eXpenditure for meaningful nuclear capabilities, A very few 

nuclear weapons,. perhaps even one, in the hands of either Israel or the 

United Arab Republic could be of very great significance in the Middle East, 

even though delive:.:able only by fighter aircraft. The effects of possession 

by one side or the other would not be. symmetrical, and mutual possession would 

have still different and possibly even favourable effects, though I should 

certainly not have enough confidence in the possibility to want to see it 

tried out in practice, 

Still on the subject of meaningful thresholds of nuclear power: I admit 

to finding it somewhat difficult in my mm thinking to find a convincing 

utility for the French nuclear effort on its. present scale of activity, but I 

might find it at least as difficult to justify tLose additional conventional 

military forces that could be purchased and maintained with the same money. One 

of the common fallacies of our time is that nuclear forces are inevitably 

expensive and conventional forces are by comparison cheap. It certainly matters 

how much and wha.t kind of each one is talking about. Well-equipped ground 

divisi'ons or naval forces are certainly not cheap, and the one sure thing de 

Gaulle could accomplish by sacrificing his nuclear power to buy more divisions 

is please the Americans - which is clearly not his main endeavour in life. Any

way, he would not get many more divisions. 

My third major point concerns a phenomenon, related to the one just dis

cussed,· which is very well kn01m but is very far from being well understood. 

lve have .witne.ssed, for what is surely the first time in history, a huge 

development and growth of outlandishly powerful weapons systems which are sealed 

3. David P. Hozingo, "Containment in Asia, "World Politics, April, 1967, 
PP• 361-377. . 
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off. from use but not yet from utility. H01; much are they really sealed 

off from possible use? What utility do they nevertheless·continue to have? 

When provided in the lavish manner in which they are provided and developed 

in the United States, strategic nuclear forces are exceedli1gly costly. If 

we should add a large anti-missile defence to our existing anti-bomber d.efence 

and retain our offensive nuclear capabilities in anything like the configuration 

that they have today, the cost of maintaining both the offensive and defensive 

sides of the strategic nuclear capability in the United States may come to 

approximate what we are currently spending each year on the Vietnam war. 1>/e 

could bear it, but who should want to? 

I have been speaking thus far only of strategic capabilities, not of the 

tactical nuclear capabilities which according to official reports are already 

large and still growing and which appear to be sealed off from use to only a 

slightly lesser degree than the strategic nuclear weaponry. Everyone of course 

agrees that for the United States huge expenditures on these tremendous and 

all-too-po<Jerful forces are indispensable. The debate of some few years ago 

on the question of minimum or finite deterrence seems to have petered out - or 

rather to have been replaced by a debate on the question of whether it is·really 

necessary or even meaningfully advantageous to maintain a numerical superiority 

over the Soviet Union if that country should choose to challenge our existing 

superiority, as she appears to have been .doing of late. The jargon of debate has 

given us such barbaric tenns as "overkill," "assured destruction," and several 

similar unappetizing word figures. On the whole, however, I would submit thP.t on 

these issues there has been much dogmatism but little searching inquiry. How 

much are all these weapons systems really ·seal.ed off ·from use in war, and under 

what situations might they become unsealed? Almost everyone. seems to be agreed 

that the cement should be very strong indeed, but should it mean effectively a 

promise of non-use under almost any oircumstanr-es? If so, the utility of these 

systems-in-being will be much diminished, and that· utili.ty is presently high. It 

makes major war between the super-powers and between their respective alliance 

systems not only much less likely than without them but perhaps critically so, 

The Vital question, however, is: how much utility have .these capabilities 

exerted in deterring much lesser conflicts? This is the area in which I feel we 

have sustained a real failure in our efforts to understand the issues. All the 

diplomatic pressure by the United States on her allies over the last six or eight 

years to build up their conventional forces, alleviated within the last two years 

only by the allies' refusal_ to heed these admonitions and demands, has been based 

on the assumption that our larce nuclear·capabilities had inadequate utility in 

deterring less than major wars and were not even proof against .the occm:rence of 

~-i· 
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major •<2rs on the conventional level. Some of this pressure was not simply 

an attempt to interpret probabilities but rather to strengthen the cement which 

would keep the nuclear capabilities totally and completely out of use. Many 

relevant propositions have been presented and pressed home simply as articles 

of faith with a very minimum of whet might be called hard, cold analysis. To 

be sure, analysis in areas of this kind do not yield hsrd and fast figures, 

which can be neatly portrayed in graphs on charts. Those ;rho produced numbers 

on charts have enjoyed a better hearing in recent years than those ~<ho were merely 

reflective and who asked relevant and penetrating questions. My friend and former 

fu~N1J colleague, Dr. Amrom Katz, has said that the trouble with charts is tha.t one 

can present only data on them, usually in the form of nUillbers, end that therefore 

the motivation to produce charts tends to become ro1 incentive to gether data 

because of its availability rather than because of its relevan'ce, 4 

Thus, while we have. relatively rigorous and disciplined thinking at the levels 

at which systems analysis is applicable, the tolerance for sloppy thinking appears 

to be at least as great as ever the moment 1;e. spill over into those areas or rise 

above.those tactical levels of inquiry where systems analysis, according to common 

agreement by the best practitioners of the art, has no real applicability, As it 

happens, these are the areas where ,we find all the really tough and important 

questions. I am not suggesting that the questions settled by the new quantitative 

techniques are not important; I am suggesting rather that generally they prove 

to be of much lesser importance than the questions which are normally answered out 

of the simplest kind of intuition or bias, The point would not be worth making 

except that I believe a gTeat deal more rigour is possible in what might be called 

the soft areas. 

To be sure, the appearance of a new problem - and the questions of choice which 

arose following World \Jar II with respect to new weapons systems had the dim€msions 

of an historically new problem - had a greatly stimulating effect in producing a 

new kind of skill. People who had the requisite training for developing into 

systems analysts might not have become interested in strategic questions at all 

if these new problems, and the research institutions for solving them, had not come 

forward. On the other hand, a prestige factor has been involved, and what should 

have been supplementary talent tended in fact to become preemptive of the field of 

strategic study. Under the seven critical years of the regime of I•\c!Tarnara, some

thing like the effect I am describing took place in the United States. The demand 

4. .Amrom H. Katz, "The Short Run and the Long Valk", . Air Force, June, 1967, 
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for figures, and for the use of computers, is relatively easily met. I under-

stand that something called music is now being composed by computers. No do·.:;bt 

I should try to hear some before passing judgment on it, but I always have felt 

that both the composing of and the listening to music were a deeply personal 

kind of communication. The fact that machines have now intruded into_ this 

process suggests to me only that it has become extremely fashionable to find new 

and additional ways - the farther out the better-- of putting these machines to 

use. One is always interested in useful work, but not in make-work projects. 

I turn now to some relevant considerations of the Vietnam experience. >lhat 

makes Vietnam especially germane to our discussion today is that a vast American 
., 

technological superiority in practically every department has turned out to be of 

much lesser value than we had expected and sometimes even dysfunctional. By 

dysfunctional I mean, for example, that we sometimes fix our attention on ways for 

utilizing cur technological superiority rather than on methods of solving the 

problem, like letting the Air Force and the ~avy's air arm compete with each other 

to produce high sortie rates. vJhen we begin to put an emphasis on sortie rates 

and on weight of bombs and shells dropped, we are not only tearing up real estate 

needlessly but also requiring additional services of supply to maintain those rates 

of expenditure. 

The problem seems to be intensified, as Dr. Katz has also pointed out, by the 

fact thPt there is no front line to bring both sides into common agreement on how 

they are doing. vlhen a front line is moving backwards or forwards, both sides know 

who at the moment is winning or losing. But the kind of war we have been fighting 

in Vietnam is one in which our "winning" is demonstrated by the use of charts con

taining data. These data may or may not be accurate and they may or may not be 

terribly relevant. The enemy is probably using a very different kind of criteria 

for determining gain or loss from what we are using. This is something beyond 

what is generally meant by a non-zero sum game. 

Although the fighting still continues, we cannot wait for its end to begin 

organizing our thinking about what has gone wrong in Vietnam. 'l'he effects of our 

enormous frustration in that land will long influence and perhaps blight United 

States military and diplomB.tic policies elsec,here. Some of these effects will no 

doubt be beneficial. A more realistic appraisal of cur true capabilities is 

always to the good, but we have probably experienced a real constriction of those 

capabilities rather than merely a cla:tific.ction of them. 1'he political disunity· 

within the United States which is so laigely attributable to the war in Vietnam,. 

and the disaster which has overtaken President Johnson as a result of his personal 

commitment and involvement, will not soon be forgotten by his successors. 
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I cannot preswne to !mow all the important tbjDgs that have gone ,;rang in 

Vietnam, but I don't dcubt we can group most of them under the heading of 

"political misjudgment". Clausewitz did his best to >~arn us against neglecting 

the political dimension in strategy, but that was a long time ago. It may not 

be fair to blame this neglect of political considerations upon our preoccup·ation 

with technology and with the various analytical skills we have developed, but it 

is remarkable how few of the pitfalls we have encountered in Vietnam were taken 

into account in the kinds of war games, scenarios, and cost-effectiveness analyses 

done at places like RAlnD over the past twenty years. Nobody warned us 0f the pit

falls involved in attempting to support through military action a regime or series 

of regimes with a high common denominator of corruption and ineptitude and which 

have in any case failed utterly to attract the allegiance of the people. Nor do 

I.remember that we ever took into account what frustration might mean with respect 

to the attitudes of the American people in supporting such a war, and also the 

attitudes of other peoples who were simply witnessing what was going on. We had 

in fact had some warning in the K0rean experience. 

One qf the great weaknesses 0f our Vietnamese military policy is that it has 

been based on the draft. As both a parent and a teacher I have seen at first hand 

hnw insidiously the draft affects the plans and outlooks of the young men who are 

subject to it. Much if not most of the moral indignation stimulated within the 

United States by our Vietnamese adventure has been connected with the draft. There 

are, indeed, other reasons for finding real moral issues, nne certainly being the 

effects of the prolongation of the war upon the Vietnamese people. Even this 

prolongation, however, is to some degree draft-connected, for the draft accounts 

for the one-year rotation system, which has been extremely costly to our military 

effectiveness. The United States can nbviously.afford a professional army where 

the incentive to enlist is higher pay. We are now spending about thirty billion 

dollars per year in Vietnam, which amounts to about $60,000 for each military person 

we have in that country. Thct.leaves a good deal of room for increased pay, 

especially if we get direct and disproportionate increases in efficiency as a 

result of being able to lengthen periods of rotation or to dispense with rotation 

altogether. This is really a cost-effectiveness issue, and should be an1enable to 

familiar analytical techniques. 

Incidentally,. the $30 billion annually amounts to some $100,·000 for each 

North Vietnamese or Viet Cong fighting man engaged in the war. I am not speaking 

here of enemy casualties, which cost astronomical figures each to produce, but 

simply of soldiers in the field •. War seems always to confine us to the costliest 

possible way of producing (or failing to produce) a desired result. 

I arn trying to avoid a judgment as to whether it was or was not a correct 
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poliey to become committed in the first place. However, I do hQVe 11 strong 

allegiance to the idea that failures of the kind we he,ve experienced thus far 

should be predictable. Some persons did in "fact predict failure, and for 

approximately the right reasons. 5 Before committing U.S. combat troops we 

had rich opportunities for informing ourselves about the situation in Vietnam, 

and actually since that time we have had few surprises from the environment. 

The major surprise is that the environment has changed so little. Naturally, 

to avoid predictable failure means either to avoid the commitment altogether or 

tn change the methods normally used for fulfilling such a commitment, Our ex

perience in shaking bureaucratic structures in order to bring about a change in 

methods does not warrant optimism about the results of such attempts. It is also 

relevant that our declining to invade North Vietnam - in line with the concept 

of "sanctuary" which is so conspicuous a part of modern limited-war theory -

affected the conditions of the war in a most fundamental way, £nd inasmuch as 

we were making that choice we should have had some awareness of the probable 

penalties. The restraint was, surely, a correct one; what was incorrect was our 

failing to appreciate the military burden it entailed. 

Another problem that has been acute concerning Vietnam h"s been the "information 

gap," which again flies in the face of a marked advance in the technology of 

communications. The Vietnam war is reported daily on the television screens of 

America, with more than enough views, in colour, of the fighting, the killing and 

the destruction. It is almost surely the first war in history that has been so 

reported. Yet it is a war in which the public, including that part of it vThich is 

usually highly informed, seems to be at a loss not only about the issues but about 

the facts of the situation. The government, with its own monumental but bureaucratic 

sources of information, which tend to overwhelm or at least displace outside and 

contradictory sources, is probably differently confused rather than less confused. 

The books, articles, and shorter news reports on the war are by no;T voluminous, but 

to get some detached view of what is really going on is extraordinarily difficult, 

even among the few who try, The question of stnpping the remaining bombing in North 

Vietnam how now become a hot election issue, yet surely not one in a hundred voters 

hns any idea what kind of bombing is involved, or where it takes place. 

I know how partial and inadequate is this synopsis of lessons we should be 

deriving from Vietnam. I intend it as much to illustrate as to implement remarks 

mnde earlier in this paper, Nevertheless, what Ihave called "the political 

5· Two such persons I can mention are Prof. J. Kenneth Galbraith, who while he was 
ambassador to India warned President Kennedy ngainst involvement, and Dr. Guy 
Pauker of The RAND Corporation. 
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dimension" is remarkably visible in Vietnam. So is the fact that a virtually 

complete monopoly of air power and a great preponderance of every other form 

of war material have bought us only the conviction that we cannot escape the 

quagmire through military defeat, as did the French. Also, if pride goeth 

before a fall, members of the American strategic fraternity have had both their 

pride and their fall. Let us hope we recognize the fall for what it is Rnd do 

not rationalize away its benefits. 

A friend said to me recently that history teaches us only how to fight past 

wars. In a very real sense that is true, precisely because of the rapid advance 

of technology. Nevertheless, I suspect that the wisdom that the same friend 

brings to his own interpretation of our military needs is in large measure based 

on his own experience with military and associated bureaucracies, in other words, 

en recent history as it has funnelled through his personal experience. I think 

that history is of far greater value than my friend allows, but it obviously 

has to be another kind of history than the one we are accustomed to. In any case, 

we learn from history that while some battles and even campaigns hnve been won by 

clever technologicnl tricks, others have been quite unaffected by considerable 

technological superiority. vie should learn that technology amounts to very much 

indeed - it after all separates the rich and the powerful from those who are 

neither- but it falls very short of being the name of the game which is strategy. 
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The foundation of the Institute for Strategic Studies ten years·ago 

coincided with the .. beginnings of a great debEte- ui thin the Western world 

about the implications of nucle9r weapons for c,;rms control and disarmament. 

One of the high points of that debate was the conference of the L1sti tute 

held here at Oxford in 1960, 'iJhen the 'new thinking' on this subject that 

had been developing in the late 1950's, chiefly in the United States, was 

first presented to a wide international audience. 

The 'new thinking' of 1960 was not as new as it seemed to some of us 

at the time: much of it was a restatement of oild principles, concerning the 

balance of pm1er or the political control of forces, in new terms, or an 

application of these principles to new circumstances. But it seemed to 

herald the birth, or at all events the renaissance, of a subject that was 

both intellectually exciting and of great practical importance. Some of the 

central ideas of the 'new thinking' may be briefly recapitulated: 

First, there was a feeling of concern about the dangers of nuclear 

war, and of dissatisfaction with the existing policies of the nuclear pm;ers, 

that was shared with radical ii.isarmers and lvas much more intense and immediate 

than the concern that is felt now. Our anxieties were focussed upon the 

possibility of war between the United States and the Soviet Union, arising 

especially out of the dangers of a premeditated surprise attack, a pre-emptive 

attack dictated by the, need to disarm the adversary if war was irmninent, or the 

unintended expansion of a local conflict in Europe. The policies of the United 

St.9tes in the period of the 1New Look', of the United Kingdom after the 1957 

Defence White Paper, and of the Soviet Union after Mr. ~1rushchev's speech 

of January 1960 seemed to envisage the unlimited use of strategic nuclear 

weapons as the chief, if not the only means of conducting a major conflict 

in t:1e nuclear age. 
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Secondly, representatives of the 'new thinking', in common with 

advocates of unilateral nuclear disannament, who were then a force to be 

reckoned Hith on the British political scene, were suspicious and distrust

ful of the goal of a negotiated general and comprehensive disarrr.aent agree

ment, which was still powerfully upheld by men such a Philip Noel-Baker and 

Jules Moch, \·;hose thinking about disarmament had been shaped in the League 

of Nations period, and whose ideas still provided the chief content of 

'disarmament' as a concept in the public mind. The goal of a general and 

comprehensive disarmament agreement was adopted in principle by the nuclear 

powers, and had recently been forcefully restated in the Soviet proposel of 

1959 for 'total disarmament'. Like members of the Campaign for Nuclear 

Disarmament in Britain those who gave expression to the 'new thinking' 

were apt to draw attention to the gap which separBted the professions of the 

major powers to a belief in negotiated disarm~Jent and their actual 

practice, the predominance of.propagru1da over genuine negotiation in disarmament 

conferences, the atmosphere of dilatoriness and humbug that accompanied 

these meetings, and the urgent need to do something to reduce the dangers 

of war, without waiting fbr the great powers to reach agreement on remote 

and improbable schemes for transforming the world. 

Thirdly, by contrast >li th both the traditional disarmament doctrine 

stemming from the pre-war period · ·1d the school of unilateral nuclear 

disarmament, which were inclined to regard defence and disarmament as 

opposed objectives of policy, and the influence of the military on disarmam

ent policy as a sinister one, the 'new thinking' insisted upon the unity 

of strategy and arms control, the continuing need for defensive measures 

under conditions of disarmament, the need for defence planners to take 

disarmament into account, and the subordination of both defence and disarm

ament to the objective of security. \Vhile this doctrine of the unity of 

strategy and arms control meant that traditional defence thinking, unrefined 

by the element of collaboration i<ith the antagonist in military policy, 

was inadequate, it also carried the implication that arms control was not 

the preserve of radicals and rebels, but was a respectable pursuit that 

could be contemplated without alarm in the corridors of power. Radicals 

and rebels were quick to interpret the 'new thinking' as essentially a 

capitulation of disarmament thinking to defence thinking, or as the new 

apologetics developed by the defence establishment to protect itself against 

the criticism to which it had become subject. 

Fourthly, implicit in the treatment of arms control rather than 

disarm,ment as the essentbl focus of concern, was a bro,adening of the 

., 
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scope of the subject and a perception of links between varieties of military 

activity hitherto thought separate. 'The essential feature of arms control', 

Schelling and Halperin wrote, 'is the recognition of the common interest, 

of the possibility of reciprocation and cooperation even between potential 

enemies with respect to their military establishments•. 1 Along with 

disarmament agreements it .was necessacy to recognise formal agreements which 

restricted military policy without involving disarmament, tacit agreements 
·' arrived at without being given formal or even verbal expression, and unilateral 

actions undertaken in the pursuit of common.interests. The effect of this 

broadening of the scope of the subject was to weaken the claims that advocates 

of disarmament had always made that theirs was a new and untried course. 

For a great deal of ,;hat counted as· arms control in this extei)ded sense was 

already a pa.rt of the established practice of states. 

The broadened definition also introduced a note of obscurity and 

even of metaphysics into the discussion of arms control. For vhile we 

may easily recognise a formal agreement when we see one there are inherent 

difficulties in establishing the existence of an agreement ><hich has never 

been alluded to in the statements of governments. The fact that the United 

States and the Soviet Union have both refrained from doing certain things 

(e.g. directly confronting one another in war, using nuclear weapons in war 

or stepping up their defence expenditure to Second World War ~evels) does not 

mean that they have agreed not to do them. Moreover, it is also often 

difficult to determine whether unilateral military policies can in fact be 

regarded as instances of arms control: for steps taken to strengthen 

command and control procedures, to·render retaliatory forces invulnerable to 

destruction or to avoid provocative deployments of forces, have a simple 

defence rationale, and if they are to be regarded as measures of arms control 

it has to be shown that they are motivated by a perception of interests 

shared with the adversary, or at all ·events that they result in the 

advancement: of such interests, which is sometimes difficult to demonstrate. 

Fifthly, the 'new thinking' was critical of the assumption that 

disarmament, in the sense of the reduction or abolition of armaments and armed 

forces, should be the objective of arms control policy. It was argued that 

'total disarmament' was not qualit2tively different from any lesser degree of 

disarmament; that whatever meaning could be given to the term, it still 

1 Thomas C. Schelling and Morton H. Halperin: Strategy and Arms Control, 

1961, p.2. 
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implied a situation in which war was physically possible. It was argued 

also t>at drastic disarmament, ;;hile it might or might not prove desirable, 

should be regarded as the objective of arms control policy only in cases 

where it could be demonstrated that a reduction of armaments, rather than 

an increase of them or a maintenance of them at existing levels, prom0ted 

the overriding objective of security. 

In particular, it was suggested th.at while the uncritical pursuit of 

disarmament implied the dismantling of the Soviet-American balance of 

terror, the. proper object of arms control policy was rather to preserve or 

perfect it. Armsccontrol policy should distinguish between those military 

developments which tended to stabilise the balance of terror, and those 

whi,ch tended to destabilise it; and while restricting the latter it should 

tolerate or even encourage the former. From this perspective measures 

directed towards making retaliatory fbrces invulnerable, or towards the 

ma:htenance of the ability to threaten unacceptable damage, were welcomed 

as stabilising, while measures directed to;;ards the acquisition of a dis

arming capacity or the provision of an effective defence of cities r.gainst 

missile attack, ;;ere branded as 'de-stabilising'. 

Sixthly, although t.he 'new thinking' was directed in part towards 

destroying the illusions and exposing the humbug that.surrounded the 

discussion of disarmament it ;;as also deeply infected with optimism, 

especially the optimism of the social sciences in America. There was a 

sense of being at the threshold of a new era in arms control, reflected in 

proposals .to expand governmental machinery for dealing with arms control, 

in hopes placed in the goal of what was called 'stable deterrence', and above 

all in the confidence that was displayed in .study and research as a means 

of improving the prospects of peace and security. One of the most memorable 

interventions in the discussion at Oxford in 1960 ;;as that of Mr (now Sir) 

Con 0 1Neill, who warned that the hopes no;; being placed in logic or mathematics 

in the search for a solution to the problem of disarmament might prove as 

illusory as those which had been placed by a previous generation in the moral 

transformation of mankind. 

What progress has been made since 1960 tmmrds the goals that the 
1ne;; thinking' mapped o··.t? The ans;;er to i;his question presents something 

of a paradox •. On the one hand the ;;orld is a great deal safer than it 

was at the beginning of the decade, at all events against the danger of 
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major nuclear ~<ar. But on the other hand the progress of arms control, 

while it has not been negligible, has been- slight and the contributions 

it has_ made to the strengthening of international security are problematical. 

It is obvious that the sense of impending catastrophe that gripped the 

\<le stern world during the late 1950 t s has now given place to a more relaxed 

view of the dangers of nuclear war. Disarmament has lost much of its 

urgency as a public issue in Western countries; governments are not so much 

on the defensive against radical groups pressing for action in this fi'eld, 

and radical groups themselves have found other matters on which to focus their 

protest. 

This more relaxed attitude does not necessarily reflect an objective 

improvement in the position. Moreover, there may be some risk that the new 

mood of relaxation will itself help to resuscitate the old·dangers. While 

the departure of·panic·and hysteria from the discussion of nuclear problems 

can only be welcomed, we should beware of assuming that the twenty-three 

years' nuclsar peace we have had reflects the operation of inherent 

tende~cies of the nuclear age that are in no need of encouragement from us, 

of neglecting the part that has been played in our survival so far by 

conscious efforts to remove the dangers and by sheer chance. 

In fact, however, there has been an objective improvement in the 

position. We remain, it is trrie, in a world of states that are sovereign, 

armed and divided, and subject to the insecurity which this entails. If 

progress is to be measured by the .degree to which we have altered the 

political structure of mankind by depriving states of their sovereignty, 

or their armaments, or by removing the political conflicts among them, 

w~ have made none. But within this framework a situation of relatively 

greater security has grown up. 

First, the United States· and the Soviet Union have devoted much effort 

and attention to devising procedures and techniques for ensuring adequate 

command and control of their own nuclear forces and weapons. The novels 

and films which depicted the outbreak of a nuclear war as the result of 

failure in command and control, whether or not tl;ley draw attention to 

dangers which actually existed in the 1950's or early 1960's, cannot be 

taken· very seriously as warningsnow. I believe that these dramatised 

warnings, exaggerated as they no doubt were, served a useful purpose; and 

although I have no evidence on this point I believe they may have-played 

a part in stimulating the measures which the United States and the United 

Kingdom have taken to improve command and control measures in relation to 

nuclear weapons. 
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I believe it is desirable that the United States and other nuclear 

powers should make more .information available to the public about the 

steps they have taken in this field. Information about command. and 

control is, of course, necessarily subject to the highest security 

classifications. But at the present time the public can only take it 

on trust that in this vital area their interests are being adequately 

safeguarded. Moreover, there is reason to believe that the dissemination 

by the United States of information in this field to other nuclear 

powers, including unfriendly ones, might help to guard against common 

dangers. 

Secondly, the United States has carried out the steps to ensure the 

invulnerability of its strategic nuclear forces, for which the strategic 

writings of 1958-61 called as if l<i th one voice •. Moreover, the Soviet 

Union in due course followed the United States in the multiplication, 

.dispersal and hardening of 1· nd-based missile sites and developing a 

nuclear-.submarine-based missile force, and added the technique of the 

mobile land-based re·.,. 

As a consequence of these measures it is not reasonable now, as it 

was in 1960, oh the basis of the information then publicly available about 

the state of nuclear forces, ·to doubt the stability of the situation of 

mutual deterrence, in the sense of the tendency to persist of the situation 

in which the United States and the Soviet Union could each survive a first 

blow by the other side and retain a capacity for Assured Destruction. 

It is true that the situation of mutual~eterrence remains 'delicate' 

or unstable in principle, in the sense that its persistence is not assured 

by the mere existence of nuclear w~apons on both sides but only by constant 

attention to the measures that are necessary to provide an Assured Destruction 

capability. It is true also that there are actual 1destabilising1 trends 

perceptible, both in. the measures being taken by the United States and the 

Soviet Union to provide Ballistic Missile Defence of their cities, and in such 

harbingers of the development of a disarming capability as the MIRV and the 

improvement of submarine detection. But experts do not now expect that 

trends such as these will undermine the situation of mutual deterrence within 

·the foreseeable future. 

A stable balance of nuclear terror does not ensure the pr.~:ervation 

of peace. The form of order it provides, moreover, as Osgood and·Tucker 

.. · 
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have pointed out, labours under the disadvsntage that 'a single breakdoW!) 

of that order in nuclear violence would be catastrophic 1 ,
2 But it does 

ensure that deliberate resort to the unlimited use of force by either 

side cannot be a rational act of policy. ijld it does reduce - while not 

eliminating - the incentive to get in the first blow in a situation in 

which wa.~ is believed to be imminent, For these reasons the increased 

stability which the balance of terror between the super-powers has come ~o 

possess in the 1960's has made for a safer ~c1orld, despite the absolute 

increase in the size and destructive potential of the Soviet and AmericBlj 

strategic nuclear forces, and in the money spent on them, during this 

period. 

Thirdly, we have much less reason now than we had in 1960 to assU!l!e 

that if the United States and the Soviet Union did become involved in 

hostilities these would necessarily expand or 'explode' into an unlimited 

conflict. Perhaps even then there was reason enough to doubt any autom~.tic 

tendency of a Soviet-.American conflict to become unlimited, and evidence 

enough £rem the experience of the Berlin Blockade, the Korean war or the 

Quemoy crisis of the ability of the superpowers to contain conflicts in which 

they were involved, But in .the nineteen sixties the United States has cc .3 

to espouse a sophisticated doctrine of the need for and the possibility of 

limi tp,tion of war, at a variety of different levels; and the Soviet 

Union, although it began later and has not gone nearly as far, has moved 

in the same direction. 

The United States and the Soviet Union, I believe, need to go mucr, 

further in elaborating a doctrine of limited war. Because espousal of the 

idea of limited war implies acknowledging the place of war in intern,,_tional 

relations, because it appears to weaken the force of deterrent threats, ap.d 

because, as the United States discovered when it sought to enunciate this 

doctrine within NATO, it raises awb;ard questions about the different interests 

of allies in the nature and extent of the limitations proposed, there are. grent 

obstacles to carrying the ·doctrine of limited war further. Once the United 

States and the SovietUnion, moreover, are directly engaged in hostilities, 

the pressures for expansion of the conflict must be great. But at least 

if the major powers accustom themselves to the idea of limited war, arrl allow 

for it in their strategic planning and preporEtions, there will be some· 

possibility of limiting a Soviet-.American conflict that-has broken out. 

United States and Soviet policymakers, although they have studiously avoided 

direct military conflict and have controverted those who argued that once 

the strategic nuclee.r balance was stable, war between the superpowers would 

2 Robert E. Osgood and Robert 1/J, Tucker: Force, Order and Justice, 1967 p. 39 
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for a plan that would, in Schlesinger1 s wordli•,, 'strengthen allied unity 

and beat the Soviet Union in the U.N. 1 ·he overruled the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff and the 1 extreme arms controllers 1 ar1d ruled in favour of general 

and complete disarmament. 3 

There followed the HcCloy-Zorin talks of 1961 and the 1 Agreed 

Principles' concerning GCD which they d:nw up; and the following year 

the presentation of Soviet and United States draft GCD plans to the new 

Eighteen Nation Disarmament Conference. Perhaps because of the new element 

of professionalism injected into the planning of disarmament policy by the Arms 

Control and Disarmament Agency the United States GCD plan of April 1962 was 

a reasonably sophisticated document which attempted to spell out the meaning 

of drastic disarmament in terms of the stages necessary to accomplish it, 

and the institutions necessary to verify and.enforce disarmament measures and to 

maintain international order in a disarmed world. Under the impact of this 

professional argumentation Soviet plans for drastic disarmament became 

less frivolous than they had previously been. The period 1961-4 was one of 

sustained intellectual attention to the subject of drastic disarmament on 

the part of the E.N.D.C., bureaucracie~ and outside scholars and.writers, and 

it resulted in the appearance of a great deal of material of interest to 

students of the subject. 

But it never sh011ed any sign of resulting in any agreement in this 

field, apart from 'agreements 6f principle' like the McCloy-Zorin one which 

merely serve to obscure the differences between the parties and to create an 

illusion of progress. Since 1965, the discussion of GCD in the E.N.D.C. 

has become a perfunctory affair, the time set aside for this subject being 

devoted to the canvassing of measures such as a freeze in the production of 

nuclear delivery vehicles, which may be formally linked to progress in the 

field of GCD but have in fact been discussed as separate proposals. Critics 

of the pursuit of GCD have often argued that it distracted attention from the 

discussion of partial measures and imposed an obstacle to agreement on them. 

In recent years, however, negotiators have experienced no difficulty in det

aching particular proposed agreements from the GCD framework> an.d discussion 

r;f the latter has become a ritual affair. It is also stril::ing that among 

non-official students of arms control and groups interested in pro~oting 

arms control, advocates of drastic or comprehensive disarmament have ceased 

to exert a significant influence.4 

3 Arth~r M. Schlesinger Jr: A Thousand Days. John F. Kennedy in the White 

House, 1965 P•418 

4 This is bemoaned by R.R. Neild in \<!hat Has Happened to Disarraament? 

Annual JViemorial Lecture, David Davies Memorial Institute of International 

Studies, April 1968 
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The. most tangible evidence of progress in arms control is provided 

by the formal arms control agreements, not involving disarmament, that 

have been signed in the 1960's. Following upon the Antarctica Treaty of 

December 1959 we have had the Partial Test Ban Treaty signed in August 

1963, the tripartite declaration on outer space of October 1963, followed 

up by the Treaty on the EKploration and Use of Outer Space of January 1967, 

and the Non-Proliferation Treaty this year. The Hot Line agrebme~t of June 

1963, although it imposes no restriction on military policy and hence cannot 

strictly be considered an example of arms control, nevertheless may be mentioned 

as giving effect to the otjective of perceived common interests in military 

security and embodying a technique advocated by students of arms control, 
. . 

The intrinsic effects of these fo~l arms control agreements on 

military competition among states are not negligible. ••c~lists' argue that 

the Partial Test Ban Treaty is ineffective because it does not prevent nuclear 

explosions, but merely registers the fact that the powers who launched it had 

exhausted the ·utility of tests in the atmosphere. Or they argue that it had 

merely the effect of intensifying underground explosions, .These :."'El misleading 

half-truths, It did not in fact prove possible to terminate United States and 

Soviet bouts of ,,..ompeti ti ve nuclear testing without the instrumentality of 

the Partial Test Ban Treaty. And although underground testing has been 

intensified, the prohibition of testing in the atmosphere, under water and in 

outer space represents a real restriction, which elements within the United 

States and the Soviet Union, and among.potential nuclear powers that are 

signatories of the Treaty, undoubtedly find irksome. 

The Antarctica and Outer Space agreements similarly prohibit the 

deployment of weapons in areas where the·pressure for deployment is in any case 

not yet powerful. But they do add an additional inhibition to others which 

already make against the extension of armaments competition into these areas; 

and they serve to advertise and to define the intentions of signatory states 

and thus to reassure them about one another's intentions. The Non-Proliferation 

Treaty similarly has to be viewed as an instrument which cannot 1:.:•· itself 

arrest the spread of nuclear weapons, but ,;hich r,dds a legal inhibition to 

other more poo,,, ful factors already .making against prcJ.iferation, and which 

helps signatory states to arrive at a more precise appreciation of one 

another's intentions than they would be able to make in the absence 

of a formal agreement. 

No.one would argue, however, that any of these agreements has 

vitally affected the course of military competition. The chief importance 

of these agreements lies not in their intrinsic effects upon the military 

policies th!'lY are designed. to restrict, but in their symbolic effect. The 
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signing of. the Parttal Test Ban Treaty, which demonstrated that arms.control 

negotiations were not necessarily forever .without cone ~e.te· issue, and that 

the United States and the .Soviet Union were able to agree upon a tangible 

restriction in the nuclear weapons· field, marked· an important stage in 

the emergence of the political det~nte. Similarly, the chief importance 

of the Non ryroliferation Treaty may lie. in its qualities as a symbol of 

positive cooperation between the United. States and the Soviet Union in 

promoting a universal arms control measure in opposition to the policies 

of other states, and as a dramatisation to.the world at large of' the possibil

ity of taking action to arrest the spread of nuclear weapons. 

A number of important expectations or hopes. that were entertained 

in 1960 in relction to.formal arms.control ag~eements have failed to bear fruit, 

There have been no agreements bringing about any actual reduction of armaments. 

There has been no progress in the application of international inspection 

machinery to arms control agreements, .contrasting with an immense investment 

by .the United States .in the study and development of techniques for such 

inspection, although the Non-Proliferation Treaty will result in the extension 

of I.A.E.A. safeguards to the peaceful nuclea~ activities of non-nuclear weapon 

C<1.te signatories. Advancing technology has greatly improved the means of ,.. . 

verifYing some agreements without international inspection machinery, as 

illustrated by the Partial Test Ban Treaty .. and the role which satellite 

intelligence might play in a limitation on deployment of nuclear delivery 

vehicles, But many possible agreements still clearly require formal inspection 

procedures for adequate verification, and many students of arms control in 1960 

placed great emphasis upon international inspection as something valuable in 

itself, as undermining military secrecy and establishing a momentum towards 

further measures of arms control. 

Above all, no progress has been made towards a formal arms control 

agreement, or series 'Of such agreements, that would stabilise the balance of 

terror at a minimum level of force. Perhaps the chief specific objective that 

was singled out by the 'new thinking' W13,S in this field, It was thought that 

whether or not radical disarmament was a feasible ultimate objective, the 

first step was to stabilise the balance of terror; that this was unlikely . 

to come about as the result of Soviet-American arms competiton itself; and 

that arms control agreements could be designed specifically to this end. This 

immediate goal, which was viewed by 1 disarmel'I!J1 as part of the first stage of a 

GCD plan and by 1 arms controllers 1 as a subject for negotiation in its own 

right, could be pursued directly by means of a compre);J.ensive agreement on 
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strategic nuclear weapons which would procL·.m the desirability of 

distinguishing •stabilising' from 'de-stabilising' weapons developments, 

rather as plans in the inter-war period hed proceeded deductively from 

the principle that 'specifically offensive' l<eapons· were to be restricted 

and 'defensive' weapons, to be retained, Or the goal could be 'sougnt 

indirectly by means of agreements such as a freeze of nuclear delivery 

vehicle (N~V) production, a deal on' numbers of deployed ~V's arrived 

at by 'straight bargaining', a prohibition· of Anti-Ballistic Missile 

deployment or a 'bomber bonfire', 

In fact, as has been noted, the United States and the Soviet Union, 

unaided ·bY formal arms control agreements to this end, have created a 

stable balance of terror. It is, however, subject to destabilising 

·tendencies as illustrated by the MIRV and the ABM; and in terms of the 

numbers and size of D issiles and destructive potential of >larheads 

available to both sides, it exists at a vastly higher level than the 

strategic ·:alence of 1960. · Within and around the \Vest ern defence estab

lishments some progress has been made in thinking through the great 

complexities of this subject. President Johnson's 1964 proposal for a 

freeze on numbers and characteristics of nuclear delivery vehicles 

proposed a way of opening the discussion of this subject, but at the 
have 

time it was presented it would J'X frozen a great Uni t'ed States 

superiority; it involved a great deal of intrusive inspection; and 

it would have frozen such 'stabilising' developments as the hardening 

of Soviet ICBI1 forces. The 'Gromyko proposal' of 1962 for a nuclear 

umbrella., which also led to some valuable thought on this problem,. was 

never spelt out in detail nor detached from the frmuework of GCD. 
~ .. . . . .1. 

What c~t,,ribution has arms control made to the improvement of 

security against major ·~r during this decade? Measures of 'unilateral 

arms control 1,like the strengthening of command and control and the 

securing of retaliatory forces, have undoubtedly played an important 

part, although it is difficult to estimate whether the dimension of 

arms control thinking was essential to the taking of them. The category 

of 'tacit arms control agreements', if by that we mean studied attention 

by the great powers to one another's moves in military policy, plus the 

attempt to jockey. each other towards minimax solutions, is central to 

the present Soviet-American expectation of secure coexistence, · But 

this reDiains an obscure field in which there are some illuminating notions 

about whst might happen or could happen, but little hard evidence about 

what actually goes on. 
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Tangible, formal arms control negotiations have resulted in some 

agreements, but these agreements have affected the course of events by 

virtue more of their symbolic than their intrinsic importance, and' the 

negotiations themselves have contributed to international security more 

because of their side-effects, in the communication of strategic ideas 

and the definition of arms control policies, than as the result. of their 

pursuit of the central purpose of :arriving at agreements. 

III 

What lessons c8.n be dravm from this experience for the study and 

practice of arms control in the future? If the fruits so far of the 

'new thinking' have been disappointing should we return to the pursuit 

of radical disarmament, bending our efforts once again towards a general 

and complete disarmament plan, or some comprehensive proposal of this 

sort, rather than expending our energies upon measures which, even if 

they are implemented, are of slight significance? 

Such a course would be disastrous. If progress in the negotiation 

of l:i.1" l ted measures has been. disappointing; in the field of comprehensive 

diss.rmament there has been none at all. The detachment from such 

comprehensive plans of items for separate negotiation, beginning ,;ith the 

Surprise Attack and Test Ban negotiations that opened in 1958, was the 

most constructive step of the disarmament negotiations in the postwar years. 

The developments that have flowed from this step have brought arms control 

out of the realms of cyn:l"al propaganda and scholastic irrelevance and into 

that of serious int.emational politics •. · 

I believe on~ the contrary that the Western pm<ers should seek to 

deprive GOD plans of the foothold they still enjoy in disarmament 

conferences. When this course is suggested to them, officials are inclined 

to argue that the public will not stand for it, Very frequently, however, 

when this subject comes up for discussion it is the officials who are in 

favour of· continuing to negotiate about GCD ana the members of the public 

present who wish to drop it, The vocal public in this field are in fact 

a good deal more sophisticated about this matter than they were in the 

1950's 

It is certainly not possible, nor would it be desirable, to abandon 

official espousal of a disarmed world as an ultimate goal. It is d(•Sirable 
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that our leaders should uphold the idea that militnry force is in itself 

repugnant, and that we maintain it and pay for it only because it is an 

unfortunBte necessity. The.notion of a world without arms, moreover, is a 

ne:Jessary point of reference in maintaining the momentum and sense of 

d:l.:~<Oction of an enterprise devoted to the reduction and limitation of 

What should be eliminated is the pretence that plans to bring about 

general disarmament are a matter that can be negotiated about in good 

faith b,y governments now. GCD plans need not be dramatically disavowed 

but can be quietly dropped. The accomplishment of this task would be 

facilitated if the Western powers were able to interest the Soviet Union 

in some reciprocated restraint to this end. 

Apart from this negative one what positive lessons can be drawn? 

First, we should recognise thst among. the different sorts of measures 

that go to make up arms control 'unilateral action' is more important 

tho.n the pursuit of agreements, and ' tacit agreements' are more important 

than formal ones. This may have been implicit in some of the 'new 

thi·~king' but it was nowhere clearly speit out. It now seems to me 

tha·~ one of the defects of the 1tiew thinking' waw that 'it was not· •dical 

eno·::;c;h, and overrated the importance of formal arms control agreements 

in imposing severe curbs upon armaments competition; and especially the 

importance of international inspection. 

Formal agreements in 'l.reas of vital military concern. such as that 

of the reduction and limitation. of strategic nuclear weapons, are 

immensely difficult to negutiate not only because of the.sensitivity 

of governments towards them and the suspicion with which their military 

advisors regard them, but also because of the inherent· difficulties of 

translating the uncertain and constantly changing balance of power into 

the precision and fixity of a treaty. 

For as long as states remain the primary actors in international 

relations and possess arms, which is for as. long as we can foresee, what 

will chiefly determine international security will be the decisions 

these states make about the use of their arms. International agreements, 

even when satisfactorily concluded and brought into operation, are at 

best a means of influencing these decisions. 

As.has been argued above, the improvement of international 

security in the 1960's owes more to unilateral actions than to the pursuit 

of formal agreements. Accordingly it is regrettable that the major organis

a,tional innovation of the period, President Kennedy' s Arms Control and 
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Disarmament Agency, is one primarily oriented towards the pursuit of such 

treaties; I have great respect for the 'wrk of the A.C.D.A., .and 

-beLieve its creation was a great step forward. Nevertheless, the heart 

of t:Oe problem of international security lies in the defence or strategic 

po:>cies of the major powers, and the negotiation of international under

standings is necessarily subordinate to it. 

The prime need is perhaps to inject a greater element of. self

consciousness about the arms· control dimension of strategic policy into 

the defence and foreign policy establishments of these states. No doubt 

a good deal of awareness of this dimension already·exists. But this 

awareness might be strengthened if there were established within the 

defence and foreign policy machine groups charged not merely with the 

search for agreements, but with the definition of interests shared wi';h 

adversaries, and the study of ways in which these interests might be 

advanced. 

iL'1 example may be given from the field of anti-proliferation policy. 

The Non Proliferation Treaty, in my view, has a part to play in the 

control of proliferation. But the spread of nuclear weapons will be 

more vitally affected by the overall policy of the nuclear powers on 

this matter: the restraints they ther.lSelves practice in their nuclear 

wee.pons policy, the assurances they can provide, the inducements and 

pressure they can bring to bear. These ;rider considerations are by 

no meahs neglected but one may doubt whether they have received the 

degree of attention that has been bestowed upon the Non-Proliferation 

Treaty. 

Another example is the field of Soviet-American competition in 

strategic nuclear armaments. It is this field which is the most sensitive 

of all areas of military activity at the present time, because on it the 

whole structure of power in the world depends. Formal agreements may 

affect it, as up to a point the Partie,l Test Ban Treaty and the Outer 

Spac,e agreement already have done. But in this area progress towards 

restraint and a scaling dcwn of effort is more likely to come by means of 

reciprocated unilateral action than by treaty. 

Se~ondly, we should recognise that the chief function of formal 

agreements may sometimes be the symbolic one of demonstrating. 'progress 1 

and facilitating the conclusion of,further agreements, rather than the 

intrinsic contribution they make to military security. The 'new thinking', 

which was characterised by a certain intellectual purism in the pursuit 

of military security and by disdain for the merely political and theatrical, 
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was inclined to overlook this. Thus we have had the Partial Test Ban 

Treaty dismissed as a 'clean air bill', the Hot Line.,. agreement disparaged 

a£ somdhing that could as well have been arranged quietly between the 

Uni.tP.d States and Soviet post offices, and tm Non-Proliferation Treaty 

derided as a merely declaratory instrwnent with inadequate provision for 

verification and none for enforcement. Such narrm;ly strategic appreciations 

of these agreements overlook the political dimension in d·isarmament negot.., 

iations·, the force in the v10rld of the cl: dre for tangible evidence of 

action to curb the dangers of·wa.r, and the effect that can·be produced 

upon relatibns among the negotiating countries by a dramatisation of this 

evidence. 

Clearly we must continue to insist on establishing the intrinsic 

utility of arms control agreements before we set off in pursuit of them. 

In the accumulation of merely symbolic or hortatory treaties there is a 

risk that we shall repeat the errors of the 1920's and become the victims 

of our o;m illusion - making, But it should be recognised that the 

creation of a political effect can be a legitimate part of the utility of an 

agreement, 

Thirdly, given that disarmament talks frequently prove to be 

chiefly important in the function they have of providing ppportunities 

for the exchange ·of ideas and for mutual edudation in strategic policy, 

there is a case for explicitly recognising this function and assigning it 

an important place in the planning of arms control policy. Jeremy Stone's 

recent study of the strategic dialogue brings out the.extraordinary difficulty 

of conveying strategic ideas as between the United States and the Soviet 

Union) The United States should give very careful attention to what it 

wants to ·Say to the Soviet Union ru1d how it can most effectively say it; 

and in making its.voice heard through the interference, it would seem valuable 

to brief disarmament delegations explicitly to this end, ru1d to include 

among them persons whose skills lie in the"exposition of strategic ideas. 

Fourthly, the most important proximate goal of arms control remains 

the stability of the Soviet-American strategic balance, The ideas enter

tained in 1960 for surrounding the balance ;dth a measure of control and 

for maintaining it at a lower level, remain valid. A reduction, or cessation 

of expansion, of Soviet-Americari nuclear armrunents remains important for 

its symbolic effect upon the detente, itspossible economic benefits and 

5 Jeremy J. Stone 

Dialogue, 1967. 

Strategic Persue.sion:Arms Limitation through 
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its relations to the prospects of the Non-'Proliferation Treaty. The 

stability of the balance remains a chief foundation of peace and security. 

It is unlikely, however, that this objective will be arrived at 

by me~~s of a comprehensive arms control agreement to this end, Such 

prospects of it as there may be depend upon reciprocated restraint, 

of the·sort the United.States ;ras trying to practice until e~erly this 

year in relation to the deployment of Bl'ill. A stable ~alance at minimum 

levels might become 1i~e object of each side's negotiating policy, but 

it cannot be made the operative principle of an arms control scheme, 

from which the numbers and sorts of the N.Il.V's that-each side is 

allowed to have '"ill be deducted. Such a way of proceeding involves 

a rationalistic attempt to side-step the politics of arms control 

discussion, and ,;ould founder on this rock. Formal agreements dealing wi~h 

. particular aspects of the strategic balance - a comprehensive te.st ban, 

.a freeze on numbers of N.D.V's could help indirectly to ]!remote the 

objective of a stable balance at minimum levels. 

Fifthly, whereas the 'new thinking' was focused principally on 

the dangers arising out of the Soviet-American relationship, it i_s necessary 

now to take more seriously into account other dangers to ·.international 

security that have arisen in the >mrld - not only from the spread of 

nuclear weapons but. also from the ~cquisition of sophj, "lcated armaments 

by new countries. 

A great deal of attention has been devoted to the spread of nuclear 

weapons in the last few years, and the Non~Proliferation Treaty is now 

under way. There may be some clanger t ;'>riDS control in the very success 

of the· Treaty and in the developing consensus among the super powers which 

it reflects. This is that the cause of arms control, like'-that of the League 

of Nations in the 1930's, >dll become identified with the int~rests of a 

particular power group and ·tarnished with the brush of ~deology. 

The United States and the Soviet Union do have a special position 

in world politics; and there is in fact a general interest in their 

cooperation for some purposes. It will be important, hm;ever, not to give 

priority to Soviet-American cooperation at the eXloense of failing to engage 

the interests of other major po>~ers, including China, in the arms control 

conversation. For the present there is clearly no possibility of engaging 

the interest of China, but it must surely be a high priority to bring 

China into the negotiations at the first opportunity, even at the expense 

of a louering of consensus, 
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Sixthly, it is time that the study of arms control was redirected 

tm;ards an examination of fundamentals. Vlhereas the 'new thinking' \'las 

rema:zkable for the questioning C?f old assumptions and the spelling out 

of YJ.e• ones, the research that has been carried out since, now on a 

m~asive scale and under the aegis of large institutions, has tended to 

be encased within these latter assum11tions, which are now ageing. The 

technical character, the professionalism and the absorption in detail 

of recent research in arms control, like research in the wider field 

'of strategic studies, have tended to obscure the uncertainty of, the 

starting points. 

In particular, it is necessa.ry to ask again how valid is the 

assumption that the balance of terror is the. chief founda'tion of inter

national security, and the preservation of it the first object of. srms 

control policy. If this assumption was _valid at the time of the cold 

war, does it remain so in a period of declining concern about military 

security? If it does remain valid, do we have to accept Mr i'1cl'!amara' s 

assumption that the objective of Assured Destruction requires an ability 

to destroy~· - i the Soviet population ~d % Soviet industrial capacity, 

or can adequate deterrence be maintained. at a lower level of Ass~ed 

Destruction? \Vhat are the circumstances in which security would be enhan~ed 

rather than imperilled by the. diminution of the capacity for Assured 

Destruction? 

The importance of the debate about E1D is that it has tended to 

reopen these questions. The 'classical' view of the arms controllers, 

that ~ID of cities is unwelcome because it is 1de-stabilising1 ,has come 

under attack from two directions: from right wing critics who accept that 

~ is de-stabilising but welcome it because they see in it the means of 

establishing pr~ponderance; and from left wing critics who also accept 

that it is de-stabilising but believe .it will lead to the establishment 

of a 'higher' form of stability based on defence r0.ther than deterrence. 

In the ·new political and technological environment of th'e 1970's new basic 

assumptions maY have to be thought ·out. 
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The basis of what foll01-IS is that, in the great conflicts of mankind, 

ideological considerat.ions and strategical considerations ·generally stand 

opposed to each other. If this were not so there would be no "problem", 

and our general·'subje<Jt at this conference is "problems of Strategy". 

There have in the past been· many conflicts in which ideology playqd "'' 

part at all. Such conflicts represent pure power politics (a term I do net 

use, here, in a pejorative sense), and in such conflicts the strategist has 

had a free hand. One example is the \var of the Spanish Succession, in whj.c.i:. 

···Britain, Holland, ·and Austria fought to prevent the French state, which w.s 

·Louis XIV,: -from e~tending its h.egemony .. to the Iberian per-inoule .. Anoi:he:r 

is· the Austro-Prussian War of 1866, fought. to deci•le <lhether Germany should 

be ruled from Vienna or Berlin. In both examples, no ideological conside::·n. · 

tions stood in the way of v1hat I might call the strategy of power politico. 
1.'· . 

The case was different in the crusades, when ideological considerations 
. . 

were opposed to any co-operation between Christia..:1 anii" i'fusHm .. potentates, 

however advantageous strategically. It was different in the religious ,,,a::-c: 
. . . 

of the siXteenth and seventeenth centuries. It was different in th~ wars 

of the French Revolution. It has also been different in the great wa;rs of 

our own century (among which I include, for present purposes, the Cold Vlar); 

for these wars have had ideological conflict as their most publicized and 
·-·--·-' .•. 

conspicuous feature although perhaps not as their most fundamental 

feature. This has sometimes played hob with strategy, as 1o1e shall see. 

The conflict .between ideology and strategy is illustrated by the con

flicting interpretations that have been offered of the three great t•···ntie·u: .. 

century wars. The strategical interpretation of World War I has it ths.t -:.:c: • 

·Kaiser's ·Germany was upsetting the balance of power, and that t::.'.s threatcne,_:. 
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the security of France, Britain, and the United States, which therefore 

undertook to thwart it; ·The ideol.cigical. iiitlirpretation is that democracy 

·went to war to save the WOI:1d from a.UtoCraoy;·- \1o:cld War II, likewise, .. was. 

either a .. ba.la.nce-of-power ·struggle. or i~ was a-~~-t .. Ee~:fascism and. 

d!llllOCl:acy, or .(in still another ideological version) it· was a. conflict . 

;· 

.-···. -.- .. 

··between peace-loving .and agg;ressornations •. That brings us·i;o the third. 

war, and to the. question (which I shall explore later) whether the objective 

.of the Atlantic allies in the Cold Ylar has been. to contain-··Russia or· to 

contain Communism. If the answer to this question is "RusJ:;ia", then what · 

is the United States doing in ·Viet Nam? If ·the answer is "Communism", then· 

this further question appears not to arise, · 

The interpretation of these three conflicts, then, poses a manifest 

ambiguity. The nature and role of ideology pose another ambiguity. On 

the face of it, a nation, having given itself to an ideology, goes to war 

for t.be promotion or the defence of that ideology. "There are cases,· however, 

when this sequence is reversed, when a government engaged in war invents an_ 

ideology, or fabricates false ideological considerations, to pers112de the 

people under its jurisdiction to fight, or to subvert people under the 

jurisdiction of rival governments. In other words, an ideology is not always 
I 

a cause in itself. It is sometimes a conspiratorially contrived weapon of 

psychological warfare, 

This ambiguity goes back at least to Karl Marx's statement in 1845: 

"The philosophers have only interpreted the world in various ways; the point 

is to change it." It is clear that J'fJarX' s objective, in formulating the 

original ideology to which his name was attached, was not simply to discover 

the truth of man's destiny but to move men to certain kinds of· action._ 

The Communist IvJanifesto set forth an ideology designed to serve as an iri

strument that would bring ~~ and Engels, or people with whom they identified 

themselves, into power. The contradiction implicit in this has since been 

·perpetuated by the contradiction implicit in· J'fJarXism 's appeals· for desperate 

action by its 

claimed to be 

votaries to bring about changes in ·the world that it h8 s pro-

inevitable. If they are inevitable, then why can't the 

l"iarxists relax? Saying they are inevitable, however; is simply a way of 

encouraging the troops. 

change it. 
The point is not to interpret the world but to 

The same contradiction is represented more cynically in the bLrth of 

Italian Fascism. In 1922, the year that ~mssolini.seized power by his March 

on Rome, he said: "Our program is simple:· we wish to govern Italy." The 

,. 
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Fascist ideology was concocted only after he had achieved power and, finding 

himself insecure in it, felt the need of an ideological appeal.that would 

induce the Italian, people to bow their heads benecth his yoke and to fpllow 

him in foreign adventures. 

The use of ideology to serve the purposes of power politics need not be 

altogether cynical and is, in any case, the common practice of the very best 

democracies. I think it is clear that the United States got .into \vorld 

lVar I to prevent the Kaiser's Germany from replacing the British naval 

supremacy in the Atlantic, a naval supremacy on which the United States 

depended for its security. The threat became vivid when German submarines 

began sinking merchant ships outside Hew York Harbor. This led to a legal-

'istic. quarrel between washington and Berlin that revolved about such abstruse 

issues as the rights of Arrierican nationals on armed merchantmen of belligerent 

powers trav-eling on the high seas between belligerent and neutral ports. 

vJheri this brought the United States to the br'ink of war, President \vilson and 

Secretary of State Lansing were suddenly confronted by the dilemma that they 

could never get the American people to fight _and die over l~gal quibQles, 

nor could they get them to fight and die over the issues ofRealpolit'ik for 

which the legal quibbles were simply a cover. They had no choice,_ therefore, 

but to formulate an ideological appeal that would inspire the American people 

to make sacrifices, the real need for which they were, for·the most part, 

incapable of understanding. So '1/ilson proclaimed the war to "make the world 

safefo:f dewcracy," which was, co!lsequ~ntly, also a war."to end all wars." 

(It would end all wars because it would put an end to power politics' t<hich 

were the practice of autocratic princes and not the practice of democracies.) 

The American people responded to this appeal, which was so deceptively 

attractive, in consequence of which the security of the United States (and 

of Britain and France) was saved - - although the world was not made safe 

for democracy, and victory did not bring an end to all wars. Only after

wards,_ the failure to realize the ideological objectives for which the 

Am_erican people had been told they were fighting led to a te=ible disillu

sionment, and consequently to an embittered return to isolationism. 

A score of years later, none of the Atlantic allies went to war against 

Hitler's Germany simply because it was ideologically obnoxious - - although .-. 
that it was. They went to war against it because; ·by upsetting the balance 

of power, it threatened their security. The case of Stal.inis -Russia was no 

different, as witness the Hitler-Stalin pact of August.l939·. The United 

States did not fully get into the war until it was attacked; and Russia did 

riot get into the war at all, except on Hitler's 'side in Poland, until it, too 
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was attacked, 

As the United States moved toward increasing involvement in \~orld War II, 

President Roosevel t faced precisely the same dilemma that \lilson had faced 

as the United States had moved toward increasing involvement in ·v;orld ·war I. 

The very notion of power politics - - of balance of power and spheres· of 

influence - - was ideologically repugnant to the American pe.ople. Therefore 

he could not make his appeal to them on what were· the real grounds of American 

involvement. He had to invent an ideological myth. The myth he invented 

was .that the world .was divided between two opposed species: the peace-loving 

n2.tions - - the United States, Britain, .Russia, and China - -. and a monster 

species of aggressor nations represented by the Germans, the Italians, and 

the Japanese. The American people were told that wars occurred only because 

.it was the nature of aggressor nations to start them; from whi.ch it followed 

that,. once the aggressor nations had been disarmed forever,· and .only peace

loving nations were left .with arms in their hands, there could be no ljlore 

.. war. (Peace-loving nations, by definition, don't make war;) 

·Well • - it wasn't true, but it enabled us to 'overthrow the gangster 

governments of Germany, Italy, and Japan, and this we could nototherwise 

have done. 

1;Jhen I speak in such disenchanted terms I have to recall Woodrow Wilson's 

words in his own "moment of truth", as the United States was about to enter 
'"".·:. 

World ·war I: "\le live in a world which we did not make, which we ca.n not 

alter, which we can not think into a different condition from that which 

actually exists." This from the father of ''Wilsonian idealism"! 

Winston Churchill, who 1;as, in these matters, a more sophisticated man 

than Franklin Roosevelt, was always ill at ease with the ideological window

dressing and allowed himself, on more than one occasion, to blurt out certain 

indiscreet truths, One such occasion was when, speaking in the House of 

Commons, he paid a debt that he owed to the fascist dictator of Spain for 

the latter's restraint in not interfering with the preparations at Gibraltar 

for the North African landings of November 1942. Let me quote a little 

exchange that followed between him and a man of ideolo,;ic£,1 passion, 

i'ir. Emnlanuel Shinwell: 

The Prime lfdnister: • , , Internal political problems in Spain are a 
matter for the Spaniards themselves, It is not for us -·- that is, the 
Government-- to meddle in such.affairs--

Nr. Shinwell: · 1-ihy then in Italy? i'Jy right hon, Friend did. remark, 
as regards the .restoration of the Government in Italy, that it could not 
be Fi>scist, That was his declaration.· v·ihy not in Spain? 

.. , ... :: ' ~-

· .. 
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The Prime Minister: The reason is that Italy attacked us. we were 
at. war with Italy. vie struck Italy down. .l'ly hen. Friend, I am sure, 
will see that a very clear line of distinction can be drawn between 
nations we go to war with,- a.hd nations who. ·leave us alone. • • • There 
is all the difference in the world between a man who knocks you down and 
a man who leaves you alone •••• we pass 'many· people in the ordinary 
daily round of life about whose internal affairs and private quarrels 
we do not feel ourselves called upon to make continued inquiry ••• 

The truly grandiose indiscretion that Churchill allowed himself on this 

occasion was a statement that outraged half the population of England and 

America. "As this 

ideological." The 

+ 

\olar has progressed," he 

statement was, I think, 

+ 

said, "it has become less 

true - - if that is in its favor, 

+ 

And this brings me to the Cold War, to the question whether it has 

been primarily a balance-of-power conflict - - with Stalin's Russia cast in 

·the .,role previously played by Napoleon's France, the Kaiser's Germany, and 

· .Hi.t1Elr' s Germany or an ideological conflict between something called 

"Communism" (and God knows what this is .today!) and something called "Capitalism", 

which is equally difficult to identify in terms of present-day actuality, 

I d8resay most of us would agree, today, with George Kennan's estimate 

of February 1946, that l"larxism was merely the "fig leaf of ••• moral and 

intellectual respectability" that covered the nakedness of Stalin's power 

politics. It is a fact that the basic objectives of Russian foreign policy 

under Lenin, Stalin, and their successors have been the same as the basic 

objectives of Russian foreign policy under the czars for centuries past, 

The strategic approach has also been the same, .except for the notable addition 

implied by the:u<?e of a new weapon in the form of an ideology that has 

hypnotized and captured millions, 

How does the matter stand on the other side, on the side of the NATO 

powers? Here we begin with the 

George Kennan in'l946 and 1947. 

policy of "oontainmentu formulated by 

The key question we have' to ask, with 

respect to containment, is containment of what? Mr. Kennan was' explicit. 

In the Foreign Affairs article of July 1947 he wrote (under the signature "X"): 

"It is clear that the main element of any United States policy toward the 

Soviet Union must be that of a. long-term, patient but firm and vigilant 

containment.of Russian expansive tendencies (my italics)." 

This is unambiguous, and \olhat it shows is that, at the outset of the 

Cold \iar, the great coalition under American leadership was embarked on a 

strategic policy, a typical balance-of-power policy. Not the containment 
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of Communism (which was merely one weapon of the. RUssian state), but the 

containment.of the Russian state. itself. 

What happened then? · 

We have seen how the United States entered \iforld 'i;iar I for strategical 

reasons, and. how the dynamics of popular involvement then made it interpret 

its. participation as an ideological crusade. \~e have seen how it· entered 

World War II, as well, for strategical reasons, and how the. dynamics of 

popular involvement - - in all the allied countries, I might say - - again 

made it necessary to interpret its participation in ideological terms. Now, 

for the third time, we all entered into a great conflict, this one the 

Cold \·/ar, for strategical reasons, and for a third time the dynamics of 

popular democracy transformed it into what it had not been at the outset 

or had .not been primarily - - a war between rival ideologies. 

The fact is that cold strategical considerations. are .tob abstruse and 

uninspiring for the rank and file of people in any .country. Their zeal 

responds only to·the.fairy-tale conception of two species: the Servants of 

God and the·Minions of Satan, the Good People who represent our common 

humanity and thE! Villainous Conspirators ,;ho .are plotting to enslave that 

h~anity, the Cops and. the Etobbers, the Cowboys and the Indians, the Good 

Guys.and the Bad Guys. Read any such newspaper comic-strips as "Steve 

Canyon" or "Buzz Sawyer" and there you have it naked. The great conflicts . - . - -~ . 

must be presented in terms that the readers of such fiction understand. 

The proofthat these are the terms of their participation is that 

virtually all the militant crusaders against Communism, if asked to say what 

Communism was·; would be unable ·to define it in any terms that were relevant 

to the real circumstances of life on earth. It is simply a new name for an 

old myth, the myth of a demonic species that is trying to conquer the earth 

and enslave manl<:ind. For the majority of people in Russia and China today 

that demonic species is the "capitalist-imperialists". For M. Jean-Paul 

Sartre it is that hoary, nineteenth-century abstraction, the "bourgeoisie." 

For the majority of my fellow countrymen it is the "Communists". 

Democratic governments are run by politicians, and politicians must, 

.of necessity, represent the common mind. Messrs. Truman, Eisenhower, and 

Johnson. have represented the common mind in America, and throughout the iiest, 

far better than has Mr. Kennan. To the common mind, the "containment of 

Russian expansiv.e tendencies" quickly became the containment of something 

q~ite different: it became the containment of a mythological monster that 

now bore the name "Communism". Communism was not geographically delimited, 
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as was the Russian state. It >·ras, rather, ubiquit<;>us, having already 

infiltrated the civilization of· the good speci.es everywhere - - not least 

of all, as Senator Joe McCarthy maintained,. in. Washington, 

The thing about a conflict conceived in these terins is that it cannot 

be resolved by compromise. The angels must not do business with Satan and 

·his· agents, the cops must not make deals with the robbers. This. would be 

to follow a policy of "expediency", and we all remember the scandalous 

COnnotations Of that HOrd in the 1950s - - especially in the mouth Of JVJ:r, John 

Foster Dulles, Hho insisted on ru1 absolute and irreconcilable opposition 

between "expediency" and "morality". "iVIorality" required us to follow 

policies without regard for "expediency". 

Now, I hesitate to say that the word "expedient" is synonymous with 

the weird "strategic", but certe.inly there is a close relationship between 

them. If strategy is not expedient then it is bad strategy "- -however good 

it· may be in moralistic or ideological terms. 

Here you have the basic conflict betl'leen strategy and ideology that I 

cited in iny opening remarks. 

couple of case-historic·. 

Let me nov illustrate that conflict by a 

When, in November 1942, the Anglo-American forces made their surprise 

landing in ~'rench North Africa, they confronted the resistance of French 

for~es obedient ·to the Vichy Government of iVIarshal Ptl'tain, the Government 

that had accepted collaboration with the Nazis as the Czechoslovak Government 

has now'accepted collaboration Hith l>loscciH, The only man in North Africa 

who could end the resistance of these French forces was Vichy's High Com

missioner for Africa, Admiral Ilarlan. So the allied .~ .aders on the spot, 

in the emergency of the moment, made a deal Hith'Ilarlan.Hhereby he stopped 

the resistw ., and, in return, w2s recognized by the invading allies as 

"Chief of State in French North Africa." 

In strategic terms, this was a magnificent deal, with consequences of 

which we are all, today, the beneficiaries, It won over to the allif.i side 

the cmly man whom the French forces in Africa would obey. It was, however, 

ideologically obno:xious, for Ilarlan had been so closely identified.with the· 

Vichy rtl'gime that he was regarded as belonging to the demonic enemy species. 

The public outcry against the deal was such as to create a major political 

crisis in England and America. The editor of the American weekly, The 

Nation, a woman of the fie::ccst ideological zeal, wrote that if Darlan' s 

favors could be won only by keeping him in a posi ti~n of commaitd, then "we 
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should have done without them - - even if lives were to be lost and military 

advantage forfeited as a consequence." She did not say how many American 

and British lives she would have been willing to sacrifice on ideological 

grounds - - whether a thousand, a million, or five million, Nor did she 

say how much military advantage she would have been willing to forfeit 

whether, for example, she would have accepted the defeat of the allied cause. 

Since ideological considerations are based on an absolute morality, it would 

be immoral to enter into such calculations. 

Now for my second case-history. In 1948 a break occurred between 

Stalin 1 s Russia and: Ti to 1 s Yugoslavia. If 'ri to should make good his 

-independence, this would prove to be (as, indeed, it did prove to be) one 

of the great turning-points of the Cold War. It would mark the end of the 

expansion of Russia's post-war empire and the beginning of its retraction. 

It. would be the beginning of the realization of the objective of containment, 

in the terms originally formulated by George Kennan and accepted by the 

Government in \{ashington. 

But Tito would not be able to make good his independence without the 

support of the United States. _ 'ihis posed for viashington the question 

whether theUnited_.States should accord that support. The question was 

pre-sented in the form of a request from Belgrade that vlashington license 

the exportation to Yugoslavia of an American steel mill. A cabinet-level 

meeting was held in vlashington at which two opposed points of view were · 

advanced. There were the strategists who, regarding "Russian expansive 

tendencies" as the threat to be overcome, favored co-operation with Tito and, 

consequently, the granting of the export license. And there were the 

ideol6gists who, regarding "Communism" as the enemy, said that Tito was no 

less a Communist than Stalin and that we should not do business with any 

Communist. To do business with a Communist would be to sacrifice "morality" 

for "expediency" - - in other words, to sacrifice ideology for the sake of 

strategy. These latter did not make Churchill's distinction between the 

· man who knocks you down and the man who leaves you alone, between a state 

that was commiting aggression under the Communist label and a state that, 

while bearing the Communist label, was without any aggressive disposition, 

Mr. Shinwell had asked: if fascist Italy why not fascist Spain? The 

ideologists in Washington now asked: if Communist Russia why not Communist 

Yugoslavia. 

Today, I think, none of us regret that the decision taken twenty years 

ago represented a victory for strategy over ideology. A year or two later, 
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however, by the middle of 1950, it would surely have been the ideological 

considerations that prevailed. 

'l'his was, in fact, the case with China, where the same issue presented 

itself. Until the outbreak of the Korean War in June 1950, the Truman 

.Administration ~ms moving toward a recognition of liJao Tse-tung 's r6gime in 

the hope that this r6gime would, sooner or later, break with Stalin's rGgime 

in Moscow as Tito had. In moving in this direction, however, it was running 

into mounting public opposition; and the public opposition, ideologically 

motivated, .~·; last prevailed over the strategically motivated policy of the 

.Administration. 'fuose ;rho said we should enter into no accommodation with 

any Communists prevailed. 

I am bound to admit, however, that now the ideological fervor of the 

American people was surpassed by the ideological fanaticism of the new 

Chinese regime. Faced with such fanaticism, it is not clear to me that an 

accommodating attitude in Washington, responding to strategic considerations, 

would have achieved an accommodation. It takes t>m to accommodate - - and 

that is still the case today. 

The same thing in Viet Nam. The United States is involved in Viet Nam 

today because, about 1950, it substituted, for the containment of Russia, 

the containment of whatever bore the label "Communism". Now, however, 

when vlashington would like to reach some strategic accommodation with the 

North Vietnamese regime, that regime is manifesting the total intransideance 

that goes with ideological purity. .And the situation is made the more 

difficult because a majority of .Americans, thinking in ideological rather 

than strategical terms, favor the continuance of the present American 

military intervention if the alternative is less than victory. 

To come, now, to my peroration and conclusion. Strategy, in the 

nuclear age, is bound to be concerned with the maintenance of limits. 

Deterrence and the limitation of war are its overriding preoccupations. 

Certainly they are overriding of ideological considerations. It follows 

that strategical policiec, today more than ever, are policies of practical 

accommodation and compromise. Ideology, however, implicitly aims at total 

victory-- God's Servants over the Minions of Satan, of the Freedom-lovers 

over the Enslavers, of the Proletarians over the Capitalist-imperialists, of 

Democracy over Communism. It implicitly opposes accommodation and compromise 

with what it regards as the forces of evil. 
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Hy subject has been the influence of ideology on strategy. .11\Y 

conclusion is that, especially in the nuclear age, the .influence of ideology 

on strategy is nefarious. 

., 
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It may help to begin with a definition of 'classical' strategy. 

Liddell Hart has provided us \·li th one which is as good as any, and better 

than most: "The art of distributing and applying military means to fulfil 

the ends of policy". 1 Whether this remains adequate in the nuclear age 

is a matter of some controversy. Ancire Beaufre,. for example, has adumbrated 

the concept of an 'indirect strategy', to be considered later, which embraces 

more .than purely military means; 2 but even he still gives as his ·basic . ' 

definition of the term "the art of the dialectic of two opposing >!ills using 

force to reso.lve their dispute';. 3 It is this' element of force which disting

uishes 'strategy' from the purposeful planning in other branches of human 

activity to which the term is often loosely applied. When other elements 

such as economic pressure, propaganda, subversion and diplomacy are combined 

with force, these· elements may also be considered as 'strategic'; but to 

apply this adjective to activities unconnected with the use, or threatened 
' ' 

use, of force would be to broaden it to such an extent that it would be 

necessary to find another word to cover the original meaning of the term as 

defined by Liddell Hart. 

It need hardly be said that students of strategy have generally assumed 

,that. military force is a necessary ele:r.ent in international affairs. Before 

the First World War, there were few 1<1ho questioned even ><hether it 1was desirable. 

After. 1918, many regretted its necessity and saw their function as being to 

1 B.H. Liddell Hart: Strategy: The Indirect Approach (London 1967) p.335 
2 Andre Beaufre: An Introduction to Strategy (London 1965) passim, esp. 

pp 107-130 
3 Ibid. P• 22 
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ensure that it should be used as economically, and a.s rarely, as possible. 

After 1945, an even greater proportion devoted themselves to examine, not 

how wars shouid. be fought, but how they could be prevented, and the stndy 

of strategy merged into that of arms-control, disarmament and peacekeeping. 

There the 'classical strategists' found themselves worldng with scholars of 

a different kind; men who believed that the element of force was not a 

necessary part of international intercourse, but coUld be <Himiilated by 

an application of the methodology of the social sciences, The work of 

that group is being covered by Dr. Kenneth Boulding. This paper will, 

therefore, concern itself solely with the Thinkers who assume that the 

element of force exists in international relations, that it can and must 

be intelligently controlled, but that it cannot be totally eliminated. 

Further, it is confined to the men who have primarily used the methodology 

of history or traditional political science; though it includes such figures 

as Schelling and Morgenston, who have made considerable contributions in 

the newer disciplines as well. 

The art* of strategy remains one of such complexity that even the 

greatest contributors to its study. have been able to do, little more than out

line broad principles; principles which nevertheless must often be discarded 

in practice if the circumstances are inappz~priate, and which must never be 

allowed to harden into dogma. Even when these principles appear self-evident, 

it may be extraordinarily hard to apply them. In the Pecond World War, 

'command of the sea' as advocated by Mahan and 'command of the air' as advocated 

by Douhet were certainly necessary preliminaries to the military victory of 

the Western powers. The problem was, how to obtain. them, 1>ith resources on 

which equally urgent calls were being made for other purposes. The academic 

strategist could not help the Chiefs of Staff much, for example, in deciding 

how to allot a limited number of long-range aircraft between the needs of the 

strategic offensive against Germany; the war against German submarines; inter

diction bombing of German railways; the requirements of the Pacific theatre; and 

support for guerrilla activities in occupied Europe. Operational research 

and systems-analysis could simplify the problem without ever eliminating it. 

In the last resort the quality termed by Blackett 'the conventional military 

wisdom 14 remained the basic factor in making the decision;· and as often as not 

* The term seems appropriate. Strategy deals ,;ith too many imponderables to 
merit the description 'science'. It remains, as Voltaire described it two 
hundred years ago, "murderous and conjectural", 

4 P.M.S. Blackett: Studies of War (London 1962) p. 128 
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that decision was determined by what could be done rather than by what ideally 

should; The militar,t commander i§ always p~imarily oonsoiba§ §i the constraints 

hliaer which he 6per9:t!is l lil iiemii beth of inra:rmati@ Mli (jf :I!!HlOW:Oeii. He :i.s, 
therefore; Hkeiy 'to be impatient with the adv:i.l:le (jf ~he! Mademio strategist 
which may appear to him either platitudinous or impracticable. His decisions 

must. be based at best on educated guesses. 

But the academic strategist does have one vital role to play. He can see 

that the guesses ~ • : .. oated. He may not accompany the commander to battle, 

as Clausewitz expressed it, b~t he forms his mind in the schoolroom, whether 

the commander realises it or not. In the Second World War, the Allied High 

Command did operate in accordance with certain very definite strategic 

principles. It is tempting to link these principles with the names of specific 

theorists: General Marshall's desire. for concentration against the enemy army 

with Clause'-ri tz. General Brooke' s desire to enforce dispersal on the enemy with 

Liddell Hart, the doctrine of the Allied air forces with Douhet: tempting, 

but difficult to prove. The name of Douhet was virtually unknown in the Royal 

Air Force. 5 The most emLnent thinkers sometimes do no more than eodifY and 

clarifY crnclusions which arise so nEtturally from the circumstances of the time 

that they occur simultaneously to those obscurer, but more influential figures 

who write training manuals and teach in ~e:rvice colleges? And sometimes 'strategic 

doctrines may be \ddely held which cannot be attributed to any specific thinkers, 

but represent simply the cQnsensus of opinion among a large number of profession

als who had undercone a formp_tive common experience. 

Of this kind were the doctrines which were generally held in the armed 

forces of the Western world in the mid-l940a as a result of the experiences of 

. the Second World War. It was considered, first, that the mobilisation of superior 

resources, together with the maintenance of civilian morale at home, was a 

necessary condition for victory; a condition requiring a substa.rttial domestic 

'mobilisation base' in terms of industrial potential and tra~ed manpower. It 

was agreed that, in·order to deploy these resources effectively, it was 

necessary to secure command of the sea and comma:ild of the air. It was agreed 

that surface and air operations were totally interdependent. And it was agreed 

that strategic air pow~r could do much - thn:r::;h how much remained a matter of 

controversy- to~eaken the capacity of the adversary to resist.· The general 

concept of war remained as it had been since the days of Napoleon: the contest 

of armed forces to obtain a position of such superiority that the victorious 

power would be in a position to impose its political will. And it was generally 

assumed that in the future, aS in. the immediate past, this \~Ould still be a 

very long-drawn-out process indeed. 

5 Sir John Slessor: "Air Power and the Future of lifar". Journal of the Royal 
United Service I:ilstitu~on August 1954 

6 For a valuable analysis of this process as applied to air power, see R.A. 
Leonard, The Rise of the Bomber: a Comparative Analysis of the Development 
of National Doctrines of Strategic Bomber Aviation. 1914-1941. Ph.D. thesis, 
University of London 1968 
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The advent of nuclear Heapons,to the eyes of the layman, transfomed 

the entire nature of-_war. But/f:fi~ professional .. they made remarkably little 
-, 

difference at. least in ~' conf.licrbetween two powers of the size of the 

United States and the Soviet Union. These weapons obviously would make it 

possible to inflict with ·far greater rapidity the 'kirid"'o.f damage ·15y"wnich 

·the strategic bombing offensive had crippled Germany and Japan. But the 

stockpiles of bombs ~1ere small - how small is still not known. The bombs 

'~ere vulner8ble to interception;· and they had to operate from "bases which 

had to.be protected by land·amies which would have in th~ir turn to be 

supplied by sea. All this was pointed out to the general public by, among 

others, two scientists with long experience in military planning- the 

British Professor P .1'1. S. Blackett and the American Dr. Vannevar Bush. 

Blackett, on the basis of careful caloubtions from unclassified material, 

concluded in 1948 that "a long-range atomic bombing offensive against a 

large continental Power is not likely to be by itself decisive within the 

next five years"J· Bush, a figure closely associated with the American 

military·establishment; described in 1949 a' conflict barely distinguishable 

from the last. 

The opening phases would be in the air, soon followed by sea 
and land action. Great fleets of bombers would be in action at once, 

' 

but this would be the opening phase only ••• They could undoubtedly 
devastate the cities and the war potential of the_ enemy and its satellites, 
but it is highly doubtful if they could at once stop the march of great 
land armies. To overcome them would require a great national effort, and 
the marshalling of all our strength. The effort to keep the seas open 
would be particularly hazardous, because of modern 's\lbmarilies/ and' severe 
efforts would be needed to stop them at. the source. Such a war would be 
a contest of the old form, with variations:· and new techniques of one 
sort er another. But, except for greater use8of the atomic bomb, it 
would not differ m~ch from the last struggle. · 

- It was along these lines that planning went forward when the framework 

of the North Atlru1tic Treaty Organization was established at the end of the 

1940s. ··Such ideas were leg< timate deductions from the then "state of the. art". 

NATO planners had to think, wha-t' .could be done with _the weapons they had 

available, not with those which might or might not be developed in ten years' 

time. But a few academic strategists were already thinking ahead. Because 

their views had little immediate relevance they had little· impact on policy, 

but the historian can salvage and admire, the shrewd insights shown by two 

thinkers who had already established their reputation in the pre-nuclear era: 

7 F .M. S. Blackett _: The Mili tar.v and Political Conseguences of Atomic Energy 
(London 1948) P• 56 

8 Vannevar Bush: Nodern Arms and Free Men _ (New_ York 1949) PP• 115-6 
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as.militRry, to which nuclear retaliation would be irrelevant. Armed forces 

would still be required to fight 'sub-atomic war', but the emphasis should . . . . 
be on their mobility,. both tactical and str~tegic. 

The great 2rmies of the past would be irrelevant to the·needs of the 

nuolear.age. Liddell. Hart did not, at this stage, consider·the problems and 

contradictions of limited war, including the.possibility which emerged fifteen 

years later, that it might be necessary to have large conventional forces 

precisely in order to keep war limited. 

Neither did he explore the implications and requirements of deterrence, 

Brodie, however, with.his collaborators in the Yale Institute.of International 

Studies publication The'Absolute. \veapon, did exactly this, and with remarkable 

prescience. Much that· he wrote was to become unquestionably valid only with 

the. development of thermonuclear weapons, but his insights were none tpe 

less remarkable for that. He rejected, for example, the whole concept ~f a 

"mobilization· baf?e''· "The "iiea" he wrote, "which must be driven home above 

all. else is that a military establishment which· is expected to fight on after 

the nation has undergone atomic· bomb attack must. be prepared to fight with the 
10 

men already .mobilized and with the equipment already in the arsenals". More 

important, he set out the whole. concept ·of a stable balence of second-strike 

·forces. 

If{"wrote Bodii/ 11 the atomic bomP·.can be used without fear of 
substantial retaliation in kind, it wili cleerly encourage eggression, 
So much the more reason, therefore, to take all possible steps to assure 
that ·multilateral possession of the bomb, should that prove inevitable, 
be attended by arrangements to make as. nearly certain as· possible that 
the ~ggressor who uses the bomb will have it used against him ••• 

9 B.H. Lidde11-Hart: The Revolution in Warfare (London 1946) p. 87 

10 Bernard Brodie (ed): The Absolute Weapon (New York 1946) p. 89 

11 Brodie Op. cit. p. 75..;6, 
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,,,Thus, the first and most vital step in any American programme 
for the age of atomic bombs is to take measures to guarantee to ourselves 
in case of attack the possibility of retaliation in kind. The writer in 
making that statement is not for the moment concerned about who will win 
the next war in which atomic bombs are used, Thus far the chief purp~ 
of our military establishment has been to win wars, From now on its 
chief purpose must be to avert them. It can have almo'st no other useful 
purpose. 

Not until thermonuclear weapons had been developed and the Soviet Union 

had shown itself to possess an intercontinental delivery system did the US 

Joint Chiefs of Staff accept Brodie's logic; though it is significant that 

shortly after the publication of this work Brodie joined the newly formed RAND 

·Corporation, where with the support of the US Air Force the full implications 

and requirements of his ideas were to· be exhaustively studied. The first 

western government to adopt the concept of 'deterrence'·as the basis of its 

military policy was that of the United Kingdom in 1952; very largely thanks 

~o the thinking of Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir John Sleseor the then 
·.·· (12) 
Cha:i.ppa.n of the Chiefs of Staff, · · · 

Giving a late account of his stewardship at Chatham House inl953, Slessor 

was to say 

.,. 

, ... The aim of Western policy is not primarily to be ready to win a wai:' 
·with the world in ri.i.ins - though we must be as ready as possible tp .do'.·:· 
that if it is forced upon us by accident or miscalculation. It, if:!; t~e.' ' .. 
prevention of war. The bomber holds out to us the greatest, perhaps the 
only hope of that. It is the great deterrent,(l3) 

This doctrine of "the great deterrent" was to unleash withinthe United· 

Kfntsd~~ a·d~bate.whichforeshadowed that set off in the United' St~'t~s by.j;h~ 
'. -· -- .. · .- , , ,., . ·•, , •·· •· ·:. '' .. _;-· '" .. ~-,~-- ,·• C''o:·:··.'·;,!,; ¥~·);-'\.~·,::',::, •;(-:;., )_ ~"; 

comparable 'New Look' strategy which Mr. Dulles was formally to linveil tqj;lre· 

in January 1954. Among its earliest and ablest critics we~e the'nien whb,'fo1ir 

years later, were to\e pri~ily r~~:Poilsible for the foundation ~f the 

I 

Institute for Strategic Studies: Rear Admiral Sir AnthooyBuzzard, Mr. Richard 

Goold-Adams, Mr. Denis Healey and Professor P.M,S, Blackett, In its public 

pre~entat:i.on by Ministers and senior offic~rs,. the doctrine of ''massive riitaliS.tion!l 

provided its critics in England with an even easier target than it did in the 
. . . •- . .. '- . . . ...,_. . ' ~ . ' ' ·. _, '' . / ~ -.- ,; :- ;·; _ _.: . -~ _.· ~· :; .: :~ 

U!li ted States, No off;icial distinction was made between th~ use of· :iloi!lber . 
:.' _--:_ -.· _· _.. ··.. . - ' . - - -·- ·- . '·'' '" .. ,, y· :: . ~\ ·_·~-_:< ~·.:. t."·:\ ~;; ·; 

Command as a first-strike force in 'response to a Soviet 1 ooi):veiiti()ha~' .Jnifa~ioh 

of Western Europe and as a second-strike force to retaliate after a Soviet 

nuclear attack, In face of the growing str~ngth of Soviet nuclear-strike forces, 

(12) Richard N. Rosecrance: The Defense of the Re~~m (Columbia University Press, 
New York and London 1967) p.l59o 

(13) Marshal of the RAF Sir John Slessor, 'The Place of the Bomber in British 
Policy'. Reprinted in The Great Deterrent (London 1957) p,l23. 
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the first role appeared to lack political, the second.technical 1credibility. 

Liddell Hart had already pointed out in 1950 that defence against nuclear 

weapons would .be credible only if accompanied by massive civil-defence measures 

of a kind which no government showed any sign of being prepared tci carry out.(l4) 

Britain's military leaders indeed at first assumed that the civilian population 

might be induced to grin and bear the nuclear holocaust as cheerfully as they 

had endured the German blitz. The inhabitants of areas which contained no 

protected installations, suggested Slessor, "must steel themselves to risks 

and take what may come to them, knowing ~?at.thereby they are playing as 

essentialfr;art in the country's defence as the pilot in the fighter or the man 

behind the gun".(l~~is attitude presumably remained the basis of British official 

thinking until the acquisition of the Polaris·missile-system gave the United 

Kingdom a second-strike weapon which was technically if not politically credible. 

The .validity of this thesis however gave rise .to widespread doubts, and not 

only among the members of the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament. In a famous 

lecture to the Royal United Service Institution in November 1959 1 aft~r 

Mr. Duncan Sandys had, in two Defence White Papers, l~id yet greater stress on 

the importance of "the deterrent", Lieutenant General Sir John Cowley was to . . 
. ask a question unusual for a senior serving officer: 

The choice of death or dishonour is one which has always faced the 
professional fighting man, and there must be no doubt in his mind what his 
answer must be. He chooses death for himself so that his country may 
survive, or on a grander scale so that the principles for which he is 
fighting may survive. Now we are facing a somewhat different situation·, 
when the reply is not to be given by,individuals but by countries as a 
whole. Is it right for the Government of a country to choose' complete 
destruction of the population rather than some other alternative, however 
unpleasant that alt·ernative may be?(l6) 

As a coherent theory of strategy in the traditional sense, the doctrine 
. 

of deterrence by the threat of massive retaliation, in the simple form in which 

it was set out by the British and American governments in the early nineteen

fifties, is not easy to defend, and its exponents tended. at times to use the 

vocabulary of exhortation rather than that of rational argument in their attempts 

to justify it. · But three points should be noted if we are to appreciate their 

standpoint. First, the British Chiefs of Staff from the beginning saw Bomber 

Command as a supplement to rather than a substitute for the United States Strategic 

Air Command, with the task of·striking at targets of particular significance. 

(14) B.H, Liddell-Hart: The Defence of the West (London 1950) pp.97 1134,1391 l40. 

(15) Sir John Sl.essor: Strategy .for the· West (London 1954) p.l06. 

(16) Lieut. General Sir John Cowley: "Future Trends in Vfarfare". Journal of the 
Royal United Service Institution February 1960, p.13. General Cowley 
received no further promotion, and since his lecture no serving officer 
has been permitted to.spe8k at the R."U.S.I, ·unless his text has been cleared 
by the Ministry of Defence. 
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for the United Kingdom. Its strategic utility and its credibility as a 

deterrent were thus to be judged- unlike the French force de frappe ~·within 

the context of the Western deterrent force as a whole. Cl?) Secondly it was an 

attempt, like the American 1New Look'· two years later, to solve the problem

and one far more difficult for the United Kingdom than for the United States - of 

maintaining an effective military force in a peacetime economy. The burden of 

rearmament assumed in 1950 had proved not only economically crippling but· 

politically unacceptable; and since the political objective of the United 

Kingdom was the maintenance, virgo intacta, of the status quo in Europe, a 

policy which imposed the maXimum penalty for~ violation of that status quo 

was not so irrational as it appeared. A vital interest is what one declares 

to be a vital interest; and for the United Kingdom not one inch of Western 

Europe could be considered negotiable. 

Finally, as British officials repeatedly said later in the decade, 1The 

Great Deterrent' existed not to fight but to deter war: "If it is used, it 

will have failed". This argument was open to the rejoinder that a strategy 

which was not militarily viable was not politically credible, but this rejoinder 

is by no means conclusive. The concept of 'deterrence' takes us out of the 

familiar field of military strategy into the unmapped if not unfamiliar territory 

of political bargaining, where total rationality does not invariably reign 

supreme. Schelling and others. were only then beginning their studies of "the 

strategy of conflict"; but even without the help of game-theory techniques, 

it could be reasonably argued that, even if there was. only one chance in a 

hundred that a political move would really be met by the threatened nuclear 

response, that chance would be an effective deterrent to any responsible 

statesman.* "The most that the advocates of the deterrent policy have ever 

claimed for it" said Slessor in 1955 "is that it will deter a potential 

aggressor from undertaking total war as an instrument of policy, as Hitler did 

in 1939, or from embarking upon a course of international action which obviously 

.involves a serious risk of total war, as the Austrian Govei'!lll\ent did in l914."(l8) 
., ':''.' ·.',-'· '· •.·· '··' .· ·.=r·;> -····-:,. ~ :~·-.. - ,_,, :_~ ,:_:-·.-' :'• _-; '':·;-.· :'-.: ·;~~ r,~- -,~~ :/i. ·:i 

C~rtairll~ t:,e Brh:i,sh il.dvoc~:t~s o£ th~. l.deter:,.'ent:.potioy' in the J95o'~' 

did not un!lerrate the. cqn,tinu;i.ng impori<a!fCE1 of.Col).fl;ic:ts wh;i.ch would~ be • 
; •' ,, - . . '. - '_. . .. ;.. . ' ___ ,. . _. .;· .. -·: .·· 

deterred by nuclear weapons. Liddell Hart repeatedly pointed out that nuclear 

stalemate would encourage local and indirect aggression which could be countered 

(17) Resecrance, op. cit. pp. 160-1. 

(18) Slessor, Lecture at Oxford University,, April .1955, reprinted in The Great 
Deterrent P• 181. 

*This of course begs the whole question so carefully examined by Stephen Maxwell 
in Adelphi Paper No. 50: Rationality in Deterrence. 

,. 
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only by conventional forces; a lesson which British armed forces tied down in 

operai;ions from Cyprus to Malaya had no need to learn,_ Faced with the double 

burden of deterring total wars and fighting small ones, it was natural enough 

for British strategists to ad•Jpt the doctrine later termed "minimal deterrence", 

This was stated with uncompromising clarity by Blackett in 1956: 

I think we should act. as if atomic and hydrogen bombs have abolished 
total war and concentrate our efforts on working out how few atomic bombs 
and their carriers are required to keep it abolished. In the next few 
years I see the problem not as how many atomic bombs we can afford but as 
how few we need. For every hundred million p~ds spent on offensive and 
defensive preparations for global war, which almost certainly will not 
happen, is so much less for limited and colonial wars, which well may.(l9) 

British strategic thinkers in fact - even Slessor after his re-tirement -

tended to take the existence of stable deterrence very much for granted, In 

view of the highly classified nature of all information relating to yo~ber 

Command and the absence of any serious intercourse between Ministry of Defence 

officials and freelance strategic thinkers, this was not altogether surprising, 

It enabled them to concentrate, not only on problems of limited wars (Liddell Hart) 

but on graduated deterrence and restraints on war (Buzzard) and, in the atmosphere 

of detente which followed the German Summit Meeting of 1955, on 'disengagement', 

disarmament and arms control (Blackett and Healey). When a few years later 

American thinkers questioned the validity of the doctrine of 'minimal deterrence' 

they evoked from Blackett a violent rejoinder, (20) in which he expressed the 

fear that to depart from such a policy would only lead to an endless and 

increasing arms race, But by the end of the nineteen-fifties it was becoming 

clear that any doctrine of deterrence depended for its validity on technical 

calculations which stretched far beyond the orthodox boundaries of strategic 

thinking; and on which it was difficult for thinkers who did not enjoy access 

to the facilities available in the United States to pronounce with any degree 

of authority, 

Within the United States the controversy was now well under way. It had 

been got off to. an excellent start by Mr. John Foster Dulles, whose definition 

of the doctrine of 'massive retaliation' in January 1954 had been far more 

precise and dogmatic than the statements emanating from Whitehall to the same 

effect during the past two years. This, it-will be remembered, announced the 

intention of the United States Administration to place its military dependence 

.. :·:~ { 

(19) P.M.S. Blackett: Atomic Energy and East-West Relations (Cambridge 1956) p. 100. 

(20) P. Blackett:: ·'Critique of Some Contemporary Defence Thinking'. First 
published in Encounter in 1961, this article is reprinted in Studies of War, 
PP• 128-146. See also Blackett 1s dissenting note in Alastair Buchan: 
NATO in the 1960's (London 1960), _ .. 
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"primarily upon a great capacity to retaliate, instantly, by means and at 

places of our ovm choosing", thereby gaining "more basic security at less 
21 cost", The rationale behind this policy was of course political and 

economic: American weariness with the Korean War, and the desire of the 

Republican Party to return to financial 'normalcy' after what they regarded 

as the ruinous spending spree of the last four years, 22 It should perhaps 

be judged, not as a coherent strategic doctrine, but as a political expedient 

- or even as a diplomatic communication, itself a manoeuvre in a politico

military strategy of 'deterrence', By these criteria the policy must be 

pronounced not ineffective, But its log~cal fallacies were too glaring to be 

overlooked. The assumption of American invulnerability to a pre-emptive or 

a retaliatory strike was unconvincing in the year in which the Soviet Union 

first u.~veiled their intercontinental bombers, Even when that assumption had 

been justifiable four years earlier, American nuclear monopoly had not deterred 

the Korean conflict; and in that very year American nuclear power was to 

prove irrelevant to the conflict in Indo-China. These, and other points, were 

rapidly made with force and relish by Democrat politicians and sympathisers out 

of office, academic specialists, and members of the armed services which were 

being cut back to provide greater resoUrces for the Strategic Air Command, 

There has perhaps never been a strategic controversy which has not been., 

i'rett~d:':oy''p61itical'·passions and service interests, It is entirel!f under-'-
, ·', . ' . -· . . 

standabl\', _and for our ,purposes -quite unimportru,t, that the. UtSi .~<ir Fqrce . · .· 
' . . . -· ... · ·-:· .} _· :;_· ; . · ..... . 
should have sought every argument to justify the doctrine of massive retaliation 

' . ·. -- •· -. 

while the- U,S, Army powerfully .. supported its opponent,.,,, '':J:,at .ie s;i.gnif;i.qll!lt 
' . '.'. ·.-. .-· 

however .. is. that the ;Lat:ter inclu~ed every strategic t:1inker of any col'ls!lquen<;!l 

in the United States; and the failure of the present writer to find any eeriqus 
. ' ........ •... . -· .. '- ·-· - . - ' ~ ·. •" ' ' -· - ., ..• . . . '' 

academic defence of the doctrine may not be entirely due to unfamiliarity with 
. . . , . - . • . . -~ - . . -_, .. r .... ,. 

the literature, Among the first criticS waS th~J.t l)iO~~Elr~f 4e~;'r:gence ~ljeqr.)'! 

perJ1ard Erpqie' \VhO published in rq6~e~b~;· 195~3o~e: oi' t~e earli~st ana+.is~S :qf 

~h~. i!1~9s•'?f., '-1~m:itf?4. w~,t1, ~n naH,q/111-~ ~?t~~!l .. 'pu~the:,·f:Lfst •l,'~a11Y,fo,~da!J+e 
broadside wa~. fited )ly, ~ @;roup of. ss:hol~s ~t; the Prince tort Centre' of > .. · . ,., . . 

International Studies under the leadship of William w. Kaufmann, in a collection 

of_ essays publi~~ed. inJ956 Ul1der.~hs.i!l-lJ,OC\tous,...soJ,l!lQ,ing title_Military Policy 

and National Security, In this work Kaufmann himself stressed the need for the 

., '., ., .. 

), . '.'. ' "--·. • ,J .• 

22, See the analysis '"The New Look'' of 195~' by Glenn H, Snyder, in Warner R, 
Schilling, Paul Y. Hammond and Glenn H, Snyder: Strategy, Policy and Defense 
Budgets (Columbia University Press 1962) pp. 379 - 524, 

23. Brodie: 'Unlimited Peapons and Limited \iar 1 , The Reporter, 18 November 1954. 
For an indispensable annotated bibliography of the whole controversy, see 
Morton H. Halperin: Limited "far in the Nuclear Age (John Wiley, New York and 
London 1963). 
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United States to have the capacity to meet, and therefore deter, communist 

aggression at every level; 24 that "spectrum of deterrenceuin fact which !{Jr, 

Robert McNamarra was to develop, not without some assistance from Dr. Kaufmann 

himself, when he became Secretary for Defense four years later, In the same 

work Dr. Roger Hilsman discussed the actual conduct of nuclear war; both 

making the distinction between counterforce and countervaluet.argets in total 

war, and considering the tactics. of war with nuclear weapons fought on the 

ground; 25 and Professor Klaus Knorr gave one of the earliest published 

estimates of the kind of civil defence policy which might be feasible and 

necessary if the United States were really to employ the kind of nuclear 

strategy implied in Mr._ Dulles 1s statement. 26 _ Finally Mr. Kaufmann emphasised 

the necessity for ensuring that military force should be tailored to the actual 

requirements. of foreign policy: a point which was to be expanded more fully 

in tv;o important books published the follo1ring year, 
. . .. . 
·These were Dr. Robert Osgood 1s study of Limited '!ar and Dr. Henry Kissinger 1s 

Nuclear Yleapons and Foreign Policy. 27 Neither author had any significant 

experience of military operations or operational research, Their intellectual 

training was in the disciplines of history and political science; but with the 

shift of-strategic thinking from the problem of waging-war to that of its 

prevention:, this background was at least as relevant as any more directly con

cerned-with military affairs. Both analysed the traditional rigidity of the 

American attitude towards war and peace,·contrasting it with the flexibility.of 

communist theory and, as they saw it; practice, Both emphasised the-irrelevance 

of strategic·nuclear weapons.to the conduct of.foreign_policy in peripheral 

areas, Both stressed,-as·had Kaufmann, the need to provide the appropriate 

forces for the fighting of limited wars; and both considered. that tactical 

nuclear weapons should be regarded as appropriate for this purpose - a view 

sh!lred by Mr, Dulles himseu, 28 and by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. under the Chair

manship of Admiral Radford. 

Osgood based his belief in the need to use nuclear weapons in limited we.rs 

largely on the difficulty of preparing troops to fight with both nuclear and con-

24, William W, Kaufmann (ed) :. Military Policy and National Security (Princeton 
University Press 1956) PP• 28, 38, 257. · 

25. Ibid. pp. 53-7, 60-72. 

26. Ibid. pp. 75':'!91· 

27, Robert E. Osgood: Limited War:. the Challen·,-e to American Strata (University 
of Chicago Press 1957 • Henry A. Kissinger: Nuclear Weapons and Foreign 
J"nlicy (New York, 1957), · '· 

28, J,F, Dulles: 'Challenge and Response in United States' Policy', Foreign 
Affairs, October 1967. 
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ventional weapons. 29 Kissinger, whose study developed out of panel dis7 
cussions at the Council on Foreign Relations in >Thich a number of profe~sional 

soldiers took part, went into the question more deeply, discussing both the 

possible modus operandi of tactical nuclear forces and the kind of limitations 

which might be agreed between two.belligerents anxious not to allow their 

military confrontati~n to get out of hand,30 In doing so he aligned himself 

with the views of Rear Admiral Sir Anthony Buzzard, who was energeticallY 

canvassing before British audiences both the value of tactical nuclear weapons 

in making possible graduated deterrenc.e at acceptable cost, and the feasibility 

of negotiating agreed limitations on· the conduct of war.-31 But Buzzard's 

views were hotly contested in England. Slessor gave them general support, 

but Liddell.Hart was highly sceptical (believing the capabilities of conventional 

forces to be unnecessarily underrated) and Blackett, after some hesitation, came 
32 . 

out flatly against them. In the United States the same controversy blew up. 

Brodie, writing in 1959, was prepared to admit only that there might be ~ 

circumstances in which tactical nuclear weapons might be appropriate, but 

considered that "The conclusion that nuclear weapons must be used in limited 

wars has been reached by too many people, too quickly, on the basis of· too 

little analysis of the problem". Schelling. the following year suggested that 

the break between conventional and nuclear weapons was one of the rare 'natural' 

distinctions which made tacit bargaining possible in limiting war.33 ~_this 
time Kissinger himself had had second thoughts, and agreed. that, though tacti~al 

nuclear weapons were a necessary element in the spectrum of deterrence, they 

29. Osgood, op. cit., p.258. 

30. Kissinger, op. oit., pp. 174-202, 

31. Anthony Buzzard et al. On Limiting Atomic War. (Royal Institute of Internalio~al 
Affairs, London 1956). . 
'The H-Bomb: Massive Retaliation or Graduated Deterrence', Interne.tional f,ffairs 
1956. . 

32. Slessor: . 'Total or Limited War?' in The Greet Ilet~rrent, pp. 262-284. Liddell
Hart: Deterrent or Defence:- a Fresh Look at the. West'' s Mili ta Fosi tion · 

(London 19 0 pp~ 74-81. Blackett: 'Nuclear Weapons and Defence', International 
Affairs October 1958. 

33. Brodie: Strategy in the Missile Age (Frinceton University Press 1959) ·p.330 
Thomas c. Schelling: The Strategy of Conflict (Harvard University Press 1960) 
pp.262-266. But the debate continued Brodie in Escalation and the Nuclear 
Option(Princeton University Press 1966) was to argue strongly against what had 
by then become Imown as the-"firebreak" theory, and emphasise the deterrent
value of tactical nuclear >Teapons. 
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could not take the place of conventional forces,(34) Within a year Mr. McNamara 

was to take the debate into the council chambers of NATO, where the advocates 

of tactical· nuclear weapons had already found staunch allies among officials 

'grimly conscious of the Unpopularity and expense of large conventional forces, 

Throughout the 1960's the debate was to continue, in three major languages 0 · 

about the place of tactical nuclear weapons in the defence of Europe.(35) 

Only the sheer exhaustion of the participants keeps it from continuing still, 

It will be.~een that the major American contributions to strat~gic thinking 

published in 1956-7 were distinguished by two main characteristics, .They 

attempted to reintegrate military power with foreign policy, stressing, in 

contradiction to the doctrine of massive retaliation, the need for "a strategy 

of options", And they tended to be the work of ·academic institutions; 

Kaufman's group at Princeton, Osgood from Chicago, J(issinger working with the 

Council on Foreign Relatione, Their authors were thus concerned less with 

the technicalities of defence (Hilsman at.Princeton, a former West-Pointer, was 

an interesting exception) than with its political objectives, Over what those 

objectives should be, they had no quarrel with John Foster Dulles, Although 
• 

British thinkers, like British statesmen, had been exploring possibilities of 

detente ever since 1954; in the United State's the Cold War was still blowing. 

at full blast. The Soviet Union was still, in the works of these scholar:;~, 

considered to be implacably aggressive, pUrsirlugits objective of conquest in 

every quarter of the globe, its machinations visible behind every disturbance 

which threatened world stability, AB Gordon Dean put it in his introduction 

to Kissinger 1s book, "Abhorrent of war but unwilling to accept gradual Russian. 

· enslavement of other peoples around the world, which we know will eventually 

lead to our own enslavement, we are forced to ad.opt a posture that, despite 

Russian military capabilities and despite their long-range intentions,· freedom 

shall be preserved to us",(36) 'The strategy of options which they urged had 

as its object, not the reduction of tensions, but the provision of additional 

and appropriate weapons to deal with a subtle adversary who might otherwise .. 
get under the American guard. 

(34) Kissinger: The Necessity for Choice (London 1960) pp, 81-98. 

E35) The'literature is enormous, but three outstanding contributions are Helmuth 
Schmidt: Verteidigung oder Vergeltung (Stuttgart 1961); Alastair Buchan and 

· · PhiliJ? Windsori 'Arlns· and Stabilit:( in Europe (London 1963); ·and Raymond Aron: 
Le.Grand DSbat ~Paris 1963). · 

(36) Kissingeri Nuclear Weapons p. vii. 
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Two years later, in·1959-60, the major works on strategy in the United 

States showed a slignt but perceptible change of emphasis. As it happened, the 

most significant of these were the work, not of full-time academics, but of men 

.who had been working in defence research institutes on classified information, 

particularly at Rand Corporation. As a result they analysed the technical 

problems. of deterrence with an expertise which earlier works had naturally 

lacked. These problems appeared all the more urgent after the .launching of 

the Sputnik satellite in 1957; which revealed the full extent of the challenge 

which the United States had to meet from Soviet technology. For the first time 

in its history the general public of the United States felt itself in danger 

of physical attack, and the question of civil defence, which had hitherto 

preoccupied only a few specialists, became one of general concern. Yet at the 

same time there was beginning to emerge, at least in some quarters, a new 

attitude to the Soviet Union. This saw in that power not simply a threat to 

be. countered,. but a partner v1hose collaboration was essential if nuclear war 

through accident or miscalculation was to be avoided. It recognised that 

Soviet policy and intentions might have certain elements in common with those 

of the United States, and that its leaders faced comparable problems. This 

attitude was by no means general. For scholars such as Robert Strausz-Hup~ 

and William Kintner the conflict still resembled that between the Archangels 

and Lucifer rather than that between Tweedledum and Tweedledee. But the concept, 

not only of a common interest between antagonists but of a joint ·responsibility 

for the avoidance of nuclear holocaust became increasingly evident after the 

new Administration came into power in 1961.(37) 

The view which commanded growing support among American strategic thinkers 

was, therefore, that the '.balance of terror' was a great deal less stable than 

had hitherto been assumed, but ·that if it could be stabilised (which involved 

a certain reciprocity from the Soviet Union) there .would be reasonable prospects 

of lasting peace •. The instability of the balance was described by Albert 

Wohlstetter in the famous article which appeared in Foreign Affairs.at the 

beginning of 1958, describing on the basis of h~s classified studies at Rand 

Corporation, the full.requiremen~~ of an invulnerable retaliatory force: a 

stable 'steady-state1 peace-time operation within feasible budgets, the capacity . . 
to survive enemy attacks, to make and communicat.e the decision to retaliate, 

(37) For an analysis of the various attitudes of American strategic thinkers 
to the question of d~tente see Robert A. Levine: The ·Arms Debate (Harvard 
University Press 1963) passim. 
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to reach enemy territory, penetrate all defences and des.troy the target, each 

phase demanding technical preparations 
expense,(3B) 

of very considerable complexity and 
' ' 

The following year Oskar Morgenstern was to suggest, in The Question of 

National Defenee,' that the best answer to the problem as defined. by Wohlstetter, 

and the' best safeguard against ·accidental war, was to be found· in. the development 

of seaborne missiles; and that it would be in the-best interests of the United 

States if such a system could be developed by both sides, "In view of modern 

technology of speedy weapons•delivery from any point on earth to any other," 

he wrote, "it is in the interest of the United States for Russia to have an 

invulnerable 'retaliatory force and vice versa,"(39) Whether Morgenstern: reached 

this conclusion 'entirely through applying the game-theory ih which he had made 

so outstanding a reputation is not entirely clear.-· .. Professor Thomas Schelling, 

who also brought the discipline of game-theory to bear on strategy, reached the 

same conclusion at approximately the same time;(40) but ·even by cruder calculations 

its validity seemed evident, ·and the concept of a "stable balance" was central 

to Bernard Brodie's Strategy in the Missile Age, which also appeared in 1959.(4l) 

This study pulled together all the threads of strategic thinking of the past 

five years and set them in their historical context', Brodie reduced the require

ments of 'strategy in the mi'ssile age' to three: an invulnerable retaliatory 

force; "a real and substantial capability for coping with local and limited 

aggression by local application of force"; and provision for saving life· 

"on a vast scale" if the worst came·to the worst,(42) About how, if the worst 

did come to the worst, nuclear war should be conducted, he did not attempt to 

offer any guidance beyond suggesting that· the most important problem to study · 1 

was not so much how to conduct the war, but how to stop it, 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

Albert Wohlstetter: 'The Delicate Balance of Terror'. Foreign Affairs, 
January 1958. The article is reprinted in Henry A, -Kissinger (ed,): 
Problems of National Strategy (New York and London 1965)~. 

Osk~r Morgenstern: The Q,uestion of National Defence (New York 1959) p, 75, 

See particularly his 'Surprise Attack and Disarmamenti in Klaus Kn~rr (ed,): 
NATO and American· Security (Prince ton University Press 1959 )-;' •Schelling 1 s 
whole work on the-problem of dialqgue _in conflict situations is of.major 
importance, His principal articles are colle_cted in The Strateey of Conflict 
(Harvard trniversity Press 1960), 

(41) Brodie: Strategy in the Missile Age (Princeton University Press 1959), 
Chapter 8, Brodie and Schelling1 like V/ohlstetter 1 were at the time working 

···-a£R8.nd Corporat'iori', as also"was Heriiian Kahii·.-· All have acknciwledgecf' their 
mutual indebtedness during this formative cperiod'-in -their thinking. 

(42) Ibid. pp, 294-297. . '. 
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Not all of Brodie's colleagli.es-at Rand Corporation were so modest, The 

following year, 1960, saw the publication of Herman Kahn's huge and baroque 

study On Thermonuclear War~4%~e first published ~ttempt by any thinker with 

access to.classified material to discuss the action which should be taken 

if deterrence ~ fail. The horrible nature of the subject, the broad brush

strokes with which the author treated it, his somewhat selective approach to 

scientific data and the grim jocularity of the style, all combined to ensure 

for this study a recep,tion which ranged from the cool to the hysterically 

vitriolic. Many of the criticisms, however, appear to arise rather from a 

sense of moral outrage that the subject shoul~ be examined at all than_ from 

serious disagreement with Kahn's actual views. In fact Kahn basically made 

only two new contributions to the strategic debate, The first, based on the 

~lassifiea Rand StuQy of Non-Military Defense for which he had been largely 

responsible,, was that a substantial'proportion of the American population could 

survive a nuclear strike, and that this proportion might be considerably 

increased if the necessary preparations were made. The second was that the 

United States should equip her~elf with the capacity to choose among a range 

of options in nuclear as well as in non-nuclear war; that rather than relying 

on a single spasm reaction ,(von Schlieffen's. Schlacht ohne Morgen brought up 

to date) .the United States shoulq be able to conduct a controlled nuclear 

strategy, suiting its targets to its political intentions - which would normally 

be, not to destroy the enemy, but to 'coerce' him.(44) Kahn in fact reintroduced 

the concept of·an operational strategy which had been almost entirely missing, 

at least from public discussion, since the thermonuclear age had dawned ten 

years earlier. For smaller nuclear powers any such notion, as applied to a 

conflict with the Soviet Union, wasself-evidently absurd. Between the super-. . 
powers it was - and remains - a perfectly legitimate matter for analysis. . . -· . .. ~ ... ~ . 
Kahn may have exaggerated the capacity of the social and political structure 

. -·· . 
of the United States to survive a nuclear holocaust; certainly many of his 

comments and calculations were oversimplified to the point of'naivet~. But it 

is hard to quarrel with his asstimption that that capacity, whatever its true 

dimensions, could be increased by appropriate preliminary measures; while the 

pos'ition adopted by some of his critics, that even to contemplate the possibility 
. ' 

of· deterrence failing might increase the possibility of such failure, is hardly 

one that stands up to dispassionate analysis. 

(43) Herman Kahn: On Thermonuclear War (Princeton University Press 1960). 

(44) !bid, PP• 301-2. 
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At the beginning of 1961 President Kennedy 1s new Administration took office 

and Mr. Robert McNamara became Secretary for Defense, Not entirely coincidentally, 

the great .. period of American intellec~ual strategic speculation came to an end, 

after five astonishingly fruitful years. The military intellectuals were either 

drawn, like ·Kaufmann and Hilsman, into government, or returned to more orthodox 

studies on university cainpuses. Most of them continued to write •. Kahn has 

produced two furthcrworks refining some of the views expounded in On Thermonuclear 

. War.(45) Kissinger has remained a sage observer of, and a prolific commentator 

on the political scene. Osgood, Wohlstetter and Brodie have all produced 

notable work of synthesis or criticism. Perhaps the most interesting work 

has been that of Knorr and Schelling, who have broadened their studies to 

embrace the whole question of the role of military power in international 

relations;(4G) a remarkably little-explored field in which a great deal of work 

remains to be done, It would be absurdly premature to suggest of any of these 

scholars - many of them still comparatively young men - have no more substantial 

contributions to make to strategic studies;* but they are unlikely to surpass 

the intellectual achievement for which.they were individually and jointly 

~esponsible in the 1950's. Between them they have done what Clausewitz and Mahan 

did in the last century, during times of no less bewildering political and 

technological change: laid down clear principles to guide the men who have to 

take decisions. Like Clausewitz and Mahan they are children of their time, and 

their views are formed by historical and technological conditions whose 

transformation may well render them out of date, Like those of Clausewitz and 

Mahan, their principles are likely to be misunderstood, abused, or applied 

incorrectly, .and must be subjected by each generation to searching examination 

and criticism. Debate will certainly continue; but at least we now have certain 

solid issues to debate about. 

The principles established by the thinkers of the 1950's were to guide 

llr. McNamara in his work of remoulding American defence policy during the eight 

years of his period of office in the Department of Defense, '~he McNamara 

Strategy" had a logical coherence- almost an elegance- which may have commanded 

rather more admiration among academics than it did in the world of affairs,(47) 

*Since several of them are likely to be present at this conference it would also 
be remarkably tactless. . -· ' 

(45) Thinking the Unthi!Llcable. On "'scalationr Metaphors and Scenarios. (London 1965). 

(46) Knorr: On the Uses of lviilita Power in the Nuclear e (Princeton University 
Press i966 • ·Schelling: Arms and Influence Yale University Pres~ _1966) 

(47) William W, Kaufmann: The McNamara Strategy (New York 1964) provides a useful 
if uncritical account. It· should· be read in association with Bernard Brodie 1s 
dry commentary 'The McNamara Phenomenon' in World Politics July 1965. 
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fln invUlnerable second-strike force was built up ori a considerably larger scale 

th,m that considered adequate by the believers in 'minimal deterrence'• These 

forces were endowed-with the capability, even after a surprise attack, of 

retaliating selectively.against enemy forces rather than against his civilian 

population, so that "a possible opponent" would have "the strongest imaginable 

incentive to•refrain from striking our own cities".(4B) Forces for 'limited 

wars' at all levels were created, armed both with nuclear and with conventional 

weapons. This involved an increase in expenditure, but it was an increase which 

was not grudged by Congressmen alarmed by an alleged "missile gap" and happy to 

see fat defence contracts being placed withiri their home States; and the 

techniques of systems analysis which had also been developed at Rand Corporation 

were employed to keep this increase within bounds.(49) Overtures were made, 

official and unofficial, to the Soviet Union to establish arms-control agree

ments based on the principle of a stable-balance resting on invulnerable second

strike forces on either side. flnd plans were put in hand for civil ·defence 

projects on a massive scale, 

McNamara was· able to carry out much of his programme, but not all, The 

Russians were remarkably slow to absorb the-reasoning which appeared so self

evident to American academics. The American public were even slower to co-operate 

in the _sweeping measures which would have provided effective insurance against 

holocaust, The ideal of a second-strike counter-force strategy seemed to many 

critics to be one almost intrinsically impossible of realisation. llnd America's 

European aliies flatly refused his requests that they should increase their 

conventional forces to provide the necessary 'spectrum of deterrence•. The 

Germans saw this as a diminution of the deterrent to any invasion of their own 

narrow land, and besides had their own not particularly enjoyable memories of 

'conventional war', The British, struggling to maintain a world presence on 

their obstinately stagnant economy, could not afford it;·while the French had 

ideas of their own, None of them; perhaps, could produce a coherent theoretical 

framework to sustain them in their arguments, but they remained obstinately 

unconvinced, Several ·of 1tt, McNamara 1s emissaries received, in consequence, 

a somewhat gruelling introduction to the refractory world of international 

affairs, 

(48) McNamara speech at the University of Michigan at-flnn Arbor, 16 June 1962. 
Kaufmann op. cit_. p. 116. 

(49) See Charles Hitch and Roland McKean, The Economics of Defense in the Nuclear 
~(London 1960) for the promise. _The performance was-examined-in 
Planning - Programming - Budgetting: Hearings before the Subcommittee on 
National Securit and International· erations of the Committee on Government 
0 erations United States Senate, Oth Con ess 1st Session, U,S, 
Government Printing Office 1967 , 
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For the American strategic programme was based on two assumptions which 

were not accepted by all the major Allies of the United States, first, that 

America was the le11der of "the Free World" and had both the right and the· power 

to shape its strategy; and second, it was in the interests of the world as a 

·whole that the United States and the Soviet Union should enter into an ever 

closer,dialogue. Neither of these assumptions was challenged by the British; 

though not all their countrymen.admired the assiduity with which successive 

Prime Ministers set themselves up. as 'honest brokers' between the Super-Powers 

the moment they set foot inside Downing Street.· Indeed the most substantial 

British contribution to the strategic debate in the early •6o•s, John Strachey 1s 

On the Prevention of War, quite explicitly advocated a Russo-American diarchy 

as the best guarantee of world peace.(50) But on the Continent reactions were 

different. The Chancellor of the Federal German Republic took a glum view of 

a Russo-American detente which could only, in his view, confirm the division 

of his country and might even threaten the position of Berlin; and long before 

Mr. McNamara had appeared on the scene the President of the French Fifth Republic 

had made clear his own attitude to the American claim to act as leader and the 

spokesman of "the Free World". 

Too much should not be made of the personality of General de Gaulle in 

shaping the French contribution to the strategic debate which began to gain in 
' 

importance towards the end of the 1950 1s. French military experience during 

the past twenty years had been distinctive and disagreeable. 'They had their 

own views on the reliability of transmarine allies as protectors against powerful 

continental neighbours - neighbours who might in future comprise not only Russia 

but a revived Germany or, in moments of sheer nightmare, both. The decision 

to develop their own nuclear weapons had been taken before de Gail.lle came into 

power, though perhaps it took de Gaulle to ensure that they would not be 

integrated, like the British, in a common Western targeting system. General 

Pierre Gallois, the first French writer to develop a distinctive theory of 

nuclear strategy, (5l) advanced the thesis that nuclear weapons rendered traditional 

aliiance systems totally out of date since no State, however powerful, would 

risk nuclear retaliation on behalf of an ally when it really came to the point. 

In a world thus atomised (in the traditional sense of the word) the security 

-of every State lay in its capacity to provide its own minimal deterrence. The 

more States that did, indeed, the greater the stability of the international 

system was likely to be. 

(50) John Strachey: On the Prevention of War (London 1962). 

(51) Pierre Gallois: Strategie de l'Age Nucleaire. 
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··w.xtreme as Gallois's logic was, it probably reflected the sentiments of 

a large.number.of his countrymen and a substantial ·section of the French Armed 

Forces. In spite of innumerable official expressions to the contrary, there 

is every reason to suppose that many influential members of the British 

governing establishment felt very much the same about their own nuclear force. 

A more subtle variant of this doctrine was presented by Gener~l Andr~ Beaufre, 

who argued powerfully in his work, Deterrence and Strategy, that a multipolar 

.nuclear balance in fact provided greater stability than a bipolar, since it 

reduced the area of uncertainty·which an aggressor might exploit. So far 

from atomising alliances, argued Beaufre, independent nuclear forces cemented 

them, "necessarily covering the whole range of their vital interests".(52) 

He was careful to distinguish between multipolarity and proliferation. ''The 

stability provided by the nuclear weapon" he 

between reasonable powers. Boxes of matches 

argued, "is attainable only 
should not be given to.c:tJ.ildren";(53) 

·a sentiment which one can endorse while wondering what Beaufre would define, in 

international relations, as the age of consent. As for the Russo-American 

diarchy welcomed by Strachey, Beaufre specifically identified this as a danger 

to be avoided. "The prospect of a world contro:).led by a de facto Russo-American 

'condominium' is one of the possible - and. menacing - results of nuclear 

evolution" he wrote. "Looked at from this point of view, the existence of 

independent nuclear forces should constitute a guarantee that the interests 

of the other nuclear powers will not be sacrificed through some agreement 

between the two super-powers."(54) 

The doctrine of 1multipolarity 1 was thus one distinctive contribution by 

French theorists to the study of strategy in the nuclear age. The second was 

their analysis of Revolutionary War: a subject virtually ignored by American 

strategic thinkers until the Viet Nam involvement brutally forced it on their 

attention •. For the French it had been inescapable. For nearly ten years after 

the Second World War the flower of their armies had been involved, in Indo-China, 

in operations of far larger scope than the various "Imperial Policing" activities 

which absorbed so much of the attention of the British Armed Forces, and. one 

which imposed on the French nation a longer, if not a more severe strain than 

the Korean War imposed on the United States. The war in Indo-China was lost. 

(52) Andr~ Beaufre: Deterrence and Strategy .(London 1965) P• 93. 

(53) Ibid. P• 97. 
(54) Ibid. p. 140. Beaufre's experience as commander of the French land forces 

in the Suez operation of 1956 may have had some relevance to his"Views 
on this point. 
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It w~s followed by six years of struggle in Algeria which ended, for the 

French Armed Forces, no less tragically. The outcome of these wars significantly 

. altered the balance of power in the world, but the strategic concepts being 

developed in the United States appeared as irrelevant to their conduct as those 

which guided - or misguided - the French armies during the two World Wars~ 

The concepts which ~ relevant of course were those of Mao-tse Tung; those 

precepts evolved during the Sino-Japanese struggles of the 1930's and developed 

into a full theory of revolutionary warfare whereby a strongly-motivated cadre 

operating from a position of total weakness could defeat a government controlling 

the entire apparatus of the State. 

The theories of Mao lie outside the scope of this study, though there is 

little doubt that he is among the outstanding strategic thinkers of our day. 

Certainly the French paid him the compliment of trying to imitate him. The 

literature on the subject is so considerable that it may be only by hazard 

that the earliest French study to receive widespread recognition was Colonel 

analysis Les guerres insurrectionnelles et revolutionnaires Bonnet's historical 

(1955).< 55 ) Bonnet in this work gave a definition which has since been generally 

accepted: "Guerre de partisans + guerre psychologique = guerre revolutionnaire. 

Posercette equation" he went on to claim, 

tous les mouvements revolutionnaires qui, 

"c 1est formuler une loi valable pour 

aujourd 1hui 1 agitent le monde."(5G) 

On the basis of this definition and their own experiences, French military 

thinkers, true to their national intellectual traditions, attempted to formulate 

une doctrine. (It is interesting to note that the pragmatic British, whose 

cumulative experience in counter-insurgency campaigning was certainly no less 

than that of the French, thought more modestly in terms of 1techniques 1 .)(57) 
As worked out by such writers as Bonnet himself, Hogard 1 Lacheroy, Nemo .and 

Trinquier,(5B) this doctrine set out the object, both of revolutionary and 

(55) Gabriel Bonnet: Les erres insurrectionnelles et revolutionnaires de 
l 1antiguite a'nos .iours Paris 1958 • Important Unpublished studies by 
Colonel Lacheroy were in circulation at the same time. 

(56) Ibid. p. 60. 

(57) See for example Julian Paget: Counter-Insur enc. Cam ai i (London 1967), 
and Sir Robert Thompson; Defeating Communist Insurgency London 1966). 

(58) For a good select bibliography see the excellent and highly critical study 
by Peter Paret: French Revolutionary War fare from Indo-China to Algeria 
(London 1964). 
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counter-revolutionary v~ar, as the gaining of the confidence and support .of 

the people, by a mixture of violent and non-violent meane 

directed both at 'military' and at 'non-military' targets, It was not enough 

to suppress guerrillas: it was necessary to destroy the basis of their support 

alnong the population by eliminating the grievances which they exploited, by 

giving prot~ction against thir terroristic activities and, insisted the French 

writers, by a prooess of intenriive indoctrination to combat that of the 

revolutionary cadres themselves, 

It would be painful to record in detail where and why these excellent 

recommendations went wrong, The use of undifferentiated violence by legitimate 

authority undermines the basis of consent which is its strongest weapon against 

revolutionary opponents, Indoctrination of a population can be done only by 

men who are themselves indoctrinated; and since the whole essence of the 1open 

societies' of the West is virtually incompatible with the concept of ideological 

indoctrination, the men thus indoctrinated rapidly find themselves almost as 

much at odds with their own socioty as the revolutionaries they were trying to 

combat. In AJgaria the Frenc':~ Archy ·applied its doctrines with a fair measure 

of at least short-term success, but in s·o doing it alienated the sympathies of 

·its ovm countrymen, The main fault of its theorists - and of their imitators 

in the Uni.ted States - was to ·overlook the element of simple· nationalism which 

provided such strength for the insurgent forces: a curious failing in the 

country which was the original home of that immensely powerful force. They 

accepted the propaganda of their adversaries, and saw the conflict simply in 

terms of a global struggle against the forces of world communist revolution. 

Marxist categories of thought make it impossible for their theorists even to 

consider that the most potent revolutionary force in the world may be not the 

class struggle but old-fashioned 'bourgeois' nationalism; The French theorists 

were no doubt equally unwilling to· take into account a consideration which boded 

so ill for their own side, But there is good reason to suppose that the F.L.N. 

won in Algeria, not because they were Marxist but ·because they were Algerian, 

and the French were not, ):[;;>t?Jo.io§ .• mu tanS\\~. the same applied -.and applies still -

in Indo-China.. Marx and Lenin may provide the rationale of insurgency warfare; 

·Mao-tse Tung may ·p:r:;-..•:cde the tecl1i1iques; out the driving power is furnished 

by the ideas of Moe,s::;j_Ei, It is therefore· difficult for foreign troops, however 
. . 

well-intentione&, to ~;,pply counter-insurgency techni'lues, among a people which 

has awoken to a consciousness of its national identity, with any chance of 

success. 
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In addition to the doctrines of multipolarity and revolutionary war, 

France has produced yet a third contribution to strategic thinking: .the doctrine 

of indirect strategy, This was not totally novel, A group of American thinkers 

based on the Centre for Foreign Policy Research at the University of Pennsylvania 

had long been working on the assumption that "The Free World" and the com·.nunists 

were locked in a protracted conflict which could end only in the victory of 

one side or the other and in which force was only one element out or' many which 

might be used,(59) It was an assumption that could certainly be justified by 

reference to the works of Marx-Leninist theoreticians. But the publications 

of these writers tended to be as emotional and tendentious as those of the 

Marxists themselves, Certainly they had never formulated their theories with 

the clarity, reasonableness and dispassionate precision of General Andre Beaufre 

'and his colleagues at the Institut d 1ltudes Strategigues in Paris.(60) For 

Beaufre the whole field of international relations constituted a battlefield 

·in which the Communist powers, thwarted in the use of force by the nuclear 

stalemate, were attacking the West by indirect means. Strategy had progressed 

from the 'operational' (Clausewitz and Jomini) through the 'logistic' (the 
' great build-ups. of the Second World War) to the 1 indirect 1 , Political 

manoeuvres should therefore be seen as strategic manoeuvres. The adversary 

attacked, withdrew, feinted, outflanked, or dug in, using direct force where 

he could and infiltration where he could not. The West should respond accordingly, 

devise a single overall political strategy and use economic, political and 

.military means to implement it. 

The trouble with this is that it is not simply a theory of strategy but 

also a theory of international relations, If it is correct, Beaufre 1·s 

recommendations follow naturally enough; but Beaufre states his assumptions 
' 

rather than argues them, and to most students of international relations they 

are not self-evident. It is natural enough for military men to bring to the 

complex world of politics the modes of thought which they have used in dealing 

with more orthodox conflicts, and to assume that, because there is not a state 

of peace, there .is a state of war. Many senior officers throughout the Western 

world "'ould probably accept Beaufre 1 s diagnosis without question and 

unhesitatingly endorse his recommendations. Most students of international 

politics would be more sceptical. Such a view leaves too many factors out of 

(59) Robert Strausz-Hupe and others: Protracted Conflict• A Challen in 
of Communist Strategy (New York 1959 ; A Forward Strategy for America 
(New York 1961). 

(60) Andre Beaufre: An Introduction to Strategy (London 1965); Deterrence and 
Strategy (London 1965); Strategy of Action (London 1967). 
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account, ·-The world is not really polarised eo simpl:f, Communist leaders do 

nqt control events so firmly, Whatever the ideologues may say, in practice 

interests are not so implacably opposed, Strategy must certainly be shaped 

by_ the needs of policy; but policy cannot be made to fit quite so easily 

into the Procrustean concepts of the professional strategist, 

Perhaps the most significant conclusion to be dravrn from this survey is 

the extent to which the quality of strategic thinking in the nuclear age 

fs related to an _understanding of international relations, on the one hand, 

and of weapons technology on the other, There is of course nothing new in· 

this dependence, Clausewitz emphasised the first, though he never fully 

adjusted his purely strategic thinking to take account of the political 

environment whose overriding importance he quite rightly stressed, The second 

has been evident, particularly in naval and air operations, at least since the 

beginning of the twentieth century. But strategic thinkers, from Lloyd to 

Liddell Hart in his earlier wri tj_ngs, were able to assume a fairly simple model 

of international relations w<_',hi.:c. v1l1ich &:creed conflict might occur, as well as 

a basically stable technolcg:i.cal environment. Neither assumption can now be 

made. No thinking about deterrence is likely to be of value u.Dless it is 

based on a thorough understanding of 'the state of the art' in weapons tech

nology. Any thinking about limited war, revolutionary war, or indirect 

strategy must. take as its starting point an understanding of the political

including the social and economic - context out of which these conflicts arise 

or are likely to arise. Inevitably the interaction works both ways, Strategic 

factors themselves constitute an important element in international relations: 

the statesman can never be a purely despotic lawgiver to the strategist, 

Similarly, strategic requirements have inspired scientists and technologists 

to achievements they would normally consider impossible.. Increasingly the 

three fields overlap, That is why strategic studies owe at least as much to 

the work of political scientists like Raymond Aron, Arnold Wolfers, or 

John Herz, ·and ·of· physical scientists like Jerome Wiesner or P .• M.S. Blackett 

as they do to the classical strategist. But does the classical strategist any 

longer exist? 
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In the last generation something that could legitimately be described 

as a "new look" in the study of international.relatiorls has developed as 

a world movement. It springs from two, not unrelated, but quite distinct 

sources. The first is a movement from the' side of the social sciences to 

bring the· study of international relations into closer relationship with 

both the theory and the methods of the social sciences themselves. This 

might be called the social systems approach to international relations. 

It arises mainly out of a dissatisfaction with the more literary, historical, 

intuitive approach which has characterised most previous discussion of the 

subject, mainly on the grounds that it did not produce· the kind of cumulative 

growth of knowledge that is so much admired in the sciences. The se.cond 

source of .dissatisfaction with the older approach to· the subject comes from 

the "peace research movement".· This is a movement among social scientists, 

. primarily for the application.of .social. science methods to the international 

system, so that it shares .most of the discontents and the ambitions of the 

social systems approach. It is motivated, however, by strong normative 

principles, the "steam" for the movement being derived from deep dissatis

faction with the present international system and a.strong desire to replace 

it with some alternative, perhaps yet to be discovered, which would be 

less costly economically and less outrageous morally. The peace research 

movement, therefore, has much the same origins as the peace movement in 

the sense that it rejects the existing international system and denies its 

legitimacy. It differs from the peace movement, however, in being 

primarily a movement among social scientists who are not satisfied with 

exhortationeand denunciations, and who seek to achieve deeper understanding 

of the international system tlrrough the aid of the methods of social science 

in the hope of thereby finding out how to change it into something more 

satisfactory. 
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The relation between these two sources of criticism of the conventional 

approach is established by the fact that they both involve social scientists 

and the application of social sciences, and whether the motivation is out 

of idle curiosity, which is supposed to be the ideal foundation of science, 

or whether it is strong normative beliefs and a desire for a radical social 

change should not, at least, make much difference so far as the application 

and extension of the methods of the social sciences to the international 

system are concerned. The normative element, however, cannot be overlooked, 

simply because there is a strong suspicion that the older literary and 

historical approach was concerned mainly with the justification of the 

existing system and had normative principles of its own in the sense that 

its main concern was how to operate the existing system effectively, whereas 

the new approach, with a somewhat different set of normative principles 

closer to.that of ~he peace movement, is more concerned with how the exist

ing system can be transformed. In this sense the new approach is more 

radical, the,old approach more conservative. There is. certainly, however, 

a wide middle ground where they can come together. 

The word "systems" has become such a catchword, at least in the 

penumbra of the scientific ·community that there is real danger of its being 

drained of all real meaning, or even worse, that it may simply become a 

"good word" with ¥rhich to bless somewhat dubious enterprises~ Nevertheless 

it does mean·something. It ·deserves to be rescued from the dismal fate 

suggested above. It represents in the first place a clear view of the world 

as a space-time continuum in four dimensions which exhibits recognisable 

patterns. It is the perception of regularities and patterns in the space

time continuum which is the prime task of the ·epistemological process, and 

which really constitutes the growth of knowledge in any field whatever. 

The broadest possible definition of a system is anything which is not 

chaos. Specifically, it is a perceived regularity in the space-time 

continuum. In the case of relatively simple systems, such as the solar 

system, the regularities can be expressed in terms of difference, or 

differential, equations. I have elsewhere called these "difference systems" 

as they ·depend on the perception of S•table differences between successive 

states in the universe in time. More generally, if there is a stable 

relationship between the state of the system today and the state tomorrow, 

we have a difference system of the first degree; in a stable relationship 

·between .three successive states of the system, say yesterday, today and 

tomorrow, we have a difference system of the second degree and so on. 

A good example of a difference system of the first degree in the social 

' . 
1.~-.l 
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systems would be the growth of a sum at compound interest, where the amount 

tomorrow is a constant proportion of what it is today. If these relation

ships are stable over time it is possible to predict the course of the 

system into the future and to project it back into the past. This is the 

reason for the remarkable predictive successes in celestial mechanics, for 

instance, in predicting eclipses, because most of the movements of the 

solar system can be described by difference, or differential, equations of 

the second, or at least of the third, degree. 

As we move into the biological sciences difference systems break down 

as an epistemological pattern either because they do not exist at all, or 

because they become unbearably complicated. The movements even of an 

amoeba, for instance, cannot be described in terms of differential equations 

of any order whatsoever. Nevertheles~, all is not chaos. We are able to 

perceive patterns in the space-time continuum which then also can be 

projected into the future. The simplest of these is the "creode", or the 

standardised pattern of development of a living creature from a fertilised 

egg to its final death. This represents a kind of equilibrium pattern or 

line of development, variations from which may occur, but which on the 

whole is remarkably stable. The kitten never grows up into a dog and all 

individuals of any one species grow, age and die in approximately the same 

pattern. This is why the age of a human being is probably the most import

ant single piece of informatlon·about him, in spite of individual variations. 

More complex, but still discernible, patterns can be detected in the 

whole evolutionary process even though the principle of "survival of the 

fittest" may be practically empty of content, for all fitness means is 

capacity to survive. Thus we can say something about survival value in 

relation to the environment. We know something about ecological equilibria 

and ecological succession even though evolutionary theory has very little 

predictive power. 

As we move from biological into social systems the complexity of the 
' patterns again ~akes a large jump. Even so we are still a long way from 

chaos. We perceive patterns in decision-making; we perceive patterns in 

social organization, in communication networks, in role structures, which 

may effect decisions. Underlying the social system there are patterns which 

have an almost mechanical.character about them, such as the growth of 

population, or even the growth of per capita real income, or in some 

circumstances the growth of the money stock and the· rise in the price level, 

which at least for short periods behave like difference systems. They always, 
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however, seem to be subject to parametric change at unpredictable intervals. 

One can detect also in the social system evolutionary patterns. Artifacts 

like the automobile, organizations like the corporation or the national 

state, and even ideas and ideologies are recognisable as social species 

coming into the world through forms of mutation and either surviving or 

not surviving by the process of selection. Concepts of ecological 

equilibrium and succession likewise apply to society. Economists are 

familiar with the concept of an equilibrium structure of relative prices. 

This could easily be generalised to include an equilibrium structure of 

populations of social species of all kinds and their inter-relations. 

Just as a pond maintains an equilibrium of populations of chemicals, algae, 

bacteria, fish, frogs and so on, society maintains a kind of equilibrium -

commodities, industries, churches, families, schools, political organizations 

and so on. We can even detect a structure of "niches" or probability peaks 

of certain types of organisms. In Australia, the marsupials developed into . 
marsupial equivalents of the dog, the deer, the bear and so on. In socialist 

countries we find party functionaries playing the role of the clergy, the 

managers of socialist enterprises acting like businessmen, and so on. 

The contrast between the older literary and historical approach and 

the social systems approach should not be drawn. too sharply simply because 

both, after all, are studying the same thing; the images which they derive 

should therefore be recognisably similar. Nevertheless the social systems 

approach does have some peculiarities of its own which may be subject to 

differing evaluations. It tends to have, for instance, what might be called 

a "Copernican syndrome"; that is, a shift from a "homocentric" to a 

"universalist" systems point of view. Thus the older approach to international 

relations often looked at the system from the point of view of an individual 

nation, as the Ftolemaic system looked at the universe from the earth. It 

does take a certain leap of the imagination, which, oddly enough, is almost . 
, poetic in character, to see the international system as a total system 

involving the whole surface of the earth into which each nation or other 

unit interacts, theoretically at least, with every other, as,for instance, 

in the Laplaceian system every planet and every other body in the solar 

system interacts with every other. 

Another characteristic of the systems point of view is largely con

cerned with the improvement of the perceptive apparatus as it is involved 

in information collection and processing. It is at least a tempting 

generalisation to suggest that the essence of a scientific revolution is a 

combination of a Copernican type of theoretical shift in point of view 
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(new-theoretical model as a result) with an improvement in the perceptual 

apparatus. In astronomy the original Copernican revolution went hand in 

hand with the development of the telescope. In general, science has owed 

an enormous amount to the development of improved perceptual apparatus 

such as the microscope, spectroscope and the radiotelescope and so on. 

We find the same phenomenon in the social sciences. The ~ynesian 

revolution in economics, -for instance, was associated in the first place 

with a.Copernican change :i:n "stance" from the particular and partial 

equilibrium theory-of Alfred Marshall to what was essentially a macro

economic general equilibrium model of Keynes, This would almost certainly 

not have been successful, however, if it had not come along with a profound 

improvement in the collection and processing of economic information, 

represented by the development of national income statistics, and the 

development of such concepts as the gross national product and its 

various constituents, which fitted very easily into the Keynesian framework 

and supported it with massive empirical data. 

A great deal of the present dissatisfaction with our state of knowledge 

of the international system arises from the ·belief that the existing 

apparatus for collecting and processing information about it is not only 

hopelessly inadequate, but is even corrupt and is, ·indeed, designed to 

produce false images of the world, These images, furthermore, are not 

subjected to any feedback processes which would correct them, The whole 

organization of the international system is designed, not only to create 

false images in the minds of the decision-maker, but to protect especially 

powerful decision-makers from any existing information which might upset 

their existing images, In particular, it is argt,1ed that information which 

originates in spies, newspaper reporters and diplomats is more subject to 

error at the source than information which is collected by social scientists 

and that the organizations which process this information into the form in 

which it finally reaches a decision-maker are designed to corrupt it even 

further, It is not claimed that this corruption is necessarily conscious 

or malicious, Indeed, if it were conscious it would not be so dangerous, 

It arises indeed from a lack of self-consciousness about the nature of the 

-system itself, and from the acceptance of the system, by those who operate 

it, at its face value, 

This is a serious charge and we must examine the nature of the 

·epistemological process a little more carefully and try to substantiate it, 

The great epistemological problem, as Hume pointed out a long time ago, is 

that images in the mind of the knower can never be compared directly with 
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reality, but can only be compared with other images in the same mind, 

·Hence, it is never possible to test by direct comparison the truth of an 

image; that is, its correspondence with some outside reality, Nevertheless, 

we are all convinced that successful epistemological processes do .take place; 

that is, we learn in the sense that our images become better and better 

approximations of reality, The process by which they do this is by the 

elimination of error, Error of some kind is detected.when predictions fail; 

that is; when an image of the future, as it has existed/Hfe past, is compared 

with an image at the same time and place as we have it in the future. In 

this sense, the beginning of knowledge always consists of a disappointment. 

All disappointments do no.t result in the correction of error in the basic 

image, but the steps are these: a basic image of the world leads by inference 

to some expeotatiori about the future; in the passage of time the future is 

realised 0 that it becomes present and then past, and we receive new messages 

by which our previous expectations are either confirmed or disappointed, 

Thus, suppose I have an image of my home town in which I think I know where 

the post office is and from this I predict that if I go in certain directions 

I will find the post office; If I follow my prediction and I find that the 

post office is not there, I must do one of three things -. either I must 

reject the inference, and assume that I have come to the wrong place and 

gone the wrong way; or I must reject the message that tells me that the 
• ' ~ I 

post office is not there and denounce this as a delusion; or I have to change 

my basic image of where the post office is, It is only by protecting our

selves against rejection of either the inference or the message that 

disappointment results in the correction of error in the basic image. In 

our ordinary life, in what I have 9alled "folk knov.-ledge", in fact., we do 

this all the time and I have argued that there is no essential difference 

in.the epistemological process by which we derive knowledge of any kind, 

whether this is folk knowledge or the more elaborate knowledge which results 

from· the scientific method. The difference indeed between folk knowledge 

and scientific knowledge is in the complexity of the systems involved, not 

in the epistemological method. 

Consider now our image of the international system and compare it with 

'our previous image of the post office. It is clearly much more complex, 

It consists as does our image of the post office of an image of certain 

static structures - for instance, nations and their boundaries, armed forces, 

governments, certain people occupying certain roles, certain lines of 

communications, certain expected sources of messages of varying degrees of 
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reliability and so on. It consists also, however, of certain expected or 

pr6bable patterns in time as well as in space, of certain causative relations. 

Ou;·image of the post office might also include an image of the effects of 

a few sticks of dynamite upon it. Thus, it consists ;i.n part of, various 

possible patterns of the future which may also, of course, be' subject to 

varYing probability, patterns of the sort that if A does thi·s, B will do 

that. It also consists of certain rather vague principles, such as the 

balance ·of power, or the domino theory, or Lebensraum, or traditional 

enmities. 
~ j i! .! 1 ' 

Unfortunately, because of the extreme complexity of the system, the 

difficulty of maki11g exact predictions, and hence the difficulty of 

perceiving disappointment even when it occurs, these images tend to be 

self-reiTiforcing and are not subject to the kind of progressive elimination 

of error which takes place in simpler systems. The key to the problem 

indeed is the probablistic nature of the predictions involved, especially 

where the events predicted are not members of a large class of similar events. 

Thus if one predicts an event tomorrow, let us say rain with a fifty per cent 

probability, it is virtually impossible to be disappointed, for whether it 

rains or does not rain, the prediction is fulfilled. If, of course, the 

event is one of a large class of similar events the insurance principle can 

be applied and we can predict, for instance, that out of a million people 

age sixty this year, so many will die within the year. The degree of 

probability is so high that if the prediction did not come true we would 

certainly be disappointed. ·In the international system, however, events 

tend to be unique. Hence, probabilities are very hard to determine. How 

could we say, for instance, what/¥~~ probability of a nuclear war at the 

time of the Cuban crisis in 1962? Even if it was 95 per cent we Will never 

know because we were in the five per cent. 

Probabilistic systems, and especially systems with strong random com

ponents in them, are highly likely to produce superstition, that is, the 

perception of order where it does not exist, and the development of self

fulfilling images of the world, because the ordinary processes by which. 

error is detected and corrected do not operate. If we believe strongly 

that we have done something which is unlucky, like spilling salt or walking 

under a ladder, not only is something bad more likely to happen to us, and 

we may· even subconsciously desire it, but in our perception of subSequent 

events, we will censor out the good things and only remember the bad ones 

so that our superstition will be confirmed. 
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The international system is not only highly probabilist1cin its nature 

ana especially in the nature of its predictions, but it also contains strong 

random elements in so far. as its dynamics depend on the decisions of 

relatively few people. Random elements are not cancelled out by the law of 

large .numbers, as they tend to be,. for instance, in the operations of the 

market and in rnB.Ily aspects.of economic life. We would expect it, therefore, 

to be a systelll: which is peculiarly. subject to superstition, .to the perception 

of non-existing order of which perceptions will tend to be self-justifying, 

even sometimes self-fulfilling, both in the general perceptual apparatus of 

the perceiver, and also in the organizational setting in which he operates. 

All organizations operate as information filters which filter out and 

condense information as it passes up through the heirarchy, so that by the 

time that information reaches the powerful decision-makers it has been 

filtered many, many times. If the powerful decision-makers are able to 

control their information receivers they are likely to ·find themselves in an 

essentially schizophrenic position in which reality testing, in the sense 

of change of images through disappointment, becomes almost impossible. 

The basic criticism of the literary and historical approach to a study 

of the international system is that it is subject. to precisely the same 

epistemological diseases which afflict the system itself since it does not 

lead into any radical criticism of the, system or to the development of new 

models and new information. This criticism is perhaps unfair to many devoted 

scholars who have ranged widely in their historical sources, who have tried 

to be objective, and who certainly tried to look beyond the image of the 

syst\O'm as it seems to have been present .in the minds of the major actors in 

it. The scholar has access to more sources of information, he .can be 

wise after the event, and one should never underestimate the capacity.of 

poetic insight to perceive patterns in the record which. the most pains

taking numerical and statistical analys:j.s may fail to perceive. Neverthe

less, there is a very strong feeling.that what we have had hitherto is not 

good enough. The more complex the system, the less likely it is to be 

unraveled and be made explicit by insight. Poetic insight alone, for 

instance, would never have given us our present knowledge of DNA and all the 

philosophers in the world would never .have split the atom. Complex systems 

only yield to highly complex and specific models capable of precise inference 
' ' 

with high degrees of probability and modification through feedback from 

sharp disappointment. There is a feeling, therefore, that there is a great 

d'eal more to know about the international system than can possibly be . 
revealed by the methods of literary, philosophical and historical research 

of the old type. 
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Turning now to the contribution of the peace research movement, the 

problem here is the impact of normative criticism on the general 

epistemological process, There is a myth that the success of the scientific 

method in various fields is a result of its freedom from normative considerations, 

its icy objectivity and its rejection of the "ought" in favour of the "is", 

As no myth can survive without some elements of truth, there are of course . 
elements of truth in this one, Nevertheless, it is by no means the whole 

truth and it can be extremely misleading, It is not only that the scientific 

subculture itself, like all subcultures, is possessed of a strong ethic 

without which it could not exist, but also normative considerations have 

always played a significant role in the epistemological process itself at 

the level of scientific knowledge as well as at the levels of folk knowledge 

and literary knowledge. Knowledge always grows towards what is of interest 

to the knower and norn~tive co~siderations are powerful generators of 

interest. Idle curiosity and random search have their ovrn place in the 

growth of knowledge, but it would be a rash assumption indeed to suppose . . ' 

that they dominate the process. The importance of what might be called 

"normative discontent", therefore, is that it creates interest in areas of 

knowledge which might otherwise be neglected, 

The fact that normative considerations are capable of perverting the 

growth of knowledge and of leading us, in the classic words of Will Rogers, 

towards "knowing things that ain 1t so", through wishful thinking and filterir.g 

out of unwanted information, should not blind us to the fact that normative 

discontent has a legitimate and indeed a ne~essary rol~ in the total process 

of learning. It is absurd to suppose that we can make a sharp distinction 

between pure knowledge, which is utterly detached from human needs and 

interests and grows at random through idle curiosity, and applied knowledge 

which is devoted to improving the lot of mankind, In fact at all levels pure 

and applied knowledge· are inextricably mixed, It is precisely when they are 

separated, indeed, that each tends to go off into superstition, philosophical 

superstition in the one case and practical superstition in the other. Thus 

the very title of "The American Philosophical Association for the Promotion 

of Useful Knowledge" gives us the key to the' success of the scientific 

enterprise, which is precisely its combination of the pure and the ·applied. 

In the physical sciences,·for instance, the useful knowledge of engineering, 

and the philosophical knowledge of physics and chemistry, are continually 

fed one into the other in a co-operative ecological relationship, 
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In the social sciences, likewise, interacti.· .1 be owe<. rre and 

the applied has been constant, necessary and fruitful. Economics provides 

us with a number of examples; the classical economics of Adam Smith arose 

very clearly out of normative discontent with the mercantilist obsession 

with the power of the national state_ and shifted its focus of interest 

towards the welfare of the average man as measured by per capita real 

income. The Marxian criticism arose out of normative disappointment. with 

what seemed like a failure of the classical prescript-ions, Unfortunately 

Marxism, like Liberalism, became an ideology of "true believers" which 

destroyed some of its epistemological value, but it nevertheless had a· 

profound impact on the capitalist, as well as on the socialist,world through 

questioning the legitimacy of accepted institutions, especially of private 

property, and in calling attention to certain limitations of the exchange 

mechanism, and to the necessity of studying distribution of income and 

wealth as well as its overall magnitudes, The 'Keynesian revolution arose 

very clc":.::'.y out of normative dissatisfaction with the failure of the 

existing sy-stems to provide full employment, and has also had a profound 

effect on economic-policies throughout the world through the prescriptions 

which it generated, 

The peace research moyement can best be understood as an effort to 

produce a "Keynesian" type revolution in the international system, It 

begins with a rejection of the legitimacy of the institution of war as 

Keynes rejected the legitimacy of mass unemployment •. It recognises, however, 

that war is endemic in an international system which rests on unilateral 

national defence. It seeks, therefore, to discover a practical dynamic 

which will change the system in the direction of eliminating war, just as 

Keynes discovered a practical dynamic, through change in fi'scal and monetary 

policy, which would eliminate mass unemployment, 

Normative differences are not easy to characterise simply because in a 

certain sense every man has his own norms (values) and partly because 

unconscious, or latent, norms are often rriore important, especially in 

moments of crisis,_ than consciously stated norms. Nevertheless, we may 

perhaps characterise the norms of the more traditional study of inter

national relations as involving an acceptance of the threat system as 

dominant, and acceptance of the positive probability of war as an essential 

element in the conduct of international relations. In these days there is 

not much glorification of war as an end in itself, though what might be 

called the martial virtues of courage, fortitude, gallantry and so on, 

continue to be somewhat covertly admired even though the martial style is 
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somewhat alien to the academic and reflective life, By far the most 

important of these traditional norms, however, is the acceptance of the 

national state and the national identity as not only unexamined, but 

virtually unexaminable ends, especially in the conduct of international 

affairs. By contrast, within the peace research movement, the institution 

of war itself tends to be regarded as the major enemy even though the martial 

virtues may continue to be admired in a somewhat modified form, The major· 

human conflict is seen as between the world war· industry and the civilian 

population and enterprise which supports it, rather than between national 

states, This does not mean, however, that the abolition of national states 

is seen as an end in itself, or as even desirable, Indeed, the pattern 

which now seems to be emerging as the most probable road towards peace is 

the development· in the world of large numbers of national states at stable 

peace with each other within a loose framework of international organizations, 

rather than the development of.a world state which would involve the 

abolition of the national states themselves, 

These two normative syndromes, as they might be called, may seem very 

far apart. Nevertheless, their impact on the pursuit of knowledge about 

the international system need not be so very different, Whenever we have 

two objectives, that is, two maximands, both ofwhich cannot be maximised 

at the same time, we have to maximise one under the constraint of a minimum 

acceptable value of the other. Thus, ·we might say that the "national ·security" 

school is interested in the problem of maximising national security, that is, 

the probability of survival or of the maintenance of the power of the 

national state, subject to the constraint of a certain probability of peace, 

whereas the peace research school is interested in maximising the probability 

of peace subject to the constraint of a minimum probability of the. survival 

of the national state. These two problems' could easily have solutions which 

·are very close together, in spite of the fact that the normative view which 

'underlies them may be far apart, 

Nevertheless, the peace research movement has called attention to 

certain elements and aspects of the international system which have been 

previously neglected, such as, for instance, the movement towards stable 

peace among national states, This is a concept which has been neglected by 

the more traditional school. Nevertheless, in the last hundred and fifty 

years, partly as a result of the revolution in science and technology, 

islands-of stable peace have emerged in the middle of an international system 

characterized by unstable peace. In the particular cases this has happened 

largely by accident, but as a general phenomenon stable peace now clearly 

has a positive probability of achievement. This whole process has been 
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somewhat neglected by his-torians or traditional students of international 

relations; it has either been taken for granted or has been regerded as 

something exceptional and of no great interest. Nevertheless, a stable 

peace is a quite recognizable phase· of the international system; It 

exists between any two countries where the threat relationship has become 

subordinate to exchange and integrative relationships. The principal 

historical cases· are North America and Scandinavia, in both of which, 

one suspects, stable peace was achieved largely by accident. NeverthEI.ess, 

I have argued that a profound change ih the international system may be 

very close. The payoffs·of stable peace are extremely high, in spite·of 

the fact that the dynamics. of achieving it are unstable. The process can 

easily be set back. But with the payoffs as high as they are today, it 

would be surprising if even the processes of unconscious social evolution 

. ·do not produce a strong movement towards stable peace, and if the movement 

can achieve self-consciousness. it should be even more rapid. \-le may >Tell, 

therefore, be in a situation in which the islands of stable peace will grow 

until they coalesce, and from having ap international system of .unstable 

peace with islands of stable peace we will move to a system of stable peace, 

with islands of unstable peace in which, as it were, the figure has become 

the ground. In particular, with a little .bit of luck and good management 

we may achieve stable peace around the whole Temperate Zone, leaving perhaps 

islands of unstable_peace throughout the Tropics. This change however 

would be a radical change in the system. It isJ~~eards 1-rhich the peace 

research movement is moving. 

One further point should be noticed which differentiates the new look 

from the old look in the study of the international system - that scientists 

are increasingly realizing that they are _not studying a system which is 

independent of the knowledge they create. All sciences indeed are running 

into this problem. Even physics has its Heisenberg principle which states 

in effect that we cannot g!"t information out of a system without changing it. 

The social sciences are dominated by what might be called a generalized 

Heisenberg principle; for information, and especially the kind of 

information 1<hich is obtained by the social sciences, it is a cru:: ial and 

essential element of the system itself. ·vlhat we are aiming for in the 

social sciences therefore is not so much knowledge as control. Thus in 

economics we used to be interested in studying the business cycle as a 

hydrologist might study the tides. Anything we find out about the business 

cycle, however, >Till change it and the focus of interest has properly 

changed from studying the business cycle to controlling it. In the 

international system we are no longer interested in merely studying the 
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miserable course of international history; we are interested in trans

forming it into something better. The present international system, that 

is ~o say the global costs of armaments ru1d armies, costs us about $160 

billion a year and with this we purchase a positive probability of almost 

irretrievable disaster. 

The social sciences have to be therapeutic or essentially medical 

s~iences. They have to treat war as a problem of public health. 

I suspect that there is a real difference between the systems approach, 

which regards the international system as a process capable of control, 

and the historical approach, which looks upon history as if it had to happen. 

The great difference here is between probabilistic thinking and determill

istic thinking, the systems approach being probabilistic, regarding human 

history as contailling a strong rru1dom element which is capable of being 

diminished by orgruliZation, just as random changes in outside temperature 

can be controlled inside by means of thermostats. The historirul tends to 

be causitive in his approach ru1d it is threatening to him to learn that 

history did not have to happen the way it did, and especially does not 

have to continue this way into the future. Thus, we are now drawing to a 

critical state in the evolution of mru1kind in which mru1 is no longer 

content to be at the mercy of history and in which the rise of social 

self-consciousness of the total plru1et as a system is rapidly bringillg the 

age of civilization and the first phase of recorded history to an end. 

This is a crisis and a revolution of ru1 intensity with which traditional 

studies are quite unable to cope. The social systems approach may not be 

able to cope with it either, but at least it seems to have a better chance. 

\~at I must plead for, however, is cooperation rather than enmity between 

the two approaches. In the present crisis of mankilld we need every possible 

epistemological approach that we cru1 manage. Jealousy ru1d enmity are 

completely out of place. 
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1. The Concept 

Morning 

In a world of sovereign states whose relationship is governed sometimes 

by power, sometimes by international law, morality or the.lack of it 1 and 

al.rm.ys by self-interest, we come across a twilight area where the four 

ebrce;ots meet, It is the area where actions )ly a government or an inter

national organization assume the specific character which places them in the 

wide category of "intervention"• The problem of intervention is one aspect 

of the political effects of military measures or attitudes, or of the 

possession of superior military or economic strength on the, family of 

nations, on world policy, It is, therefore, a problem of strategy in the 

fullest sense of the word. 

This specific kind of strategic action cannot be thought of otherwise. 

than as of a combination of policy with power- economic power and more 

frequently military might. It is distinguished from the many other ihter

national situations in which will stands against will, force agains~ force, 

by three elements: the power relationship between intervener and intervened, 

the limited scope of the act, and the intention or at least the claim that 

a rule of international law or morality has to be upheld. This narrows down 

the field of investigation. We are not to deal with all possible cases and 

situations in which pressure is brought to. bear internationally, or where 

force is applied in order to achieve national ends -which would mean the 

whole field.of conflict strategy. We are dealing with situations in which 
'. 

one much superior,nation or an international organization or multilateral 

combination tries to impose its will on a nation which. has no great power 

status, or where far superior power is lent to a hard-pressed lesser nation 

in defence of some concept of a political legal order, and always with a 

limited duration of the action in mind. This, then, is our definition of 

intervention. 
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Of a different kind are those ~ctions related by history, oft~n called 

interventions in a much IVider meaning, in IVhich.purely imperialistic aims 

were pursued, such as the opening of Japan to world trade through demonstrat

ions of force ·by Russian and American warships, the French and the British 

interventions in India in the 18th century, the conquest of Mexico by 

France (1861-1867), the intervention of the United States in the Cuban 

rebellion against Spain, the many actions of the Great PoiVers in China, the 

Russian interventions in Central Asia and those on behalf of the Slavic 

populations of the Oitoman Empire in the· 19th century. 

Before World War I the philosophy behind intervention was that great 

poiVers represented enlightened civilization, humanitarian ideals and 

domestic order favourable to international order, as opposed to the back

\Vardness, ignorance and instability of smaller nations, especially when 

these were not European or North American, Up to 1914 the possession of the 

Christian faith strengthened the never well-defined title of a poiVer of order 

and a guardian of right and law, When, after 19181 Japan joined tre ranks 

of the surviv.ing great powers, Christianity became a less obvious pre

requisite 'of the great poiVer status·which bestoiVS the right" to int'ervene. 

At the same time, Gei'lilany, because it was held responsible for the war, was 

eliminated from the ranks of the "happy few", 

After World War II the back~ound of interventionism changed, The 

motivation split in two different sets of political ideals and aspirations. 

The U;,_ited States - and to a lesser degree Great Britain and France - remained 

to carry the banner of law and order in international relations, now 

sumniarized in the terms "freedom and democracy"; into the lands of the 

infidels, Yet they were joined by a new power, the Soviet Union,·IVhich had 

emerged from the holocaust with greatly increased military and political 

might and with an increased appeal of its ideology. The Soviet Union, 

representing scientific Marxism-Leninism and the promise of a future world 

order under the dictatorship of the labouring classes, was well equipped to 

intervene in foreign countries in its turn, under the banner of a different 

philosophy, Interventionism, from then on, evolved before two entirely 

distinct backgrounds, which had in common only the fact that the two 

political systems producing them laid claim to universality, 

• 
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2, The Law 

Characteristically, the relationship of force between the parties to 

intervention, which practically only admits great powers or recognised 

international organizations as entitled to wield this instrument of policy, 

has helped.to legitimize intervention, Over the centuries, it has seemed 

less objectionable than stark aggression or attack, The bigger the differ

ence between the size and power of the intervening nation and that of its 

opponent, the more intervention seemed morally and legally justified as an 

act in defence of international order and law, It signified that a great 

power had "taken the law in its own hands", Such an atoitude was universally 

or almost universally accepted: by the great powers because it represented 

the system of imperialisti~ rule to which they themselves adhered, by the 

smaller nations because they could, sheltered by this system, comfortably 

conduct their own business. 

International public law has tried, accordingly, to distinguish 

between legitimate and illegitimate intervention, Vlhen the Drago-Porter 

convention, signed on October 18, 1907 at the Hague, prohibited recourse .to 

armed force for the recovery of contract debts from a Government, it stated 

that this undertaking would not be applied when the debtor state refused 

arbitration or, after arbitration, did not submit to the decision, In other 

words, illegitimate int~rvention became legitimate when the defaulting 

debtor did not comply with the legal proceedings established by the treaty, 

Under the treaties for the protection .of minorities concluded in 1919/20 

as corollaries to the peace treaties ending ·1ilorld War ·I, the members of the 

Council of the League of Nations were entitled, the Council consenting, to 

take "all measures" which seemed 'effective for the safeguards of the rights 

of such minorities, 

In the 19th and 20th centuries, the cases in which governments took 

action by force to protect the interests of their nationals, their own 

interests, or'to take revenge for any "affront and indignity" 1) committed 

against a great· power or its nationals, run into the hundreds, These steps 

were widely approved by public opin:ion and international public law, The 

bombardment and destruction of San Juan, Nicaragua, in 1854 by a US warship, 

the "Boxer" expedition against China in 1900/01, the blockade of Venezuela 

by Germany, Italy and Great Britain in 1901, the destruction of the Venezuelan 

fleet by the Netherlands in 1908, the landing of US marines in Haiti and in 

Mexico in 1914, all· seemed at the time legitimate measures in self defence, 

of redress of injustices. 

1) Resolution of the Congress of the u.s., April 22, 1914. 
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The reasons for this acceptance of intervention as a legitimate 

institution in the relations of nations are twofold. One has to do with 

power, one with ideology. This latter background providing justification 

has already been mentioned. Power is not less important. The wider the gap 

between the forces of the intervener-agressor and the attacked, the lesser 

were the risks of intervention degenerating into, er, as we would say today 

escalating to, war. Hence the Great Powers could easily tolerate strong 

action by their equals against a much weaker nation, since general peace 

would not be threatened and their interests not be involved. Therefore 

resistance to interventionism did not develop in the limited circle of 

Great Powers but rather among the victims of these actions and of the law 

of intervention, especially among the Latin American nations. When, in 

1823, President James Monroe stated the principle of non-intervention in the 

Western Hemisphere, the United States did not yet consider themselves as a 

great power, but rather as the champion of its smaller equals. The first 

international step towards limiting the exercise of a right which had 

become doubtful was the introduction of arbitration, which in any case would 

precede unilateral armed acts. 

The doubts which arose about the legal basis in international public 

law moved the powers at a very early date not to "go it alone" but rather to 

seek the support and sympathy of other powers or of an international organiz

ation, which would lend legitimacy to the act. In 1815 Russia, Austria and 

Prussia joined in the Holy Alliance whose aim was to intervene against 

revolutionary movements in Europe. From 1889 on the American states developed by 

a series of subsequent conferences the Organization of American States (OAS), 

which aimed at substituting pacific settlement and common action for self-help 

and thence interventionism. Similar provisions lay at the heart of the 

Covenant of the League of Nations (1920), the Charter of the United Nations 

(1945), and were also embodied in later agreements on collective security as 

the North Atlantic Treaty (1949) or the Warsaw Pact (1955). 

Gradually, international organizations rather than individual great powers 

became the instruments of intervention, since they were more readily accepted 

as representing international legality. Under Chapter VII of the charter of 

the United Nations, the Security Council is given vri.de discretion to "determine 

the existence of any threat to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of 

aggression" and to decide what measures, ranging from economic or diplomatic 

sanctions to military action, .the organization or its members were to' take 

in order to restore international peace and security. The charter goes on 

expressly to reserve the rights of regional organizations to deal with such 
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matters, and states that the Security Council might utilize regional arrange

ments as agencies for enforcement action under its authority, 

Among "threats to the peace, breach of the peace, or acts of aggression" 

can be visualised the widest possible range of situations in which a govern

ment comes into opposition to an ideal world order or international law as 

conceived by the members of the Security Council or other organs of the 

United Nations. In April, 1946, Poland asked the Security CoUncil to declare 

the existence of the Franco regime·in Spain a threat to international peace 

and security. The proposal was not carried, but in December the General 

Assembly suggested that the Security Council consider measures to remedy the 

Spanish situation and recommended the recall of diplomatic representatives 

from Madrid, In December, 1966, the Security Council adopted a resolution 

imposing sanctions on the !an Smith r~gime of Rhodesia - the first such 

decision tru<en under Chapter VII of.the Ulf Charter- because its very exist

ence, its claim to independence and its rebellion against Great Britain were 

considered a threat to the peace. ' These examples show that almost any 

situation, and all those which in earlier times justified great power inter

vention, fall under the term "threats to the peace"~ Chapter VII is, there

fore, the charter of intervention in our time. 

Article 2, paragraph 7 of the UN Charter excludes intervention in 

domestic affairs of a nation, in declaring that nothing contained in the 

charter "shall authorise the UN to intervene in matters which are essentially 

within the domestic jurisdiction of any state", Then it goes on to say 

that this principle shall not prejudice the application of enforcement 

measures, The resolution "Peace through Deeds" of the General Assembly of 

November 17, 1950, condemned intervention by a state in the internal affairs . . 
of another undertaken in order to change its legally established government 

by the threat or use of force. Aggression, whether committed openly or by 

fomenting civil strife in the interest of a foreign power·or by other means, 

was called the gravest of all crimes against peace and security. Yet this 

discrimination of intervention as a crime against peace and security 

automatically opens the way to intervention under the auspices of the 

international organization. rn"acid.ition, the charter gives in its Article 

53 in conjunction with Article 107 a brief ·for individual intervention, as 

long as it is directed against a state which during World War II has been an 

enemy of any state which signed the charter of San Francisco. 
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Modern international public law knows even a much wider range of 

intervention. All the instruments aimed at collective security contain 

an element of it. The convention on prevention and punishment of genocide 

of December 9, 1948, provides for trial by ari international penal tribunal 

or action under the charter. Measures of both kinds can hardly be 

visualised without the use of force by an intervening government or by the 

United Nations. 

Treaties concerned with arms control, future or already in force, have 

to deal of necessity with inspections and safeguards, which all have aspects 

related to intervention. _The Non-Proliferation Treaty of July i, 1968, for 

example, in its Article III obliges the non-nuclear-weapon states which are 

parties to the treaty to accept. safeguards in accordance with the International 

Atomic Energy Agency's safeguard system. This, .of course, presupposes, 

within the provisions of the treaty and .. agreements with the IAEA and its 

statutes, activities of international inspectors on the territory of, the 

contracting. states. ·They. can report on non~compliance with the treaty 

obligations, whereupon the IAEA. may apply sanc.tions. These are very mild 

indeed, and far remote from any steps which might be called intervention. 

The sanctions include information of other.parties. to the treaty, termination 

of assistance given and recovery of the materials made available to the 

defaulting nation by the Agency, Any step towards nuclear armament is of a 

delicate nature. When it is known, it will inevitably unleash corresponding 

measures by rival nations. The making public of the fact that such steps are 

being considered, therefore may act as a deterrent. Finally, a report of 

the inspectors on non-compliance may set in motion the whole machinery of 

sanctions of the United Nations under Chapter VII of the Charter, which is 

the legitimate system of intervention of our times. 

As we see, public internati?nal law, in its recent evolution generally 

prohibits individual intervention but expressly authorizes intervention by 

international organizations within the limits set by their constitution snd 

in the framework of the legal proce.edings which they have developed. 

3. Recent Experience . ' 

, The object of intervention, which distinguishes it. from other types of 

international use of force,. is the defence of some concept of ideal political 

order or legality as conceived by the.intervener or public opinion favourable 

to him. 
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From November, 1917 to.February, 1920, France, Great Britain, the 

United, States of America, Japan, and ·Polish and Czechoslovak forces inter

vened in the, civil war or wars existing between the revolutionary armies in 

the Russian empire and the antirevolutionary "white" government and its 

allies. The intervention which was originally aimed· at winning back a 

defecting ally in the way against Germany and Austria, was later transformed 

into an attempt to prevent the victory of a revolutionary movement deemed 

dangerous for international order and stability. As we know, this inter

vention utterly failed, due to the weakness of, and deep splits. between, 

the anti-revolutionary forces in Russia which the intervention had been 

intended to encourage. 

Typical interventions of the "take the law in one's own hands" type 

occurred in Manchuria in 1929, when Soviet troops took action in defence of 

Russian treaty rights over the Chinese Eastern Railroad, and in 1931 when 

Japanese armed forces opened hostilities against China in revenge for the 

alleged murder of a Japanese officer. 

In July, 1936, Italy intervened in Spain on the side of the revolutionary 

movement led by a group of military commanders aimed at the overthrow of 

the Republican government in l~drid, The. operation started by providing air 

transport to the rebels and grew into dispatch of large military forces -

three Divisions and auxiliaries - to Spain. Germany provided, under the thin 

disguise of .an organization called "Legion Condor", bomber and fighter forces, 

anti-aircraft artillery, a communications system and naval support to the 

party headed by General Franco. In the course ·of its intervention Germany 

also revived.typical gunboat policy, when1 as a reprisal for the bombing of 

a German warship by a Spanishaeroplane 1 the Berlin Government ordered its 

naval ships to open fire on the coastal city of Almeria 1 causing havoc among 

the civilian population, The Soviet Union, in turn, intervened on the·side 

of the Spanish Government by encouraging and arming a number of international 

brigades, formed by volunteers from many countries, further by assuming 

through the Soviet embassy and the Communist party political control over 

the republican government, and by the sale of munitions to the government, 

These had the openly admitted object of establishing in Spain a political 

order corresponding to the views and aspirations of the intervening powers

fascism and national-socialism on the one hand, Marxism-Leninism on the 

other hand. In the process both sides tried to win an ally and a military 

basis for the day of the world conflict which seemed inevitable, and Germany 
' 

further sought much needed resources of raw materials, France declared its 
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non-intervention, while it sent aeroplanes and munitions to. the Madrid 

government and favoured the transit of volunteers through its territory. 

After a vain attempt to stop all foreign meddling. in the conflict, the five 

great powers - France, United Kingdom, Germany, Italy, the Soviet Union -

set up a so-called non-intervention committee in London, which served as a 

thin veil to cover the intervention of four of the five powers. 

The most significant and far-reaching intervention of the modern type 

was the UN intervention on behalf of the Republic of Korea. Having been 

informed that North Korea forces had invaded South Korea, the Security 

Council determined on June 25 1 1950, that the attack was a breach of the 

peace, called for the cessation of hostilities and the assistance of members 

in carrying out the resolution - a resolution following proposals from the 

United States and made in the absence of the Soviet Union. On June 27 1 after 

the USA had already joined the fight in Korea, the Council adopted by seven 

votes to one (Yugoslavia), with the Soviet Union absent, a resolution 

recommending that members furnish such assistance to the Republic of KoJ?ea

as might be necessary to repel the armed attack and restore international 

peace and security. A later resolution requested members providing mil~tary 

forces to make them.available to a unified u~ command. Subsequently, 

combattantunits were provided by sixteen member nations. The successful 

intervention ended with the armistice of July .. 27, 1953. 

Central America, the classic area of great power intervention, . 

witnessed in 1954 a revolution-in Guatemala, where a government of anti~ 

American and pro-communist leanings headed by General Jacobs Arbenz was 

overthrown. The United States had earlier-tried to prevent· arms imports 

from Eastern Europe for the government, and had clandestinely supported the 

revolutionaries. The following year, an invasion of Costa Rica by forces 

of Nicaragua was repelled with the help of aircraft supplied by the United 

States to the nation under attack. Both interventions were theoretically 

based on some kind of collective decision, the one in Guatemala on the 

resolution against communism of the lOth Inter-American Conference of Caracas, 

1954, the other in response to an appeal by Costa Rica to the Organization 

of American States. 

In November, 1956 the Soviet Union suppressed with armed forces the 

new government of Hungary headed by Imre Nagy, which had come to power after 

an uprising of students and workers against the communist regime. The inter

vention was explained as response to an appeal by the legitimate government 

and an act to re-establish the legal authorities. 
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At the same time, Britain and France landed troops in Egypt with the 

intention of occupying the Suez Canal and forcing Egypt to accept some form 

of internationalization of .the canal, as proposed in September 1956 by the 

conference of eighteen user nations, The operation failed, both militari1y 

and politically, after the opposition of the_ United States of America and 

the Soviet Union had discouraged both Fr.ance and the United Kingdom, The 

international basis required for a successful operation of this importance 

had proved too narrow and weak, It is significant that intervention, 

national or international, could not be successfully conducted against an 

open violation of sacred international treaties by Gamal Abdel Nasser 1s 

then relatively weak regime, and this in a situation where interests of the 

family of nations of the highest importance were at stake. This event, 

therefore, may be considered as a turning point in the histo~J of intervention-

ism. 

The following years brought two interventions in·the Middle East. In 

1957 British forces in South Arabia supported the Sultan of Wmscat against 

a rebellion, which was defeated. In July, 1958 US marines landed in Lebanon, 

and British airborne forces in Jordan, Both countries were threatened by 

revolutions fostered by Syria and Egypt with the open support of the Soviet 

Union, After the military intervention, which was of the "administrative" 

or "red carpet" type, unopposed, and did not lead to any fighting, the civil 

war in Lebanon subsided and the Jordanian monarchy survived, In an emergency 

session of the UN General Assembly the United States of America had attempted 

to internationalise the intervention conveniently by entrusting_the.protection 

of the integrity and security of the Middle Eastern nations to a security 

force of the UN, a solution similar to the one applied so successfully in 

Korea, The attempt did not succeed. The foreign forces were withdrawn 

accordingly in October, after the security of Lebanon and Jordan seemed 

assured for the time being. Both interventions had been undertaken, as the 

USA and United Kingdom underlined in the debates at the United Nations, in 

the name of the security of sovereign nations against outside interference 

and subversion fostered by foreign countries, They wanted them to be 

considered as abstract motions in the service of international peace and 

security, The fact that in the process the Western powers had defeated a 

communist takeover and an attempt of the Soviet Union to gain a foothold in 

the Mediterranean area was part of the bargain. 
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1960 witnessed the massive intervention of the United Nations in the 

civil wa:r or wars which had broken out in the Congo after Belgium had 

granted independence on June 30, 1960. When a chaotic situation arose and 

the Belgian troops still relna:ining in the Congo were engaged in protect:Lne; 

Belgian nationals, the new government of the Congo :invited the USSR to 

intervene against "Belgian aggression". In view of this development, the 

Security Council of the UN adopted a resolution inviting Belgium to withdraw 

its troops· and offered to replace them by a security force of the world 

organization. The operation prevented the interference of the Soviet Union, 

which would most certainly have been countered by an American counter

intervention, with manifest danger of a confrontation of the two world powers 

in Africa. 

The UN security forces, in the course of events, addressed themselves 

not only to the protection of the legal government of the Congo or what 

seemed to be the least illegal. government, and of threatened sectors of the 

population against revolutionary and chaotic forces, but also to intervene 

against the secessionist movement of the'Katanga province, This operation, 

an open intervention in civil war, was rather the result of conflicting 

influenceswithin the headquarters of the. United Nations in New York and of 

personal policies of international civil servants on the spot than a planned 

and approved move of the world organization in the interest of peace and 

stability. Yet, in the long run, 'the UN operation proved rather successful. 

A degree of stability was achieved and the UN security forces could be with

drawn in June, 1964, after four yearg presence in the threatened area, 

The Vietnam war, the origins of which go back to the settlement reached 

in Geneva in 1954 after the withdrawal of France from Indo-China as 'colonial 

power, provides an example of how technical; economic and military aid, the 

mildest form of intervention, directed at estabiishing a stable and friendly 

r~gime in a certain area, may degenerate, under the pressure of events and 

local forces, into military intervention and a major war, including an 

indirect confrontation of the miiitary technology of the two world powers, 

It is an example of how a world power, partly blinded to realities by its 

own sense of mission, engages in intervention,going much farther than 

originally expected, which eventually brings it into opposition not only to 

its enemies but to its own public opinion, its friends and the intervened 

nations themselves, and to its OWn interests. 
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TyPical recent examples for armed intervention in civil war are yielded 

by Yemen and the Dominican Republic. In Yemen, a revolutionary movement 

starting in 1962 was supported by massive Egyptian military aid including 

combatant troops, whereas the conservative forces attacked by the 

revolutionaries enjoyed the help of Saudi Arabia. The case, of course, is 

not great power intervention, but rather local aggression and interference 

by neighbouring nations, which did not achieve· the desired result because the 

opposing forces were too similar in strength, 

When an armed revolt broke out in the Dominican Republic in 1965, US 

armed intervention, which started as an attempt at protecting the life of 

US citizens and other foreign tourists caUght in the fighting, soon turned 

into a political move favouring the conservative and anti-communist forces 

in the struggle, However, under pressure from American and world opinion 

and especially Latin JUnerican criticism, which is always ready to attack 

any kind of US intervention in domestic affairs of the South, it was con

verted into an operation of the Organization of American States, The US 

Marines were replaced by an Inter-American peace force, which succeeded in 

restoring a reasonable degree of order and stability, 

The most recent and at the same time most shocking act of intervention 

of our time is the invasion of Czechoslovakia by the armies of the Soviet ' 

Union, its East German satellite regime, Poland, Hungary and Bulgaria, on 

August 21st, 1968, It was conducted in the name of the unity of the 

Marxist-Leninist doctrine, the cohesion of the Warsaw Pact, the l!!_astern 

European countries' collective security. Preceded by the classical move

ments of politico-military pressure - deployment. of troops, manoeuvers, 

negotiations, propaganda attack, delusive agreements and withdrawals 

designed to deceive and reassure the victim, - the intervention was conducted . . 

as a military surprise action, seizing the nerve-centres of the invaded 

country by airborne and mechanised forces, Characteristically, Moscow 

brought forward the threadbare argument that intervention had been invited 

by leading political figures of Czechoslovakia, For a power of the size 

of the Soviet Union to overwhelm a small country evidently no help in a 

physical sense by allies was required, Yet Moscow took great pains to 

conduct the operation not in isolation but assisted by forces of .four other 

members of the Warsaw Pact, In so doing, it tried to give the aggression 

an international aspect and some varnish of legitimacy, 
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Before ending the list of recent interventions, both successful and 

abortive, it is necessary to add a significant example where E2 intervention 

took place, This instance is the Arab-Israeli war of 1967. In spite of 

the fact that the war engulfed a crucial area of the world, in spite of 
being involved, the world powers 

the vital interests of great and medium powersjcarefully avoided any open 

interference, Unless we consider abstention in a special situation where 

intervention had been promised and threatened - as it was the case for the 

Soviet Union - as a particular and subtle form of intervention, the case is 

very significant .for the future, This negative form of intervention, which 

consists in not doing what. certain governments had been led to expect, might 

be a new formula in great power policy, 

4, The Stra teg;y 

The instruments of intervention are all those political and military 

means conferring on a nation the status of great power, Armed intervention 

is the direct way and its classical instrument was, up to 1914, sea power. 

Gunboat diplomacy was the civilized way in which the great powers - Great 

Britain, France, the United States, the Netherlands, Germany, Austria- used 

to deal with less civilized and minor nations in Asia and Latin America. 

In more modern times, deployment of force may range from unopposed landing 

of a fighting force, in British parlance a '"red carpet" landing, in American 

an "administrative" landing 2), to all-out military operations with landings 

under fire, airborne or from the sea, te=estrial invasions, and the ·use of 

air power, land;_based or carrier-based. Which method will be required, w!]at 

size of engagement is to be expected, is of the utmost importance for the 

decision-maker, Political and military intelligence, and the apt inter

pretation of its results, is absolutely crucial in such situations, even more 

than in any other situation of conflict, 

The lessons of Suez (1956) and Cuba (1961), Vietnam (1962 to 1968), 

Czechoslovakia (1968), point out the importance of intelligence and of a 

sound assessment of the situation in the enemy camp and also within the 

~amp which the intervention.is aimed at supporting, It also points out the 

great difficulty of a correct assessment and the fact that surprises may 

always be in store for the intervener. So great is the uncertainty in all 

these cases, that it is not advisable to undertake even the smallest 

operation of this kind unless a. government is prepared, willing and able to 

accept the risk of escalation to extended warfare, 

2) L.W. Martin, The Sea in Modern Strategy, ISS, London 1967, p.51. 
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We have already seen that one condition of intervention - and we have 

included it in our_ definition- is maximum inequality between the subject 

and the object of the act. If the two parties are equals or near equals 

and one party wants to achieve change, there.are only two possibilities: 

accommodation or war, Yet modern military technology and modern ffiilitary 

skills have had far reaching and significant effects. Conventional war 

between equals becomes so destructive that it is less and less a rational 

way of solving bilateral problems, The same technology and skills provide. 

such intensity to conventional war, ·that it soon becomes an intolerable 

strain, with the effect that nations very different in size, population and 

economic,power come very close to each other when we ask what damage· they 

can inflict on the other, The short war between India and Pakistan in 

September, 1965, and the six-days war between Israel and the Arab countries 

in June, 1967, give ample proof for this development. We have to keep in 

mind, however, that at the beginning of the 20th Century the opinion 

prevailed that modern weapons - especially the machine gun and field 

artillery - would make a war necessarily a short war, This proved con

spicuously wrong, and we do not want to repeat this error, Yet the 

development of air force, of mechanised weapons, of stronger explosives, of 

transmission systems has been so spectacular, that objectively the nature 

of war is changed, It assumes not only other dimensions, but other quali~ies, 

Modern conventional weapons systems have become the "equaliser", mucJ:t 

more than the atom bomb which some analysts, not very convincingly, tried 

to construe as such, We have., therefore, in a. strictly strategic meaning, 

among the non-nuclear-weapons states, many more pairs of equals. than in 

earlier times, This automatically minimises the possibility of intervention 

in the strict acceptance of the term which we have proposed. 

This is one of the reasons which brings another'system of military 

intervention to the forefront, warfare by infiltration into· the territory of 

the opponent and subversion from within. The first is exemplified by recent 

Arab operations against Israel, the second by the so-called "wars of national 

liberation", especially the war of North Vietnam against South Vietnam in 

its earlier stages, A~ the French colonel Albert Merglen points out 3), this 

form· of warfare played an important role in World War II, and will probably 

be one of the essentials in future conflicts, Its effectiveness is based on · 

the fact that the forces of subversion and bf subversive war are relatively 

3) Albert Merglen, La guerre de 1 1inattendu, operations subversives, 

aeroportees et amphibies, Paris 1966, 
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immune to the effects of powerful means of destruction and sophisticated 

weapons systems, and that they are apt to mobilise in most areas parts of 

the population of the invaded territory against the defender. In practice 

this kind of warfare can only be employed successfully where a·movement of 

opposition, hostile to the home government and friendly to the invader, 

exists. This kind of warfare should not be considered as a communist 

invention and a strategy reserved to communism, but rather as one of the 

most effective, most modern, methods of warfare and perfectly· effective in 

opposing communist regimes in cases where it is necessary. As far as inter

vention·in the true meaning of the word, as used in this paper, is concerned, 

it is probably the only method of the future available for the successful 

conduct of limited operations by force, 

Since intervention frequently uses military force only as a threat, 

and by so doing achieves its ·aim, we have to ask whether the threat to use 

nuclear weapons is and will be in the future an instrument of intervention 

of the great powers in the atomic age. History seems to point to the 

contrary, The only nuclear threat ever openly pronounced was the warning 

addressed by chairman Khrushchev to Great Britain and France in 1956 during 

their Suez intervention. Neither before the US/UN intervention in Korea 

from 1950 to 1953 nor during the crisis of the French forces in Indochina, 

wheri the United States considered intervention (including atomic intervention) 

on their side, nor when American assistance to South Vietnam early· in 1962 

became armed intervention in the war waged as a combination of subversion 

and invasion, were atomic threats used. On the contrary, the US gove·rnment 

was at pains to reassure public opinion and the opponent that the use of 

nuclear weapons was not considered. 

the "delicate balance .of terror", 4) 

As long as the strategic equilibrium, 

exists between the United States of 

America and the Soviet Union, and as long as in an area in whioh intervention 

is considered as a possible course of action, interests of one .of the world 

powers are involved, nuclear threats as an. instrument for achieving limited 

goals are out of the question. Since Moscmv as well as Washington conceive 

their interests and responsibilities as worldwide and universal, there is 

no spot outside the territory of the superpowers where an atomi? threat, 

proffered by one of them, would not meet with the opposition of the other one, 

4) Albert Wohlstetter, Foreign Affairs, January 1959, p. 211, 
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Another development in modern strategy makes armed intervention, both . , 

nuclear and conventional, more and more unlikely. It is the concept of 

deterrence. Military power is conceived today in the first place as an 

instrument designed with the intention not to be actively used but to 

prevent antagonistic nations from using theirs. Armed intervention, with 

its recourse to the actual active use of one's physical force, which auto

matically invites the use of counterforce, breaks the spell of deterrence 

and will, consequently, be treated with the greatest restraint. Even great 
the 

powers whose-physical capability to overwhelm the nation that is/object of 

the intervention is beyond any doubt, are to use restraint if the instrument 

of deterrence is to be kept intact. 

More promising than the use of military force, which is highly 

objectionable in the eyes of an awakened public opinion and less and less 

likely to yield the easy results so frequently obtained in the 19th and the 

early 20th centuries, is the· use of the instruments provided by modern 

economic interdependence. VIe stretch the definition o{ intervention very 

far if we include the use of economic power in the list of tools available 

to an interventionist power. Too far, as a matter of fact. Therefore, 

we will not regard the normal interplay of economic might in the relation

ship of nations great and small, which of course deeply influences the will 

of a g~vernment and hence its decisions, as likely to fall under the conc~pt 

of intervention. We only admit one special kind of economic relationship 

and its effect on policy as belonging to the, range of tools of intervention: 

economic aid. 

Decolonisation has created a great number of new sovereign nations, 

many of which unfortunately as yet economically weak and-politically 

unstable. They would, in the international atmosphere prevailing in the 

19th and early 20th centuries, have been the classic field of great power 

intervention by military force. We have seen why they are practically immune 

to such threats - intervention by military force has ceased to be a practical 

possibility in the modern strategic environment.· On the other hand, most of 

the new nations depend on some kind of outside support. This support has 

replaced the investments of money, skill and talent which the former 

colonial powers used to make in their possessions overseas, and the stable 

markets which they offered to the colonies. Development aid is a necessary 

condition of the economic and social progress of the new nations of the 

third world. In many cases, as for instance Algeria, Egypt, India, imports 

of foodstuffs on a non-commercial basis are a question of life and death 

for wide-sectors of the population; Military aid is ih many cases the 
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condition for the survival of the political regime in power: the regime 

would be overthrown if it could not rely on an army well. equipped with 

Russian or American hardware, and on good terms with the governing circles, 

which in turn keep the military men happy by ensuring the constant flow· 

of generous gifts. Therefore, both economic and military aid become a 

most potent instrument of intervention in cases where the power providing 

this aid should choose to use it for such purposes. 

We are not thinking of the lasting influence which the nation giving 

aid will always wield in a receiving country, even if the help is given with 

no strings attached. Since we are concerned with intervention, which means 

operations aimed at achieving well defined limited aims within a limited ; 

period we are thinking of more specific uses o·f outside help. Such assist

ance may be given to a government which fights a revolutionary movement1 in 

order to ensure its survival, or on the contrary to a revolutionary movement, 

with the intention to help it in overthrowing a regime to which the inter

vening power objects. Help may induce a government to do something the 

intervening nation wants it. to do (adhere to an alliance, break ties with 

another government, sign economic agreements)·, or not to do something it 

intended to undertake. Or else, assistance .can be withheld. In countriee 
' ' 

where assistance has become a condition for stability, progress or mere 

survival, this will cause considerable deprivation and produce perhaps the 

effects the intervening power desires. Therefore: '~imeo Danaos aut dona 

ferentes". 

Operations of this special kind, pressures exercised this way, are so 

close to armed intervention both in their aim and their effect that they ~y 

safely be included in the concept of intervention. In. the process of such 

intervention, the original motivation governing the institute, that some 

kind of legal order has to be upheld or enforced, is, of course, soon 

forgotten. It is replaced by the.concept that an ideal ideological or 

political system or order has to be established or protected. 

5. Int.<U'Vention and World Policy 

In reviewing recent cases of great power intervention against the back

ground of the law and the history of this particular instrument of strategy, 

a new pattern of thought emerges. Intervention has failed so often that 

second thoughts seem in order. As Hans J. Morgenthau puts it in an article 

·~o Intervene or not to Intervene: we have come to overrate enormously what 

a nation can do for another nation by intervening in its affairs - even with 

the latter's consent". 5) 

5) Foreign Affairs, April 1967, P• 436. 
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Intervention by one single nation. has acquired new aspects, .even if it 

can invoke a legal title under public international law, even when .the power 

relationship is such that the operation could be conducted swiftly, even 

when it is requested by a lawful government or representative of the country 

object of it. It has become completely uncertain in its effects and highly 

objectionable to world opinion, and, therefore, not practically feasible~ 

Only an international organization may confer a legal right to intervene, 

within the framework of its statutory proceedings. Unless at least the 

impression can be conveyed that a multilateral agreement governs the operation, 

no armed intervention may be undertaken with any expectation of·a favourable 

outcome and lasting results. Yet, even international and multilateral 

intervention has its narrow limits. 

The existence of two antagonistic world powers is one of the main reasons. 

Any nation victim of an individual armed threat or attack or infiltration, 

or of pressure. by an international organization,. or of an attempt at influenc

ing it by instruments of economic assistance, can always appeal to one of the 

world powers, directly, or indirectly through the United Nations. It is an 

almost unfailing means to discourage the attempt. Even when intervention may 

count on the explicit consent or request by the intervened, the parties can 

never be certain whether they will not unleash a major crisis in which the 

world powers are involved. Although it is, under the law of the strategic 

balance, in most cases extremely unlikely that in protecting the victim of 

an intervention the opposing world power would resort to war, this possibility, 

even remote, counsels extreme prudence and restraint. The United States in 

Vietnam cannot deploy their overwhelming military strength to "get the thing 

over with", as would conform with American impatience and traditional strategic 

attitudes. The Soviet Union cannot crush, with its overwhelming military 

power, the seats of "revisionism" and "sectarianism" in Peking, Belgrade and 

Prague, as would be in consonance with its powerful ·verbal condemnation.of· 

the heretics. 

Leaving aside the influence of the balance of power, we discover another 

fact opposing intervention. Sovereignty is so jealously guarded by modern 

nations, that all interference in their domestic affairs, however well 

intended it may be, is easily resented. Requested from a friend, undertaken 

by a friend, intervention may suddenly become unwanted. In a world of 

complex interdependence, political friendships are not.permanent. We may 

well remember the 17th century philosopher's word: " ••• les amis:cu ils se 

detachent par inter~t. ou ils nous perdent par leurs tromperies, ou ils 
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nous guittent par faiblesse, ou ils nous secourent 'a contre-temps; et 

tou.jours ils nous accablent." 6) 

Another point. It is difficult to repeat intervention. Deployment 

of power, a swift thrust at a disobedient small nation may be conducted 

successfully. But it will inevitably be accompanied by a loss of face -

a power was not powerful enough to wield its influence peacefully. It will 

be accompanied by a.loss of prestige- superior force had to be deployed 

against .a weaker nation. A great power can certainly survive such losses. 

Hungary, the Dominican Republic provide examples of how such acts are appar

ently soon forgotten. But they are, in fact, only nearly forgotten and it 

would be difficult to repeat a similar operation. 

We have entered upon a period where the sovereign state triumphs, be 

it· large or small, It enjoys almost complete. freedom of action and is 

sheltered by the balance of poVJer, a vocal world opinion easily mobilized· by 

the mass media, and its membership in international organizations •. The small

est nation· may indulge in highly provocative attitudes towards neighbours 

large and small, near and far. The risk of an intervention, even by a very 

powerful neighbour, which has to face an outraged world opinion, almost 

equals the risk of the intervened, 

We seem to be past the time when great powers would restore "law and 

order" or what.they considered as such, and.we have.entered upon a rather 

chaotic and anarchic p~riod of history, Yet, freedom of action still is 

limited, Limited less by practice and.precepts of international law than by 

ever present sets of new forces of world policy. One set may be deemed 

negative, .the ever-present risk of escalation of conflict to a level where 

the threat of nuclear war and uncontrolled destruction a;opears; the destruc

tive power of modern conventional.weapons; the instability of modern govern

ments in face of a highly vocal and excitable public opinion. ,The. positive 

set of forces include: a critical attitude of the highly suspicious govern

ments of the third world; a critical world opinion created by mass communi

cations, by omn~on technology and hence economic interdependence, by the 

6) Jacques Benigne Bossuet, 3e sermon preche devant le roi sur la passion 

de N.S. Jesus-Christ: 

"···· the friends: they will abandon us out of self-interest, or they may 

harm us by their falsities, or they will desert us out ?f weakness, or they 

help 'us against "our ivi'sh; . and they are' a.rwa:ys' a terr:Cole bUxderi. 11 
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prestige of international organizations as such, by the free flow of cultural 

exchanges, by the bond of common aspirations towards a better life, These 

influences, which pass national borders as freely as they cross the seas, 

are themselves interventions in a deeper, more philo~hic sense. They are the 

profound expression of the corrununity of thousht which once made intervention 

a lawful instrument of policy. They make the earlier concept of intervention, 

as an institution of international public law or as a valid instrument in 

world policy and strategy,obsolescent. 

In the light of the most recent events the claim that the era of great 

power intervention has passed seems a bold one. But, in the modern world, 

military power. pitted against the political will-power of a nation and against 

universal or almost universal condemnation by public opinion, has become 

a poor and not very effective instrument of great power policy. Of course, 

new teclll1ology or new developments in the balance of power may again fundament

ally change the situation. Yet,Unlees such changes occur, we conclude that 

intervention has had its day, that it has ceased to be a rational and useful 

weapon in the great power's panoply, 
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I. Intr()dU5)!ig_]l 

The tit le of this paper is not quite IDY. o:wn .i~yention. At .~hElL 

' ' 

Alastai;r-Buch~ ,. 

· ...... 

··-:. 

ConnciJ Meeting at which trw C?p.ference was prepared, 

asked,•me QVe:i:' the table whether I would be willing to talk. aboJLt the.. , ,, . 

et]ri,eal problems ofmodern strategy. I.retorted by asking.him whe~ller 

that would permit me to include the political problems. He agreed, and 

I accepted .the title: In writing the paper I changed "the ethicaLproplems'' 

into-the singular:"the ethical problem". • ·. ·. 

We may take General Beaufre 1s definition Of strategy as a"Eitartillg' 

point. He nnderstands strategy to be the· dialectic of two wills, the'art 

by--which one will can force· a way 6f action -upon another will. ·This · ·· ·· 

definition immediately subdivides the ethical problem. We may either· 

accept·the situation of two contending wills as given and unchangeable• · · 

'l:):t!Om·. tll,e .ethical problem of strategy is reduced to the question, wll,at 

· .. means.of forcingone will upon the other Sl'C pemissib:J_e •. The;;e are the>,. 

terms in ~hich .the ethical problems .of modern strategy are in,.general , ... 

.. discussed, not very successfully, I am afraid. Or we .may,wonder whether. 

it is ,.not the truly ethical problem to change the given situation a~<J, ·: 

.. to reconcile the tvm, wills. This ,,.ould maan that. the true task. of ethica). 

behaviow' is precisely not to accept the irrational voluntarism of-every-

day li.fe and of every-day politics,. to which contending ,wills are irred:u,cible 

absolutes. . . : : ~ 

'rhere are "at least two ways· of thought that would have every reasorc· · 

to adopt this se<::ond, critical attitude: scientifi·o·· and religious thought;· 

Within science, disagreement is · consi.dered to be the •corlsequehce· ·of ·olir ' 

not having fonnd the ·truth. A c·onflict of scientii'd.c •'l)liews d.s t6'be ·, · 

resolved by finding and accepting the truth, You used no strategjf but• ... ,...,, 

only arithmetic to resolve a conflict on the question whether 17 times 

19 equals 323. Now the conflicts of every-day life and of politics are 

not on scientific questions; but there is a tendency in the scientific 

11 
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mind to hope for a reduction of those conflicts, too, to questions on 

which agreement may be reac_hed once we sincerely search ... for the truth. 
_, . . . ;, ~- -·· . 

This tendency gives me the impre,~!li,on oi' be~~- ~cfl,~cularized version of 

the belief of all great reiigions, certainly of Christianity, in_ a truth 

about the agreenliii£1-.o:t'. liuinW{:w±il6;>~ The ioilf-<ifiDY;,n~igtibPgr:_•~:t· 

ultimately to reconcile his and my_'l7ills in the: >1ill of God. The political 

and military worlds, as far as they take oppo!drig wills as given and 

uncha,!lge!I-J:lle, are from the scientific point of view unelll;ight!'li<.ed ... rro111 .. : 
.. -.: ::,,':,;: ..... ~-';. . ·•· ,.:~---~--~;::-:.....:.~~~-::..> .. ___ ·-.. :So:· 

the religious point of viev1 unredeemed, An_ ethical oode that only 

defines admissible and ina.d:inissible means of coercion· is n~'-more than a 

second best. 

This second best, however, has for'e;f;Ld~ni·±-easons been the_ field 

of mili taey ethics alF through huina.h :history. . The veri st=.rt of a war 

me!UlS tna:t~:recon.~~liS.tiOhlitUf'~Sithel- ·riOt been>tried orLhB.s' £ailedo: .. : It .... -:'' 1-''' 

is a gra,v~' mistake oi some pacifists to beii t'tle or td~ ae'spise the· errorts • 

and re!!lilte! of 1the 'ethics of war,' . War has s\:F'far 'been' an- iner~di<iable' 
fact \or J::iJma.rf'life. The 'attempts of 'riia.ny c'entfuies' to limit'war nth ···: · 

~espe'ot'''to 'i"t~'jU:l!tiii~atiori, its e~4s, and n's inearis, c~ great•e'thicill··, 

weight and have done much good to ma:ruc:ihd·. 'rt };!;.~ b'een a grea1>task tb ' 1-' • 

hums.n;iz~t war, be .it by a !iode of chivalry dr, ,by Jhe H,ag:ue _and (}eneva.' ' 

Conv~ntions, •. ' Thus I think a lectUre about 'the ll:t;hi~ problem~ •of dlas,si'- '". 

cal strategy m.ight v.ery mee.ningfully be given. Bu1; our questdJoil is the 

ethics -of';inodem• strategy-.• '·Here'';tne classical foundations ~E> -shakll~· -, __ . 

· Thiif:ts indicated already by''a ~~iliain bihriihg of 'classical distfiict• 

ions which fonh~~s ·.'from the rath~~ extended modetil' use' 6r the word "stra:tel&-". 

"le nbw speak of the_ strategy of deterrence, of political ·stratiigy; of the 

strategy' of games; thus we are induced also t() speak ():f- "ll!ilitaicy sti-ate'gy"' 

a phrll.se \vhich in earlier 18Jlliuage would have beEm plecinastl:c. · The Fr-erieh 

term for''strate;g y .of deterrence, "straMgie de- dissuasion"-; may' easily lead 

us:::l'~rd'- tot1ards a stra~tegy of persuasion. The· idea of persuas1.6riV ·.---· 
• h '- ', ·-~, ··.- •. - . . •. ·.. . . ... ' ' .- :-.' . - •, ,-. • . . _ •.• 

ho•1e'Ve·r, indicates that a will can rationally be chimged; --''it no longer stays 

'-~i't'liih the 'i:rra:tibnali ty of voluntarism. This exteruiiori of the use 'Si the • 

word strategy is meaningful. It has at least partly been induced by the · 

fact: 'l;]:lat: th(;lre -, is. an enormous. power ,-,qf- persuasion .. in ·modem- weaponry:· its 

se).J+~(;l!ltru9tiy<O> J•ffeqts. ·Our ow:n t!'lcl:mical achievements in the- field. ()f 

dest~ction fO.J;"-(le.-.upon us the attel]lpt -no-t:.-to intimidate but to .convince· •· ,-., 

each othe.:r •... - ',i .···-· 
,·:, ;- r_ 

;: ';:I.: ,. ' 
'-·-· '"· .. \ ·.::"."'.;: (j;_; :' ,' .. _,. ~ ... i .' 

::~·_, !: . ' '~ . 

'. .,,_ .. · : .. , !.··-t 
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More poign!!i.li.tiY 't!ie shaking of the classical ethics of stra;t!lBY _is -E!~!ln 
:F .. 

in any positive' tittem!it 'to apply it to .the modern reality. Having been a < • 
. ·:" ··.-· 

member of several Church committees on atomic weapons, both on a national 

and an ecumenic; .level,. Lhav.e been exposed to many. discussions on•the 
-- '• ... . ... _. ... ', ·- ' ., ,. 

ethicaL and theologioacl admiss~bili ty or inadmissibility of those ue'apons, .. 

discussions. which, in··my ,impression, .utterly failed their purpose. Their 
. . . . . ,_ .. 

results· maY be condensed into three statements. (1) Nearly all participants 

in.:genera,l shared the feeling· that atomic weapons ought neve:r to be used, 

(2) ·No.:clear;,cut e:\;hical or theological deduction. has ever been found\1hy 

this.prohibition should apply. to atomic weapons rather than to.conventiona~ 

w-eaponsj:· .sheer. quantity of effect en a. continuous .scale did not offer an 

ethical· criterion .•.. (3) No:-one, except wishful thinkers, knew hou to 

transform that common feeling into a workable rule which atomic powers 

w-ould obey even in cases in which they would find it in their vital interest 

to use atomic ne a pons; , .. -.-' . . 
this part of the discussion reminded me of the 

council of the mice deliberating who uou~.:l bind the bell around the eat's 

ne.()k• I would challenge any member of this audience to sey whether he has 

ever received better advice in tl)is so:;t of discussion. 

I. have tried tc analyze the reasons for this failure. It was not due 

to a J;ack. of sincerity or of competence of the participants. I came .to _the 

concl),lsion that the question itself - >7hether atomic weapon.s are admis~i~le 

or not .., y1as the expression of a wrong appro_ach to the problem. It stayed 
-' ·, ('~ ~ .. 

within·,the fraiiJe of classical casuistics. Given the aim to win a w-ar, 
.... ~ -~' - .. 

are:fire-,1ile.apons, dum-dum bullets, poison-gas, air raids, or finally atomic 
· · . ·n L·~:,:c~:~---,-r, 

i7eapons admissible means? This list of well-knovm histo:rical examples seems 
. . ,. r ·.'':·; '.": ,. ·~ 

to shovr that all those weapons have finally been accepted which turned. out 
.; .- .. · ; . 

to 'pe decisive 'for '!!inning the 'imrs. Effective ethical verdicts were 
,. __ . ' . ' . 

confined to those weapons whose use would not. turn the scales of war, . . 
Historical precedent thus ShOWS that ethical inhibitions have SUCCUmbed to 

. "'h,ateon~idered a vi tal necessity, and that the casuistic ethical ~ay of 

'· ··p~tting the question has generally been confined to questions of secondarY rank, 

Today'we'h~.;e every. reason to believe thil.t ,atomic -;;eapons will be used once 

their ~se will be considered of vital importance. These who will have to 

take-~uch a decision may very well be·~en of serious ethical principles.· 

But th~y wiifrin:d themselves under e.n obj~ctive constraint. In a case 

in which the use of a 'ileapon 'iJould be'of vital importance, not using it 

. would no longer mean 'to refrain: froin one pc3sible means for ~ end, but to 
renounce.the very end,.e'.g: the frePdomof one's own coimtry. At present 

this fact is slightly obscured by a lucky technological situation which 



does>ilot. eas;!;ly P''~duce .cases .in· v.hich the. use .of atomic weapo!lS would:-,,,.,_ 

seem expedient or, even vital to a.ny.power •. -Technology, however;:·maY::· 

change.. , ... : : 

· Ethical casuistics which takeis ends for granted and discusses 

''S:iJlni~sible means will nbt resolve the problem of atomic weapons. These 

weS:pbris trill either come to be commonly used as have fire weapons and 

air raids. or, if the feeling of their :inadmissibility should e:iqii-ess 

a:·ba:~:i~ t:htth, the reje~tion of theme':., would. nece~sitate the rejection 

oi'the ends, too •. we wouia have to learn not to impose our wiil, but to 

change our will, Hence the ·question of-admissible ends in 9.n atom:i.b age, 
i~'·the first:..ra.nk:i.rig ethical q~~st:ion •. Only after having taken a cfea.r•··. 

+r··-·.,- ::'- ...... :_ . .. _ _. ... ,. :_-·. - . - : , .· . . : . .. .. .; .. : ... _ . - ·: . :. . .· ... :·. , 
· · sta.rid ori 'it will we be s.ble to a!iswer the casUistic question to which the 

ao~i facts of ai'Inariients and. of r:l.nii tsd i-.ar.s ex:Pose ourselves; 
. i · . .-" ............ 

. II. The ImRerative of Pea~ 

In this central part of. my paper I shall. propose an ovel'tiding ethical 
-. :' . ... '. . .. . ' .· .---- ' . · .. 

imperative by which all our political and strategic decisions are to be 

. --~aaur~ It says: The polit:idal situation in the world mul3t be thoroughly 

· <:hangedirito a truly pe~ce-preservi.Dg st~cture._ This is an imperat-ive 

:ndt a'bbtit .:means but about' ends, .. 1 am unabl.e to deduce it from.more gettefe.I 

p;r;fudiples by strict theoretical arguments.; and if- I were. able to .. deduce · 

. it 1 •voulo probably here refrain from doing so, preferring some argument~ 

'ad' hominem~ Our fundamental ethical decisions ax-e not con~quences' of 

· theoretical deductions. 'They impose ·themselves. upon us, once we ha~e 

ope~ed our eyes and. seen the reality of life. 1 shall try to e:Xpress a .. 

few parts which• I thibk., ___ gre all see • 

. . 'rhus let !lie begin not by an analytical statement bt1t by a somewhat 

macabre ane_cdote. During the sec.ond uorld war I belonged t•) a gro1,1p of . 

Ge~ peysicists who. worked on atomic. energy. We were ):1.1,pky enough to. 

during the war, but, 
.,.·; 

diso0ver that ~e would not be able to. b~ld a bomb 

th~ 11thical .ana political problems of t.he . bomb were clearly and depressillgly 

in, ou:r I!Jinds. ()nee, in the second half of _the war., two or;}J:ree o.f us 

walked through the famo1,1s Berlin street ''Unter den Lindep.''~. then som~:i~'7!! 

jokinglY .oalled "Unter den Laternen", since. _Hitler had remoyed t):lS <!;a_ll . , 

.old. tiles _and r!'placed them. by tiny yoWl<> t_J:'eel:j, EI.Ild. by !luge ugly, l~p,-poste, 
. ' . '' ... ' '- : ' ... -. 

On\) of, l,lS said_: ___ ~':I: have counted ten,lamps; they _noUld just ,suffice _to hang 

all of Hij;l11r1 s. GaUleit<Ors and !{reis_lei ters on _them". Mother rep:J,ie.d: -.. . .. . ,,' - - ' . ~ - . ' ' ' ' . ' . - ~- . 

"All right, but after the next war it is the physicists who nill be hanged". 

· .• · 
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" It"' ill not only the physicists; I 'ven:ture the sta~em~~t::nAfter .a.c-. 

total, at&~c war, no matter hovi 'conviricing'*~~e the ciriir.l~l.reasons .. 

for stattihg it - seJ::f;;;dEJfertce, saving of de~ocracy Or'·'·Of socialism. ••.

no justification fer nil:ving started .it will be accepted. This' statel)ll;lnt 

is not trivial.I•try·to explain'·it,·bY"discussing some objeotic:ins;'' T•oart 

easily thii:lk of two ·objections: ·· 

1. The statement'is'nieaningless, since a total' atomic war, 'il:ue:to 

its know distru.ctiveness,·will never happen. ,-r"-' 

2. The-statement is false; since an atomic vrar, if at all fo~~. will 

have limited· effects. Like all·wars it will·be survived by. the victors 

who'will define·the values of the future, including their own justification. 

I use the possibility of anY ~ne of these t'\Vo objections :for 
····•_;'·· 

·.- . ' , .. _: ~--· . . ·. - .. : 
questioning the validity of the other one. 

· 1. What reason do we have to believe that a total atomic war will 

never happen? The atomic peace has now been lasting for 23 years. In 
history competitive situations between candidates for hegemony usuallY 

have been resolved by war, but the peaceful spell before the militaf.Y 

. decision in many cases lasted longer than a quarter of a century. And 
th~ sUicidal character'o:f riuclear war is not established beyond doubt. 

Today it :::eats on a particular tecnnological situation which is kn6~ 
as. the existence of a second stT:i.ke ca:i>ab'ili(}r' on both sides. Technological 

development in itself does not warrant stability. I shall bl~iefly discuss 

the .ABJiil problem in the fourth <ha pter. ·-What' do we know about the· possible 

stability in a truly multilateral atomic club? 'Unfortunately I feel safe 

in saying that, technologically seen, stable situations as vlell as·l.in~table 
one~ 'rill arise in the course of time. An unstable situation woUld b·e · 

one. in Rhich at least one of the competing powers would feel that'' 'it 
might be advantageous to go to 'w,ri;~ Since great techD.ological chinges 

usUa.lly take:abotit a decil:de to be completed, I do not for teclmologi~hl 
reasons feel safe >~ith respect to the great war for more t~n a decadi:ifrom 

now. !'hope I am mistaken, but if so, we may be safe for tvlO or'three 

decades,. which still does not leave us much time for the necessary 

political steps.· This is the conclusion! propose: The techology of war 

does not stabilize itself automatically; peace must rest on 'kpolitical 

stabilisation~ 

2. That reason do >~e have to believe that nuclear >~ar might re· morally 

'.and politically aefended due to its limited effects? Here we rrniSt'ask: 

limited· in what' prop·ortion? ··We may be .. fairly certain' that it woll:'l:d' .. not 

kill all marikind. Present estimates spe.-a:k of casualties around 50'!'; of the 
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.... '. 

populations_~f t~e nation.s directly.ihvolved in the war. G:r:.eat'·ABM.''· 
• ,_----(_.- _L.;.~r::_c-~ · - . . __ _ ----· 

systems .might reduce these figures considerably, Germany recovered from 
. ' - .·-' _.- ~ , .. 

·· the'loss of 10'/a of her population and more of her houses and territory 
-~~- ..... 
ill the second world war within ten years in the West, within less than 

vB~ty years, under adverse circumstances, in the East. America and 

Russia might recover within twenty or certaihly fifty years from an 

atomic war. But ail these figures, easily estimated, completely hide 

the absolute ho=or of; the ~vent 1 shouic! it really happen, This atomic 

flash will never be forgbt1lt3h; as loiig as·men will tell h:i.story to their 
: .· i . . 

dhildren. -It will be-the dhe grell.t synlbol for the abyss to which the 

,-,··.:,;,ickedness of the human heart once has led us, · The protracted medical 

horror of the _consequences of radioc:active fallout.will·equally impress 

itself on the rrin:ds ofthe survivors, Furthermore,.·no rational estimate 

can be made o_f t)le long-term politipal and social conse·quences of a s~:·::J.en 

breakdown of a highly interdependent city-life, After a period' of troubles . . . . ' - . 

such a war might well precipitate a. political world-union, presumably 

a rather-dictatorial one. This union would-psychologically have to rest 

on a firm and absolute condemnation of those_ who -started the war. Those 

who started it or made it.inevitable may_very well belong to the finally 

victorious group,and thus it is qui~t3_plausible that they will try tb 

get away with the usual lies of .the victors about the war guilt; and, as 

h~ affairs go, they may ,even be successful in- such a course for a 

while. Still, I firmly and non-trivially maintain·, that ·such a war will 
· · · · ·· the. 

not permit a stabilisation of the. ensu,ing .. peace on the basis of victor 1 s 

lies, My reason for so thinking is partly the extraordinary symbolic 

power of the events of atomic war; tl,leywill remind everybody of the 

Biblical 'l~~criptions of what will precede the Last Judgement. Partly 

it is that: victor's lies are stable if the victorious group is not 

vi tally hUJ:it• '!l.nd hence. apt to soul-searching itself; ·this however will 

:J;lOt be the case. 
-····. 

These considerations offer no strict proof:· I know quite well that 
i"o'• 

many different scenarios can be written. Yet I would give a high degree 
. ;~! 

of probability to the above description. The order of magnitude of 

dest:r;J.ctiveness of weapon-systems i·s more likely to increase than to 

decrease with time. Protection can only be given by highly specialised 

technical means. Every fail)ll'e of these means will let destruction revert 

to its_ "nat;~ral" scale, His~ory is full of examples of r.iilures of limiti!lg 

devices (~inot lin13). Wars tend to be protracted, ahd; to• 'lie· ~ost 
-{::. . ._.~l ;:_·,-q .. __ , .. _ ·, .. -·' 1 ' :·•, ._,· ~---.. .i 

devastating in .theird~inalphases, 
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Thus'·T revert to the statement·, ·No justification for. having started 

·?::a: .total nuclear war will be a.ccepted after the event.· 

implies: No justification for waging such a war can be 

This,' I think, 
:~t,,e;, 

considered . 

acceptable now. On the other hand, given the·· possible development of 

technology, the present political status. of the world does by.no·me.c"s 

, exclude the possibility of such a war within the remainder .of our century. 

Hence I· conclude: The political situatioh in the world .must be thoroughly 

.changed into a t:tu3.y peaceful. structure,; 

I1I. _ Pe:i9~.Q.on§ truction 

The meil.riing of the imperative of peace is only made 'plain by 'two 

ci:innnent~. ·. First: the world situation to· whifch it refers has no historical 

precedent. Second: in spite of much lip-service and of soine serious · 

efforts the. factual hano:l:ing of· world politics today is in strict .dis

agreement with.the imperative. 

OUr world situation has no historical precedent. At no earlier' epoch 

was war, waged with ali available weapons, self-destructive in the 'above 

·described 'sense. Hence the preservation of peace was generally considered as 

~:.· •onditional e.thi'cal imperati're, not as an overriding one. Most of'our 

· pohii<':al habits'· haVe been framed nndor those earlier conditions; they do 

not re'spec{ the' preservation of the world peace as a highest value.· Hence, 

it is an ethical imperative of the first rank that all th€Ce habits be 

changed. 

It is not at all surprising that the political practi9e of the present 

world does not conform Vlith the imperative of peace., The present world 

is hot particula:r-::;;.· bad, sut it has not learnt its lesson fast enough. 

I'dbubt whether-it will learn it fast enough. But that is not our present 

question. The·question is: what is the lesson to be learned? What is the 

practical meaning of the imperati·iTe of peace? 

An ethical imperative is not a political recipe, Let me use Kant's 
·.; ' 

categorical_i~per,ative a:c a structural example. "Let the maxim of your 

action be such that it might be used as .the principle of a general 

legislation." It depends on the field "faction, it may depend on the 

particular _circumstances, what principle of a general legislation will 
·'-'. 

be suitable. But you should never permit yourself an action that corresponds 
•. . . J') L:t·.:-:.':'·· 

to a maxim which, if generalised as a principle of legislation, woul,d ,_b<Ol 
' : ... ' ·"·' " ' . 

untenable. This is precisely our situation • . How my political act can _ .. 
• ' ••• :. _.- •• -_-, -:· ' -.- •• -;- 1 ·' •• 

contribute to the stabilisation of a lasting peace or at least not endanger 

this aim, must be seen in the particular situation; but every political 

act is to be measured by this principle. 
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The imperative does not demand the preservation of the present status 

of the world but its active transformatibn. It does not ask us to protect 

peace, since what we possess today is not peace in the sense of the 

imperative; it asks us to construct peace: ! rephrase the argument which 

leads to this central statement. Technological knowledge will st~ with 

us, it will develop in an unpr~dictable way. It is not self-stabilizing • 

. Hence a political structure of the world must be framed that will be 

stable, in the sense of avoiding great war, for an indefinite time under 

changing te.ohnologies, while it will certainly have to permit great and 

unpredictable inner political and soCial changes during the' same time •. · 

Nothing ·short. of this will fulfil the conditions imposed by the present 

and future situation. 

Let me venture a few polii!idd Stippositior.s~ li:istor'y offers but one 

structure t~t has achieved a performance comparable to what we are 

asking for. It is the unified state, whether it was a city-state, a 

nation, or an empire. The task is not to eliminate conflicts - ail.· 

impossible task - but to eliminate a particular way of fighting.them out, 

namely the· organised war of great parties. Within a unified state •· this 

is achieved by a monopoly of the state for the possession of an organised 

army. This minimizes the danger .of internal war. The question how to 

preserve freedom under such a monopoly is far more delicate. A federal· 

structure and democracy are so far the best approximations to this .. goal. 

People who understand the necessity of a world peace are thus easily-led 
' ' . . . 

towards the idea of a world state. 

Yet this idea encounters severe criticism. The world state - it is 

argued -·will not be achieved; and if achieved, it would be a tyranny; 

Thus it seems either impossible or undesirable. Other peace-preserving· 

devices are proposed which seem less ambitious and more desirable: a 

bloc-system, polycentrism, economic interlinkage, and the United Nations. 

Some of these structures are certainly more desirable; in IDlf view their 

main weakness is that they are less ambitious. They can be achieved, 

but they do not warrant a sufficiently stable peace. .I would propose. 

the idea of a world state not as a goal but as a criterion: the stabil-. 

isation of the peace of the world is at least as difficult, at !east as. 

ambitious an undertaking as it would be to create a world state. To 

think of a better solution of the problem than the world state is a . , 

challenge to our political inventiveness. 
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This challenge is to be closely coruuicted with other' inevitable 

tasks of an active transformation of the worl~;·: • I menti~n· ju~t oD.e of 
.· :-r . 

them as a typical_ example:. developing economically underdeveloped areas 

in connection with the combat against the impending hunger-catastrophe in 

many of them. The connection between such tasks and the task of erecting 

a peace-preserving structure is quite natural. The problems to be solved 
.. 

always originate in. the instabilities inherent_ in the social and political 

consequences of growing science .and technology.. The means to be applied 

for their solution presuppose or include the creation of a sufficiently 

stable political structure_._ In very general terms we may say: science 

and technology have produced problems andre13ponsibilities which can 

only_be_ satisfactorily handled on a world-wide sc~le. We must hope that 
j ' . . : • .. :! -r :: :_ -,- ... '. ;'' ,,·.:.-- '":"> ."• !-,'' •. 

thes&- very responsibilities will help us w;i th suffi_cient clarity to define 
- .. · .. ·----~---· ,_ ... :.::~ .... ~.- ~0. ,-,,-;:_: :·.::·.~,-~·-.-.' ~;:..;: _:··-.t: .. 

the structures we must frame in order to bear them. Peace construction is 
''•)': 

but one of our tasks. Still it has, if I may say so, a guiding 

character am~!lg the task's of th~ pio.isEhit :wdl:-ld, since fliil.i.\re in this 
, . , - - . u -, , .. ,._ -·· r:. . ·. . .. . 

task would, be the most ·catastrophic 6f possible faj :l,ures. In this 

sense our time has a well- 'dinedpo1i ticai goal which it is not free to 

choose or to reject, which is clearly UI1derstood by'the man in the street, 
\'' .- .. 

and which we are not cert·.ln to 'reach. Hence all poJ.i tical achievemeii.ts 

are ultimately measured by it. 
.... , ..... 

,-, 

: \ ;_ 
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IV. , Peace preservPtion 

To speok of peace construction in September 196emny seemutt~rly 
unrealistic; p~'rhq>~ -it is •.. J:nste"'c. of en ccti:.r'e reconstruction of· 

. !' . . i~ternationnl relations' tending, towards a. common. solution of 

common-task~, e stendy reduction of impedal .sovereignties· 2nd the 

growth of a "world-domestic policy" ( Wel tinnenpoli tik")· ~ instead 
. ' ~ .. .:..' :" 

of rlll thet, '.'e may expect to .see in the :t:uture e lingering ·on of 

cor; tending blocs end of local violence or even a revival 'of the c0ld 

war. Iri order to be realistic. we uu:ot consider what act1;al ·course •nf' 

action' cru1 'be tnken in n world thnt is not ready for the necessm-y 

trnnsfors~timo. We are thus reduced to ths clcssicnl field ·of 

cn'2uistic ethics which I characterized in the beginning <'2 the field 

of the second best. l>lh8 t can a government, a gYoup, or· an individual 

do· in .a world in· which the absolutely necessar0• steps to words peoce 

constrUction nre actually not done? 

As a fir~t topic I shall treat what may be callec! pe•·.ce pr.osert.ation • 

.. He~e th;; word ''pence" carrier:. a diffe~ent meanin,g n s compn:t.e.6 t.·o ·the 

ph:rt; se "_pe•we condruction". The pe·(:.ce to be constructed Would be .. r. 

cl<'!nrlY si able, self .;.perpetuating .. political structure. The pn:se!.lt 

pe&ce \·1hich we wi'sh at least- to pressrve is no more than 11 ~rui::e .. ,. 

precarious balance of power. In orde1 to .construct peace w~ would 

ha.ve to be arcl1itects; unfortunately we have not found n oontr!ldtor 

to make m•e of our art. In order to preserve peace we must be rope

dal~cers ( "Seil tnenzer" in Gern.?n). 

In speaking of peace-preserving I ehall furthermore na=ow down 

the meaning of the word "peace'' to· .. 'ar!lE "absence of totcl war". 

PeAce ns D'9.Ming "absence of locnl or limited ,,ar" may locally 

be preserved, and this i: a ksk to be c .. iscu;:•sed in the next 

chnpter; globally we cannot preserve it since it does not globally 

exist. 

Absence of total war may nlso be described as the non-use of the g:t\!lat 

"strate<;:io" weapons. Now in populnr lr:ngu<ge we 'f!re souetimes told 

that thei:r.- only purpoEe is to prevent their ever being used. The 

adressee of this little paradox, the well-h,own Lan in tha street, 

might retor·t thr,.t this reEul t 1wuld be reached even more safely 

if the 1-1orld did not have ;;uch 11eepom;. Yet I confe&s I am highly 

sceptical of disarmmnent. It 1wrks ~ccessfully where the nrma-

ment involved does not seem vi tsl to the combatte nt£. Thus disartaf1~1o 

is a consequence of a detetote rather than its stflrt. So-called 

.j. 
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realists usually think that disarmrunent is boun.d to fail since it is 

too ambitious an attempt. One may as VJell say that it fails since it is 

not ambitious. enp1;1~h,.,.. We:::C<a.IWO~ ~;\!serve. a :Pol_Hical syst~m that craves 

for, arms, and·P+ctf!f'c,srune ~i!lle deny it. the ?XIJ!S which belong to its 

working:. Giver .thj.s_ . .s,_iJ'Y'~ion, the prese_nt system of a really assured 

peace, preserved by the. ,se.cond strikecapabilitj.es of the two super 

poners,_.is a very intelligent approxiLJate solution to a problem that 

has no exact so:Lut1.on Eixocpt the .radical .one discussed above, its 

inventors, I think, deserve respact on Ethice.l grounds, 

The appro:.imate solution is approximate and not exact precisely 

because it is not inherently stable, fmything we can do to stabilize 

it is again a second best at which VIe nnst aim with all our strength 

as long as nothing better can be offered.- The non-proliferation treaty 

seems to contribute to this aim; hence, in spite o.f its uell-kno<m 

difficulties, I.think it is a stGp forward. I dare to propose a personal 

view-which is shared by some but .certainly not by all analysts, in saying 

that it is far more important - perhapG of vital importance - to avoid an 

ABM.,.arms race. Jv!any estimates have been made on the influence of large 

ABM-systems on the credibility of deterrence. For a recent estimate I 

may refer to a paper by my_collaborators H. Afheldt and.Ph. Sonnta;, 

which, .I hope will socn be published. hat ·I :.::,c<'Gr from these estimates 

is mainly that the credibility of deterr<ence depends very sensitive.ly 

on.the pro·oabilities with Vlhich missiles vlill hit and destroy their 

targets• ( tE~Xgets on the soil as well an other missiles) •. This ~a~~ 

explains quite easily 1~hy widely dEfering e ctirno:.teCJ on ,the eft:E!c:ts 

of ABHs have been-published in recent years. Yet in my mind it implies 
.. ' . 

that at least WG he.ve no securi tywhatsoever that the AB~is will, not .. 

destroy the.present-balanca, that means (for such is the-weakness of 

the political structure in the world) the most secure existing 

formulation of world peace. I feel that every effort must be made 

to make this danger undP.rstood to those responsible for armrunents in 

all larger nations. 

Here we encOlmter a most important psycholoc:'.cal fact. We all have 

met some quite. intelligent generals, politicians, and ma;y:be, scientists, 

who just failed to see the point of the danger, I am not speaking of 

those ~ho may even be a majority in the present audience who might differ 

with me on quantities; e.go those who say that large ABM-systems vrill 

neverbe very useful and hence a fortiori not dangerous. This is a 

meaningful theme for discussion, I ~peak of the view that ABMs are 

.;. 
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_Q,efensiye :weapons after" all and henee ean only be for the ~cod, 

si.llce 1;he,Y. will protect and not kill lives. To this p:rimi tive reaetion 

1;£!e. mgth!"IIU!tically trained scientist >:ill of course reply th!;,t the 
·~: -· '· ... -· . . 

absolut.e expectation value of casual ties consists of the cond.i tional 

I?XI?ecta tion value of casual ties, assuming there will be a "ar, 

multiplied by the probability of such a He.r. If, feeling proteot>~d 

by ABMs, we go to war more lightheartedly, the prob!lbility o.(~ tmr 

may e2sily increase by a factor of ten or more, th1.s far >:Uj~ersedin;;; 

the decr~M:(, of. tr,e concti tiorwl ezpecktion vdue of c;·s~al ties 

iri ·cnse of '~l!ar. 

:Sut - .-nd thiP is my p>~ychological point .- such an argu.'llGnt needs 

1l level of 1i'lb2traction. which is not co:nnon in me.nkind. Her<., ·.:e 

encounter an essential we:=:k.."1es2, I tvouJ.d soy e..11 ethical wer.:~ess, 

in ell our cold-i;,loodet' modem stratecy. I fnvour the matbesaticd 

~stimcte2 of p:cohabili ties ::~;pelf And I use ther1. But I use th,?m. 

c.E a Eeconcl best. 'l'hey ~.re the nost rrtioncl wsy of expresdng_ the 

ide< 2 o:C ou:r strategy of iieterrence. :!lu t the aver2.ge !'<nn cannot .. 

induce hi:.1Eelf to -tfiink of hi2 own det=tth eos ~~ ~u.-::.nti ty in ~ 

Pl'obc-bili ty gor.e, :.:nil he is right in that. He msy be uneble to 

express hinself consistently, but he feels that :hat .~<e rrotect by 

this sort of deterrence is not yet peace but e dclicllte, hnphllN>rdous 

truce. He may even not think for enough and may rely on n fake 

protection which is more haphaznrdous than no protection, a Maginot 

line, an ABM shield. Still, in all his pathetic. intGllectuPl. short

comings, he hlls better than many of us understo.od the imperative 

of 'f;ee.ce. It is vit~l .for our future to underst?nd that \lhd we 

preset-Ve tod~y is not yet pence. 

Y.. · I.imi ted .. ·~ro -· 

Li1oited war is !l fact of our tiDe. T'nt'!re ere no co!llp~>rPbly compelling 

reasons to evoid i.t as against tot•l t•ar. Consequently li':li ted vr.r" . 

have been fought all through the r~st 23 years.· Tlm ethical problGms. 

arise: Can ue. strive an<i hope to. abolisb li;ni ted. wars? And : Ho'</ 

nre \,'e to behnve in ther.1? 

'I'here .· iE 'very little- hope to abolish limited wars P.l together s.s long 

es there is no all•emoracing p~aee structure of the world as disc~ised 

in earlier chapters, or perhaps even then. Some degree of violen6e''i~ 

.;. 

. 
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present wi "\bin many nation-states ~nd. vlill be presept in th\l 

l<O'rf/i as far 1is we cru/foresee. Yet,, J:' thi~k-, even nq" lim:l..ted. 

war' is no longer considered to b~ the usual and naturrl_, though' 

deplo:b;ble, ~vent it': was i~ caliei cel>tui·ies. Public opinion in 

the worlr! considers \·i'll" or military occupation, be it in Vk tnnn, 

Czechoslovaki?., .i'-alestine, 'or Bia:fra, RS F-,n Bnomaly which ought to 

, be mo~ped; Public opinion here express~s a corr-ect :fe~ling in a 

helple~~ manileh It first, and 'rightly;· react~ on the violation of 

li·ver;,· of independence,. p,nd 'of freedmn.' BUt it '?.lso feels the inter-

.· conn;s:.tion of . t!ll everi ts in the Norld, an({ the danger that aJ:lY one of 

these conflicts may produce a «c.r that \<ill not be limited. This 

denger may hnve in ·fact beeri small in nll past cases. But what 

if we ,!imcur a taanger of on. hnlf percent two hundred times, or if 

the inhibitions against total war should relax for a while? 

These· iedark2 '.1re direcited niain'st a,_ rather p~initive view which 
. ' .. ' ,... . . 

still, I ;,m a:frnid, is the hair-conscious c;'liCinc principle. of !!lOSt 

of our political reactions, wher-ever aliu;ited war h dthe~ con-· . ' . . . . 
sidered to be in ff.vcur of our o~ inter~st, or far e!)onfsh awa;r,not to 

touch our interest. T!iet view may be,formulated ~s!lYing; To:tal. atomic 

wer'Will not hnppen, 'iind limited wars are bmmd to happen as wars 

alwrys have nnppened 'in hi£t~r:i. This vi~_; d~esnot fl8<' the inte:r:·

cor'uH~ction of e.ll events, : nd the lnck of stability in a '1orld, 

of cheii'ging technologies and g~adu~:~lly varyingorders of lllaf5!l~tude 
of pdss:ible conflicts. If .total war should ever break out it is 

moa't' lik'ei~' to be thei result of an escalr.tion of a lioli ted qo~fliq.t. 

This is_ not_ a profo)IDd :etntement, but. in its consequence ooother• 
' . ' . :;. . 

problem arises. It is not el«r,ys possible to-j;revent or to :stop .-,-· .. . 

limited conflict~? except by u.se of power,. Even within .established 
. ·- . : . ' .. 

nntion-st~tes we need 11 police-force .• The limited wfirlil. which «e.·. 

h!lve seem during the lad t~-:o decades ei th"'-r aro~e .beCPUse nobody 

noted as a policemoo or because_ somebocty acted ·cs a )•olic_e!ik'Ul. 'i'he. 

question who is to act a.s the policeman is so unsettled,as .it is 

bound to be in a ·,:orJ ·J in which peace construction is not achieved. 

I find it difficult here to ~void ~;pr2r;sing my personal predilections. 

Being a democratic Central Europe~ I a hundred times c-ref<:r the 
. . ··; ' .. ·.··' . 

United ·States a.s a p6lic~mai. to_ th.e Soviet Thlion; not being in 
. ' i' _. .. \ ·-' ,._ 

favour of se1f~appoit1ted poEce:;:8n · r· .;~ulu prefer the iJni ted 
\.- ,i .. , 

.; . 
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Ncctions as a policennn a thousund tines to the United States. 

But sufficient police-force of the United Nations (cf. Clark 

~;nd Solm, Fence through h'orld Letw) is beyonc'c our present reach, 

=o. ,;reat powers will go on in sane oases to act like police:.1en 

in the future. hhnt is the political ethics under which we are to 

judge such ~~ cts? 

It is ·clear that generally accepted principles like the right 

of self-deter2inntiori ought to be applied wherever it is p9ssible• 
. ' . 

But ns We all know the portisans in e. conflict nom10lly int<:>rpl'€t 

•these rules in lilifferent t<&ys. hhat sthico.l criteria - c.s distinct 

fror: positive leg~l rules or fro·~ r1ere considerretions of expediency -

will help us in our- juclg:;ents? I think we in tha \·lest ought to see 

thd the costoblish?cent ·of represent dive de'.mcr.~cy ·is not ,,er se 

c-n ethical c:r;i;;erion, unless ro rn,·.jority in the nation ooncsmed 

renlizes thr-.t it is a worknble Deans to protect saGe of ·our 

highest civil values. 'de should elso see that the ethical inperative 

of peace and the ensuing ethics of an cctive transforcoation of the 

world is far uore easily und•:rstood in the present world. There is the 

reason for the icieolocical success of l'brxisr;, if conprred t·ii th 

1--;"estern Q: ~:ocracy, in ~.11 t· .. ose parts of nenkin(~ whs-re ,the necessity 

of fundar,ental chc\l4ge is deeply felt, b0 it in ci.evelopinc countries 

' 

or «i th our own :rebellious stu•c<ents. The ethioal weokness of BUoh 

of i"l,rxist poli tio&l practioe lies in its view that acts ···re perni tted 

to "pr<;>cressive forces'' th,,t t;oulc1 be cr:L"linrll if executed by the 

Teactionnries. Here a deep insight into jhe social anC:. econo::ic 

con:.:i tioning of ethical codes is pervertedly usml to justify acts 

whioh rennin crir:>incl, whobVc.r cor-cJi ts then. T'nis is '' regression 

behin<l. the e.thicai level reached· iri the :crinciples of olassicnl 

de~!Ocracy. But CLe:Jooratio nations nre ;' uC:ged by those who ought 

to leG m c·e:10oracy on their visible acts, not on their theoretice.l 

principles or their hor12 situo.t.ion. Consider-inc 12ll that, one would 

becone very he si te.nt tollCt ns 2 policcnrn, kno1;ing tho.t the 

possibility of o worlc1 per,ce rests on the ability of the nrotions 

sincerely to :gree to its principles. 

This l,;c:cls us to th& seoond C;,Uestion, that of thepr;i.nciples of 

behaviour in an <eotu2l lLci ted wer. I a; rfr~dt I ""' going to 

repeat trivial Dnli still not sufficic.ntly acknowledged f,;_cts. 

Lhoi ted wGrs. in our day :-,re in principle classicnl wars, m1d the . 

ole.ssical war ethic ap)":lies to theL1. Neutrc,li ty "n<t free .cccess 

.; . 
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for the. Red Cress, p:rotection for civilinns nnd for prisoners, 

confining of mili:kry action to combi:t'tDnts,. nll these nr~ well

established rules. The public opinion in the world kriows them; and it is 

generally nowadays well-informed. a bout the violations •.. It ii true . . . .. 

that .guerrilla wcrfare makes use of these very proteot'ive principles 

for shieldipg its own military activities.· T am unable to give strict 

casuistic advice about the degree to which counter-guerrilla warfare 

may relax in its observation of the classical rules, I cnn only 

express the conviction that such a relaxing of rules, wherever it 

deviates from strictly evident military necessity, does not pay. 

Violations of the accepted rules may pay if performed by a petty 

rascal who happens to get away with them and to establish an 

ephemeral local power. But quod licet bovi non licet Iovi. The 

same violations, I am. convinced, do not pay if performed by a 

world power which represents a pri~ciple. on which it hopes to rest 

a political peace.system of the world. I have lived in German cities 

during World War II, and I have seen what strength was restored to 

the decaying numbers of .the Nazi regime by the public· reaction in 

the cities to the Allied air mids. 

I end this chapter confessing that writing it ·is as· equally ·unsatis

factory on preaching in a church where the crimes are not actually 

committed and where all of the present community find it easy to agree 

.to the principles proposed in the sermon. The preacher himself will

or should - feel most of all guilty under'such circumstances. The 

point of principle I wish to emphasize is that limited wars today 

are rightlyjudged not only by classical war ethics but by the 

imperative of constructing a world pence. 

VI. Civil Disobedience and·Non-resistance 

Non-violent action has its own strategy which ought to be subsumed 

Ul1iier modern strategy. The increasing,. all-pervnding power of govern

ment and t~chhocrac
0

y incre::'singl.y narrows clown the field in which 

· mi'li tary ac'tibn has. a chance of· success. Industrial r()gions. are reduced . . .. ~ . . 

to forms of divil disobedience o.gcinst their own rulers as well as 

against militarily superior foreign intruders. If we depict a future 

peace structure of the whole world by the vision of a world ste.te, 

even emigration would disappear as an ultimate hope for the suppressed. 

It is to be supposed that civil disobedience will steadily increase 

in importcnce. 

.j. 
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Differently from military stmtegy, the stretegy of non-violence 

ha§ its very origin in ail ethical principle. Hence the obvious 

objection that there are situations in which it will not be 

successful does not hit it precisely. I am not going to expound 

tbeethics of non-violence here, but I would have been insincere 

if I had not mentioned it. It is still most wor'thwhile to read 

Gandhi today: 

There is one ethical problem, however, that has caused much 

discussion in mY country as in other countries, in which· the.two 

principles of.military and non-violent beheviour must be compared, 

th~t is obj<,'ctlon against military service on ~s-rounds of conscience. 

In mo2t Western and in some Communist countries conscientious 

objectors are in principle recognized. This very fact exposes young 

meq to. a 8ometimes difficult ethicFl choice, a choice in 1;hich a 

professor can come to not as a confessor. In such cases I have 

found it necessary but not sufficient. to say, that whatever 

choice a man may reach after sincere searching of his conscience 

m\lst be respected. There ar~. strong arguments for both ways, each 

c;>f which melees a remf.rkable use of Kent's categorical imperative. 

The defender of military service will tell· the objector: "If all 

of :.'ou would refrein from mili tElry service, the free state in 

which you are pemi tted to do so would be without a defence. You 

refuse your help in growing the corn you >!ish to eat". The objector 

may retort: "If all young men in nll nations would refuse mili ta.ry 

service, no defence of our freedom would be needed. You creP.te the 

situation you fetlr by fearing it". 

vihen exposed to this dilenmm by my students, I tried to say that 

they s)lould }'lO:t hope for a ca.suistic code that uould tell which 

of the two tms rietr<t, but. thpt they sh:ulc.l me,:sure their. choice by 

the contribution it ;.wuld give (if consistently follo11ed by other 

acts) t01mrds constructing the .necess~ry .f!.eace-s'tructure ·of· the·· 

world. Such advice inevi tebly lems into detailed considex·E1tlions of 

possible roli tlioal c:cti Vi tie!3 i · Pnd this is probably where ethical 

conside:t:'ations on. strategy and peace. ought to lead us • 

. j. 
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I do not t~ish to' feign a. coherence of ro:y consi.derations thE.t does 
. since I think. they reflect inconsistencieif·. 

not ectuelly exist. I rathe~· 1dsh to meke exJ,.lici t its incorisbt~nci~ 

of the present·l,orid.. I wrote this paper under the fresh impression 

of the occupation of Czecho'slovekia• In that situation I >iat i.mable 

to gi;e my presentation the pitch of encouragement it .:10uld have 

needed in order to be consistent. 

I feel that Gny deduction in sections I., II, III is consistent. 

That means: there is no other uay or;en ·Go us but peace· construction; 

,;hatever course of action leaves aside this guiding prinCiple is 

ethically to be absolutel~ condemned an:i will in the long ruri turn 

out to be pragmatically self-destructive. 'Ihe next step ought to hnve been 

a presentation cf thiu end :i.n tems of means; a possible 

progr~m~e of peace construction. ~uch a programme can be 

in principle, and perhaps it is the only worthwhile task 

ehcouregiilg 
i, 
framed 

for a 

political thinker in our times to work on it. I here refrained from 

it P.nd instead immediately t·mnt on tm-Jards "peace preservation". 

'J'he pos:'. tive programme WGS replaced by a few pessimistic remE rkll 

in the first sentences of section IV. Tnis structure of my paper 

reflect8 my sincere judgment of the. present I·JOrld situation, and it 

does so eve.n more cle~rly since it wvs not my intention to express 

pessimism; pessirdsm just happened to shine through the holes 

in the walls of my edifice. All ny consideretions on the casuistic 

ethics of peace presP:rv2tion, limiteu war, and non-violence carry 

the stigma of this feeling: "e..nd if we have fulfilled all these 

commandments "e ,;ill not have don a the one thing needed". I wish 

et least the.t this fact be tmd0rstocd by the audienca. 

Still it is ethically ino.dmiss:' jle to stay within o. pessimistic 

inaction. It is fundamental for humcn behrviour tha.i, the future 

is unkn01-m. No scientific prognostics ;;ill ever remove the uncertainty 

of future events such that the free spree of e-ction would be 

narrm-red d01-r:; to ~ero. Even if ''e were convinced thct the llorld 

war could not poc,sibly be avoided ue w:·uld hcve to pet somehow 

before its <C:vent, cnci even if it should happen e.s predicted., 

there will be some acts rrevious to it that kill tum out to be 

most important fo;: the tinw r ftcr it. c.'he necessity of helrinr 

skrving natiom• to limit their population growth nnd to feed 
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themselves by agriculturP..l, indust:rid, educational and _soci&l .. ·· 

d•3Velopment - this necessity 1-!il)., if ,unde:r:stood, induce .ections whose 

offsets ;Jill be perLcp~ even more imr-ortpnt <:fter a "orld W8.r th~n 

before it. And the prepe.r-2tion of a genr·ral poli tied atmosphex·e 

in which th8 ov::rrking necessi t;! of pee.ce is unuerstood, m~;y be 

no more necessar,;.- for avoif.ing r•. \iar if ·.;;osei ble thr.n for reconstructing 

the world s fter a wa;:, should it hap:.·.en·. 

Thus the proer•;tL'Tie for peF.ce constr.1ction, the strc.tc'fy of peace, 

so to S}:•eak, rsmnins the centrRl tE,sk, ~<hetever nay be the 
·'. 

vacillation. of c•ur h0res ami despairs. 'I'ne audience will :perhar-s 

forgive me for not h'·:vin1_: developed such a p·ogrFmm2 here, if 

at least He all Agree thet it is the one task to which we must 

apy:ly our forces. 

.. ,, 
' 
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l. 

Morning 

One of the most significant developments in international politics 

since World War II is the change of attitude toward armed force in the 

advanced Western countries. The change is reflected in the contrast between 

the common disposition between the two worlu wars to view the kind of war

fare relevant to policy· as almost exclusively general and total, in which 

victory would depend on destroying in the most thorough way the enemy's 

capability and will to fight, and the widespread acceptance in the Cold War 

of the view that the principal objective of military policies is the avoid

ance of general war and the limitation and control of lesser wars according 

to political ends. short of traditional military victory. One aspect of 

this change of attitude is the great attention .devoted to limited war 

strategy and preparedness in the United States, especially in the'last ten 

or twelve years.* 

*One symptom of the increased acceptance of .the concept of limited war 
is the increased ambiguity of the term, since the concept of controlling 
war within rational limits relevant to specific political objectives has 
come to be applied to~ kind·of war, even·one involving a nuclear 
exchange. Broadly defined, a limited war is generally conceived to be a 
war fought for ends far· short of the complete subordination of one state's 
will to another's and by means involving far less than. the total military 
resources of the belligerents, leaving the civilian life and the armed 
forces of the belligerents largely intact and leading to a bargained 
termination. Although a war between nuclear states might possibly conform 
to this definition the term limited war is generally applied more restrict
ively to relatively more likely local non-nuclear wars in which no more than 
one nuclear adversary is directly involved. The difficulty of defining 
limited war arises, partly, because the relevant limits are matters of degree 
and, partly, because they are a matter of perspective (since a war that is 
limited for one belligerent might be virtually total from the standpoint of 
another, on whose territory the war is fought). Furthermore, a limited war 
may be carefully restricted in some respects (for example, geographically) and 
much less in others (for example, in weapons, targets, or political objectives). 

l"G 
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To an extent that must amaze early proponents of limited war, who 

sought to overcome the formidable antipathy toward the concept during the 

Korean War and the Eisenhower-Dulles administration, the rationale of 

limited war gainedwidespre~d accept?-nce in the United_ States and, in some

what lesser degree, allied countries in the 1960's, The United States 

went far in implementing the concept.with_strategies, weapons, and organis

ation, Among research, academic, and military analysts the concept of 

limited war inspired a great outpouring of strategic doctrine, In·the 

Kennedy administration limited_war b~came official doctrine and achieved 

something approaching popularity. 

But now the war in Vietnam, which has called so much into question, 

raises doubts about some limited-war concepts and the premises upon which 

they were based. It is not just Vietnam, however, that raises these doubts; 

it is the conjunction of Vietnam with basic changes in the international 

environment within which limited-war concepts arose and. flourished. To 

reappraise limited-war thinking, therefore, it is important to understand 

the context in which it attracted such marked attention. 

The concept and practice of limited war are·as old as war itself; but 

the consciousness of limited war as a distinct kind of warfare, with its 

own theory and doctrine, has emerged most markedly in contrast and reaction 

to three major wars, waged between several major states, on behalf of 

popular national and ideological goals, by means of mass conscription and 

massive firepmver: the Napoleonic Wars, World War I, and World War II. The 

contemporary interest in limited war springs partly from a determination 

to avoid World War III. 

The relj:lvanc.e ·of ;Limited war to contemporary international politics is 

manifest in the occurrence of more than fifty internationally significant 
' 

limited wars of various kinds since World War II while tli.'ere have been no 

general wars and the armed forces of the most powerful.states have come no 

closer to fighting each other than the American-So;iet confrontation in the 

Cuban missile crisis of 1962. Most of these wars, ·however, did not directly 

involve a nuclear or even a major power. They were limited, as before World 

War II, by such factors as the restricted fighting capacity of the bellig

erents, the one-sided nature of the contest, or the inherent limits of 

internal war. With the diffusion of power and intensification of subregional 

conflicts such local wars in the Third World may become an increasingly 

disturbing element in international politics, if only because they could 

involve major powers. But the kinds of wars that have occasioned the 

•• 
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systematic concern with strategies and weapons· of limited war are wars which 

the United States fought, which might have expanded into much wider and 

more violent conflicts, but which remained limited because the United States 

and its adversaries deliberately refrained from conducting military operations 

with their full capaCities, Equally important, the concern has arisen from 

the desire to deter or limit wars that never occurred - especially wars that 

might result from limited aggressions impinging on America's vital interests 

abroad, 

The detailed elaboration of a strategic doctrine of limited war, the 

formulation of specific plans for carrying out this doctrine, and the 

combined efforts of government, the military establishment, and private 

analysts and publicists to translate the doctrine into particular weapons and 

forces are developments peculiar to the nuclear age. They are products of 

the profound fear of nuclear war and the belief that the limitation of war 

must be carefully contrived, rather than left to inherent limitations upon 

military capabilities, But they are also products of American foreign 

policy in a particular period of history - a period in which the Cold War 

expanded to Asia and the Soviet Union achieved the capacity to inflict 

terrible damage on the United States in any nuclear exchange. 

Thus our thinking about limited war is largely shaped by technological 

and political conditions in the postwar international environment by 

characteristics of a particular period of international conflict, and by the 

military and political experiences of the United States, To reappraise 

limited-war thinking one has to.understand its relationship to the full 

context in which it arose, One can then try to distinguish between those 

aspects of limited war thinking that are obsolescent or of orily transitory 

relevance, because they reflect vanishing or short-rUn circumstances, and 

those that are likely to remain valid or become increasingly relevant, 

because they reflect fundamental conditions or significant international 

developments. 

2. 

On the most general level the conception of limited war surely remains 

relevant - indeed, imperative, On grounds of morality and expediency alike, 

it is essential that states - especially nuclear states - systematically 

endeavor to control and limit the use of force where force is unavoidable. 

The fact that American public officials and spokesmen now generally take this 

for granted, while little over a decade ago high government officials commonly 

asserted that once war occurs it has no limits save those determined by the 
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capacity to gain a military victory, must be regarded as a major and 

probably permanent triumph of reason over viscera. But nothing about the 

feasibility and utility of particular methods of limitation, whether with 

respect to deterring or fighting a war, can be deduced from the general 

rationale of limited war. Nor can feasibility and utility be deduced simply 

by applying the logic derived from abstract models of conflict, although 

these may sometimes aid rational calculation. Judgments about the feasibility 

and utility of particular methods of limitation must, of course, take account 

of objective technical and physical facts, but these facts do not speak for 

themselves in strategic terms. Such judgments must depend largely on 

disciplined intuitions, informed and qualified by experience, about the way 

states actually behave when they are faced with war or the threat of war. 

Yet experience is likely to be an inconclusive and misleading guide. If the 

test of a particular strategy lies in warfare, how can one be sure that the 

outcome is due to a particular strategy, the way it was carried out, or to 

unrelated factors? If the test is deterrence, how can one know whether 

either the occurrence or non-occurrence of the act that one intended to 

deter was due to the strategy or to other circumstances? At best, experience 

is a partial representation of the full range of circumstances that might 

affect the feasibility and utility of strategies of limited war. Yet 

strategy has no self-contained logic like mathematics; experience of one 

kind or another has been and must be the primary shaper of strategy in thought 

and action. 

It is significant, in this respect, that limited-war thinking has been 

conditioned by the perspectives common to a particular phase of the Cold War. 

It first blossomed in response to the Korean War (although the implications 

of nuclear weapons had led Bernard Brodie and a few others to write earlier 

essays on limited war). It flourished during the Eisenhower-Dulles admin

istration. The motivation and appeal of limited-war strategy in this decade 

were basically twofold: on the one hand, the desire to mitigate the danger 

of nuclear war; on the other hand, the desire to support the policy of con

tainment more effectively. The underlying disposition in both respects was 

to bring force under control as a rational instrument of policy, but the 

motive for control has been a combination of fear and determination in 

different admixtures at different times and in different minds. 

In the course of applying the concept of limited war to changing inter

national circumstances, it became apparent that these two objectives might 

lead to different policy conclusions, depending on whether one emphasized 

effective containment or the avoidance of nuclear war. They might lead to 

• 
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different conclusions not only about particular strategies, which were 

copi~usly examined and discussed, but also about two.issues that were 

scarcely discussed at all by proponents of limited war: (1) when or whether 

to intervene in a local war and (2) the proper intensity and scope of 

intervention, 

But even more important than the two object~ves of limitation in 

shaping views on these questions were certain premises about_ the. international 

and domestic political environment which were relatively neglected in 

limited-war thinking: (1) the nature of the communist threat and its bearing 

upon American security, (2) the willingness of the American government and 

people to sustain the costs of fighting aggression, and (3) ;the identity and 

behaviour of potential adversaries, 

It· is not difficult to understand why the issues of intervention and 

the premises about the objectives and the political environment of limited 

warfare received far less attention than specific strategies of limited war, 

The explanation lies in· the familiar limits to man's ability to for~see basic 

changes in his enviro~ent or to imagine how events and conditions which he 

cannot foresee might affect his outlook. Strategies, o~ the other hand, are 

adaptations to foreign policy in the light of realities and trends that are 

perceived at the moment, They are frequently rationalisations of existing 

military capabilities and domestic constraints, Man's polit~cal imagination 

is constrained by what is familiar, but his strategic imagination is 

relatively free to draw its inferences and design its plans until some 

unforeseen war tests its propositions - and most strategic propositions 

fortunately remain untested in the nuclear age, 

3· 
Limited-war thinking was conditioned' by a;period in which the overriding 

objective of American policy was to contain 'international communism by 

preventing or punishing external and internal·aggression, According to the 

prevailing consensus, a local communist aggression 'even· in an intrinsically 

unimportant place could jeopardise American security by encoUraging further 

aggressions in more important places and leading to a chain of aggressions 

that might eventually cause World War III, This view, fortified by the 

lessons of fascist aggression, did not depend on the assumption· that inter

national ·communism was under the monolithic control of the Soviet Union -

an assumption that the proponents of the consensus abandoned as readily as 

its critics - but it did assume that a successful aggression by one 

communist state would enhance the power of the Soviet Union, China, and other 

communist states vis-a-vis the United States and the free world, By this 
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reasoning American security interests were extended from Western Europe 

to Korea and, by implication, to virtually anywhere aggression threatened~ 

In this period the dominant concern of the proponents of limited-war 

strategy was to strengthen containment. They hoped to make deterrence more 

credible and to bolster allied will and nerve in crises, like the one 

arising over·access to Berlin. They argued their case from the standpoint 

of strategic revisionists seeking to save American military policies from 

an increasingly irrational and ineffective posture by freeing them ·from the 

thralldom of misguided budgetary restrictions imposed at the expense of 

security needs. Conscious of America's superior economic strength and 

military potential, they rejected the thesis of the Eisenhower-Dulles 

administration that the United States would spend itse:l.f into bankruptcy if 

it prepared to fight local aggression locally at places and with weapons of 

the enemy's:choosing. 

• With the advent of the Kehnedy administration the revisionists came 

into office• Responding to a dominant theme in Kennedy 1s campaign, they 

were determined to fill the military·gaps in containment• The United States, 

according to this theme, was in danger of losing the Cold War because the 

government .had hot responded to new conditions -particularly to the rise of 

Soviet economic power and nuclear strength and the shift of communist efforts 

to the Third World. The most dramatic evidence of America's threatened 

decline of power and prestige was the Soviet's prospect of gaining the lead 

in long-range missile striking power, but the missile gap was thought to be 

part of a wider threat encouraged by.misguided American political and 

military policies that had allegedly alienated potential nationalist 

resistance to communist subversion in the Third World and forfeited America's 

capacity to deter or resist local aggression. To safeguard American security 

and restore American.prestige it would be necessary not only to reinvigorate 

the domestic base of American power and adopt policies better suited to ·the 

aspirations of the underdeveloped countries but also to ensure America's 

strategic nuclear superiority and build up its capacity to fight limited 

wars without resorting to nuclear weapons •. If the communists could be 

contained at the level of strategic war.and overt local aggression, the new 

administration reasoned, then the Third World would be the.most active arena 

of the Cold War and guerilla war would be the greatest military threat. 

In office, the Kennedy administration not ·only increased America's lead 

in long-range striking power; it also built up America's capacity to inter

vene quickly with ·mobile forces against local aggression at great distances, 

'· 
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and it emphasized a strategy of "controlled and flexible response". 

Identifying the most dangerous form of communist expansionism as "wars of 

national liberation", it created special forces to help combat aggression 

by guerillas and concerned itself intensively with methods of counter-· 

insurgency. 

By 1964, after the Cuban missile crisis and before large numbers of 

American forces got bogged down in Vietnam, the United States looked so 

powerful that Americans and others (particularly Frenchmen) began to think 

of the world as virtually monopolar and of America's position in the world 

as comparable to that of a global imperial power. The only remaining gap 

in military containment might be closed if the United States could demonstrate 

in Vietnam that wars of national liberation must fail. In this atmosphere 

of confidence and determination there was no inducement to question the 

premises about the wisdom and efficacy of intervention that underlay the 

prevailing American approach to limited war. The tendency was, rather, to 

complete the confirmation of a decade of limited-war thinking by proving 

the latest and most sophisticated conceptions in action. 

We shall return to the impact of the adversities of Vietnam on American 

conceptions of limited war. Before that it is necessary to review the 

development of limited-war thinking that had taken place in the meantime. 

4. 
Apart from the fascination with counter-insurgency in the early 1960 1s, 

the great outpouring of. strategic imagination in the United States was 

inspired by efforts to deter or fight hypothetical conflicts in Western 

Europe and between the United States and the Soviet Union. But these conflicts, 

in contrast to wars in the Third World seemed less and less likely as detente 

set in. So in this area it was not the discipline of war that impinged upon 

strategic thought but rather the discipline of restrictions on defence 

expenditures and changes in the international political atmosphere. More-

over, in the absence of war, merely the passage of time caused a certain 

attrition of ambitious strategic ideas, as the.inherent implausibility of 

limited war in Europe or between the superpowers and the difficulty of gain-
. . -

ing agreement on how to meet such unlikely contingencies dampened succ.essive 

sparks of strategic innovatio.n, 

In Europe, as.in the Third World, the dominant objective of limited-war 

strategy was to strengthen deterrence of and resistance to .local non-nuclear 

aggression and to bolster the West 1 s bargaining position in crises ori the 

brink of war, But the task of resistance was far more difficult· because of 
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the greater physical and political obstacles to limitation and the greater 

strength of potential adversaries, 

The effort to formulate a strategy that would combine effective 

resistance with reliable limitations reached its logical extreme in 1957 

with the theories of limited tactical nuclear war propounded by Henry Kissinger, 

Admiral Sir Anthony Buzzard, and others, But these strategies soon died from 

indifference and incredulity, The difficulty of settling upon· a convincing 

strategy for integrating tactical nuclear weapons into limited warfare in 

11lrope evidently remains overwhelming, and the interest in doing so has 

declined as the credibility of the West using any kind of nuclear weapons 

first except in circumstances warranting the risks of general war has 

declined, 

While the Cold War was still relatiyely warm the search for a strategy 

of limited war in Europe enriched the postwar history of .military strategy 

with some ingenious ideas, Yet most of these ideas now seem strangely . . 
irrelevant. Strategies for fighting large-scale limited wars (endorsed by 

Alain Enthoven and, apparently, by Mr, McNamara .in the .early 1960 1s) were 

condemned to irrelevance by the unwillingness of any ally to support them 

with the requisite expenditures and manpower, by the unlikelihood cif a war 

involving such powerful adversaries in such a vital area remaining limited, 

and by'the fear of allied governments that emphasizing large~scale conventional 

resistance would undermine the efficacy of nuclear deterrence. That left 

strategies for enforcing short conventional pauses ·and somewhat ra~s~ng 

the threshold of nuclear war (first publicised by General Norstad), strategies 

seeking to combine static with mobile and conventional with tactical nuclear 

resistance in.limited.wars resulting from accident and miscalculation (notably, 

the works of F.O. Miksche and Malcolm Hoag), and strategies of bargaining 

and controlled escalation featuring non-nuclear and nuclear reprisals and. 

demonstrations (chiefly identified with Herman Kahn and Thomas Schelling), 

All of these latter strategies were attempts to accommodate the logic 

of limited war' to the realities of limited means. They were also responses 

to perceived security needs in an international political environment in 

which it was assumed that the threat of Soviet-supported limited aggression 

was undiminished - and, perhaps, even rising, since strategists were now 

conscious of the Soviet achievement of virtual parity with the United States 

in the capacity to inflict unacceptable second-strike damage, But this 

assumption·became much less compelling or was abandoned altogether with the 

onset of d~tente, Consequently, although the· logic of flexible and controlled 

response prevailed on paper and in strategic pronouncements, the means to 
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withstand anything more than the most limited attack for longer than a week 

were not forthcoming. France's withdrawal from most arrangements for 

collective defence only made this predicament more conspicuous. 

Only the Frenoh government rejected the objective of avoiding an 

automatic nuclear response to a local non-nuclear incursion; but for all 

governments the objective' of deterrence increasingly overshadowed the 

objective of defence; and effective limited defence no longer seemed an 

urgent component of deterrence but only an option for avoiding nuclear war. 

Yet despite the de-emphasis, in practice 0 on strategies of limited 

resistance, the allies were less concerned· than ever about their security. 

This was not because nuclear deterrence was more credible, Indeed, one 

might suppose· that Secretary of Defense McNamara's open admission that the 

United States could not prevent the Soviet Union from devastating the 

United States even if the United States struck first would have destroyed 

any remaining confidence in America's will to use the ultimate deterrent · 

to defend its European allies. The point is that now even a low degree of 

credibility was regarded as sufficient' for deterrence under the new political • 

conditions of d~tente, 

In this.atmosphere there was a tendency of strategic thought to revert 

to the conceptions of the Eisenhower-Dulles period, Proponents of limited

war strategy.now took comfort in pointing to the deterrent effect of the 

danger that any small conflict in Europe might escalate out of control, 

Considering the nature of Soviet intentions, the value of the stakes, and 

the integration of tactical nuclear weapons into American and Soviet forces, 

they were prepared to rely more on this danger and less on.a credible 

capacity to fight a limited war ·effectively.· It is symptomatic that.this 

view found support from Bernard Brodie, an outstanding former champion of 

local conventional resistance in Europe, who now saw the official emphasis 

on stressing the conventional-nuclear threshold and increasing conventional 

capabilities as unfeasible, unnecessary, and politically disadvantageous .in 

America 1 s relations with its alli.es, * 

*Escalation and the Nuclear Option (Princetons Princeton University Press, 
1966), Brodie's differences with the official position (which, incidentally, 
he exaggerated in attributing to it the objective of resisting conventionally 
a large-scale Soviet aggression) were no less significant for being differences 
of degree, For they were intended as an antidote to a strategic tendency, just 
as his earlier advocacy of preparedness for limited conventional defence was 
intended as an antidote to the Eisenhower-Dulles emphasis on nuclear deterrence 
in Europe, See, for example, Strategy in the Missile Age (Princetons Princeton 
University Press, 1959), PP• 335 ff, 
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In one respect, the limited-war strategy of the Kennedy-McNamara 

administration underwent a modification that was tantamount- to official 

abandonment. The most far-reaching application of the idea of contrived 

reciprocal limitation of warfare was the counterforce or no-cities strategy, 

which was intended to make possible the option of a controlled and limited 

Soviet-American nuclear exchange. An even more radical (but necessarily 

less plausible) strategy for limited strategic nuclear war, based on strik

ing cities selectively rather than sparing them had already attracted some 

academic attention.* This limited countercity strategy appealed to some 

as a way of enhancing American power by increasing the _credibility of a 

nuclear first strike against coventional aggression and by enabling the 

United States to fight a strategic nuclear war advantegaously as well as 

rationally. When Mr. McNamara first publicly announced his counterforce 

strategy at Ann Arbor in June 1962 1 critics charged that it was intended to 

serve the same objective. But in McNamara's mind it was evidently intended 

only to keep any strategic nuclear war that might result from accident or 

miscalculation as limited as possible, not to enhance America's ability to 

deter or fight such a war successfully. In subsequent statements McNamara 

explained the objective of a counterforce strategy as exclusively damage 

limitation. He also explained the difficulties of inducing the Soviets to 

fight a limited strategic war in 'such a way as to cast doubt upon its 

feasibility.** Finally, in successive annual reports on the nation's defence 

posture he indicated that cost-effectiveness considerations dictated an 

increasing emphasis on the prior objective of a capability for assured 

*Klaus Kno= and Thornton Read, eds., Limited Strategic War (New York: 
Praeger, 1962). · 

**On the one hand, he explained, the Soviet Union would be unlikely to 
withhold its countercity capability as long as its missiles were relatively 
scarce and vulnerable; but on the other hand, he acknowledged that as Soviet 
missiles became more numerous and less vulnerable, the prospects of confining 
retaliatory damage from them would vanish completely. In any event, in each 
annual "posture statement" he stated in progressively more categorical terms 
that there was no way the United States could win a strategic nuclear war at 
a tolerable cost. 
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destruction (that is, a capacity to inflict unacceptable damage on a second 

strike) as compared to the objective of damage limitation. 

Summing up the fortunes of limited-war strategy with respect to Europe 

and central war, we can say that the basic rationale of limited war seems 

firmly established in the United States and in allied countries, with the 

possible exception of France, and that this rationale is to some extent 

implemented in operational plans, military· policies, and-weapons. But the 

high-point of limited-war theory - in terms of the inventiveness, thorough- · 

ness, and energy with which it was carried out in strategic thought and 

actual policies - was roughly in the period 1957 to 1963. Since then a 

combination of economic restrictions and international political developments, 

together with the inroads of time upon novel plans for hypothetical contingencies 

that never occur, has nullified some of the most ingenious strategies and 

eroded others, so that limited-war thinking is left somewhere between the 

initial Kennedy-McNamara views and the approach of the Eisenhower-Dulles 

administration. 

' 
In mil,itary affairs, as in international politics, one senses that an 

era has ended but gets little intimation of the era that will replace it. 

~.1eanwhile, _strategic imagination seems to have reached a rather flat 

plateau surrounded by a bland atmosphere in which all military concerns 

dissolve into_the background. 

. 5. 
This was the state of limited-war thinking when American. forces became 

the dominant element in fighting communist forces in Vietnam. At that time 

the only really lively ideas were counter-insurgent warfare and controlled 

escalation. 

Some regarded the war as a testing ground for strategies of counter

insurgency. When the United States began .bombing selected targets in North 

Vietnam, ostensibly in retaliation for the Gulf of Tonkin incident, some 

regarded this as a test of theories of controlled escalation. When American 

forces in South Vietnam ~~~;d· regular units of the North Vietnamese army 

in large numbers, a host of new strategic-tactical issues arose, f:!UCJ:. as 

the issue, which was surely oversimplified by polemics, between search-and

destroy and seize-and-hold methods and the equally overdrawn issue between a 

mobile and an enclave strategy. 

The war in Vietnam should have been a great boon to strategic innovation, 

since it fitted none of the existing models of limited war, although it 

contained elements of several. But the lessons derived from the strategies 
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that were tried have been either negative or inconclusive, yet it is not 

apparent that alternative strategies would have worked any better. Some 

critics of the conduct (as opposed to t~e justification) of the war assert 

that different political or military .strategies and tactics, executed more 

skillfully, might have enabled the United States to gain its political 

objectives - primari.ly, the security of an independent non-communist govern-

ment in South Vietnam -· mor~ readily. Others assert that those objectives . . . 

were either un~ttainable because of the lack ~f a suitable political 

environment in South Vietnam or attainable only at an unacceptable cost, no 

matter what methods had been adopted. Hanson Baldwin draws the lesson 

that future interventions against insurgency, if they are undertaken "under 

carefully chosen conditions and at times and places of our own choosing," 

must avoid the sin of "gradualism" by applying overwhelming force (including 

tactical nuclear weapons, if necessary) at an early stage.* But Walter Lippmann .. . . .. 

concludes that Vietnam simply demonstrated that elephants cannot kill swarms 

of mosquitoes.** Given the general disaffection with the war, the latter 

conclusion is likely to be more persuasive; but, in either case, it would 

be misleading to generalise about the efficacy or utility of limited-war 

strategy on the basis of this single sad experience, since the war in 

Vietnam is almost surely unique in its salient characteristics: the effect

iveness of North Vietnam's combat forces, the. organising genius of Ho Chi 

Minh, the north's appeal to the south on nationali~t grounds stemming from 

the postwar independence movement, and the. rigidly authoritarian policies 

of President Diem. 

Perhaps the strategy that has come ·closest to a clear-cut failure is 

controlled escalation, which was applied by means of selective bombing in 

North Vietnam. But even in this case it would be misleading to generalise 

about ·the efficacy of the same general procedure under other conditions. 

Controlled escalation is a strategy developed principally to apply to direct 

or indirect confrontations between the United· States and the Soviet Uni.on.*** 

*"After Vietnam -What Military Strategy in the Far East?·", New York 
Times Magazine, June 91 1968. 

** "Elephants Can't Beat Mosquitoes in Vietnam," Washington Post 1 
December 3, 1967. 

***The concept and strategy of controlled escalation are set forth most 
fully in Herman Kahn, On Escalation (New York: Praeger, 1967), and Thomas c. 
Schelling, Arms and Influence (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1966), 
although both authors developed the idea in earlier writings. Needless to 
?ay,,neither author believes that controlled escalation was properly applied 
~n v~etnam. 
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It ·envisages influencing the adversary's will to fight and his willingness 

to settle through a process of "bargaining" by 'means of a "competition in 

risk-taking" on ascending- and, hopefully, on the lower '-'levels of violence, 

culminating in a mutually unacceptable ~uclear war at the ~op of the 

escalation "ladder", In the Korean War some advocates of tactical air power, 

lamenting the frustrations of ground warfare, expounded a strategy of bring

ing the enemy· to terms by incremental punitive bombing, After the Gulf of 

Tonkin incident the American government put something like this into effect, 

borrowilig langue.ge and style from the latest thinking about controlled 

escalation, Through highly selective and· ·gradually intensified bombing of 

targets on lists authorised by the President - incidentally, a notable. 

application of one of the tenets of limited-war theoryi strict political 

control of military operations -the United States hoped to signal,and 

bargain so as to induce the government in Hanoi to come toterms. Hanoi, 

alas, did not play the game, -, ·" ·· · · 

Perhaps the experiment was not a true test of escalation, since the 

punitive nature of the bombing was ambiguous·,·- Indeed, in deference to public 

protests throughout the world, the United States explicitly stressed the 

purely military nature·of the targets as though to deny their bargaining 

function, Perhaps the escalation was not undertaken soon enough or in 

large enough increments, Perhaps the fault lay in applying. to an under- · 

developed country a strategy that presupposes a set of values and calculations 

found only in the most advanced countries, Perhaps escalation works only 

when there is a convincing prospect of nuclear war at the top of the ladder. 

Or perhaps, the difficulty lay in the fact that Hanoi had unlimited ends in 

the south, whereas the United States had quite limited ends in the north. 

Whatever the explanation, controlled escalation failed to achieve its 

objective; and that should be sobering· to its enthusiasts, if any remain, 

Nonetheless, the experience does not prove much about the efficacy of a 

different strategy of escalation against a ~ifferent adversary in different 

circumstances, 

1,- .. 
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Nor does the war carry any clear lesson about the wisdom of denying 

the enemy a sanctuary from combat in his home base of support for an 

internal war in an adjacent country.· Critics contend that carrying the 

war to the north violated one of the few clear-cut rules of the game on 

which limitation might be reliably based, alienated world and domestic 

opinion, fortified North Vietnam's determination to fight fo.r an 

unconditional victory, and distract.ed attention from the real war - the 

civil war - in the south,. without substantially affecting that war, But 

advocates of carrying the war· to the north can argue that the attrition 

against North Vietnamese units and l,ogistics was significant and might have 

been decisive but for self-imposed restrictions that were unnecessarily 

confining, They can argue that these operations were necessary to South 

Vietnamese morale and provided a valuable bargaining counter for mutual 

de•escaiation. They can also argue that the denial of sanctuary is a 

valuable precedent for avoiding disadvantageous rules of the game and may 

be a useful deterrent against other states who may contemplate waging 

internal.wars against their neighbours. 

Be that as it may, Vietnam does at least indicate that the United States 

will go a long and frustrating way to observe significant self-imposed 

restrictions on a war rather than insist on a military victory, At the same 

time, it suggests that the prior question for the future is not h£! but 

whether to intervene, Both the Korean and the Vietnamese wars indicate that 

the particular restrictions on·military operations will be determined by 

such a variety of conditions and considerations that it is almost fruitless 

to try to anticipate them in advance. In some conceivable future circumstances, 

one can·even imagine a sensible case being made for crossing the sacred 

threshold that bars the United States from using tactical nuclear weapons, 

It is unlikely, however, that the prevailing reaction to. Vietnam will be in 

the direction that Hanson Baldwin advocates in condemning the constraints 

of gradualism and· the "cult" of self-imposed limitations. 

It is significant how weak and ineffectual American all-or-nothing 

sentiment was in the Vietnamese as compared to the Korean war. The idea 

of the United States confining itself to a limited war, which was novel and 

antithetical in Korea, was widely taken for granted in Vietnam, Indeed, the 

most influential American critics urged more, not less, restrictions on 

combat despite the fact that the danger of nuclear war or of Chinese or 

Russian intervention never seemed nearly as great as in Korea. Those 

(including some prominent conservative Senators and Congressmen) who took 

the position that the United States ought either to escalate the war 
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drastically in order to win it or else disengage, clearly preferred the 

latter course. But their frustratio;J. did not manifest a general rejection 

of the conception of limited war but only opposition to the particular way. 

of applying that conception in Vietnam. 

Thus the popular disaffection with the Vietnamese war does not indicate 

a reversion to pre-Korean attitudes toward limited war. Rather, it indicates 

serious questioning of the premises about the utility of limited war as an 

instrument of American policy that originally moved the proponents of limited

war strategy. In Vietnam the deliberate limitation of war has been accepted 

by Americans simply from the standpoint of keeping the war from expanding, 

or from the standpoint of de-escalating it, whereas in Korea the desire to 

keep the war limited had to contend with a strong sentiment to win it for 

the sake of containment. In Korea the principal motive for limitation was 

the fear that an expanding war might lead to general war with China or nuclear 

war with the Soviet Union, but in Vietnam the limits were motivated more by 

the sense that the political objective was not sufficiently valuable and the 

prospect of winning the war not sufficiently promising to warrant the costs 

of expansion. This change of emphasis reflects more than the unpopularity 

of the war in Vietnam •. It also reflects the domestication, as it were, of 

limited war as an operational concept in American foreign policy. But some 

of the reasons for the strength of sentiment for keeping the war limited 

bear upon the political question of whether to intervene in local wars at all. 

These reasons suggest that the specific lessons about the strategy and con

straints of limited war that one might derive from Vietnam are likely to be 

less important than the war's impact on the political premises that under

lay American intervention. 

6 .• 

If Vietnam exerts a fundamental impact on American policy with respect 

to limited-war interventions, it.will.not be merely because of the national 

.determination to avoid future Vietnams and to restrict American commitments 

to a scope more compatible.~ith American power and the will to use it. The 

whole history of the expansion of American commitments and involvements is 

pervaded with the longing to avoid new commitments and involvements. Yet 

a succession of unanticipated crises and wars has led the nation to contravene 

that longing. Sometimes the desire to avoid the repetition of unpleasant 

involvements has only led to a further extension of commitments, which in 

turn has led to further involvements. That is what happened when the 

Eisenhower-Dulles administration formed deterrent alliances (including SEATO) 

to avoid another Korean war. . 
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The reason for this contradiction is not really a sublimated national 

longing for power - at least not power for its own sake·· - but rather the 

nation's persistant pursuit of a policy of containment, which under the 

prevailing international conditions has repeatedly confronted it- with 

predicaments in which the least objectionable course has seemed to be the 

exercise and extension rath.er than the abstention or retrenchment of 

American power. If a fundamental change in America's use of limited-war 

strategy takes place, it will be because the premises of containment are no 

longer convincing and Vietnam has acted as the catalyst to enforce this 

realisation, 

In effect, the United States has e~uated communist aggression with a 

threat to American security, although the relationship of communist aggressions 

in Asia or Africa to American security is ~uite indirect and increasingly far

fetched, Yet this e~uation was plausible enough if one assumed - as Americans 

generally did assume until after the Korean Viar and the Sino-Soviet split in 

the late 1950's - that the Cold War was essentially a zero-sum contest 

between the two superpowers and that an aggression by any small communist 

state would shift the world balance of power toward the communist bloc, 

Moreover, there was no need to ~uestion this view of American security as 

long as America•s· efforts to counter aggression were successfUl at a 

tolerable cost, 

But d~tente with the Soviet Union and the increasing divergencies of 

interest among communist states and parties are changing the American view 

of international reality and of the nature and intensi_ty of the communist 

threat in particular, Thus a gain for China or even North Vietnam is not 

automatically seen as a gain for the Soviet Union or a loss for the United 

States, and opportunities for limited co-operation with the Soviet Union 

occasionally appear attractive, Moreover, the accentuation of national and 

subnational particularism outside the communist world may have diminished 

what capacity the Soviet Union or China ever had to extend their control and 

influence through diplomacy, subversion, or revolution,· In Africa, most 

notably, Americans are becoming accustomed to a great deal of disorder and 

communist meddling without jumping to the conclusion that the balance-of 

power or American security are jeopardised, To some extent China emerges as 

a new focus for active containment; but despite the long strand of American 

obsession with China, ·the Chinese do not yet - and may never - have the strength 

to pose the kind of threat to Asia that the Soviet Union could have posed to 

Western Europe, and Asia is simply not valued as highly on the scale of 

interests as Western Europe, 

,, 
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American involvement in the Vietnamese war began on a limited scale at 

a time of national self-confidence and self-assertion in the Third World, 

The United States applied forceful containment there according to familiar 

premises about Amer~ca's general interest in_stopping communist aggression 

without questioning the precise relevance of the war to American security. 

The scope of American involvement grew in an effort to defe?-t North Vietnam's 

war of national liberation and estab.lish a secure ~on-communist. government 

in the south, But during this period the familiar American image of.the 

communist world and its threat to American security was changing. Furthermore, 

in contrast to the Korean War, the Vietnamese war never seemed to pose a 

threat to the security of Western Europe or Japan. 

Nonetheless, if American objectives could have been achieved with no 

greater pain and effort than the Korean· War, which was also unpopular but 

not beyond being resolved on satisfactory terms, the nation might have 

accepted the Vietnamese war as another vindication of containment- trouble

some and frustrating but not so costly or unsuccessful as to call into 

question the premises of American intervention, In reality, however, the 

war became so costly and unpromising that, given its remote relationship to 

American security, Americans began to doubt the validity of the premises on 

which the government has intervened. At the least, these doubts seem likely 

to lead to a marked differentiation of interests in the application of 

containment - a downgrad~ng of interests in the Third World and a greater. 

distinction between these interests, and those pertaini~g to the security of 

the advanced·democratic countries, Possibly, they will lead. to abandonment 

of containment in Asia altogether in so far as containment requires armed 
' . " . 

intervention against local aggression on the mainland, More likely, they 

will simply lead to a sharper distinction in practice between supporting 

present security commitments and not forming new ones, and between supporting 

present commitments with American armed forces when aggression is overt and 

abstaining from armed intervention in largely internal conflicts, v7hat they 

seem to preclude for a long time is any' renewed effort to strengthen military 

deterrence and resistance in the Third World by actively developing and 

projecting America's capacity to fight local wars. 

7· 
The history of limi~ed-war thought and practice in the last decade or 

so provides little basis for generalising ?onfidently about the feasibility 

and utility of particular strategies, Many strategies have never really been 

put to the test; ~d where they have been tested, either in deterrence or war, 

the results have been inconclusive. Moreover, strategies are very much the 
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product of particular circumstances - not only of technological developments 

but also of domestic and international political developments. ·This 

political environment is always' changing. Developments that have made some 

strategies seem obsolete - for example, the impact of detente, domestic 

constraints, and the balance of payments on strategies of conventional 

resistance in Europe - might change in such a way as to revive abandoned 

strategies or nurture new ones. The limited-war strategies appropriate to 

the international environment of the 1970's - especially if there should be 

a significant increase in the number and severity of local wars, a more active 

Soviet policy of intervention in local wars, a more· aggressive Chinese 

military posture, or new nuclear powers - might contain some interesting 

variations on strategic notions that were born in past periods· of intense 

concern with military security. Changes in military technology, such as 

forthcoming increases in long-range air- and sea-lift capabilities, will also 

affect strategies and politics of limited war .• 

Yet one has the feeling, which may not spring solely from a lack of 

imagination,· that in the nature of· international conflict and technology in 

the latter half of the twentieth century there are only a limited number 

of basic strategic ideas pertaining to.limited war and that we have seen 

most of these emerge in the remarkable strategic renaissance of the past 

decade or so. These ideas can be combined in countless permutations and 

combinations and implemented by a great variety of means, but we shall 

still recognise trip wires, pauses, reprisals, denials, thresholds, 

sanctuaries, bargaining and demonstration maneuvers, escalation, Mao 1s three 

stages, enclaves, seize and holll, search and destroy, and all the rest. 

What we are quite unlikely to witness is the perfection of limited-war 

conceptions and practice in accordance with some predictable, rational 

calculus and reliable, universal rules of the game. The conditions and 

modalities of international conflict are too varied, dynamic, and subjective 

for limited war to be that determinate. Any search for the strategic 

equivalent of economic man on the basis of which a grand theory of military 

behaviour might be erected is bound to be ephemeral and unproductive. On the 

other hand, I think it is equally clear that military conceptions and practices 

among the advanced states are not going to revert to romantic styles of the 

past that glorified the offensive spirit, war ! outrance, the national will 

to victory, and overwhelming the enemy. If counterparts of the stylised 

limited warfare of the eighteenth century are unrealistic, counterparts of 

the·total wars of the following centuries would be catastrophic. 

,, 
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The nuclear age has not made armed conflict obsolete, nor has it 

excluded the possibility of catastrophic war, It has, however, inculcated 

a novel respect for the deliberate control and limitation of warfare, That 

respect is a more significant and enduring achievement of limited-war 

strategists than any of their strategies, 
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The Uses of Force in the Nuclear Age 

. THOM.A.S C ': SCHELLING 

Like 'the other·speru,ers who were honoured by invitations to 

address this tenth anniversary of the !SS, I accepted many months 

ago, Azld probably lil~ee them, too, I delayed, not until the last 

minute but until the.last month, to compose my thoughts, Unlike 

them, I was offered a topic that involved neither historical 

reminiscence nor a speculative leap into the future, a topic that 

concerns not how we participants in the Institute think about 

strategy but how.ll)ilitary force is actually used, or can be used, in 

this nuclear age·, And as I was in the middle of composing my thoughts,. 

the Russians organized a demonstration, far more vivid and far more 

suggestive than anything I might have told you, 

'J.'hat the Russian invasion of Czechoslov~ia - or uninvited entry, 

or comradely rescu~, or whatever it was - still appears to some of 

us ambiguous, inconclusive, even perhaps indecisive, as my comments 

might have been ambiguous, inconclusive and indecisive, mal~:es it only 

thc.t much harder for me to speak with authority, I find it much 

easier to say things that sound true and important than to say things 

that s·~und relevant against the events of the past seven weeks in 

Eastern Europe. 

IJ 

I have to con,fess that within the last six months I· have predicted· 

in public, not once but several tiffies, that the Russians would not do 

the kind of thing that in August they did, This is one of the "uses 

of force" • to use the words of my assigned title • that I might have 

stood here and depreciated again in public if it had not already 

occul:red to contradict me, I do not know where I went wrong, and I 

have the uneasy feeling that anything I tell you today may be proved 

wrong by the next time we meet, 

ALthough I am unable to corH;truc'l; :in my own m:ind exact:l,y th.e tal,!<. 

th?t I would haVe prepared fOr you <:luring the (>econd ]lalf of Aug·u?t, 
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' ' -·1 am sure ·that· one ·of, th.e. more. confident parts of it would have 

concerned 

for a new 

t-Iie state of, the cold. w<<r between East and 
~"\ti,V ...... ' I ,' >·· . . ·. . . . f,._ • . 

doctrine to replace the .. Tr_uman Doctrine of 

\lest and the need 

21 years ago as 
• . .. ! . 

_:l':·:··, 
the basic diagnosis and prescription fo-r coping with a troubled 

world', 
' . '•' 

According to the 'l'ruman Doctrine, the world was divided into 
.;>110: 

t\-10 15art·s, one c'ifrm~un'ist and· the other not, the communist part 

·having a cohesion t.hat the rest of th'e world could hardly" 'aspire to, 

.... a suffocating ideolog!/that would suppress' ::ahd eliminate not only 

dissent but national and cultural' ident'ity ,- a subversive talent for 

both violent and non-v..iolent .i'!!:Q.:r.yen.i;io.n in developed and under

developed countries, and a willingness to risk the use of military 

force, even to use it, in ruthless pursuit. of world "exp-ansion, 
' ' . . 

' . 
It turned out that the communist 1-1orlcl could itsolf split betterly. . . ' . : . ; . . ·" 

It turned out that the ~ommunist world could invest prestige, diplomatic 
,. . . ' . 

attention, and military:and economic aid and still not achieve decisive 
-:·· 

control of the underdeveloped cont·inents, It turned, out that comtaunist 

leadc-~ship ~s in:i._":l1tt'<k'f'ly cautious, especially after th~- Ko~·ean 11ar 
~-·~~ - ,, -~ -

launched the arms race and the HATU ailianc~. "llut most in.ter~sting 
of all were t\.10 trends that I had hoped~to emphasize here today·, 

One >Jas the emeq;;.;nce of Soviet-American collaboration, as 

especially symbolized in the Non-Prolife7ation Treaty that was 

jointly composed by two declared adversuries even while the war in 

Vietnam. w<:•s. alleged to be a decisive obstruction to pro,sress. The 
. ' ·; .. , ·:.l; :"; . 

other was the demonstrction, in several 't:ountries of Eastern Europe 1 
r. . 

that a.· communist system imposed by military force and secret police 

could not· in 21 years· suppress national character and na:ti6rtai interest, 

could not cope with political evolution, but nevertheless could evolve 

in unintended directions conducive to genuine cocxistc;nce and to some 

reduction in the inst-i-tutional discontinuity bch~een so-called social

ist society and so-called cai'italist society, 'rh is development, 

substantially unpredictcd on either:'sicie ·of the "Iron Curtain,· I 

considered good nei'Js ·'for mankind • 
. _. 

I always told my:-;clf; and toid others·when·J:'· 

spoke in pub lie' that .. only .~he __inost. te!ltative conciusioil.'s were justified, 

that glimmGr.ing po ssibilitios should· n~t 'be i\l:i.sbonstrued . as overwhelming 
"¥' '~· .,.,..... . \t ' .. 

probabili {; ies, 'tl~l?.t'"'<:r'vG1it s' ci.s :uric:Xp~c.t ~a-: as'· the Cub· an missile crisis 
' . 

had happened and could happen again, 1:"hat' all our plans should allow 

for the contingency that hopes wc:uld be disappointed, and that even 

if prog-ress were to continue it would likqly be uneven, 

\' '; 
... " I 

i~ • ~- '· 
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But on reading the news that Tuesday morning in August I realized 

how littlo I had hcccded my own warning, hoH much I h&d let uyself 

hopG, and how unroady I Has to put a setback into any kind of purspect-

ive. 

I am still unrc;ady, and am not going to try to give you my 

perspective. 

Three years ago I completed a book :m a subject very close to 

the ono that Alastair Buchan asked me to speak about today, I Hondorod, 

Hhon I finished it, ,,1hether it really provided wisdom and guidance 

for the future (as I naturally hoped it miGht) or rc1erely summarized 

the strategic intellectualizing of an era that Wc:s about over. As I 

reread my own book, aft8r it ap_;_,eared in print, I was struck Hith how 

much it reflected the stratc5;:;r of the cold vJar. So were some of those 

Hho rcvic<Ved it. At first, of course, as I im2,gine any author Hould 

be, I vJas afraid that my book ''iOuld become obsolete c.nd be ·less 

relevant to the future than to the past, But as time passed, and the 

sense of authorship diminished, I found ;oyself ho1Jin[!; that what I'd 

written would be less relevant to the future than to the past, V<hat 

more could a father of four sons hope for than thet a book about the 

uses of force in the nuclear age -ohould become uninteresting'/ But I 

am afraid the subject is still interesting, I r4ust not, especially 

with this diversifi0d audience, blnmo the Russi.s,ns entirely for 

whatever dismay wo noH feel. l4ithout Czcchoslovnlria. there would still 

be Vi(;;tnam. 

I hope it is ncith0r unsoc;mly nor tedious -Go refer to my own book 

on an occasion like this.. But three yeD..r.s ago I did, sitting in an 

office of the Ad am Streut building of the LSS in London, put the 

fil'lishfnt;; touchc·s to my carefully compos0d tl1oughts on the same subject 

as I am supposed to spook "'bout today. If I still believe what I 

Hrotc I cannCit ro:~Judiato it, but I also ca.nnot just summarize orally 

what yoU could read at leisure. If I no lone:; er b·.;licvc what I wrote, 

I should renounce the book 8.11d start over, acknov~lt.::dging that I may 

three years from now want to disassociate wysolf from Hhat I say todo.y, 

Since I actually did collect my thoughts about the uses of force in 

the nuclee.r age three years ago, and actually did so c:ts a guest of 

the Institute for Stratee;ic Studies, it possibly ni.:tkcs sense not to 

repoe.t it·, not to renounce it unless I'm ashamed o·:·: it, not to ignore 

it unless I thin.~c :nobody here ever lool<::cd at it, b\.lt to take it as u 
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point of departure, amending it where I think it was wronG'· 9-nd 

~)ringing- it up tnc year 1968. 

The boolc m&de seven points, with a chapt<'r for e:ach point. 'fhe 

first point was thc,t one of the most impressive things that can be 

done with militc:ry forcG is to hurt peoplo and to destroy things, 

I don't think this is often enoug-h appreciated, 14hether in tne nucle&r 

age or any ether age, whether the force is military or Criminal or any 

other kind, what force can do is to hurt &nd destroy. The first 

sentence in 'my book - the very first sentence of my preface - states 

what I think is true and significant and discouraging, "One of the 

lrunentablc principles of human productivity is that it is easier to 

destroy than to create," Sullets can kill people; thermonuclear 

weapons can wipe out cities; police clUbs can crack skulls; assassins 

can eliminate uniqUe individuals; vo.ndals can dcr&il tro.ins, Pure 

force can achieve hardly anything constructive• 

I said in my boolr that with military force a country cc,n repel 

and expel, penctr.ate and occupy, seize, exterminate, disCLrm Elnd 

disable, confille, deny access, and directly frustratG intrusion or 

attack. An ur.friendly rcviawcr quoted this sentence as though I had 

·extolled v1hat could be accomplishod with military :i'orco. But I had· 

meant this list to b0 impressively in&dequateo You can't make people 

do things with military force, You can only thre~t~n to hurt them, 

to destroy what they vc::.·; __ uc, and hope that, to nvoid the pain and the 

damage, they uill do ,.,hat you ask. But you can •t ma.ke them. If 

they are obst:Lnate or heroic or dumb, or if they urc administratively 

and politically inflexible, or if rightly or wrongly they believG you 

don't mean it, your th:ccat won't work.~ 

Nucloar weapons don't chc.nge this, they merely dramatize it, the 

·way Russian tanks in tho centre of Pra.g,uc dramatise it. The cannon 

on a.· tank cD.IJnot UlD.J.:o a ~- express enthusiasm in front of a television 

camera, or meke 2. man vote or work or go someple.ce. All it can do is 

·kill -him. Tt .. at 's a lot, but it 1 s not versatile, because if it kills 

him he cannot vote or work or express enthusiasm. I still thin!• our 

intellectual:'..zing about military strategy ine.c1 equately recognizes that 

military force is mainly a base for extortion, a kind of pol<er that, 

used directly rather than for bargaining, can accomplish only very 

limited things, 

The second point of my book was thcct a [;OOd pe.rt of diplomacy' 

including the stationing of milit&ry forcGs, was concernGd with making 
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thr0ats credible?. ThG third po:'.nt ;1as thc:t tho risk of unforeseen 

and unforescee:.blo consequences is a significant and manipulable part 

of military diplorac.cy. The fourth was that evon rtlilitary action, war 

itsGlf, is a bargaining process, and that military actions are as 

significant in ·.vhat they communicate as in what they conquer or 

destroy. 'rhe fifth was that any '>Jar' on whatev0r se ale' ought to 

be or could be a limited war, and that there was no point beyond 

which conscious diplomacy end accommode.tion becCJ.ne irrelevant. The 

sixth point of my book was that the shapo 2nd structure of military 

force has an influence of its own, and thc:t militc:ry force should be 

so designed as to minimize the abdicc:tion of decision to the machinery 

of warfc:re. And ruy s0venth point was the.t ev0n the mo·st unfriendly 

advers&ries can· prof .. it from a dialogue o..ilned et rcstr2ining the arms 

ruce, at limiting war itself if w~r should occur, and nt designing 

military force in a way th2.t makes it reponsive to control. 

\clell,. thc.t is whc:t my book said, though I spelled it out in "' 

little more dotail in the book itself, Do I havG anything to add? 

Do I have anything to tru~o out? 

Th:ebas·' ·. idea, I believe, is confirmed in both Vi0tne.m and 

Czechoslovakia. Nost of \·Jhat you Hccn t to do you cannot do lvi th 

military force. Russinn force h2..s been, at least tcmporo..rily, 

effective in Cz.-.;choslovo.kiG... But few of the guns vJere fired. Half 

a million armed men went into Czochoslovc~kia, and thoy have shot hc;.rdly 

anybody. They can kill and burn c:md knru:k down, &nd they can· prevent 

the Czechs from producing, from governins themselves, and from express

ing themselves. At least, they can if they're willing to try hard 

enough. But this iso.~; n.::;~CLtivc. Th-2y can 1 t make p0ople volunteer. 

They can't make people ,...;ark. They cannot commcJ1d enthusiasm, or 

loyalty, or compliance. You can shoot a man if he won 1 t beho.vc, but 

you can mcckc him bche.ve only if he will respond to your thrce.t to shoot 

him. The Russians could unquestionably 1.r1in c. wc..r in Czecho .. slovo.kia; 

and if what they want ·is a war, their kind of force is just gree.t, 

But apparently war is not whet they want; and the only thing that 

militc.ry force will get you, directly, is war. 

So for, tllc.t is whcct it has got us in Vietnam, Getting people 

actually to behnvc ns you wc,nt them to requires so~:!otb.inc; uorc tho.n 

military force. ·rhis hcs·cil.ways been tru8, but nuclear weapons 

dramatized it for us. Nuclca.r weapons have boon peculiarly 

recognizablG as the; weapons with which you destroy thG people who 

didn 1 t behave, 1~ot 'w<Oapons that make people bche.vc, 
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Nuclear weapons accentu2..te, but they do not originate, this 

fundamental limitation on militv.ry force, Nuclear weapons appear 

to be a?le to do such enormous dnmc:~ge nt such a distance thD.t one 

may be induced to speculate why such power is so clumsy, Yet a 

bayonet is much the snme; the only thing th2t a bayonet Hill directly 

procure is blood, Hilitary power is essentially nGgative, If you 

want a person not to do somGthing, you can kill him or disnble him; 

if you want him to d'?._ something, sonwthing more the.n to bleed o.nd die 7 

militnry power is only indirectly relevant, and its vnluc depunds 

on how skillfully it cc:n be indirectly used, 

And rcctunlly nuclear weapons, man for man 2.nd. dollar for dollar, 

are not so impressive. Roughly speaking, a nuclev.r weapon thcct costs 

a million dollars can d~stroy a billion dollars. But I estimate that 

a young vandal who could hope to Garn three o:- four thousand dollars 

a year could destroy three or four million dollars a yoar. t·Vhat is 

truly impressive in the li10dorn o.ge is not whnt you co_n do with a 

thermonuclear weapon pc:.ckod in the nosccone of a missile; it is wh2-.t 

you can do with a .22 ccclibcr bulleL 

\/hat I'd chc:nge in my book if I wrote it today, three years 

later, is not so much whc.t I said as what I didn't say, Aside from 

all those ch2,ptcrs thcct I clctuclly want~d to Hritc but could not 

quite formulGte o.t t.h.::; time, there ar..::: the chc.pters thctt didn 1 t 

occur to me throG yco.rs ngo thc::.t c..rc much on my mind now. Let rao 

mention three of them. The;;- nll r8lnto to thG use of military force, 

but they all rolato to the difficulties of using military force 

indire:ctly, of seeking to c-ccomplish some positive aim through an 

essentially negative destructive physical cap2ccity. And they all, I 

must confess, reflect the limitntions on 111y own wo.y of thinking about 

this subject. 'l'lw more I learn, or think I lc;olrn, about this subject, 

the more I realize how little I knGw alrco.dy, c::.nd :the more I wonder 

just how little I know even now, 

The first point I would elaborate relates to ·the familiar subject 

of detc::rrencc. VJc::rc we deterred in August? Did the Russians 

successfully forestcll intervention by the Atlantic nations, acting 

either individually or o.s an o.llianco? I have checked my ~ictionary 

one of those modern Amcrico.n dictionaries thc:.t us_es ~_imple _English -

and it t~lls. me that to deter is to keep a P.crson from doing something 

through fear, <cnxioty, doubt, c.nd so forth, Did the Ru~sians do that 

to us? 
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I have found no-one in my country 11ho admits that he for o. 

moment contomplo.ted military int-:?rvcntioi1 or everi the threat of it .. 

No.ne of the- sev0ral ccindidc:.tcs thel1 running fo-r nowination gavo any 

hint th&t intervention even occurred ·to him, and one of them, now 

no l_onger a -CD.ndidectc, evc.::n thought it j_Jrovocati vc to convene the 

President's Nc:.tio.nc..l Security Council, lth:.sn't it the sc.me over here? 

I read intormittcnt_J.y s0me ·of" the Bur:1pco.n newspapers, and I find no

o-ne in print who ro.n through the ccllcul2tions, adding up ·the pros 

and the cons cmd bo..l2:1cing them ag<-::inst cnch other, to- rcetssure 

himself that staying out wes the rieht thing or to sBe, considering 

the dominoes t_hnt ruight fell in succession c,fterwe.rds, ·whether we 

shouldn't risk a confrontc.tiono President Johnson-publicly dcprcce.ted 

any Rumanian rcpetit2.on, but it is herd to rco..d o.ny thront in his 

language a And the r~lost m2,ssivc To"l:c::.lintion tha.t former Vice l?rcsident 

Nixon has proposed is that W8 should continua not to soll·str&tcgic 

goods to tho Soviet Union, which 1-ws cclrcccdy our policy in July, So, 

strictly spcnking~ apparently VJc Hero not deterred, ··bcc2.usG intervention 

wes something we never contemplated in the first pl~ce; 

A similar question is sometimos asked in retrospect about NATO • 

. Did the NATO Zllliance dcter 2. Russian in·vasion of Western Europe? 

There <..·ere some: Hho 000 thc_t N.A1ro confronted th8 Sovi;;t bloc with an 

effective capacity for military resistance~:: t~nt the Soviet bloc 

did not c.:;.ttc:.cl;: VJestv-rard, nnd for lrJ11om those two fc--.cts ere enough: 

the Russians wei'G ovidently doter·rcd. rhore are somo, though, who 

doubt whethe-r the Hussi.ans w.:.;r-c; eve:.'."' on the.; point of attc...cking \·Jostwc:~rd ~ 

Nho doubt thc,t tbe: Hussi<:ln's co"L!ntc-d up divisions or nuclcc .. r wc..rhear::s 

o..nd ruvisod thc..:ir militcTy plans or :t."'cjcctC:d a prop_oso..l for militnry 

ecction. It would not surprise me if the Ilucsie-ns might truthfully 

sc:,y thc"t they ncovor intended to attack Vlostcrn Europe, the.t the 

existence of NA'f() ns c..n 2.llicnce Glld of NATO ns c. milit2ry force 

never affected thqi:c mili t.:.:.ry intentions or plnns, nnd thDt, there: fore, 

they were never detcrr~d~ 

Yet me.ybc the.t' s the V~2Y deterrence works bust. ~by be, in 

undcrstcmding how dcterroncv wor}\:S~ it i-s more rovcs.linrs to c:.ckno"~Hlcdgc 

tho.t He were deterred, coraplotcly deterred, f:rom intervening in 

Czechoslovc:.kio.. Noro thnn the:.t, l:Je v..Iere deterred even from to.lking 

ourselves into o. commitnwnt thnt might ho.vc obligod us to w.eigh the 

pros e-nd cons of intervention explicitly. He wore so throughly 

deterred thc.t no__-onc even expected us to lntervenc:, lrJ"ith the rGsult 

thc.t the high cost of diso.ppointing thoGG' oxp0ct.::.tions could not 

confront us as n countcrdctcrrent. And, of cou!'sc, we wore so evidently 

deterred thnt the Ru.ssic'..ns thelllt::elvco, in the end, wore noto 
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I suppose the sc,me could .be srcid ccbout Hussian plccns to invade 

\Vestern Europ<::, Dcterrcncu ccn bco sc.id to. v10rk well if one 1 s opponent 1 

contemplcting the net that wo would like to d;otcr 1 weiGhs the con

sequences c.nd decides u.gninst it, throush, t< fec.r, c..nxicty-, -doubt, 

etc. ,n to :use· the l;:cngunge .of nJy dictionnry. But dcte>rrenc·o··may work 

best of ell when the opponent so clecrly porceivos that the enter

prise is to,o risky, or too doom<ed to ·fc,ilure, thc,t tho ontc;rpriso 

_n.c:ver even. tGl{t'S th8- form of cm z.r-ticulc.tc proposc:.l, novcr comes to 

c vote. in cc cccbinet or a politburo, never even gets put forwc.rd 

seriously. I doubt, . to take c.n cxcunj>lc, whcthe.r o.ny senior official 

of the Am&ricCUl ,;overmJ<Cnt proposed the invasion of North Korea, or 

n declo.ration of wnr ng:::inst thc.t country, nt the time of the Pueblo 

incident; there mny h2,ve bcc:n some ·who privately \vould hc.ve fnvourcd 

such an action, but even they must havo judged it ~ wuste of time, 

BJ?-d perhQps c.n embnrr.::~ssmcnt to their cc:.reers, to propose it 

seriously. The highest goc.l of N1-~'~eo d<::tcrrence should be. to mnke 

c.. Russi[m, civilic:.n or milito.ry, feel ridiculous even in proposing 

the kind of act thc,t it is NNfO 1 s purpose to dot er. 

I rr.ther lilrc w.y n2w dictionary. Hy old one, given to me when 

I was n high school student, noting thnt th8 verb "to deter" derives 

from the LRtin 1·10rd for tarror, mentions only foo.r - :rto turn 0.side 

through fec:.r, to provc::nt from action by fear of the cvnscquences." 

I om no judge of dictionaries, but ns n primer on strategy I think 

the new one is wise to include the c:nxiety, the doubt, and the n etc' 1
• 

Isn't this probc:bly the wcy thct capital punishm~nt works, if 

it works .::..t ·~11 in dissuading cnpit2.l crimes? Not th2..t 2. gunm2.n, 

c:bout to pull the trigger, thinks of the electric chair and changes 

his mind, but instead thet he avoids gettin~ into situations in which 

hG mic;ht hc.vc to kill, even deliberately loo.ves his gun home, or goes 

about with n g<enoral horror of killing thcct may be pc,rtly nttributablG 

to C'Jlxiotios about c2pitc:.l punishment thctt o.ro ruore a p:::.rt of his 

culture than of his conscious cnlculation. Poopl8 who·hc:ve tro.inod 

themselves to stay out of trouble rrwy not have t6 bo consciously 

deterred ovor and over ~gain on cvory occasion. 

If I o.m right cbout our h;:cving been successfully dutorrod in 

relation to Czochoslov;:;ckiu., ere we glad that we vwre? ~rhis is not a 

purely rhetoricb.l queSti6ll or - o.s 'some dictionD.ries might hc..ve it, 

to the discomfort· of people in my professiOn .:. c.n· ncc..demic question. 

It is indeed o. retrospective· question, but it is a question about 
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policy, bcco.use we probz.bly helpad to deter ourselves. 

collnbor['.tcd in the proc0ss of deterrence. H& o.voidcd ecny corm:o.itment 

to Czcchoslovnkio.; furthermore, we publicly c,voided it, so tho.t our 

resolve to defend GreC:ce or Turkey or Gorii1any or Norwc..y is not rJuch 

nffoctcd, we hope, by our declining to support Cz~choslov&ltio., Indeed 

the very strength nnd clc.rity of thG NATO comrnitli1c;nt dro.ws c. line 

tho.t mew bo c.s significc.nt for thu arec.s it excludes as for those thr.t 

it includes. As c mcttcr of policy we h&ve Binimizod the cost, 

especially tho cost in credibility nnd resolve, of non-intervention, 

Indeed it is probc.bly better on our side to be thoroughly dotorrcd, 

to have our o..cquicsccnce Ll foregone conclusion, thc~n to be ambiguously 

det~rrcd or doubtfully deterred. If we o.re even half expected to 

intervene, bcccuse we ere only h&lf decided cg~inst it, the cost in 

disc..ppointed expectc:.tions is higher thc.n if nobody ho..s those 

expectc.tions. It's not c~n c:_;_sy question to c.nswe:r 1 bccc.usc if we 

wore only half deterred the Russiccns themsol ves might hccvc been noro 

deterred, <mough more not to do who.t they did. I'll lot eo.ch of you 

give his own c.nswer to thc~t question, though I iriE-:.ginc I cc.n g·ucss 

the m::cjority view. At lcccst, we were not cc'.ught bluffing. Not yot, 

C"...nywc..y. But then CzechoslovcLkio. v-Jc.s prob:.bly not tho moot cmbcTro.ssing 

tiorget for us thct the Russio.ns uigllt ho.ve picked. 

Incidentc..lly-, before; I ;£0 on to my next l_Joint let me cc:.ll your 

c.ttcntion to CJ! interesting 11 usc;: of force in thG nucle:c:.r c:.geil th:'...t I 

lE·,d not c;.nticipc.tcd.. Hungc~ric:n troops pc..rtic ip<.ted" I tnkc it tlH' .. t 

for the Hungz·_ric:.n govcrnr.'lcnt this HCCS nn c .. ct of v.rocJ.;;:ncss, not of 

militc..ry strength, ::::. syrabol~~:; surrGndcr, t:."t kind of pre-cr11ptive 

renuncic..tion. For whr:.t ~:mdicncG WClS this token prim[~rily displo.yed? 

I suppose the Hung::_-:rio.n c.:.udiencc. 'Tho Huat;c.ricm government displny: d. 

to itse;lf whure it stc:.nds. I to.kc; it tho.t Hune;r:.rio.n po.rticipntion is 

not 0videnco of sympc.thy for tll0 Russic.n caust: 011d lack of sympo.thy 

for the Czech but is rnthor ~n ~et of oubQission th~t t~sts wh0thor 

sympc.thy WLI.S the: d,.;tcrmining fc:_ctor, cmd the Hungccric:.ns now know 

wh0rc they stnnd, They hc.ve my ~ympetthy. 

** ~' ** ** * **~' ·~ ~' *** 

The second point I would ompho.sizc, wuro I writing th2.t book 

no\v, is thr-.t nr:.tions c.r..; not like pco}Jlc, and gove:rnrlwnts ;:;.re not 

like people, o.t l...:c.st not enough like people to permit rolic~nce on 

the cn.alogy, or on whc,t i.s sometimes m0roly o. E1c:taphor. Wo sometimes 

to.lk c.bou_t 11 changing a government's mind, n but ;-_ govcrnmcn t hc.s no 
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literal mind. \iiG tclk about £:.fL.:ct:.Lng the gov~.-·rnmcnt 's J?vrcvption 

of con~equcncc.s, b~t gove;rni:1cnts have: no pc:rccptionse We may oven 

talk about dcte:rring th~ough fe:DI' of the conscque~ccs ~ but fc;o.r is 

something that people hove. Govcrnracnts indeed Gro composed of 

pcoplG, but tho conposi tion is not oq_ ui ve.l~nt to one lt:;rgq~-~izcd 

individual who pcrc~ives 1 cogitatGs, und d8cidcse I ho.d an ~-loquont 

parc...0raph about thic in my book~ but most .!:'C·ad.:::rs mo.y hc,v\: missed 

it, and those '~:Jho didn't r.L1iss :i.t u:.:Jy he..vo t·kcn it e.s f. perfunctory 

a_cknowle:dge:mont ~hc~t l-JCW quite insnffici12nt to clcansv my book of 

thc_~in of pGrsonificctiono I not only wish thc:.t I hu.d had a chaptci· i 

rathc:r than a parag·::-aph, on it tut . ' WJ.5l1 1. had token that ch2.ptcr 

seriously in v;ritir..g· thu other c·-:..1ptcr,so 

Governments o.r._. chc,::. .... c.ctoriz0d by politics ~ud :bur-:::auCrc~cy, 

pcrso·nal cnrcors cind rive.lrios ~· l....:adur.s o..nd into::: rust groups, and 

forraal mechanisms .like cho.ins of con1mnnd~ voting proc.0d0.rcs, 

com11i ttcos within cortll!li ttc:es c.~nd ovorlo.pping coGlmi ttc~s ~ and nuncrous 

individuals who ho..vc their own suurcos of infort:tlation·, ·t-hc·ir ov1n 

lines of communication, their own undcrstandings of national goal 

and idoo·logy 1 their own n11.:asur-:::s of boldnoss and timidity, their 

individual· cD.p.-·.--:j_~~~;_, foi boredom, sickness and even d0ath., and 

their famil-ios, th..;ir incomes, and thoj_r plEtcc.:s in history. 

(,1Jhcn I vias a boy I thought I would gro1,;~ up st.l:'O'l1£: &nd brave if 

I used a l>1init;tum 'Jf blo.nkctb on LilY bc:d r.t night; ov:.::·ry·llight, shiv8r-·· 

ing in bod, I cur;:;cd -Chat boy vrll·::-:· in the -dayti1112 mc-,do ny d()cision 

for me. It wc-,.s too c:old ;.:7un to get out of bed to g;:;t ~no.th8r 

blanket. Hany of l.~S~ ·c:G adults, "''}1-:)J.l HO try to stop S1~10king 

disc.ov.Gr that "~:Jc: e:.ru at loo.at two poo_JlC:, onG of wJ.J.olll wt'.:nts· to quit 

an-d ono of who:n badly 1:1:::-~n_ts a sraoku from timo to tir:lv; o..nd· i't is 

in tore sting to watch who guts th2 uppur hand o.nd. by whc..t- -tvchniquGs 

they compete; for control~ EV8ll pGoplc arc n10rc. com.pliCc.ted than 

the artificio.l individuals ''rho GOJJ"lctimos G·l;.)rvo c:;.s anCllogiGs for 

govornm~nts in the thcori\JS of puo:pl<.: like me: and governments nre 

morG complic<-~ted than pcopJ.G" 

How doe:s a govornm~nt chc.ngc its mind? One of the alleged 

purposes of the bombing of .North Vi0tnam was t:o. raisv ·the costs of 

the wnr to the North Vict.namoso:, so that they· would find it not to 

their ndvcmtac;-o to pursuu the 1-~-- r against. us'. -~~~-hi eh North .Victno..ne.so. 

the on0s who f0cl the:: po.in or tho on6s who mo.ke th0 dcc·isions? How 

do thoy r;~okG their Jalc'llat..ion? .. :f cost? Do thGy calculate cost? 
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16 it enough t:~:o.7. eac!J. sGnior ViotnaE1ese official I?rivctely do his 

own calculation; or is sorJething 1:10re still n8edod, some initiative, 

some politica~ process, some bureaucratic Qechanieo, by which 

private estimates got translated into official policy? 

I am struc.i:: by hoH many tirJ.es e. govc::rnrcwnt, when it does whnt 

we might call "changing its mind," does so by changing the complexion 

of the government itself. What is oft cm required is som0 chnnge 

in the o.uthor~::~y J prestige or bargaining power of particular 

individuals or factions or po.rties, sor:1c shift in executive or 

legislative lGadorship. ThosG who c2lcul<:cte tho costs as too high 

may hcwc to bring. bureaucratic skill or politicc.l pressure to bear 

on individuals who clo exercise cmthority, or go through processes 

· th.s.t shift authority or blc,me onto othGTs.~ In the extreme case 

revolt, sabotage or assassination lllD..Y be involved" 

Hy colleague, Ern est ~'Jay, Professor of History at Harvc,rd, in G 

brilliant paper called to ;,1y 2ttention the obvious feet that govcrn

m,):nts thc:,t fight wars ro..rely surrender: new gov..,:;.rnttlv:nts arc formed 

when it is tit~K to surrender~ True, a chEmgo of rc:gime 111ay bear 

so ne analogy to ~n individual vs change of 111ind; but the time tho.t it 

takGs and the way th<:'.t it happens c~1d the 11"-Y thc.t it is influenced 

by other governuents is a complex phcnomonono 

The ne2rost thing I knot;,' to a literal 11 chcnge ·of mindn by ec 

govornrllC)nt, CL government under duress in tine of wL:r, ww.s the effort 

of the Allies to clu ... --:nge the n1ind of the Gc:rm.::m governr:wnt. Strc.tegic 

bombing was involved then, too~ One of the questions then, as now in 

Victnar:1, is Hhethor a govcrnu1ent ·Hill ever cho..ngo its mind in the 

desired direction as et result of borabo.rdtJont. Well, the Gcrm<::.n 

governncnt almost did" The process involved plD-cing o. s11all suitcase where 

the mind that was to be changed could be blown all over the walls 

of a conference room; but tho brain and the body thct housed it 

surviv(;,d the blc.st, c:.nd thu finc~l step in cu1 elnborc:te conspirncy 

wo..s n fnilurc. 

Communist. China. in recent ycc..rs has been c.. superb exari1ple of c. 

nation, figurc.ti ~:?lY spen.lcing, mc.king up its bc:.dly di sordcred mind., 

Americ:nn poliqy tow.:J.rd Chine: ·cc12y be n good l!xc~uplo uxtending over 

almost two decades of hot'/ hard it is for ec govornucnt to chccngG its 

mind even when ::JcL~Y of the PCC?plc who comprise the sovornnwnt have 

already changed their Dinds. 
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And it is ·wide>ly uxpected that the J\worican government will in 

some direction change· its mind about Vietnam during these coLiing 

mo.nths; but constitut'ionc<lly this occe-sion come>s only once in four 

years, thp:ugh o.thcr p·ccrts of the process cccn occur between e>lections, 

This is not I:Je>nnt to be c. lecture in political science?, but one 

. c:.bout the; uses of force in the nucle-o.r 2.ge e But since the main use 

of. force is to persuade opposing governrJcnts to tcJre c.ctions or to 

abrotc,in from thora, to reach the right decisions, to chnnge their 

Iilinds or to mnke up their minds, this neurophysiology of governrJcnt 

is centrccl to tho. use of force, I know of no plccco where theorists 

like me nre more dvficient in their theory thnn in understanding the 

wo.ys that different !Sove-rnr:Ionts _co.11 respond to the thrco.t or use 

. of force; wore> importnnt, I !mow of no plccce whGro the policios nnd 

e..ctions of govo~n1~10nts raay bo. more seriously dt.:ficient thcm.··in not 

thinking through the likCh&nisrJ by which the influence of force> is 

supposed to bo trnnslated into o.ction within the tc.rgct govorncwnt, 

*~' * '~ * *~" * ** **** * * 

The. third point nbout the use of force in this nuclenr o.ge 

tho.t I wish I heed understood well enough to clabor&te in 1965 I do 

, not need to olo.boratc for you today, You understand it as well o.s I 

do, !1nybc you understood it better tho.n I did in 1965. It is about 

the user of the force, not the target or the victim or the opponent, 

The instrumcntccl use of force, th0 :cestrc:incd use of force, the 

use,of force except in dcsperute self-defence or in a gigantic moral 

cr'l!so.9.e, C311 ·be 2 terribly divisive ond corrosive influence nt homo,. 

I gu~ss I knew this wh-..:n thu Institutu was founded tvn ycu.rs ngo; 

th0 Korucm \'Jar ho.d been iuportw.nt in the carvur of Josoph McCc:rthy 

nnd EJny ho.veo bucm docisivv .in the oluction of Prosidont Eiscmhowar, 

I know thnt throo years o.go when I wrote :ay book. But I did ·not 

know.it the wo.y I know it now. 

I do not lmo,; whothor President Kmmcdy or President Johnson 

would hc.vc foreseen the high cost in nntionwl urlity, in nationetl 

1'3elf-confidoncc und ·hope, and in the sense of fuir plny that under

lies dcmocrc •. tic in.stitutions, if he had Clnticipo.tcd tho course thnt 

the ·wccr hc.s tekon. But I think if it ho.d boon foreseen, nnd if the 

c:._ctu-c:.l course o.f· __ the w::.r hc..d ,:boen seen o.s. n likely· oli.c, the· :price 

. w.ould ho.ve buon judged too high, The bo:nbing of North Vietnam hns 

probo.bly disrupted J\mericc.n instit.utions ns rmch ns it ho.c disrupted 

North Victnm:JCse, Thv wnr is both too big nnd too srJnll for Americans 
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to o.bide over ccn extended period, too big to ignore c.nd too sr.Jc.ll 

to cor:-rtJand either pc.triotic forvor or oblig.::.tory Ctcquiescenco. 

The 101issile crisis of 1962 wc.s brief :end intense; people heed 

to hold their bre:.ths end trust their }·resident, who :.lone had 

to lil:J<:o the dGcisions, whethc;r we hetd f:cith in hin or not. The 

Doruinicc:.n crisis, for c,ll the frunilic.r rco.sons, gencr<::.ted enormously 

grc:.tcr discontent; but the biggest decision WClS c.lroc.dy to.ken by 

tho tiDe people could c.rgue about it or express their discontent; 

nnd oven in .Ar:1orica th.:.;re c,re li,...,.its, except 2.t el-.;ction tille i to 

th" ccttcntion people will pny to r.Jistc.kcs o.lreccdy wodc end o.llogcd 

evils c.lreody coDraitted. And the Boy of Pigs, in the end! wns 

probobly forgiven by uost of us whose notivc lccnguogo is English; 

und8r et gr.:,ding systeEJ thot fc.vours ccn uptrcnd in o President's 

pcrfornc.ncc. 

The wc:.r in Vietnc:n is different. ·rhc cost in nonoy, GVen tho 

cost in cc.sualtics, relight not hccve oppeorcd· cxorbitetnt to the 

Presidents who, between 1959 etnd 1964, brought us into it. The cost 

in politicetl vitolity, I feel sure, woes not foreseen. 

Is this a phenobonon of the nuclear age? Indirectly, perhaps; 

th" nucleocr age c.ppcccrs to be etn ccge of c,cutious woorfetro, end ca..ttious 

warf;1re no.y tend to be indecisive. Still, the nucl0c.r ::~ge coincides 

with so r;1c::.ny e:.ges whose connection ~.,rith nuclo2.r l·VGC'..pons is pgrtial 

at Elost thcct it is hord to discern cc.use ccnd effect. In ArJorica this 

is the c:..gc of o.ffluance cmd the; age of the cold wecr, the age of 

instant corJElUnico.tion and of i;1o.ss tourisD, the c..gc of Nogro politicc::.l 

Ci7lergonce, of mnss college educatioJ:f, and of teenage c.sscrtivencss. 

And it is the 2.ge of ossocssimction. Tir;w uJE.y tell, though 

even time ho.s a wr::.y of being secretive nbout these things, just how 

all of those phcnonena intertwined with the wccr in VietnnD to bring 

us to where we c:re in Auorican politicc:.l life. Tioe 1:1cy even 

cventucclly tell us just whcra it is thot '"o are in Arocric= politicc.l 

life. 

But to sane extent surely, perhi:lps to c.. dGcisive extent, we etre 

sto.ggering under our own uso of force in the nucleo..r o.ge. 
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